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ADVERTISEMENT

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

[ The Translator to his Readers.^

Sixteen months had scarcely elapsed when the last

edition of this work was announced to be out of print.

It then became jmy interest, as it had already been my
inclination, to carefully revise and republish, with such
amendments as should render it more deservino- of
public approbation. I do not affect to conceal my be-

lief that the present edition is extremely accurate ; and
while 1 have endeavoured to be as literal as common
sense would permit, let such of my readers as are de-
sirous of having a closer translation bear in mind, that

I never undertook first to murder Celsus, and then to

subject him to minute dissection, in order that a few
dead fibres of his mangled corse might be submitted to

the inspection of " cruel examiners but to transfer him
to their notice physically and essentially, body and soul,

with so much spirit infused into tlie translation as might
at least give a faint idea of the living original. Celsus
still lives in his own work, and against the dissection of
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the bodies of the living he has recorded his abhorrence,

giving as a reason (which, alas ! has not been sufficient

to insure his own safety,) that " nothing can be more

absurd to imagine a man the same when deprived of his

spirit as he was when alive ;" and again, that " all such

dissectors gain is the having cruelly mangled their sub-

ject without having acquired any adequate notion of the

living man."

Sympathising, however, with that class of medical

students who need every encouragement, I have pre-

pared an " ordo verborum" for the first and third books,

after such a method that

" he who runs may read :"

which I shall direct the booksellers to supply separately

at little more than the cost of print and paper.

32, Spriny Gardens,

October, \^^\,



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

TO

THE FIRST EDITION.

We will not wait to make an invidious comparison

between ancient and modern medical practitioners

;

although doubtless we have ample reason to exult in

our own superiority :
" oportet autem neque recentiores

viros in his I'raudare, quae vel repererunt vel recte

secuti sunt ; et tamen ea, qute apud antiquiores aliquos

posita sunt, auctoribus suis reddere." The works of

the ancients assist us in tracing the origin and progress

of science ; every fragment lost, is a link broken in the

chain which connects us with creation.

Aulus Cornelius Celsus flourished in the golden age,

that is to say, in the reigns of the Emperors Augustus
and Tiberius. That he wrote in the reign of this last

tyrant is evident, from what he says, when speaking of

Themison, one of the successors of Asclepiades ; on
which occasion he uses the word " nuper," to determine
the period at which the former of these two physicians

seceded from the Asclepiad doctrine. Now it is known
for certainty that Themison lived in the reign of Au-
gustus.

That our author possessed a diversity of talent, which
led him to treat on a variety of subjects, is evidenced
by the notice taken of him in the writings of his contem-
poraries, as well as in those of his successors. By them
we are informed that he composed works on the mi-
litary art, on rhetoric, and on agriculture : and that this

last immediately preceded his treatise on medicine, may
be inferred from the initial lines of his preface, " at
agricultura &c., sic medicina &c."
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Both by his countrymen, in his own time, and in

every succeeding' age, his merits as an author have been

variously estimated. If it be possible to infer the cha-

racter of an author by the perusal of his works, sure I

am, Celsus would have been better satisfied with the

moderate compliment paid to him by Quinctilian, than

with the bombastic titles of *' medicorum deus," " mi-

rabilis in omnibus."

Whether he was an actual practitioner or a mere

compiler of other men's improvements, has long been

subject matter of dispute ; nor is it as yet determined

to the satisfaction of the learned: " hfec per magnae

contentionis disputationes stepe tractata sunt atque

tractentur." If I may be allowed to record my opinion,

I would venture to say, his own work and the habits of

his order would go to prove he was not a money making

physician, for he severely condemns wholesale dealers in

disease, and declares it to be impossible for any one

person to attend and do justice to a great number of

patients : he was not a Hospital Physician, for he ani-

madverts likewise upon that class of practitioners as

deficient in care and discernment ; neither was he a

servile imitator of the practice of his contemporaries,

for he authoritatively recommends several modes of

treatment which he declares to be in his time univer-

sally neglected.

What was he then 1 A literary charlatan, who com-

promised the interests of posterity, by authoritatively

laving down precepts concerning the life and death of his

fellow-creatures, without having repeatedly put those

precepts to the test of experience? He could not do it.

He would have been the laughing-stock of Rome. Let

us examine the following passages :
" Ego autem medi-

camentorum dari potiones, et alvum duci non nisi raro

debere, concedo." Lib. iii. cap. vi. What 1 Concession

upon a practical point, emanating from a man who never

practised 1 It must have been a modest concession with a

vengeance! "Ego turn hoc puto tentandum, quum parum

cibus " &c. Lib. iii. cap. xi. If not a practitioner, of

what consequence was it to the physicians of Rome,
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what he thought J
" Ego utique, si satis virium est,

validiora ; si parum imbecilliora auxilia, prrefero."

Lib. iii. cap. xxiv. On what could he have grounded

his preference, if not on his own practical results in a

number of cases ? " Ego experimentis quemque in se

credere debere," &c. Lib. iv. cap. xviii. " Ego eun-

dem quidem hominem posse omnia ista prajstare con-

cipio." Lib, vii. Praef." If not a practitioner, he would

not have formed such a conception. " Ego autem cog-

novi, qui, succisa lingua," &c. Lib. vii. cap. xiii. sect.

4. " Ego sic restitutum esse neminem memini." Lib.

vii, cap. vii. sect. 6. It were easy to subjoin fifty such

passages ; let these suffice.

Now could he write so at Rome, where it must be no-

torious whether he really practised or not? Or can it

be conceived any man could write so exactly upon

medical and surgical subjects without being versed in

practice ?

A word or two with regard to the arrangement and

contents of this work.

Celsus finding medicine already divided into three

departments, the dietetical, pharmaceutical, and surgical,

arranges his treatise accordingly. The four first books

embrace dietetical treatment, the fifth and sixth are ap-

propriated to the pharmaceutical ; and the two last to the

|urgical. Commentators have wasted much time in ob-

jecting that as even in the first book, he begins to treat

on pharmaceutical agents, he cannot therefore be said

to have adhered to the order which he proposes in his

preface : incorrectly, for he tells us in the preface of
his fifth book, " omnes medicinae partes ita annexae sunt,

ut EX TOTO non separari possunt." He was no advo-
cate for pharmaceutic medicine. Diet and the diges-
tive organs were his watchwords. Let our modern
Celsus candidly confess his early obligations to the
Roman, and save future historians the pain of inflicting

censure ; it would be a most righteous retribution, re-
dounding to the honour of both.

Should my readers look for notes illustrating those
passages in which I have thought fit to render our au-
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thor differently from my predecessors, 1 would wish

them to know that these discrepancies are so numerous
and perpetual, that such notice would be tedious in the

extreme. The candid scholar will discover, and appre-

ciate them, without my catching at his attentions by a

pompous display of the research which they necessarily

imply. He will see too, my motive for having so fre-

quently sacrificed elegance of style, and roundness of

periods, to the convenience of the medical tyro.

In conclusion, I will take occasion to express my re-

gret, that Celsus, whose precepts are remembered with

delight by all the learned, no matter of what profession,

in every other academy in Europe, should in our Eng-
lish Universities be little known and less read ; that

men of literature, who have most need of dietetic pre-

cepts should disregard an author, than whom no sage of

antiquity can more aptly, more elegantly inform them,

"QUO MODO CAVENDUM EST, NE IN SECUNDA VA-

LETUDINE, ADVERS-(E PRiESIDIA CONSUMANTUR."

32, Spring Gardens,

Nov. 12fA, 1829.



REMARKS

LIFE AND CHARACTER
OF

CELSUS.

AuLus Cornelius Celsus, whose work is here
presented to the English reader, was a learned Ro-
man, who, according to the best authorities, flourished
in the Augustan aera. He was the author of treatises
on rhetoric, history, jurisprudence, agriculture, the mi-
litary art, and medicine ; on all which subjects he ac-
quitted himself so as to gain the applause of after ages.
Of these works the last is the only one now extant.
The learned have wondered at the versatility of his
talent, and many have doubted whether it was pos-
sible for one man to be practically versed in the several
subjects which he adorned

; forgetting how much
more wonderful it would be, had he erected such an
elegant superstructure on the flimsy basis of compi-^
lation. The fixed purpose of his life seems to have
been to gain useful knowledge and to transmit it to
posterity. In imbibing knowledge he followed the pre-
Qept inculcated by his fellow-countryman and contem-
porary : he first practically, and with curious and pa-
tient minuteness, inquired into every particular, and then
made it the subject matter of his treatise.

" Scribendi recte, sapere est etprincipium et fons,"

Tn transmitting it, he discharged his duty in the
mode which the illustrious Bacon has declared to be
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the most perfect,—" Neither too hasty in affirming,

nor loose and sceptical in doubting, he has raised up

all particulars to the places assigned them by their

degree of evidence and proof and he has employed

such language as appeared to him to be best defended

against the ravages of time. Having made this the

institute of his life, he most probably followed up

every department practically and theoretically ;
prac-

tically, not as a livelihood, for it may be inferred from

his preface, where he submits to our notice the con-

flicting opinions of sectarians, that, as regards himself,

he was free from the bias of an education exclusively

medical, and that his sole object in canvassing the opi-

nions of others was to discover the truth " sine ambi-

tione ;" which is conjectured by this translator to mean,

without making his treatise a step-ladder to practice, or

a buttress to fame already acquired as a practitioner

:

for no one can carefully peruse the few sentences which

precede the delivery of his own judgment on their

several merits, without perceiving that he considered

(which is very correct, and has been in all ages the

greatest obstacle to the advancement of medical sci-

ence,) that the exclusive study of medicine is a profession

calculated to render even the greatest geniuses dog-

matical, and to deceive the best regulated mind into a

belief that it is arguing for truth, when ASCEN-

DANCY is the prize at which it is aiming.

His treatise on medicine supplies few materials even

to the most ingenious biographer ; for his rare and ad-

mirable modesty has thrown an almost impenetrable veil

over his history. The mind, however, even in this

dearth of information, busies itself in supplying the

deficiencies ; and as we become familiar with his work,

(thus has it happened to all his commentators,) he be-

comes known to us as " a right noble gentleman," pos-

sessing the genuine spirit of philosophy, urbane with-

out foppery, gentle but firm of purpose, cautious in

dealing out either censure or praise, capable of the

greatest conceptions, as is proved by his having been

bold enough to commence his six books of the arts,
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afterwards styled by Columella a perfect system of

knowledge ; and possessing the greatest industry, as

may be inferred by his having completed so vast an

undertaking : one who entertained the most elevated

notions of his duties to his fellow-citizens and to pos-

terity ; the impressive inculcator of justice, candour,

magnanimity, and a bold course of independence in the

exercise of the medical art ;
" a steady observer of the

first entrance of truths into errors, and of errors into

truths," with all the wary circumspection of the phi-

losopher, " in admiring or despising any thing."

Among the ancients who bear testimony to his merits,

or cite him as authority, are Columella in Re Rustica,

11.2. IX. 2. VI. 9. III. 17. IV. 8. I. 1. Quinctiliau

Inst. Orat. xii. 11, x. 1. Pliny Hist. Nat. X. 53. XX.
4. XIV. 2. Some conjecture, perhaps vaguely, that he
is the Celsus lamented in one of Ovid's Epistles. Vide
Epist. Ovid. Ex Ponto I. 9. v. 39., and the Celsus Al-
binovanus (?) of Horace. To collect the innumerable
testimonies of the moderns would be superfluous. What
Celsus said of medicine may now be said of his own
fame,

•" Haec nusquam quidem non est."

G. F. C.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Figure 1. Represents iLe order of a Roman Batli.

2. The Laconicum.

3. The Solium.

4. The Slrigils.

5. The Roman Semipes.

6. The Cucurbital or cupping instrument.

7. The Forfex.

8, 9, and 10. The various kinds of Vulsella.
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Roman Measures of Capacity for things Liquid, reduced to

English Wine Measure, the wine pint holding 28^ solid

" inches.

No. I.

Ligula

12

24

48

Cyalluis

12

Acetaliulum .

Quurtarius

Heniina

8 Sextarius

Pints. Sol. in dec.

0,117^

0,469^

0,1 0,704J

1,409

H 2,818

1 5,636

Possibly No. I. may be better understood in tlie following form.

No. II.

Ligula;. Cyatlii. Acetab. Quart. Hem. Sext. Eng.

48 or 12 or 8 or 4 or 2 = 1 = 1

24 or 6 or 4 or 2 = 1 — . = 0

12 or 3 or 2 = 1 — — . = 0

6 or [1=1— — — . = 0=
4 , = 1 — = 0.

= 0.

pt. Sol. inch,

and 0.636

17.255^

8.627f
4.3 13|
2.875ii

0.7 1S«

Roman Measures of Capacity for thinus Dry, reduced to

English Corn Measure, the English corn pint holding

3^f inches.
No. III.

Ligula •

4 Cyathus

6 n '

24 6

48 12

Heniina

2 Sextarius

Pints. Sol. in. dec.

o,A 0,01

o.f. 0,04

0,1 0,06

o,i 0,24

1. 0,48
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The same Table in another form.

No. IV.

Ligulffi. Cyathi. Acetab. Heiiiinas. Sextarius. Eng. c. pt. Sol. inch.

48 or 12 or 8 or 2 = 1 = 1. and 0.48
21 or e or 4 = 1 — — = 0. 17.04
6 or 1.1 = 1 — — — — = 0. 4.204=1— ___ = 0. 2.841— ___ = 0. 0.71

Note. The tables No. I. and No. III. are exactly copied from Dr. Ar-
biitlmot. No. XII. and XIII. I have here gone no higher than the sex-
tarius, as that is the greatest measure mentioned by Celsus ; it has its name
from making the sixth part of the Roman congius.

I would have taken the table of weights from Dr. Arbulhtiot also, if he
had given one accommodated to Celsus ; but as he has nut, I have com-
posed the following, No. VI. according to the division of Celsus himself,
who tolls us, Lib. v. cap. 17. that he divides the uncia, or ounce, into seven
denarii, and the denarius into six sextantes.

Besides these, in several compositions our author uses semimcia and ses-

ciincia, that is, half an ounce and ounce and half; and to save the reader
the trouble of reduction, I have given them also a place in the table.

The accurate Mr. Greaves, in his Dissertation on the Denarius, from re-

peated expi-rimerits concluded the Roman denarius to contain 02 grains
English Troy weight, from which the proportions of the other weights are
determined.

No. V.

Grains. Scruples. Drachms. Ounces. Pound Troy.
gf- 9 3 3 m

5700 or 288 or 96 or 12 = 1

480 or 24 or g = 1

60 or 3 = 1

20 = 1

1

Celsus's Weights compared with Apothecaries' Weights.

No. VI.

Gr.of Troyvv t. Sextant. Denar. Semunc. Unc. Sescun. Libr. Apothecaries'.

3 3 9 gr.
5208 or 504 or 84 or 24 or 12 or 8 = 1 = 10 : G : 2 : 8
651 or 63 or lOJ or 3 or li = 1 — =1:2:2:11
434 or 42 or 7 or 2=1 =0:7:0:14
217 or 21 or 3i = 1 =0:3:1:17
62 or 6= 1~ =0:1:0:2
lOJ = 1— _ — 0:0:0: 10^
1 — =0:0:0:1

Note 1. The Romans divided all integers, as they did their as, into
twelve equal parts called uncia. Thus the sextans was the sixth part of
the ai, containing two of these uncia, quadruns one fourth, or three uncia,
triens the third part, or four uncia, semis (me half, or six uncia, hes or hessis,
two thirdi, or eight uncia, dudrans, three fourths bring nine uncia. The
weight of these then differs as the integer is the libra, the uncia, or dena-
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rius, w hich the attentive reader will easily reduce, if he is disposed to cal-

culate tlie quantities, obseiving that they are not to he taken for aliquut

parts of the denarius, but when they follow the mark of the denarius. Tlie

integer preceding, and the nature of the composition will be the best ex-

plication.

Note 2. The denarius mark was X or X, as containing originally ten

small asses. This by the copiers has been often confounded with X, de-

noting the number of len denarii ; so that after all the pains of critics and

commentators, the proportions of the ingredients in several compositions

seem to be irrecoverably lost. For this reason I suppose the later editors

have thought fit to change it for the common asterisk.

Note 3. The characters for quantities are variously marked in different

authors, and the same note has several values. There is one of this uncer-

tainty in Celsus, that is Z, wliich we are told expresses the libra, the ses-

cuncia, the sextans vf a pound, the denarius, and the sextans of a denarius,

Rhodius de Ponderib. et Mensur. Cels. Which of these different values

ii bears in any particular place must be determined by tlie connexion.

When it follows the mark of the denarius, it can mean no more than the

sextans of a denarius.

Note 4. p. stands for pondo, which is an indeclinable word, and when

joined with numbers, signifies libra, or a pound; when with other weights,

stands for no more than pondus or weight in general.

For an example of the reduction of C^lsus's weights to ours, the follow-

ing may serve.

Lib. V. cap. 19, No. 7. Philolas's plaister contains:

No. VII.

3 3 9 gr.

Of Eretrian earth, chalcitis, of each

p. iv. * . . . . = I : 0 : 0 : 8 viz. 3 1. gr. n.

myrrh, calcined copper, of each multiplied by

p, X. • . . . .=1:2:1:0 4—andsowith
isinglass p. vi. • . . . = 0 : 6 : 0 : 12 all the rest,

rasile verdigrise, round alum,

crude misy, birtliwort, of

each p. viii". * . . .==1:0:0: 16

copper scales p. xx, * . « = 2^ : 0 : 2 : 0

male frankincense p. ii, * .=0:2:0:4
oil of roses, bitter vi\, of each three cyathi, or 1 quartanus= be-

tween { and J
of an English pint,

vinegar a sufficient quantity.— Vide Greaves Celsus,

ROMAN APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.

One pound ^ C Twelve ounces.

One ounce ^ i, / Seven denarii.

One deiiariusf
"'^"^^^ \ SixSextants=3 scruples.

One scruple ) (. Two sextants=2 oboli.

ROMAN LIQUID MEASURE.

One Sextans ^ T«o heminre.

One hemina f \ Two quartarii.

One quarfarius > makes < Two acetabula.

One acetabulum i i A sesqui-cyalh.

One cyath J VFourliguls.
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A. CORNELIUS CELSUS,

UPON MEDICINE.

BOOK I.

THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

As Agriculture to those who are in health, holds out the
expectation of aliment, so Medicine promises to the sick a
recovery from disease. There is not a spot on the habitable
globe where the healing art has not some footing ; for even
the most uncivilized tribes have some knowledge of herbs,
and other remedies easily procured for the relief of wounds
and diseases. It has been advanced by cultivation, however
nmong the Greeks more than among other nations ; nor with
them from their first origin, but a few centuries only before
our own time

; for iEsculapius is celebrated as its most an-
cient author, and was deified for having more ingeniously
cultivated a science, which, up to his time, had been devoid
of arrangement and in low estimation. His two sons, Po-
daliriusand Machaon, followed in the train of Agamemnon,
the commander of the Trojan expedition, and afforded no in-
considerable assistance to their fellow soldiers in arms : not
that Homer mentions them as curing the plague, or as treat-
ing any of the various kinds of disease ; but describes them
as in the habit of treating wounds only, by operations and
medicine. So that it is manifest they practised these de-
partments exclusively, and that they are the most ancient.
We learn from the same author, that at that period diseases-
were ascribed to the anger of the immortal gods, and that
from them relief was usually solicited; nor is it improbable
that, notwithstanding the "deficiency of remedies, a good
state of health universally prevailed among nations, whose

CEL. .
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liabits were simple, and whom as yet neither sloth nor luxury

had corrupted : for it was among the Greeks primarily, and

afterwards among ourselves, that these vices exerted their de-

pressing influence. Hence, Medicine, complicated as it now

is and neither requisite in olden time, nor now among some

nations, barely conducts a few of us to the confinesof old age.

So that even after the time of the individuals just mentioned,

no illustrious characters practised medicine, until literature

came to be studied with greater ardour; of all pursuits the

most necessary to the mind, although injurious to the health

of the body. At first, the healing art was viewed as a de-

partment of philosophy; for both the treatment of diseases

and the study of physics derived their origin Irom the same

founders ; and with good reason, for they, most of all men,

required the aid of medicine, who had diminished the ener-

gies of their constitutions by stedl'ast meditation, and the

midnic^ht lamp. Therefore it is, we learn by tradition, that

tuany of tlie philosophers were skilled in it, and that the most

celebrated were Pythagoras, and Empedocles, and Demo-

critus, whose pupil, (as some believe) Hippocrates ot Cos,

was of all those worthy of commemoration, the hist to sepa-

rate'this study from that of Philosophy ; a man signally dis-

tinouished for his professional skill and for the eloquence ot

liis'style. Next came Diodes, the Carystian ;
shortly after-

wards Praxagoras and Chrysippus ; and then Herophilus and

Erasistratus, who were not merely actual practitioners, bii*

likewise the inventors of different modes of treatment. At

this time medicine being divided into three departments,

there was one professing to cure by diet, another by medica-

ments, and a third by manipulation. These the Greeks de-

nominated by the terms, buurr,TtKiiv, (diaitetiken), <^,apf,aK^v-

riK,),', (pharmakeutiken), xe'po«PV"«-')"' (cheirourgiken). l>ut

the oriainatorsof the dietetic plan being by far the most re-

nowned, attempted to treat the subject more protoundiy,

arroo-ating to themselves a knowledge of physics ; as it, witti-

out °that,^Tledicine would be weak and imperfect. After

their time, Serapion, declaring this theoretical education to

be useless, contended that practice and experiment alone

make the physician. His notions were pursued by Apollo-

nius and Glaucias, and some time after by Herac ides the

Tarentine, who, from the nature of the doctrine, styled them-

selves Empirics. Here then was a schism in dietetics also,

for some were advocating Theory, and others were tor 1 rac-
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tice only ; but from their time to that of Asclepiades, who

effected great changes in the methods of curing disease, there

was no novelty ; each man practising what he had learned

from his predecessors. Among those who have succeeded

Asclepiades, Themisoti not long ago efiected many changes

in the latter period of his life. Thus, by the labour of these

worthies principally, was it, that the healing art arrived at

the state in which we find it.

We will commence with that department which embraces

the general treatment of disease, since of the three it is the

most celebrated, and the most difficult of acquirement. Inas-

much as some advocate experimental knowledge exclusively,

while others assert that practice is inefficient without a know-

ledge of the various constitutions and of physical agents ;

and as this is the first point of dissension, it becomes my duty

to state the arguments on both sides, that I may, with the

greater facility, interpose my own opinion.

TheTHEORiSTS say, that a knowledge of the occult or con-

taining causes of disease, of the evident causes, of the natural

functions, and lastly of the internal parts, are all indispen-

sable prerequisites to practice. They call those occult causes,

which comprehend an investigation into the elementary

principles of our bodies, and the circumstances which con-

tribute to health or disease. For their belief is, that no man
can know how to treat disease, who is ignorant of its origin ;

that it is an axiom not to be doubted, that one plan of treat-

ment is requisite, if a superabundance or a want of either

of the four principles have created disease, as some philoso-

phers have said ; another, if all the fault be in the humours,

as was the opinion of Herophilus; another, if in the spirit,

as Hippocrates believed; again another, if the blood get

into vessels adapted only for containing spirit, and excite

inflammation, called by the Greeks, (p\ey[ioyfiv, (phlegmo-

nen,) and so produce febrile action, which was the opinion

of Erasistratus ; and lastly, another, if Asclepiades be cor-

rect in his notion, that exhalant particles are arrested in their

progress through the invisible pores, and produce obstruc-

tions there: but that he will succeed best in curing a dis-

ease, who is not mistaken in the cause of it. Nor do they

deny the necessity of experiment, but they contend that

without theory there is no avenue to experiment : that the

ancients did not at random administer the first thing which

occurred to them, but reflected on what was most proper
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and, prompted by some conjecture, afterwards put their re-

medies to the test of experience : nor is it of any importance

that most facts have originally been discovered by experi-

ment, provided these, as is most usual, have been based on

some conjectural reasoning : but that moreover new kinds of

distempers often happen, touching which we do not stand

informed by experience; that it is necessary, therefore, to

search for their origin ; short of knowing which, it is not in

the power of man to discern why one remedy should be used

preferably to another. And such are the reasons for pur-

suing occult causes.

They call those evident causes, to which belongs the

inquiry whether the disease has been occasioned by heat or

by cold, by hunger or by excess in diet, and so forth : for

they assert that a malady will be arrested by him who is

acquainted with its origin.
i i

•

By NATURAL ACTIONS they mean respiration, degluti-

tion, digestion, and also nutrition.

They require to know moreover the cause of the contrac-

tion and dilatation of the arteries ; the nature of sleep and

watching ; without which knowledge they presume no one

can either check or cure diseases connected with derange-

ment of these functions. As of all these, digestion seems

the most important, they dwell upon it principally, and

some, on the authority of Erasistratus, affirm it to be a pro-

cess of trituration; others, after Plistonicus, that it is

effected by putrescency ; others, with Hippocrates, that it

is the result of coction : then come the pupils of Asclepiades,

who pretend that these ideas are superfluous inanities, and

that the crude material, just as ingested, is distributed to all

parts of the body. Although they disagree in these hypo-

theses, they all allow that a sick diet requires to be varied

according as this or that notion may be the most correct

por if, say they, it be a process of trituration, that should

be selected which is ground down most easily ;
if of putre-

faction, that which most easily passes into this state ;
if ot

coction by heat, that which generates most heat ; but it there

be in reality no coction of any kind, then, that none ot these

kinds of aliments are eligible, but that those ought to be

fmployed which are the least liable to undergo change after

di'resti'on. And for the same reason, when breathing is op-

pressed, or when sleep or watchfulness harasses the patient,

they are of opinion that he who understands these functions.
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is the man to rectify their derangement. Besides, since we

meet with pain and various kinds of morbid afiections m in-

ternal parts, THEIR OPINION IS, that it IS impossible to

adapt remedies to these cases without a knowledge of such

parts : that dissection of the dead subject, for the thorougii

examination of the intestines and other internal organs, is

indispensably requisite ; and they commend the plan adopted

by Herophilus and Erasistratus, who dissected such crimi-

nals alive, as were delivered over to them from the prisons

by royal sanction; carefully observing before they had

ceased to breathe, those parts which are by nature concealed

;

together with their position, colour, form, size, relative situ-

ation, hardness, softness, smoothness, and connexion ;
next,

the convexities and concavities of each, the insertions both

complete and partial ; for they argue, that no one can

know the exact seat of an internal pain, if he have not pre-

viously made himself well acquainted with each organ and

each intestine ; that a diseased part cannot be cured by him

who knows nothing about it; and that when internal parts

are exposed by wounds, one who is ignorant of their healthy

character, cannot know whether they are sound or unsound,

and if unsound, cannot provide a remedy: that as even ex-

ternal remedies are applied with greater precision after exa-

mining the situation and form of internal parts, and ascertain-

ing their extent, so the argument holds good in all the other

instances before mentioned; and that it is not cruel, as

many assert, to search for remedies for the innocent part of

society in all ages, at the expence of torturing a few of the

guilty.

On the other hand, those who attach themselves to expe-

rience, and from that circumstance style themselves Em-
pirics, admit indeed the necessity of evident causes ; but

CONTEND that research after occult causes and the natural

functions are superfluous, because in their nature incompre-

hensible : and that it is evident they are so, from the dis-

crepancy of all discussions of the matter; since neither the

philosophers nor the physicians can agree among themselves.

For why should one believe Hippocrates rather than Hero-

philus ? why him in preference to Asclepiades? They argue,

that if one be inclined to be influenced by theories, all theirs

seem plausible ; if by cures, each has his successful cases.

That therefore one's reliance should be servilely placed on

no man's argument, on no man's authority ; that if reasoning
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makes the Lest physicians, the i)hilosi)phers must be tlitf

best ; but as the matter now stands, they are redundant in

words, but deficient in the knowledge of the heaUng art.

They submit that treatment must vary with chniate ; tliat

one plan is required at Rome, another in Egypt, another in

;Gaul; that if the causes of disease were such as are every

where the same, the remedies would be so likewise ; thai

frequently the causes are manifest, the cause of lippitude for

example, and that of a wound, and nevertheless the treat-

ment is obscure ; that if the doctrine of evident cause exert

so little control over the cure, that of occult cause must

possess still less. The last being uncertain and incomprehen-

sible, they prefer grounding their expectations of cure on

well-tried matters of fact ; that is to say, like as in all other

arts, upon those things which experience shall have taught

us in the treatment of disease : for it is practice and not con-

troversy that makes the husbandman and the pilot. And
that these researches have nothing to do with treatment,

they infer from this ; that they who entertain different opi-

nions touching these matters, are nevertheless equally suc-

.cessful in the cure of their patients, which they effect, not

by deriving their plan of treatment from occult causes, or

from natural actions, concerning which they disagree, but

-from the results of their individual ex|jerience.jHPursuing

the argument, they contend the origin of medicine is not to

be ascribed to these researches, but to experiments; for some

invalids, incited by a voracious appetite, took food imme-

diately on the first days of a disease ; while others loathing

all nutriment, and therefore abstaining from it, experienced

-more relief. Some took food also in a febrile paroxysm,

some a short time before, and others after its remission, and

the results were in favour of the last ; so again some at the

commencementof their maladies used afuU, others a meagre

-diet ; and of these the hearty feeders experienced the most

dangerous disease. Now as these and the like occurrences

were happening every day, attentive characters noticed what

.plans answered the best ; and afterwards delivered precepts

for the sick. Hence, medicine accurately distinguishing the

.salutary from the pernicious, has arisen out of the experi-

mental results from time to time collected in the recovery of

some patients, and the death of others. That it w^s not

•until remedies had been discovered that men began to reason

on their mode of action ; nor was medicine invented after
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theorv but that theoretical inquiries were secondary to

the indention of the healing art. They requue to know

whether or not theory leads us to the same results as

experience ; if it does, it is useless; it it does not, it is

even injurious. At first, say they, it was necessary to

investigate remedies with the greatest caution, but now

their properties are known : and as no new maladies are

met with, so no new remedies are required. Hut admit-

ting the occurrence of some unknown distemper; the physi-

cian ought not, therefore, to meditate on obscure causes, but

immediately to have recourse to that disease which it most

nearly resembles ; and after making trial of remedies analo*

oous to those which have repeatedly proved successful in the

disease to which it is allied, by the similitude ot the cases

he will discover the cure. For they do not say, a physician

ou-'ht not to reason, or that an irrational animal can practise

this art ; but that speculating on occult matters is not to the

purpose, since it matters not what causes disease, but what

removes it ; nor is it of any consequence to understand how

digestion is performed, but to know what aliments are most

easy of digestion, no matter what may be the cause of this

process; whethei' it is one of concoction, or simple digestion.

They think we ought not to inquire how we respire, but

what renders resjji ration slow and oppressed ; not what pro-

duces disturbance in the circulation, but what the different

kinds of pulse portend ; a species of knowledge only to be

acquired by experience. That in all reasonings of this

kind there are two sides of the question, so that he who has

most ingenuity and eloquence has the best of the argument

;

although it is not by fluency of speech, but by remedies that

diseases are cured, which in the hands even of a dumb man,

well informed by experience, would prove more successful

than with the most polished orator without it. That the

things already mentioned are simply useless : but now re-

mains to be examined the cruelty of opening the abdomen

and prajcordia of the living, and of thus converting an art

intended for the preservation of mankind to an instrument

of destruction the most atrocious ;
especially, since so far

from such violent barbarity being requisite in the research of

these matters, some are altogether out of the reach of our

knowledge, and others can be learned without inhumanity.

For, that colour, smoothness, softness, hardness, and the

like, are not in a wounded body what they were before that
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body was wounded ; since in bodies whicb have received no
wound, fear, pain, hunger, indigestion, fatigue, and many
other inconsiderable affections often efl^ect changes ; much
more probable is it, that interior and much more tender
parts, to which even light itself is new, should undergo
changes under wounds the most severe, even under butchery
itself. They think it the last piece of folly, to expect that

the parts of a dying or dead man should present the appear-
ances of living organs; for that the abdomen, which is of
minor importance, may be opened while the man is yet
breathing; but as soon as the knife reaches the praecordia,

and the transverse membranous partition separating the

upper parts from the lower, and denominated by the Greeks
biH<f>payfia (diaphragma), is divided, death takes place im-
mediately ; so, in fine, it is not until the suff^erer is no more,
that the praecordia and all the viscera are presented to the

view of the assassin-like physician ; and these too impressed
with the characters of death, not with those of life. There-
fore, the physician has gained no knowledge of the nature
of the viscera of the living body, but the privilege of cruelly

butchering a fellow-creature. Again, admitting in such dis-

sections one can observe anything useful while as yet the

man breathes, it amounts to no more than what casualties

throw in our way in practice. For, that sometimes the gla-

diator on the stage, or the soldier in battle, or the traveller

encountered by robbers, is so wounded, that some internal

part may be exposed, and so again diff'erent parts in other

cases ; thus the prudent physician informs himself of their

situation, position, arrangement, figure, with other particu-

lars relating to them, and, prompted by compassion, learns

that which the others cannot have discovered but by cruelty

the most appalling. Duly weighing these circumstances,

they are of opinion that even the dissection of the dead may
be dispensed with ;

for, although not cruel, it is repugnant

to nature; whilst almost all the parts are different after

death, and as much as can be known during life maybe ac-

quired in the treatment of the wounded.

As physicians have written volumes on these matters,

which have, and may again be, the subject of much warmly-

contested argument, it is proper to subjoin certain remarks

which appear to be most correct : these not slavishly adapt-

ed to the one opinion, nor diametrically opposed to the

other, but such as would seem proper for an author to make.
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vvhb, as in this instance, is impartially investigating the

truth. Of tliG cause of liealth and disease, as of the manner

in which respiration, deglutition, and digestion are performed,

not even the philosoplrers themselves liave any certain know-

ledge, but ihey reason only from conjecture. Now conjee uve

concerning a thing of which we have no certain knowledge,

cannot be the means of discovering a remedy ;
and it is true

that nothing contributes more than experience to the pertec-

tion of a rational method of cure. Although, therefore, there

are many things not exclusively belonging to the arts, yet

by stimulating the genius of the artist they assist him in his

studies; so also the contemplation of natural things, al-

though it does not make the physician, nevertheless renders

a man more qualiiied for practice. Furthermore, Hippocra-

tes and Erasistratus, with others, who, not content with

treating on fevers and ulcers, advanced to the study of na-

ture, most probably were not absolutely made physicians by

such studies, but most undoubtedly greater physicians. But

theoretical inquiry is requisite in treatment; and, although not

always, yet often is so in obscure causes and natural actions.

For this is a conjectural art ;
nay, not only conjecture, but

experience fails to answer its purposes ; so sometimes fever,

food, and sleep are subject to many varieties.
.

Every now

and then, although rarely, new diseases occur; that such

never occur is clearly false ; for in our own time a female

was attacked with a prolapse of flesh from her genitals,

which afterwards became arid, and so she died within a few

hours without the physicians comprehending the nature of

the malady, and without their finding a remedy for it. I

suppose, as she was a person of high rank, no one would

personally risk his reputation by a conjecture, lest, if he

should not succeed, he might appear to have destroyed her ;

and so on that account they tried nothing. It is more than

probable but that for such timidity, some one might have

hit upon a remedy, which subsequent experience would have

confirmed. In cases of this kind analogy does not always

bear us out ; and when it does, still it is the province of the-

ory to determine, by a comparison of a number of other dis-

eases and their remedies, what medicine is most likely to

prove beneficial. Upon such occasions, therefore, the phy-

sician's duty is to invent something which may answer, not

uniformly perhaps, but yet generally. He will ground his

indications not on occult matters, which are dubious and
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uncertain, but on things which admit of investigation ; that

is to say, on evident causes. For it is of importance to know
whether fatigue has brought on a complaint, or thirst ; whe-

ther it has been occasioned by cold, or heat, or watchfulness,

or hunger, or by excess in food, wine, or venery. The phy-

gician ought to know the patient's constitution ; whether it

is more disposed to the moist temperament or the dry, whe-

ther weak or robust, frequently or rarely subject to disorder,

and whether his attacks are usually severe or slight, of short

or long duration ; his kind of life : whether laborious or

idle, luxurious or frugal. For from the consideration of

these and such-like particulars, a new method of treatment

may frequently be deduced. Nevertheless, even these mat-

ters are not to be passed over as if incontrovertible ;
" for,"

said Erasistratus, "it is not from these things that diseases

arise ; since, under such circumstances, some have no sub-

sequent fever, and others who are affected, nevertheless, at

other times endure the same things without the slightest bad

consequence,"

Some physicians, who would fain be considered as having

Theraison for their authority, contend that the doctrine of

cause is foreign to treatment, and that it is sufficient to re-

gard certain general characters of diseases ; since of these

may be enumerated three kinds : one of constriction, another

of relaxation, and a third partaking of the nature of both.

For that in some cases, excretion is deficient, in others ex-

cessive; in some, scanty from one organ, and from another

superabundant; that diseases are sometimes acute, some-

times chronic ; that they sometimes advance, are sometimes

stationary, and at others decrescent. Ascertaining there-

fore to which kind it belongs, if the body be constipated, it

ought to be relaxed ; if relaxed, it must be braced ; if the

disease be of a mixed character, we must from time to time

relieve the more urgent symptom. One plan is to be adopted

with acute, another with chronic affections ; we must diver-

sify our treatment according as diseases are increasing, sta-

tionary, or verging to a cure. They think the observation

of such matters as these constitutes medicine, and define it a

manner of proceeding, which the Greeks called " Method;"

as if contending that it is its province to contemplate certain

things common to disease. And they neither wish to be

ranked among the Theorists, nor the Empirics ; because

they dissent from the one party, in not admitting that a
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tioned ; and in the next place, it does not tollow that what

fails of affecting one individual, may not affect another ;
and

that that which is innoxious at one period, may not at ano-

ther prove injurious. For certain states accrue to a body

from weakness, and some are consequent on other disease.,

which are neither to be met with in other constitutions, nor

in that particular body except when arising from such

causes; and although these conditions do not independently

produce diseases, they nevertheless predispose to them

Now, had his conception of the study ot physics, for which

the physicians are such unqualified advocates, been sutti-

ciently correct, he would have known THAT NO ONE THING

IS A SOLE CAUSE, BUT THAT THAT IS TAKEN FOR THE

CAUSE, WHICH APPEARS MAINLY TO HAVE CONTRI-

BUTED TO AN EFFECT. ThAT WHICH SINGLY HAS NOT

THE POWER OF EXCITING DISTURBANCE, MAY, CON-

JOINTLY WITH OTHER CAUSES, DO SO IN THE HIGHEST

DEGREE. Besides, not even Erasisliatus, who says fever is

caused by a transtlux of blood into the arteries, arising trora

plethora, could discover why of two persons equally pletho-

ric, one should fall into a distemper, while the other remains

healthy ; a circumstance occurring to ones notice daily, ^o

that it may be inferred, admitting there is a real transfusion,

it does not happen simply from plethora; but from the

superaddition of some of the causes before enumerated.

But the Themisonians, if they hold their maxims to be ot

universal extent, are of all men the most decided Theorists.

For although one may not admit the whole of another s te-

nets, he needs not search for a new professional title, pro-

vided, which is the essential point, he relies not on memory

only, but on reasoning likewise. If the medicinal art

ADMITS SCARCELY ANY PRECEPTS OF GENERAL AP-

PLICATION, which is nearer the truth, then the Themiso-

nians differ not from the Empirics; for even the veriest

simpleton can tell you whether the disease has constringed

or relaxed the patient ; but if a train of reasoning be pur-

sued, in order to ascertain what relaxes a constricted frame,
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or constringes a relaxed one, then indeed the physician is a

Theorist : if, as he must confess as an abdicator of theory,

he collect his knowledge from experience only, he is an

Empiric. In this manner, with him knowledge of disease

is without science, and medicine mere practice.X Nay, in-

stead of adding, they subtract from the profession of the

Empirics; who do at least attend (o a great number of

things, but they to the easiest and most common. For

even cattle-doctors, since they cannot learn the idiosyncra-

cies of dumb animals, insist nevertheless on general observa-

tions; so it is with foreign hordes who have no scientific

knowledge of medicine ; and so again, those who have the

fostering care of hospitals, because they have not patience

to consult warily what is best for each case, have recourse

to this plan of generalization. Nor, indeed, can there be a

shadow of doubt, that the ancients understood this method :

but general remarks did not satisfy them. So even Hippo-

crates, that most ancient author, lias said
—" It is proper to

treat diseases with reference both to what is common to all,

and to what is peculiar to each."

Nor are these Themisonians by any means consistent with

their own declarations ;
since, in truth, there are various

kinds of diseases of constriction and relaxation ; which is

more particularly manifest in fluxes. For it is one thing to

vomit blood, another to vomit bile, another to vomit food ;

one thing to suffer from a diarrhoea, another to have a dysen-

tery ; one thing to be dissolved by sweat, and another to be

wasted by consumption. Eruptions of humour take place

also partially in the eyes and ears ; an afl'ection from which

no part of the body is free ; nevertheless, all requiring a

varied adaptation of remedies. Then immediately medicine

descends from the common to the particular study of flux.

Here also a knowledge of the idiosyncracy is often neces-

sary ; because the same means do not yield relief to all, even

under similar circumstances. True, there are certain things

which in the majority constringe, and certain things which

relax the body : there are found, nevertheless, in whom the

same remedy produces very different eflects. In such cases,

an exclusive regard to general eflects would be pernicious

;

to peculiar cfl'ects, salutary. Also a correct estimate of the

cause of a malady often suffices for the cure of it. So it

was that Cassius, a most shrewd physician of our own time,

having learned that inebriation had caused the disease, gave
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to a feverish patient cold water; after drinking which, he

broke the force of the wine by dilution, and immediately

discussed the fever by the sleep and sweat consequent there-

on. The physician "seasonably provided this remedy, not

from the consideration of the constricted or relaxed state ot

the body, but by reference to the preceding cause. 1 hey

descend to particulars again in the consideration ot climate

\\ and season; for when they are treating on the plan which

\ should be pursued by the healthy, their injunction is in sickly

^
climates, and at sickly seasons, to avoid cold, heat, excess

in diet, labour, venery ; also, to take more repose in such

climates and at such seasons, if one feel heavy; and neither

to excite the stomach by a vomit, nor the bowels by a purge.

These remarks are just, but in them they descend from the

general to the particular ; unless they would have us believe

that it is our duty to consider climate or season as relating

to the healthy alone, and not as relating to the sick : who

have just so much more need of our care, in proportion as

their weakness renders them more susceptible to morbid im-

pressions. Furthermore, various are the peculiarities of dis-

eases in the same men ; and he who has not been cured by

pursuing a method usually found to be the best, not unfre-

quently gets well under the use of that which might appear

the worst. Many are the distinctions likewise, which are

made the subject of investigation in the exhibition of food;

of which take one example. A young man more easily en-

dures hunger than a boy ; better in a dense than a rare atmo-

sphere ; in winter than in summer; one accustomed to one

meal a day, than he accustomed to two ; a sedentary person

more easily than one who takes much strong exercise. And
it is often proper to administer food at an earlier period to

one who less easily bears hunger. I conceive, therefore,

that he who is not conversant with what is peculiar to dis-

eases, ought to regard only what is common to them ; he

who is acquainted with what is proper, ought not therefore

to neglectwhat is common, but to give his attention to both.

On this account, where there is a parity in scientific acquire-

ment, a physician who is an acquaintance is to be preferred

to a stranger.

To return to the main point. I am of opinion that medi-

cine ought to admitTheory ; but its curative indications should

be based on the evident causes of disease ; all obscure causes

being banished not from the thoughts of the artist, but from

1
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the art itself. To open the bodies of the living is, moreover,

cruel and useless ; but those who devote themselves to me-

dicine, cannot dispense with the dissection of the dead : for

they ought to know the position and the arrangement of the

parts, which the dead subject shews to us better than the

living and wounded one : and as to certain other facts only

to be learned in the living, these the treatment of wounds

will teach, somewhat more tardily indeed, but in a man-

ner more conformable to humanity. Having said thus much,

I will mention what plan of living the healthy ought to pur-

sue ; and then pass over to the consideration of those matters

which relate to the nature and treatment of disease. z'

I. The man who is free from disease, and vigorous in all

his functions, ought not, provided he is his own master, to

restrict himself to regimen ; or to require either the physi-

cian or the unction-doctor. He ought to vary his mode of

living: sometimes to pass his time in the country, sometimes in

town" but more frequently in the open fields; to sail, to hunt

;

sometimes to remain inactive, but more frequently to exercise

himself; for idleness enervates the frame, labour fortifies it

:

the first tends to produce premature old age, the last to per-

petuate adolescence. It is advantageous also sometimes to

use the warm bath, sometimes the cold waters; sometimes

to be anointed, and occasionally to neglect even that means

;

to refuse no kind of food in popular use ; sometimes to attend

public banquets, and at others to take his meals in retire-

ment; at one time to eat more than ordinarily, at another

less ; to take food twice daily rather than once, and always

to the extent of his appetite, provided lie can digest as much.

But although exercise and food on this plan be necessary,

the training adopted by wrestlers is superfluous : both be-

cause when the training is interrupted by urgent business,

the system becomes depressed ; and bodies brought in this

way to a high condition, very soon age and fall into a state

of disease.
, i

•
i

Sexual intercourse is neither to be eagerly desired,

nor too fearfully avoided ; when of rare occurrence, it excites

the energies of the body ; when frequent, it enervates it.

But since frequency in this particular is not to be estimated

merely by its repetition, but by the nature of the person,

with reference to age and constitution, one may know that

that intercourse Is safe which is neither followed by debility
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nor by pain. It is more dangerous by day, unless imniedi-

ately followed by refreshment ; less so by night, unless labour

and watching succeed to it.

These precepts are to be preserved by the healthy ;
and

WE SHOULD TAKE CARE, WHILE AS YET WE ARE WELL,

LEST THE BARRIERS AGAINST DISEASE BE DESTROYED.

II. But for the delicate, in which class may be enume-

rated the majority of persons living in large towns, and

almost all literary characters, stricter precaution is neces-

sary, in order that they may regain by vigilance what ihey

lose from the very nature of their constitutions, places

of abode, and occupation. Of such therefore, he who hath

well concocted his last evening's meal, may safely rise early;

he who hath but imperfectly performed this process, should

remain at rest, and if obliged to rise early, go to bed again ;

but he whose concoction is suspended, should most rigidly

observe absolute rest, and neither commit himself to labour,

nor to exercise, nor to business. He who has crude eruc-

tations without pain in the prsecoidia, ought at intervals to

drink cold water, and to keep no less quiet. He ought to

dwell in a well-lighted house, having the advantage of the

Slimmer breezes, and the winter sun; to avoid the heat ot

noon, and the morning and evening cold ; as well also the

vapours of rivers and stagnant waters; and on no account

should he expose himself to the sun expanding through a

cloudy sky ; lest the vicissitude from cold to heat prove in-

jurious, which is the most frequent cause of gravedoes and

destinations. But these things are to be more rigidly

guarded against in unhealthy districts, in which they even

produce a pestilence.

One may know the body is healthy, if the urine is daily

observed to be pale early in the morning, and reddish after-

wards : the first appearance indicates digestion to be going

on, the second that it is complete. On awaking, one ought

to stay in bed a little while ;
afterwards, unless in winter,

to gargle the mouth with plenty of cold watt r : to take a

nap before food in preference when the days are long, at

other times after it. Throughout the winter it is preferable

to rest the entire night : but if one is obliged to study by night,

it is better to do so not immediately on a meal, but after

concoction.

He WHO IS DAILY OCCUPIED, WHETHER W ITH PRI-

VATE OR PUBLIC AFFAIRS, OUGHT TO SET APART SOME
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PORTION OF HIS TIME FOR THE CARE OF HIS HEALTH.
Now the chief nieaiis of preserving this is exercise, which

ought always to precede a meal, more severe with him

who has been studying less hard, and whose concoction

is perfect
;
gentle with him who is exhausted, and who

has concocted but in part. Reading aloud, martial wea-

pons, the ball, running and walking, are means of ex-

ercise convenient enough; the last is more beneficial on

ground not too level ; for a slight ascent and descent afford-

ing more variety to the motion of the body, is preferable,

unless this be extremely weak. Exercise in tiie open air is

better than that in a portico ; better, if the head permit, in

the sun than in the shade ; better in the shade of walls and

groves, than in that of a covered building; better in a

straight than in a winding direction. Most generally it should

be continued until some sweating ensues; or at least a lassi-

tude not amounting to fatigue : sometimes to a greater, and

sometimes to a less extent. For them, there are not, as with

wrestlers, any certain rules, nor ought their exercise to be

immoderate. Exercise is rightly followed up sometimes by
inunction, whether in the sun, or near the lire ; sometimes

by the bath, but in a very lofty, well lighted, and spacious

apartment. But in truth, neither of these ought uniformly

to be practised ; but this or that more frequently, according

to the nature of the constitution : afterwards a little rest is

necessary. When meal-times arrive, surfeiting never does

good ; excessive abstinence often harm ; but if intempe-

rance be committed, it is safer in drink than in food. It is

better to begin a repast with salsaments, vegetables, and

other things of that nature: then, meat should be taken,

which is best roasted or boiled. All ragouts are pernicious,

for two reasons ; because they are taken to excess on ac-

count of their agreeable flavour, and because even in mode-

ration they are digested with difficulty. A dessert does no

harm to a strong stomach, but turns sour in a weak one.

Be, therefore, whose health is indifferent, more properly

takes his dates, orchard fruit, and the like, at an early period

of the meal. After drinking considerably more than thirst

requires, one should eat nothing ; after a surfeit, one should

do nothing. Whenever a person has eaten too heartily, he

will concoct more easily by concluding his meal with a

draught of cold water, remaining a short time awake, and

then taking a good nap. He who has fed too heartily,
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ouoht neither directly afterwards to expose himself to cold

nor to heat, nor to labour ; for these things are not so hurtful

when digestion is suspended, as they are on a full stomach.

Therefore, when, no matter from what cause, it becomes ex-

pedient that we should fast, all labour should be avoided

III These remarks are almost of universal application; but

the occurrence of fresh circumstances, sex, peculiarities ot

constitutions, age, and season demand particular considera-

tion ; for neither moving from a healthy to a sickly place,

nor from a sickly to that which is healthy, is altogether sate.

It is better to pass from a salubrious to a less healthy dis-

trict at the beginning of winter ; from the sickly to the

healthy early in the summer.

Gorging after a protracted fast is improper ;
long tasting

after a surfeit equally so. He who takes food immoderately

once, as likewise he who takes it twice a day, contrary to

his usual habits, does so at his peril. Neither a life ot idle-

ness suddenly ensuing upon habits exceedingly laborious,

nor the reverse of this, can take place without serious injury.

Therefore, when a person wishes to change his mode of liv-

ing in any particular, he should inure himself to it gradually.

Even a boy or an aged person bears all kinds of labour bet-

ter than the middle-aged man who is unaccustomed to it ;

and on this account it is, that a life of extreme idleness is

disadvantageous; for the time may come when labour shall

be compulsory. If at any time one not habituated to it has

been at hard work, or one accustomed to labour has worked

more slavishly than usual, he ought to sleep on an empty

stomach; more particularly if he have a bitter taste in his

mouth, or his eyes be dim, or his bowels be out of order;

for in that case he must not only sleep fasting, but persist in

the same plan the day after, unless repose shall have quickly

removed that affection. If it have, he should get up, and

walk about gently for a short time; but although the labour

has not been excessive enough to require sleep, yet the walking

about for some time should be practised in the same man-

ner

In the next place, all who after fatigue have a mind to

take food, after having walked a little, in default of a bath,

should be anointed in a warm apartment, or in the sun, or

near a fire, and perspire there. If there be a bath at hand,

they should first sit in the TEPIDARIUM; after resting there

a little, they should enter, and descend into the solium ;
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then be anointed, and gently rubbed with plenty of oil ; go
into the SOLIUM a second time, and afterwards gargle the

mouth, first with hot water, subsequently with cold. A
bath at a high temperature is not suitable to these cases

;

therefore, if any one have experienced fatigue to an extent

menacing fever, the hip-bath, with a little oil in it, will be

sufficient; and he should afterwards gently rub his body all

over with oil, but more especially the parts which have Ijeeu

immersed, having previously mixed wine with the oil, and
&lso a little coarsely powdered salt. After these precautio-

nary means, it is proper that all who are fatigued should

take food, and that of a moist quality; that they be content

with water, or at most with wine diluted with water, and
that kind in preference which excites the urinary secretion.

It is right we should know, that a cold draught is exceed-

ingly pernicious to one in a state of perspiration ; and even

after the subsidence of the sweating, it is hurtful to those

who are fatigued by journeying. Asclepiades judged it also

to be pernicious after just coming out of the bath; which is

true as regards those whose bowels are moved easily, and

not without risk ; as well as regards those who have shiver-

ings from slight causes; but does not apply to all cases,

since it is rather natural than otherwise to adopt this expe-

dient for cooling an over-heated gullet. But in laying-

down this rule, I am free to confess nevertheless, that this

cause is not strong enough to warrant the drinking of any

thing cold, by one who is sweating.

After partaking of various dishes, and drinking abun-

dantly of thin potations, it is beneficial to vomit; and on

the next day to lie late in bed, and then to take moderate

exercise. He who is frequently oppressed with fatigue

should drink water and wine by turns, and use the bath

rarely. Variety in labour also lessens the fatigue of it; and

he, whom some unusual labour has fatigued, finds relief by

going back to that to which he is accustomed. That conch

which is in daily use is the safest for one fatigued ; for that

which is contrary to habit, wearies, whether soft or hard.

There are certain precepts which apply particularly to

him who is fatigued by walking. Frequent friction, even

on his journey, will prove refreshing ; so also sitting still

after his journey, and then anointing; subsequent to which

he should, while in the bath, ibment the upper parts more

than the lower with hot water.
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Should any man be sun-scorched, he should without loss

of time, betake himself to the bath, and rub his trunk and

head with oil ; then go into a well-heated solium ;
hen pour

water freely over his head, first at a high temperature, and

afterwards cold. But he who is suffering ftom excessive

cold, should first sit wrapped up in the bath ti 1 he sweat, then,

havino- been anointed and laved, he should take food in mode-

ration! and his wine undiluted. He who after sea-voyaging

is troubled with nausea, if he have vomited much bile,

should entirely abstain from food, or take only some very

small portion. If he have brought up acid phlegm, he ought

certainly to take food, but lighter than usual ;
if the nausea

has been unattended with vomiting, he ought either to ab-

stain, or to vomit after his meal.

He who sits the day through, either in a vehicle or at the

public spectacles, should not run, but walk slowly. It is

usually serviceable also to linger in the bath, and to take a

scanty supper. If any one be over-heated in the bath, he

may refresh himself by holding vinegar in his mouth, or, in

default of that, cold water.

But, above all, every man should knoav the

NATURE OF HIS OWN CONSTITUTION ; for some are thin,

others prone to obesity. There are those who are of a hot*

and those who are of a cold temperament ; some moist, and

others dry ; those who habitually have a relaxed, and those

who have a confined state of bowels. It rarely happens that

a man has no weak point about him. He who is of a spare

habit ought to adopt a nourishing regimen ; the plethoric

subject to reduce his bulk ; the hot to cool, the cold to

warm his constitution ; the moist to dry, the dry to moisten

it ; one of lax habit to constringe, but the costive subject to

relax his bowels ; in fine, we must always direct our relief

to the part which is suffering most.

But THE MEANS OF IMPLETION are, moderate exercise,

frequent repose, inunction, and, if after dinner, the bath,

controlling looseness of the bowels, a moderate degree of

cold in winter, sleeping soundly but not too long, a soft

couch, tranquillity of mind, sweet and fat aliments whether

solid or fluid, and food taken frequently to the utmost extent

of digestion.

The ATTENUANTS are—bathing in hot water, and more so

if this be salt; the bath on an empty stomach, a scorching

mn, and heat of every kind ;
care, watching, sleep, whether
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of too short or too long duration ;
having; one's bed on the

ground in summer, a hard couch in winter ; running, much
walking, and strong exercise of every kind

; vomiting, pur-

ging, materials of an acid or austere nature, and such as are

taken once a day
;
together with the custom of drinking

moderately cool wine on an empty stomach.

But since among the extenuants 1 have mentioned vomit-

ing and purging, it is requisite to subjoin a few separate re-

marks concerning these.

I perceive that vomiting is rejected by Asclepiades, in

that work which he composed " on the means of pre-
serving HEALTH ;" nor do I blame him, if he did it from

a disgust towards those gormands who make daily vomiting

subservient to the gratification of their voracity. But he

has gone further than this ; for in that same volume he has

excluded internal purgatives likewise ; and even these are

pernicious, if effected by very drastic medicines.

But their complete exclusion is not free from exception ;

for there are kinds both of constitutions and seasons which

render them indispensable, provided they be exhibited in

moderation, and only when occasion requires. Hence, since

even he acknowledges what is corrupt must be expelled, his

condemnation of them is not unqualified. Inasmuch as the

cases requiring their use may be numerous, their administra-

tion requires so much the more careful discernment.

Vomiting is more beneficial in winter than in summer ;

for that is the time phlegm is more abundant, and the head

oppressed. It is injurious to the slender, and to those who
have a weak stomach ; useful to full and bilious habits, after

surfeiting or imperfect concoction. For if they have eaten

more than can be digested, there is no necessity for risking

the corruption of the aliment ; and if it be already corrupt,

nothing is more to the purpose, than its expulsion by the

readiest way possible. Therefore, whenever bitter ructa-

tions with pain and a sense of weight in the praicordia are

present, to this ought we to have recourse. It is useful also

to him who has heat in the chest, or a frequent flow of saliva

with nausea, or a ringing in the ears, or weeping from the

eyes, or a bitter taste in the mouth : so likewise to him who

changes his climate or situation, and to those who have been

troubled with pains of the preecordia, and have not vomited

for several days. I am aware, that for these symptoms rest

is enjoined ; but it is a remedy not always within the reach
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of those who are obliged to work, neither is it successful in

all cases. Therefore, acknowledging it improper as the in-

strument of gratifying luxury, I am induced by experience

o re ieve if ought now and then to be practised as a

means of preserving health ; with this precaution, however

that he who would be strong, and wishes to arrive at a good

old age, ought not to make it a daily practice. He who

readily vomits, if he wish to vomit after his meal, should

fir'^t take warm water alone ; if he vomit with difficulty, he

should add a little salt or honey. But if about to procure

vomitino- in the morning, he should tirst drink hydromel or

hyssop, or eat radishes, then swallow the warm vvater, as

mentioued above. All the other vomits prescribed by the

ancients are noxious to the stomach. Alter vomiting, it the

stomach be weak, a little suitable food may be eaten, and he

may drink three cyaths of cold water, unless the operation

have irritated the fauces. He who has vomited, ought, if in

the morning, to walk, to be anointed, and afterwards to take

his meal ; if after supper, the following day to bathe and sweat

in the bath. His next meal ought to be moderate, consisting

of yesterday's bread, undiluted austere wine, roast meat, and

all very dry aliments. He who intends to vomit twice a

month, will arrange the matter better by doing so two days

successively, than after each fifteenth day; unless such post-

ponement should produce a sense of weight in the chest. ,

Purging by the agency of medicine is desirable when

costiveness produces flatulency, giddiness of vision, pains of

the head, and other aftections of the upper part of the body.

For what benefit can we derive from rest and fasting, by

which such symptoms are often aggravated? He who wishes

to relax his bowels, should first use laxative food, and wine

;

afterwards, if these fail, let him take aloes. But although

purges are sometimes necessary, yet they are often danger-

ous! for the body thus becomes inured to the receiving no

nourishment ; whilst debility subjects it in the highest degree

to all manner of diseases.

Unction, salt water, particularly if hot, all salt provisions,

bitters, and flesh-meat, bathing, and drinking austere wine

after food, are calefacient. Refrigeration is pro-

moted by bathing and sleeping, if not too long on an

empty stomach ; by all acids, by very cold water, and oil if

mixed with water.

Humectation is effected by labour somewhat more than
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ordinary, frequent use of the bath, fuller diet, ilrinkiug copi-
ously, and after these, by walking and watching. Long con-
tinued and brisk walking is of itself humectant ; as also is

morning exercise, unless food be taken too soon afterwards

:

so likewise are aliments derived from cold, rainy, and irri-

guous places. On the contrary, exsiccation is promoted
by moderate exercise, hunger, unction without mixing water
to the oil, heat, insolation if not excessive, cold water, food

immediately after exercise, and such as comes from dry and
hot districts.

Constipation of the bowels may be produced by hard
work, by sitting still, rubbing potter's chalk on the body,
diminution of the customary food, and this too taken once,

by him who is in the habit of taking it twice a day ; by
drinking little, and only with one's food, and by repose after

food. On the other hand, walking and eating more than

visual, motion after food, drinking from time to time when
not at meals, relax the bowels. It is also expedient to know
that vomiting binds the bowels when relaxed, and relaxes

them when bound ; so also that vomiting immediately after

a meal constringes them, while that which supervenes tardily

has a contrary effect.

As regards the periods of life, fasting is' endured most

easily by men of middle age, less so by youths, least of all

by children and old people. The frequency of taking food

should be apportioned to the difficulty of supporting hunger ;

he that is growing requires it oftenest. The hot bath is

adapted to infancy and old age. A weaker wine is suited

to boyhood, a stronger to old age ; but such as is flatulent,

to neither. It matters less what food young men take, or

what regimen they adopt. They who have habitual relaxa-

tion in the prime of life, are usually constipated in senes-

cence ; and the converse of this frequently occurs in those

who are costive when young. Habitual laxity is more to

be desired in youth ;
constipation in old age.

It is right also to observe the different seasons of the

year.

In WINTER it is requisite to partake more freely of solid

food, moderately drinking wine of a fuller body; to eat

bread abundantly, boiled meat in preference, and vegetables

in moderation ; to take one meal a day, unless costive. If

in the habit of taking dinner, it should consist of some trifle

of a dry nature, excluding flesh meat and drink. All one's
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tfoocl should be hot, or calefacient. Venery at this season is

t tolerably free from danger.

But in SPRING one should take less food, and more wine,

lalthouoh lowered by dilution ; one should eat more freely

.of tlesh meat and vegetables, gradually passing from boiled

iimeat to roast. This is the safest period for coition.

In SUMMER the body requires a more frequent supply of

Ifood and drink ; therefore dinners are then proper. Flesh

imeat and vegetables are now most suitable; wine highly

idiluted, so as to quench thirst, without producing excite-

iment; cold bathing, roast meat, cold aliments, or such as

aare refrigerant. Since more frequent, so ought our meals to

the more scanty.

Autumn, from the vicissitudes of temperature then ex-

i:perienced, is the most dangerous. Therefore it is improper

ttb go out at this season without a cloak, or without shoes,

sand especially on cold days ; nor should one sleep in the

lopen air by night, or at all events one ought to be well

icovered. This is a time at which we ought to use a richer

idiet, and wine less diluted, but in small quantities. Some
edeem orchard fruit pernicious, because it is taken to excess

rat all hours in the day, without abatement of our more sub-

fStanlial food ;
therefore, the mischief accrues, not from the

ifruit merely, but from the indiscriminate mixture of all ali-

iments ; for thus abused, they are all equally pernicious. It

sshould therefore be taken no oftener than other articles of

ffood ; and when superadded, these last should be propor-

ttionably diminished. Sexual indulgence is in truth neither

igood for the health in summer, nor in autumn ; but it is less

linjtirious in this last season ; for in summer, if possible, it

^should be abstained from entirely.

IV. My next duly is to speak of such persons as have

(Certain parts of their body constitutionally weak.

He who has an infirm head, should, if he has perfectly

I concocted, rub it gently in the morning with his own hands;

I never wear his cap, if it can be so managed ; cut his hair

t close to the scalp ; and it is proper to shun the light of the

I moon, particularly at that planet's conjunction with the sun ;•

I to go no where after food. He ought daily to comb his hair,

iif he have any on his head ; to walk much, but, if practi-

( cable, not in a covered building, nor in the sun ; for he

(Ought especially to avoid the heat of the sun, and particularly

i after taking food and wine; to be anointed in preference to
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bathing; never to be anointed at the heat of a flaming fire,

but sometimes near a brasier.

On entering the bath, he should first excite sweating under

a blanket in the tepidarium ; there perform inunction;

then he ought to pass into the calidarium ; when he shall

have perspired there, he ought not to descend into the

SOLIUM, but to sluice himself from the head downwards,

first with hot, then with tepid, and afterwards with cold

water ;
pouring it longer on the head than elsewhere ; then

he should well rub it for some considerable time, and, lastly,

wipe it dry and anoint it.

Nothing is so beneficial to the head as cold water. There-

fore, he who has cephalic infirmity, will do well to hold his

head under a full stream of water for some time every day

throughout the summer. But uniformly, even if he have

anointed without the bath, and cannot bear to chill his body

entirely, he ought still to practise cold affusion on the head,

and if he do not wish the rest of the body to be wetted, he

should lower his head that the water may not descend down
his neck ; and throw it back as it flows down, so that it may
not hurt the eyes or any other part. II is food should be

moderate and easy of digestion ; and that, if fasting hurt his

head, should be taken twice a day ; otherwise, once in pre-

ference. It is better for him to drink frequently of a mild

wine much diluted, than water merely; so that when his

head shall have begun to feel out of order, he may have a

remedy to fly to ; and neither wine nor water is exclusively

serviceable to him, while either, used alternately, becomes a

remedy. It is requisite that he neither write, read, nor de-

claim loudly, especially after supper; after which not even

intense thinking is quite free from its dangers; but of all

things vomiting is most inapplicable.

V. Nor is it only to those whom an infirm head torments,

that the use of cold water is serviceable ; but to those also

who are plagued with lippitudes, gravedocs, destinations and

tonsillar aftections. But for these not only is the head to be

subjected to daily aff"usion, but the mouth is to be gargled

abundantly with cold water; and it ought to be employed

by all who find it beneficial, most especially when southerly

winds have rendered the atmosphere unwholesome. And

inasmuch as declamation and mental exertion are injurious

to all persons immediately after food, in a much higher de-

gree are they so to those who are accustomed to have
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idisease of the head, or of the trachea, or any other affections

; about the mouth. He who is subject to gravedoes and de-

jstillations, may avoid tliem by changing, as seldom as may
Ibe, his place of residence and the waters he is using

; by
^covering his head in the sun, lest it be scorched, or lest a

ssudden chill, arising from a transitory cloud, disturb it; by
•shaving his head when fasting after concoction ; and by nei-

tther writing nor reading after food.

VI. But hewho is frequently troubled with diarrhoea, ought
tto bring the upper parts of his body into action, by playing
aat ball and such-like exercises ; to walk fasting, to keep out
cof the sun, and to avoid constant bathing; to anoint without
jsvifeating, not to use mixed food, and by no means stewed
umeats or legumes, or such vegetables as rapidly pass through
tthe stomach

; but, in short, all he takes should be such as is

sslowly digested. Venison, fish of hard fibre, and the roasted
tiflesh of domestic animals, are most useful. It is never pro-

fper to drink wine flavoured with salt; not though it be weak or
ssweet ; but that which is austere and full-bodied, and not too
cold. If one must needs use hydromel, it should be prepared
from boiled honey. Cold drinks are decidedly preferable, un-
Uess they disturb the bowels. If he finds any part of his sup-
fper has disagreed with him, he ought to vomit; and also to
rrepeat that remedy the day after : on the third day, to eat a
liittle bread soaked in wine, with the addition of potted
ggrapes, or in defrutum, or some such liquor : afterwards
tito return to his usual habits. But after meals he should
aalways keep tranquil and avoid mental exertion, nor should
hhe be moved about even by the most gentle walking,

VII. But if the large intestine, which they call the colon,
bbe wont to be painful, since that is only a kind of flatulence,
uone's aim should be to promote digestion ; to be exercised
bby reading aloud, and by other means; to use the hot bath,
lihot food and drink

; finally, to avoid all sweets, legumes,
aand every thing flatulent.

VIII. He whose stomach is infirm, ought to read aloud,
and walk afterwards

; to play at ball, or exercise himself with
airms, or by any other kind of exercise which brings the
oapper part of the body into play ; to drink no wate°r, but
htiot wine on an empty stomach ; to eat two meals a day,
ifcf he can digest as much; to use weak and astringent
wine, and in preference, cold drink after his food. Pallor,
psmaciation, pain in the praecordia, nausea, inroluntarv

CEL. 3
^
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retching and head-ache while fasting, are indicative of a

weak stomach ; and his is strong who has not these symp-

toms. And most certainly we should not believe our pa-

tients, who, when they have a mind to drink wine or cold

water', excuse the indulgence, by complaining of their sto-

machs without occasion. Such as have slow digestion, and

are therefore subject to flatulency, or they who experience

much night-thirst, arising from some heat in the body, ought,

before they retire to rest, to imbibe to the extent of two or

three cyaths through a small reed. Equally available against

tardy concoction is reading aloud, and afterwards walking,

anointing, and bathing ; the constant drinking of cold wine ;

beverage in abundance after food, but, as I have above

stated, through a syphon : after which he ought to conclude

by drinking cold water. If his food become acescent, it

is convenient to drink tepid water beforehand, and to vomit

;

but should that produce diarrhoea, he should in preference

use cold drink after each stool.
, • i •

IX. He who is used to have pain in the nerves, which is

common to gout in the feet and hands, ought, to the utmost

extent to exercise the part, and to expose it to the eftects

of labour and cold ; unless during a paroxysm, when quiet

is the best remedy. Sexual commerce is always preju-

dicial to such subjects ;
digestion as in all other attections

necessary, so in this likewise ; for crudity is very pernicious,

and whenever the body has been disordered, the faulty mem-

ber feels it most sensibly. Now as concoction is good tor

all affections, so cold is serviceable to some, heat to others

;

and every man should pursue these remedies with a reference

to the nature of his own habit. Cold is hurtful to the old

and spare subject, to wounds, to the praecordia, intestines,

bladder, ears, hips, shoulders, genitals, bones teeth nerves,

the womb, and the brain : it renders the skin pale, dry,

harsh, and dark-coloured: hence, shiverings and trembling.

But it is serviceable to young men and to all tuU habits ,

the mind also is more active, and digestion more vigorous in

cold weather, under the observance of due precaution. Cold

affusion is beneficial to the stomach, as well as to the head ,

to joints also, and to pains unaccompanied by
^j^^^''^

likewise to people who are ruddy to excess, if free from

^'^B eat remedies all those affections to which cold is hurtful

;

ophthalmies if without pain or illachrymat.on ;
contracted
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nerves, and such ulcers principally as proceed from cold. It

gives a good colour to the body, and promotes urine. If in

excess, it debilitates the frame, softens the nerves, relaxes the

stomach.

But in fact neither the sudden extremes of cold nor heat

are free from danger to the unhabituated ; for cold gives

rise to pleurisies and other disorders ; cold water induces

struma. Heat impedes concoction, prevents sleep, dis-

perses by sweating, and disposes the body to pestilential

maladies.

X. There is a precaution also requisite in a pestilence to

be used by him who although not yet affected, cannot how-
ever be perfectly secure. At such a time, therefore, he
should travel by land or by sea. If that be not convenient,

he ought to be carried about, to walk gently in the open air

before the broiling heat ; to be moderately anointed ; and,
as has been said above, to avoid fatigue, indigestion, cold,
heat, and sexual indulgence ; and to be much more guarded
in his regimen, should he feel a heaviness in any part of his

body. In that case, he should not rise in the morning, nor
walk bare-foot, especially after a repast or the use of the
bath ; he should neither vomit fasting, nor after supper ; nor
ought his bowels to be relaxed ; and even if they are so

• spontaneously, they should be constringed. It is better to
be abstemious, if the body is somewhat plethoric ; and also

I to avoid the bath, sweating, noon-day sleep, especially if

I

preceded by food; this, nevertheless, is then uiore conve-
I niently taken once daily

; moreover, the quantity should be
1 moderate, to prevent crudity. He ought to drink alter-
inately, one day water, another wine. These precautions
lobserved, he ought to vary his other habits as little as pos-
!sible. Although, in point of fact, this plan ought to be pur-
:sued in every pestilence, yet most strictly so in that occa-
isioned by southerly winds. And the same precautions are
I necessary to those who are travelling, if they have left their
1 homes at a sickly season, or have arrived in unwholesome
(Climates. And if anything prohibit our observance of the
(Other rules, most certainly ought we to be abstemious ; and
tto change from wine to water, from water to wine, in the
imanner mentioned above.
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The signs of approaching sickness are numerous ;
and in

explaining them I shall not hesitate to use the authority of

tlie ancients ; but chiefly that of Hippocrates, since although

the more modern physicians have eff"ected some changes

in treatment, they nevertheless acknovpledge he has excel-

lently well presaged these matters. But, prior to mention-

ing the preceding signs which warrant the apprehension of dis-

eases, it does not appear inappropriate to set forth what sea-

sons of the year, what sort of weather, what periods of life,

what kinds of constitutions, are in the highest degree liable

to disease, or secure from the same ; and what malady is

chiefly to be expected in each. Not, but at all seasons, in

all weather, men of every period of life, of every habit, may

sicken and die from the effects of all kinds of diseases ;
but

because certain occurrences are more usual, and it is advan-

tageous for every man to know against what, and when he

should chiefly exercise caution.

I Sprino' is the healthiest season : next after this, winter:

summer more dangerous : autumn by far the most dan-

^^The best Weather is that which is the least vacillating,

whether cold or hot : the worst, is that which is most varia-

ble • hence, autumn carries oft' the greatest number kov

about noon, heat prevails; night and morning, and likewise

in the evening, it is cold. The body, therefore, relaxed by

the previous summer, and from time to time by the noon-day

heats, is suddenly encountered by cold. But although it

happens principally at this season, so, happen when it may,

it is hurtful. When the weather is equal, hne days are most

salubrious: the rainy are preferable to the foggy or cloudy :

and in winter, those are the best on which there is no wind
;
in

summer those attended with a westerly breeze If any other

w^d p evail, the northerly are more healthful than those

blowing from the east or the south : but these matters are so

precarious, that they are liable to be changed by peculiarity

of climate. For in all parts land breezes are generally salutary,
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those coming from the sea unwholesome ; and not only is

I health less precarious during salubrious weather, but former

I diseases also, if any have been prevalent, assume a milder form

; and are more speedily terminated. That air is of all the most

pernicious to a patient, which has produced the malady ; so

that in this case, a change even into an atmosphere naturally

worse, contributes to his recovery. The middle period of

life is the safest, for it is alike free from the inconveniences

accruing from the heat of youth, and the frigidity of old

i age. This latter period of life is exposed to chronic, ado-

lescence more to acute diseases. The square-built frame,

neither spare nor fat, is the most favourable to retaining

: sound health, and to recovering from disease. For tallness of

; stature, although graceful in youth, is worn out by a prema-

; ture old age : the slender frame is weak, the fat subject

loose in fibre.

But in Spring those diseases are usually dreaded, which
: are excited by commotion of the humours. This is the sea-

; son, therefore, for lippitudes, pustulary eruptions, heemor-

rhages, abscesses, called by the Greeks aTroaTrifiara (apo-

stemata), black bile, which they call fxeXayyjAiav (melancho-

lian), insanity, epilepsy, quinsy, gravedoes, and catarrhal

fluxes. Those affections also which at one time harass the

_
joints and nerves, and at another remain dormant, at this

period principally, both originate and return afresh.

Summer is exempt from scarcely any of these affections

;

while to the train it adds fevers, continued, ardent, and ter-

tian ; vomitings, purgings, ear-ache, ulcers of the mouth,

t gangrene, occurring in other parts indeed, but in the genitals

particularly; and, lastly, all maladies producing colliqua-

tive sweats.

There is hardly one of these affections that is not inciden-

tal to Autumn : and about this time also arise irregular

fevers, affections of the spleen, anasarca, tabes, called by
tlie Greeks (i>diais (phthisis) ; diUicult micturition, which
they denominate aTpayyovpiu (strangourian) ; diseases of the

smaller intestines, termed by them elXeos (eileos) ; a dis-

ease they call Xeieureplai' (leienterian), proceeding from
excessive lubricity of the intestines ; sciatica and epilepsies.

This season takes off those worn out by long-continued
disorders, and those to whom the heat of the preceding sum-
mer has been oppressive

; destroys some by fresh maladies

;

and others it affects with such as are tedious
; particularly
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with quartans, which may even last all the winter. Nor is

any period more exposed to pestilence of all kinds, however

various the forms in which it exerts its noxious inlluence.

But Winter provokeshead-ache, cough, and all affections

which are contracted in the fauces, sides, and viscera.

As to THE WINDS, the north excites cough, inflames the

fauces, binds the belly, suppresses urine, brings on shiver-

iugs, and also pains of the sides and chest; and yet it braces

the healthy constitution, increasing its alertness and agility.

The south obtunds one's hearing, retards sensation, excites

head-ache and diarrhoea, rendering thebody deficient iu energy,

moist, languid. The remaining winds predispose to this or

that disorder, according as they more or less approximate to

the former or to the latter of these two.

Heat, again, of all kinds, both inflames the liver and

spleen, enervates the mind, and produces faintings and hae-

morrhage.

Cold sometimes occasions distensions, sometimes stifi'ness

of the nerves ; the former called by the Greeks ananiios

(spasmos), the latter reravos (tetanos) ; in ulcers it causes

lividity, in fevers, shivering. In a drought, the prevailing

diseases are acute fevers, lippitudes, dysentery, strangury,

joint-pains : in rainy weather, tedious fevers, purgings, sore-

throat, gangrenes, epilepsies, and resolution of the nerves,

named by the Greeks izupaXvais (paralysis).

It is of importance, not only to regard the existing state

of the weather, but also that which has preceded it. If in a

dry winter the winds have been northerly, and the following

spring brings us south winds with rain, then most commonly

ensue lippitudes, dysenteries, fevers ; and particularly in lax

habits ; for which reason they occur in females chiefly. But

if southerly winds and rain have prevailed throughout the

winter, and a cold dry spring follows, pregnant women near

their confinement are in danger of miscarriage. And they

who have offspring at the usual time, bring forth puny chil-

dren, and such as have scarce a chance of surviving. Others

are affected with dry lippitude, and, if somewhat advanced

in life, with gravedoes and destinations. But if the southerly

winds' have continued from the beginning of winter to the

end of spring, pleurisies, and phrenetic fevers, called by the

Greeks ibpivrims (phrenesis), very rapidly prove fatal. V\ hen

the precedino- spring and summer have been excessively hot,

profuse sweating in fevers is the necessary consequence.
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When in a dry summer the wind has been northerly, and the

foUowino- autumn south winds with rain have prevailed,

durino- the next winter arise coughs, destillations, hoarseness,

nay, !n some even consumption. But when autumn also

turn's out dry, and is attended with the same northerly

winds, loose-fibred habits, such as I have stated those ot

females to be, enjoy a good state of health ; while in the

more robust subjects not only dry lippitudes, but fevers both

acute and chronic, and atrabiliary disorders, may possibly

manifest themselves.

With regard to AGE, infants and children just entering

upon the period of puberty, are most healthy in spring and

the early part of summer: elderly people in summer and at

the commencement of autumn, the young and the middle-

ao-ed in winter. This last-mentioned season is more hurtful

to the aged, summer to young people.

When there is any debility predisposing to disease,

the chances are, that infants in arms, and young children,

will be affected with spreading mouth-ulcers, which the

Greeks call a<pdas (apthas), with vomiting, night-watchings,

ear-sores, and inflammations about the navel. The peculiar

affections also of such as are teething, are ulcerations of the

gums, convulsions, feverishness, purgings ;
particularly du-

ring the cutting of the canine teeth ; severe trials to which

every full and costive habit is exposed. When somewhat

more advanced in years, children become subject to glan-

dular tumours and spinal curvatures ; to struma, to certain

painful kinds of warts, which the Greeks term aKpo-xppboyas

(akrochordonas), and to various tubercles besides these.

i\nd in truth even at the commencement of puberty, many
of the same diseases occur ; also fevers of long duration and

bleeding from the nose.

All children incur most risk about the fortieth day after

birth ; the seventh month ; the seventh year; and, afterwards,

about the age of puberty. Such diseases, moreover, as have

happened in infancy, and are not terminated at the age of

puberty, in boys by the commencement of sexual inter-

course, in girls by the development of the menses, are com-
monly of long continuance ; more frequently, however, pro-

tracted infantile disorders are terminated at this juncture.

Adolescence is most exposed to acute diseases; also to

epilepsies and consumption ; and it is the young also who are

subject to the spitting of blood. After passing this period
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x>{ life, arise pleurisies and pneumony, lethargy, cholera,

mania ; and flux of blood apparently from the mouths of
veins, which the Greeks call ni/inpfjoibas (haimorrhoidas).

In old age we have difhcult respiration and strangury,

gravedo, pains of the joints and reins, palsies, vitiated habit

or cachexy, as the Greeks coll it; night-watchings, chronic

aftectionsof the ears, eyes, and nostrils; very often diarrhoea,

and its consequences ; namely, dysentery, lientery, and other

inconveniences accruing from alvine relaxations.

Furthermore, the slender are subject to consumptions,

purgings, destinations, and also to intestinal and pleuritic

pains. The fat are most frequently suffocated by acute

diseases, and difficult respiration : they often die suddenly

too, which occurrence in one of a less gross habit is rare.

II. Before an illness, as I have said, certain characteristic

signs, make their appearance ; and in all cases the body feels

different from what it did ordinarily, not merely for the

worse, but even for the better. He, therefore, who has be-

come lustier, is better looking, and of a more florid com-

plexion thau usual, ought to regard these advantages with

suspicion ; for since they cannot remain stationary, nor can

further advance, they usually retrograde, and suffer a natu-

ral decay. But it is a worse sign to have become un-

usually thin, and to have lost one's colour, and healthful

mien ; for in the redundancy there is something for the dis-

<jase to prey upon ; in the deficiency, nothing to bear up

against the disease itself.

Moreover, there is immediate reason to fear an attack, when

the limbs become heavy, when ulcers frequently appear,when

the body has become unusually hot, sleep unusually oppres-

sive, and the dreams tumultuous ; when the patient awakes

oftener than usual, and soon falls asleep again ; when, con-

trary to what he has before experienced, he has partial sweats

during sleep, and especially if these occur about the breast,

neck, legs, arms, or hips; if his spirits flag; if he find it irk-

some to speak and move about; if his body feel torpid; if he

have pains in the preecordia or the whole chest, or, which

happens in most cases, in the head ; if his mouth be full of

saliva, his eyes roll with difficulty, his temples be constricted,

his limbs shivering, and respiration difficult; if the vessels

about the forehead be tense and disturbed ; if there be fre-

quent yawning, if the knees be fatigued, or the whole body

experience lassitude. The majority of these symptoms
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foften precede fever, and some never fail to do so. Neverthe-

Uess, it should first be taken into consideration, wliether the

fpatient have hitherto experienced any of these symptoms,

vwithout consequent disorder of the body. For there are

^certain idiosyncracies, without a knowledge of which, it is

ino easy matter to afford any certain prognostic. Naturally,

tthen, he is free from apprehension under such manifestation

cof signs, who has before frequently escaped from them with

iimpunity ; while he ought to feel some anxiety, to whom
tthey are new, or whose safety under them has depended on

this own precautions.

III. When a fever has attacked a person, one may know

ihe is in no danger, if he lie on either side, as best pleases him,

xwith his legs a little drawn up; which is usually the position

cof a healthy subject ; if he turn himself easily ; if he sleep by

might, and in the day-time keep awake; if he breathe easily,

iifbebear upagainst the disease without struggling; if the skin

?about the navel and pubes be plump; if the preecordia be

(equally soft on either side without any sense of pain. But if

tthey be somewhat swollen, provided they yield to the pressure

tof the fingers, and be not painful, and some considerable ex-

I tent ofthe body be equally soft and warm, and the febrile pa-

irosysm be ended by sweating, the disease promises to be free

I from danger. Sneezing is a good sign, and a desire for food,

iwhich has either been experienced from the beginning, or

lhas ensued after anorexy. Nor ought that fever to alarm

I us which is finished on the same day it began; nor that

1 which, although it disappears after a longer interval,

(ceases entirely before another accession, so that the body

Ibeconies perfectly sound; a state denominated by the

• Greeks elXiKpives (eilikrines). But if any vomiting happen,

lit should be mingled with bile and phlegm ; and in the urine

I there ought to be a smooth, equable sediment; provided

ialso, that if a cloudy matter float there, it be precipitated.

But the bowels, in a person free from danger, yield soft,

' well-figured motions, and these at about the same time at

'which they were wont to do in health, and in quantity pro-

I

portionable to the materials ingested.

Lax motions are more dangerous ; nor ought even these

tto alarm us at first, if in the morning they be more solid,

1 or if as the day advances they gradually become of a better

I consistence and tawny, and are not more fetid than healthy

motions having the same appearance. So likewise the void-
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iiig of some round worms is not a dangerous sign. If infla-

tion have produced pain and swelling in the upper parts,

borborygmus is favourable, and especially if the wind escape

with the faeces.

IV. On the contrary, there is reason to apprehend a se-

vere DISEASE, when the patient lies in a supine position,

with outstretched hands and legs ; when he wishes to sit up

in the very climax of a disease, and especially in pulmonary

affections ; when he is oppressed with night-watching, al-

though by day he have sleep ; .of which, however, that is

more dangerous which happens between the fourth hour and

night, than that from the morning until the fourth hour.

Nevertheless, the worst sign is to have no sleep either by

day or night ; for that cannot occur without incessant pain.

But it is in truth quite as bad a sign, to be oppressed with

more sleep than requisite; and it is more dangerous, propor-

tionably as it lasts throughout both day and night. These

are also the prognostics of a severe disease :—to breathe for-

cibly and frequently; to have begun to shiver after the

sixth day ; to spit pus ; not to expectorate but with the

greatest difficulty ; to have incessant pain ; to bear the dis-

ease with difficulty ; to jactate the arms and legs; to weep

involuntarily ; to have a glutinous humour sticking to the

teeth ; the skin about the navel and pubes emaciated ; the

prtecordia inflamed, painful, hard, swoln, tense; and more

so, if these appearances be on the right, than if on the left

side ; but it is the most dangerous sign, when the vessels in

that quarter are vehemently excited.

It is also a sign of a severe disease, to waste too rapidly,

to have the head, feet, and hands cold, while the belly and

sides are hot; or the extremities cold, in an acute disorder;

or to shiver after sweating ; to hiccough after vomiting, to

have redness of the eyes, or loathing of food after craving

it, or after protracted fevers ; or to sweat profusely, and

particularly to have cold or partial sweats, and such as do

not terminate the fever ; to have those fevers, which recur

daily at the same hour, or which uniformly have similar pa-

roxysms, without any alleviation of the fit on each third

day • or those that continue after this manner ;
that while

their accessions become more frequent, the febrile action

merely abates in their decline, without at any tune entire y

ceasing But it is the worst sign if the fever continue equally

violent without any remission. A fever accruing upon
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jaundice is likewise dangerous, especially if the priecordia

have continued hard on the right side. So also when these

parts are painful, every acute fever ought seriously to alarm

us; and convulsions occurring in an acute fever, or after

sleep, are always formidable. To awake with fright, is a

niark'of a bad distemper; as also is mental perturbation at

a very early period of a fever, or paralysis of a limb ; after

which calamitous symptom, although he survive, that limb

is most usually deprived of its strength.

• A^'oniiting also of an unmixed phlegm or bile is dangerous ;

and the more so, if it be green, or black. But that urine is

bad, in which a reddish, smooth sediment subsides ; that is

worse, in which there are, as it were, thin, white leaflets

:

that worst of all, which presents an appearance as of small

clouds composed of bran. Thin and white urine is also mor-

bid, but principally in the phrenetic.

It is also dangerous to have perfect alvine suppression

;

so likewise is that diarrhoea which during fevers does not

allow the patient to remain quiet in bed ; particularly if the

dejection be very watery, white, or pale or frothy. More-

over those motions denote danger, which are scanty, sticky,

smooth, white, or palish: if they be livid, or bilious, or

cruentate, or unusually fetid. Those are unfavourable too,

which, after fevers of long continuance, are of an unmixed

quality.

V. After these indications it is desirable that the disease

be of long continuance ; for so it must, unless the patient

die. Nor have we other hope of recovery in formidable

affections, than that our patient may escape, by outlasting

the impetus of the disease, and that it may be thus protracted

long enouah to afford time for treatment.

However, there are certafn signs at the commencement,
from which we may collect that a disease, although it may
not prove fatal, will last a considerable time.

For examplk : when in chronic fevers cold sweat arises

about the head and neck only ; or when the body sweats

without cessation of the fever ; or when itis atone time cold,

at another hot, and the complexion changes; or when ab-

scess having occurred in fevers does not heal ; or when the

patient has wasted but little, for the time he has been sick :

likewise, if the urine be at one time watery and clear, at

another, have sediment in it ; if this precipitate be smooth
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and white or red ; or if it present an appearance like small
crumbs ; or eflervesce.

VI. But during these symptoms indeed, danger being an-
nounced, there is yet room for hope : the following testify

that the case has in truth arrived at the very last extre-

mity ; the nose sharpened, the temples sunk, the eyes
hollow, the ears cold, languid, and inverted at their

lower margin, the skin about the forehead hard and
tense, the complexion dark or deadly pale: and much more
so, if these are present without having been preceded by
watchfulness, or diarrhoea, or long fasting; from which
causes such a manifestation of symptoms sometimes takes

place, but are ended in one day : therefore, when lasting

longer they are indicative of death. So likewise if they

endure for three days in a disease of long standing, death is

near : particularly if, in addition to such symptoms, the eyes

cannot bear the light, and shed tears involuntarily; and

that part of them which ought to be white, grow red; so

likewise if their small vessels appear pallid, and the humour
which glides over their surface, ultimately stick to the angles;

if one be less than the other ; if they be very much sunk or

become swollen ;
if, during sleep, the eyelids be not closed,

but between them some of the white of the eye be apparent,

and a diarrhoea have not caused that symptom ; and if the

said lids be pale, and the same pallor bleach the lips and

nose ; and the said lips, the nose, eyes, eyelids, and eye-

brows, or any of thera, are distorted ; and one can neither

see, nor hear, on account of weakness. The same dissolu-

tion is foretold, when the patient lies supine, with his knees

contracted; when he is gliding down from time to time,

towards his feet ; when he exposes his arms and legs, and

throws them about in a disorderly manner, and when these

are destitute of warmth ; when he lies with his mouth wide

open ;
sleeps incessantly ; when one who is delirious, and is

not accustomed to do so when well, grinds his teeth ; when

an ulcer, which has taken place before or during an attack

of disease, becomes arid, and either pale or livid.

The following are also indicative of death : pale-coloured

nails and fingers ; cold breath ; if one in a fever, and in an

acute disease, or in madness, or in a peripneumony, or in an

afltection of the head, keep picking with his hands at the

flock of the bed-clothes, or part their fringe, or catch at any
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minute prominences that may be on an adjoining wall.

Pains likewise about the hips and lower parts, provided they

pass on to the viscera, and cease suddenly, shew death to

be nigh, especially if the other symptoms accede. Nor can

he be saved, who, becoming feverish without any tumour, is

suddenly troubled with a sense of choking, or cannot swal-

low his saliva; nor he who having the same kind of fever,

and the like state of body, has a wry-neck, so that he too

can swallow nothing ; nor he who has a continued fever, with

the utmost prostration of strength ; nor he who, without

subsidence of the fever, has the surface of his body frigid,

and internally has so much heat as to cause thirst ; nor he

who, while the fever continues as in the last case, is at the

same time tormented with delirium and ditBcult respiration ;

nor he who is attacked with convulsions, after having drunk

hellebore ; nor he who has lost the faculty of speech, from

drunkenness. For unless fever supervene, or he begin to

speak, at such time as the effects of drunkenness usually go

off, he will be destroyed by convulsions.

A pregnant woman also is readily destroyed by an acute

disorder; so likewise that person with whom sleep aggra-

vates the disorder; and in whom, at an early period in a

recent affection, black bile manifests itself, whether upwards

or downwards ; or, in whom it disembogues itself in either

way, when the system has been attenuated, and for a long

time diseased.

A bilious or purulent sputum, whether separate or mixed,

indicates peril of death. So likewise, if such have begun
about the seventh day, the chances are that he will die

about the fourteenth ; unless other better or worse signs

shall have acceded, which indicate an earlier or later disso-

lution, according as they have been more or less severe.

Cold sweating likewise in an acute fever is a fatal symp-
tom, and in every disease vomiting of a matter of a mixed
varicoloured nature ; especially if this have a bad odour.

To have vomited blood in a fever is equally inauspicious.
- High-coloured and thin urine indicates considerable cru-

dity ; and often, before it has time to maturate, it carries off

the patient : therefore, if it continue in this state for some
considerable time, it denotes danger. That, however, which
is black, thick, and of a bad odour, is the worst and most
deadly of all. But although such urine as this is the worst
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in men and women, that which is thin and watery is most

dangerous in children.

Stools which are of a mixed character, presenting the ap-

pearance of strigment, blood, bile, and a greenish matter,

whether voided at different times, or all at once, and so

mixed together that they may still be distinguished, consti-

tute fatal prognostics. But the patient may survive after

such motions as these for some little time longer ; but when

they are watery, dark, pale, or fatty, they announce the

speedy approach of dissolution, especially if, moreover, they

have a very fetid odour.

I know any person may ask me, how happens it, if the

signs of approaching death may be relied upon, that patients

given up by their physicians sometimes get well ? and that

some are. reported to have revived, even during the funeral

rites ? Furthermore, Democritus, a man of well-merited ce-

lebrity, has asserted there are in reality no characteristics of

death sufficiently certain for physicians to rely upon ;
much

less did he concede, that there could be any sure prognostics

of approaching death. In answer to whom, I will not avail

myself of the argument that oftentimes cognate symptoms

deceive not the skilful, but the unskilful physicians ;
that

Asclepiades meeting a funeral knew that he was alive whom

they were submitting to the ceremony of elation ; and that

the art ought not forthwith to be charged with the errors of

its professors : but I will more temperately reply, that me-

dicine IS A CONJECTURAL ART, and such the nature of

conjecture, that although in the long run it may more fre-

quently have turned out to be right, it nevertheless may

sometimes be fallacious. Nor are we therefore to have no

faith in a symptom, when it scarcely fails for a considerable

time in one person out of a thousand, and answers our expec-

tation throughout cases innumerable. And I mention this,

not as applying merely to the dangerous, but also to the fa-

vourable symptoms; for even our hopes are sometimes

frustrated, and he dies, for whom at first the physician felt

no apprehension ; while the means devised to cure him some-

times a"-gravate his distemper : neither, amid such an endless

variety °of constitutions, is it possible for human imbecil ity

to avoid this. Still however, since more frequently, and in

by far the greatest number of cases, it proves beneficial, on

medicine is our reliance placed ; nor ought we to be igno-
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rrant, that the signs indicative of recovery and of death are

imore fallacious in acute diseases.

VII. Now that I have mentioned those signs, which are

iwont to be general in every illness, I shall also proceed to

ipoint out the characteristic marks which any patient may

^ chance to have in each kind of disease. But there are some

1 before, and some during fevers, which shew what is going on

I internally, or what is about to occur.

If, before fevers, the head be heavy, or the eyes dim after

; sleep', or if sneezing be frequent, some attack from collection

' of humour about the head may be apprehended.

If there be an excess of blood, or of heat, it is probable

that hjemorrhage will occur from some part.

If any one become emaciated without apparent cause,

there is reason to dread lest he fall into a cachexy, r

If the prajcordia be painful, or an oppressive flatulency

be present, or the urine be discharged in an unconcocted

state throughout the entire day, it is obvious there is a

crudity.

They who, without jaundice, have a bad complexion for

some considerable time, are plagued with pains of the head,

or have a morbid appetite for earth.

They who for a long time have a pale and bloated coun-

tenance, either suffer in the head, or the viscera, or the in-

testines.

When in a continued fever a child has no motions, and

his complexion is altered, and he has no sleep, but is con-

stantly moaning, convulsion is to be dreaded. A frequent

catarrhal running in a thin and tall subject, testifies danger

of a consumption. When no alvine discharge has taken

place for several days, it teaches us that a sudden purging,

or a slight fever is at hand.

When the feet swell, purgings are of long continuance :

when pain occurs in the lower part of the abdomen and in

the hips, anasarca is hard behind : but this kind of malady
commonly arises from the ilia. The like danger also im-

pends over those, who having an inclination for stool void

nothing, unless with difficulty and in a consolidated state
;

and have swelling in the feet, and the same occurring alter-

nately in both sides of the abdomen. But this affection

would appear to arise from the liver. A sense of twisting

about the navel, which the Greeks call arpofovf (strophous),

and permanent hip-pains, which are terminated neither by
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time nor remedies, are precursory marks of the same dig-

ease.

But pain of the joints, as for example that of the hands or

feet, or any other part, provided the nerves there be con-
tracted, or the part when fatigued by slight exercise, suffer

alike from heat and cold, indicates the approach of gout in

the feet, hands, or other joints in which that sensation is

experienced.

Those who have nasal haemorrhage in childhood, and not

after that aera of life, must necessarily be troubled with

head-ache, or have severe ulcerations in the joints, or even

have their strength broken down by an attack of some
disease.

Women who have suppressed menstruation, arc necessa-

rily subject to severe pains of the head, or are infested with

disease of some other part. The like dangers await those,

who have disorders of the joints attended with pains and
swelling, appearing and disappearing, without having gout

or other diseases resembling it : especially if their temples

be painful and they have night-sweats. If the forehead itch,

lippitude is to be feared. If a woman have strong pains

after a labour, and no other bad symptoms besides, hse-

morrhage will break out from the nostrils about the twen-

tieth day, or some abscess will happen in the lower parts.

Also, whoever shall have intense pain about the forehead

and temples, will get rid of it in one or other of these two

ways; if a young person, by haemorrhage; if older, by a

suppuration. But that fever which suddenly ends in an

unaccountable manner, without having manifested favour-

able signs, usually returns again.

An ulcer in the nares or fauces will be found to be the

cause of these last being filled with blood by day and by

night; provided neither cephalic nor praecordial pains,

nor cough, nor vomiting, nor febrile action have preceded.

If, in a female, fever supervene upon inguinal enlarge-

ment, without manifest cause for it, there is an ulcer in the

uterus.

But thick URINE, from which there is a whitish deposit,

portends pain about the joints and viscera; and affords

ground for fearing some disease. The same, when of a

greenish hue, serves to prove that a dangerous pain and en-

largement of internal organs is about to ensue, or at all

events that the body is not sound ; and if blood or pus be in
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tthe urine, ulceration has taken place either m the bladder

cor kidneys. If, when turbid, it contain some small carun-

ccles, or a matter like hair, or if it effervesce, and scent

<stronsly, and carry with it a matter sometimes resembling

<smd and sometimes blood ; and if the hips and parts between

tthese and the pubes be painful, and if trequent ructat.ons,

aand sometimes bilious vomiting accrue ;
and it the extremi-

tties o-row cold, and micturition become difficult though tre-

cquently desired ; and if the urine which is voided be watery,

tor tawny, or pale, and slightly alleviate the symptoms,

while much wind is discharged along with the motions ;
then,

tbeyond all doubt, there is disease in the kidneys. But it it

ttrickle slowly, or if blood be discharged with it, together

vwith a cruentate matter, and this with great difficulty, and

iif the part about the pubes be painful, the disease is m the

Ibladder.
, , r n

Calculous cases are known by the signs following.

'The urine is discharged gradually and with difficulty; some-

I times also it trickles involuntarily: it is sandy: sometimes

.either blood, or a cruentate or purulent matter is voided with

iit; and some discharge it more readily when standing; some,

iand especially those in whom the calculi are large, while

I lying on their backs ; some in an inclined posture ; and by

I drawing out the penis, they ease the agony. There is, more-

1 over, a sense of uneasiness in that part, which is increased

I by running, and by every kind of motion. Some also, when

I they are agonized, alternately cross their feet, often changing

I their position. But females are frequently compelled to

I scratch the margins of the labia pudendi : sometimes, if they

have applied the finger, they feel the calculus, when it is

: resting against the neck of the bladder.

They who expectorate frothy blood, have disease in the

lungs. Immoderate purging in a pregnant woman may
produce abortion. If she have a flow of milk from her

breasts, her fcetus is weak. Hard breasts show that it is

healthy.

Frequent and unusual HICCOUGH denotes an inflamed

liver.

If the swelling surrounding ulcers have suddenly disap-

peared, and that have happened on the hinder part of the

body, convulsions or tetanus may be apprehended ; if on the

fore part, pleurisy or insanity ; sometimes also diarrhoea su-
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pervenes after siich a symptom, which is the safest of all

these consequences.

If the mouths of vessels accustomed to pour out blood be
suddenly stopped, anasarca,or tabes, will be the result. Tabes
ensues also, if an imposthume in a pleurisy be not in a heal-

ing condition within forty days. But if for a long time de-

pression of spirits, with fear and watchfulness, have existed,

an atrabiliary disorder is at hand.

,
They who often have nasal haemorrhage, either have

swelling in the spleen, or head-ache, which is followed by an
imaginary appearance of spectral objects passing before the

eyes. But such as have enlarged spleens, have bad gums,
fetid breath, or haemorrhage in some part: or, in the ab-

sence of these symptoms, bad ulcers necessarily happen in

the legs, and dark cicatrices form after them.

Those who have cause of pain and no sense of
IT, labour under mental alienation. If blood

have collected in the ventral cavity, it is there converted

into pus. If pain migrate from the hips and lower parts

into the chest, although there be no other untoward symp-
tom, there is danger of a suppuration in that place. They
who have pain without fever, or who have itching with red-

ness and heat in a part, will have suppuration there. Like-

wise, urine slighily turbid, is, in a healthy person, the fore-

runner of some suppuration near the ears.

But, inasmuch as these symptoms, even without a fever,

carry with them marks characteristic of latent and future

events, much more certain are they, when a fever has also

accrued; and then also the signs of other diseases become

developed.

Wherefore madness is immediately to be dreaded, when

a person's delivery becomes more hurried than it was wont

to be in health. And there is a strain of loquacity and bold-

ness in his conversation which is unnatural to him ; or when

he breathes slowly and forcibly, and has vascular excite-

ment, with hard and tense prascordia. Frequent motion of

the eyes, also, and a sense of darkness spread over these

during head-ache; privation ofsleep without pain, andwatch-

ings continuing both night and day; or lying upon the

belly contrary to habit, provided a pain in the bowels have

not driven the patient to that position ; and an unusual

grinding of the teeth without debility, are all signs premoni-
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Dory of insanity. Also, if an abscess have occurred in any

aart, and before suppuration could be completed it have

uabsided, while the usual fever yet remains in the body it

,r.rst brings with it the peril of insanity, and afterwards that

itf dissolution. So, likewise, an acute pam of the ear, with

continued and violent fever, often unsettles the mind
;
and

Hinder such symptoms, younger subjects die within the

seventh day ; and the elderly more slowly, because they

ideither experience so high a state of febrile action, nor do

they rave so much ; thus they last out till the disease ends

uQ suppuration. A suffusion of blood in the breasts of a te-

male, likewise announces the approach of madness.

But those who have fevers of long duration will be trou-

)bled with abscesses or joint-pains. Convulsions threaten

bhose against whose fauces during a fever the breath is

idashed with violence at each expiration. If a quinsy cease

suddenly, the affection translates itself to the lungs ;
and

thhat often proves fatal in seven days ; but if this be not the

reesult, it follows that suppuration must take place some-

where.
Again, after long-continued purgings, dysenteries accrue,

amd after these, lientery. After excessive destinations, con

58umptio!i: after a pleurisy, diseases of the lungs: after these,

ionsanity : after great heats of the body, tetanus or convul-

ssion : after wounds of the head, delirium : after a distressing

vwatchfulnes, convulsion : and after excessive action in the

bblood- vessels above an ulcer, hiemorrhage.

. But SUPPURATION is, indeed, produced by various dis-

eeases; for if chronic fevers, unattended by pain, remain

vwithout manifest cause, that affection settles upon some

oolgan, that is to say, in young people only ; for in elderly

ppatients, disease of this kind usually gradates into the quar-

ttan type.

Suppuration happens also, if a hardness and tensity of the

fprsecoidia after remaining for twenty days have not de-

sstroyed the man, and a nasal hsemorrhage have not hap-

fpened, and generally in young people ; more especially if

Ithere have been dimness and head-ache from the commence-

tment; but in that case the abscess occurs in the lower

{parts.

Or if there be a soft tumour in the prfficordia, and it remain

ffor sixty days with concomitant fever during the whole of

tthat time ; but then abscess will take place in the upper
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part of the body ; if not in the viscera, it will break out

about the ears. And, inasmuch as every slow tumour
mostly looks towards suppuration, so one occurring in the

praecordia has more tendency that way, than one in the

belly ; one above the navel, more than one below it. If in

a fever there be a considerable sense of lassitude, abscess

may take place in the jaws, or the joints. Sometimes also

the urine is discharged for a long time in a thin and crude

state, although the other signs are favourable; after that

symptom abscess takes place below the tranverse septum,

called by the Greeks bia(j)payixa (diaphragma).

Peripneumony, if neither removed by expectoration,

nor by blood-letting, nor by diet, is sometimes productive of

vomica, occurring either about the twentieth, or thirtieth, or

fortieth, nay, sometimes the sixtieth day. But we should

reckon from that day on which the patient began to be fe-

verish, or to have a shivering fit, or to feel a sense of weight

in the part. These voraicee sometimes happen in the lung,

sometimes in the parts opposed to it. Suppuration excites

pain and inflammation in the part affected with it ; there is

greater heat in that place, and if one lies on the sound side,

it appears to oppress it as if with some heavy weight.

Also every suppuration not yet visible, may be thus

detected : the fever does not leave the patient, but remits

by day, and increases at night; the sweat is copious ; there

is an inclination for coughing, and scarce any expectoration

;

the eyes are hollow, the cheeks flushed ; the veins under the

tongue grow pale ; the finger-nails curved ; the fingers,

especially the ends of them, are dry with heat; there are

swellings in the feet ;
respiration becomes difficult, the ap-

petite fastidious, and pimples arise over the whole body.

But if pain, and cough, and difficult respiration, have been

present from the very commencement, the vomica will break

either before or about the twentieth day; if these symptoms

Lave begun later, they must necessarily go on increasing

;

but in proportion as they are slow in their development,

they are tardy in their subsidence. In a very severe dis-

temper, also, it is not unusual for the feet, toes, and nails,

to become black ; and if death ensue not, and the rest of the

body recover, yet the feet fall oflf.

VIII. It follows next, that I explain the characteristic

marks in each kind of disease, indicating hope, or danger.

After the bladder has been paiuful, if the urine come
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)orth purulent, and there be a smooth white sediment in it,

; takes away our alarm. ,11^1
In a PERIPNEUMONY, if the pain be relieved by the

natter expectorated, although that be purulent provided

hde patient breathe easily, expectorate easily, and it he bear

hhe disease without distress, he may recover. Nor ought we

00 be alarmed, because, at the very beginning, the sputum is

mixed with a tawny matter, and with blood, so long as it is

rreely discharged.

Pleurisies, in the event of a suppuration being cleansed

rp-ithin forty days, are terminated.

If a VOMICA form in the liver, and pure white pus be

ilischarged from it, the recovery is not difficult :
for that

nnalady is in the membrane.

But those suppurations are least dangerous which point

mutwardly. Of those which proceed inwards, they are more

aavotjrable which do not affect the skin opposed to them, but

eeave it free from pain, and of the same colour as that of the

iburrounding parts.

Pus also, from whatever part it emanate, is not alarming,

larovided it be bland, white, and uniform ; and if, after its

lischarge, the fever have subsided, and the thirst and loath-

rng- of food have ceased to be troublesome. If also at any

-i.ime a suppuration fall into the legs, and the sputum of that

'same patient have become purulent instead of reddish, the

Hanger is lessened.

But, if a patient be to recover from A consumption,
iiis sputum should be white, perfectly equable, of an uniform

fcolour, unmixed with phlegm : and what distils from the

Head into the nostrils, should be of the same character. It

iss by far best that he have no fever : it is favourable, that

tlhere be so little, as not to prevent his eating, nor to create

ffrequent thirst. That state of bowels is safe in this disease,

iiin which they discharge well-figured stools, in a quantity

pproportionable to the materials ingested ; that subject is safe,

wvho is by no means thin, has a broad hairy chest, and whose

ppectoral cartilage is small and fleshy.

If a female have suppressed menstruation supervening

iiupon consumption, and the pain about the chest and shoulders

hhave still remained, and blood have suddenly issued, that

ddisease is usually relieved : for not only is the cough less-

eened, but the thirst and feverishness altogether cease. But
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in such cases the vomica usually breaks, unless the flux re-
turn ; and the more cruentate the discharge, the better.

Anasarca, commencing without having been preceded
by other disease, is by no means formidable : neither is that
accruing upon a long-continued disorder; especially if the
viscera be sound, if respiration be easy, if there be no pain,
if the body be cool, and equably lean in its extremities; if

the abdomen be soft, if there be no cough, or thirst: if the
tongue do not become parched during sleep; if there be de-
sire for food ; if the bowels yield to medicine ; if they spon-
taneously excrete soft, well-figured motions; if the size of
the belly be reduced ; if the quality of the urine change with
the alteration of one's wine, and by the medicine which is

drunk ; and lastly, if the body be free from lassitude, and
endure the disease without difficulty : for he who has all

these symptoms, is most decidedly safe ; he who has several

of them, has good ground for hope.

But atfections of the joints, as foot and hand-gout, when
attacking those who are not advanced in life, provided they
have not induced chalk-stones, may be cured : and espe-

cially are they assuaged by dysentery or other kinds of
ventral flux.

So again the epilepsy of infancy is cured without diffi-

culty ; likewise is that in which there is a sensation in some
part indicating its approach. It is best that this sensation

originate from the hands, or from the feet; that from the

sides is next favourable; that from the head worst of all.

And in these cases, also, purgations are most serviceable.

But a DIARRHOEA itself is harmless, when unaccompa-
nied with fever ; when it soon terminates ; when there is no

crepitus produced by roughly handling the abdomen ; and
when wind escapes at the latter part of each stool.

Neither is a dysentery dangerous, although blood and

strigment are passed, so long as fever and other the usual

concomitants of this disease do not supervene : so that even

a pregnant woman may not only be preserved, but her foetus

likewise. In this disorder, if the patient be not very young,

it is all the better.

On the contrary, a lientery is more easily got rid of in

infancy ;
especially if urine be voided, and the system begin

to be nourished. The same age is favourable in pains of the

hip and shoulders, and in all kinds of paralysis : of these,
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IJie hip is soon cured, if there be no numbness and its

toldness be slight, even though attended witli great pain

;

.nd a paralytic limb may become sound, provided it be still

mot less nourished.
. ^ c

Paralysis of the mouth is ended by a loose state ol

.jewels : and every purging is beneficial to one having oph-

lihalmia.
, , , i r

But a VARix arisiug, or a sudden hajmorrhage trom ttje

miouths of veins, or a dysentery, removes madness.

Pains in the upper arms, tending to the shoulders or hands,

aire finished by the vomiting of black bile ; and every pain

tthat tends downwards is more easy of cure.

Singultus is removed by sneezing.

Tedious diarrhceas are checked by vomiting.

H^MATEMESIS in a female is relieved by the menstrual

Mux.
If EPISTAXIS occur to a female who does not menstruate,

sshe is in no danger.

She who has hysteria, or difficulty in parturition, is

rrelieved by sneezing.

The SUMMER QUARTAN is usually of short duration.

Delirium is salutary to him who has heat and trem-

IBLING.
Dysenteries are beneficial to those whose spleens are

disordered.

Indeed, FEVER itself, which may appear very surprising,

lis often a remedial agent. For it discusses pains of the

^priecordia, if these are without inflammation ; aftbrds relief

I'in hepatic pains ; and entirely removes convulsions and teta-

nus, provided it have supervened upon these : if it elicit the

urine by the heat it occasions, it alleviates that disease of the

smaller intestine which owes its origin to strangury.

But that head-ache to which accedes dimness of sight, and

1 a flush, together with a certain itching of the forehead, is re-

moved by haemorrhage, whether fortuitous or elicited. If

such pains of the head and forehead originate in wind, or

cold, or heat, they are terminated by a gravedo, and by

sneezing.

A sudden fright discusses the ardent fever called by the

Greeks Kavawbr] (kausode). If in a fever, the hearing be

dull, if nasal hjemorrhage occur, or the bowels be relaxed,

the distemper entirely ceases.
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Nothing avails so much against deafness as bilious

stools.

They who have petty incipient abscesses in the urethra,

which the Greeks call (pvfxcira (phumata), get well after pus

has flowed from that part.

Since most of these occurrences happen spon-
taneously, ONE MAY UNDERSTAND THAT BY GIVING
effect to THE MEANS EMPLOYED BY ART, NATURE IS

OF MORE AVAIL THAN THE REMEDIES THEMSELVES.
It is a very bad and fatal sign, on the contrary, if

the head be painful in a continued fever, and yet discharge

nothing; and it is especially dangerous to children from their

seventh to their fourteenth year.

In peripneuraony, if there have been no expectoration on

the first days, and yet this begin on the seventh, and again

last beyond the seventh day, it is dangerous ; and the more

intimately the colours are blended, so as not to be distin-

guished, the worse it is for the patient. Nevertheless, there

can hardly be a worse symptom than the sputum being un-

mixed, whether reddish, or cruentate, or white, or glutinous^

or pale, or frothy : and yet the very worst is that which is

black. In the same disease, cough and catarrhal flux are

dangerous ; so also sneezing, which is otherwise accounted

salutary : and it is most dangerous for a sudden purging to

follow these. Now, for the most part, symptoms which are

wont to be favourable or unfavourable in peripneumony, are

likewise found to be so in pleurisies.

If cruentate pus proceed from the liver, it is fatal.

Those are the worst suppurations which, while they point

inwards, discolour the external integument; and of those

which break externally, the largest and flattest are the most

unfavourable. But if the fever have not subsided after the

bursting of the vomica, the evacuation of the pus, or if after

ceasing it recur ; if there be thirst, loathing of food, and

liquid stools ; if the pus be livid and pale, and if the patient

expectorate nothing, save a frothy phlegm ; then indeed the

danger is certain. And while it is from pulmonary suppura-

tions that elderly persons die, the younger suflrer from the

other kinds.

But in a tabes a mixed purulent sputum, and an inces-

sant fever which leaves no periods for food, and torments

with thirst, if occurring in one of spare habit, indicate dan-
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eer. If likewise in the same disease the patient has lingered

rtbr "a considerable time, and the hair falls off; if the urine

skhews a sediment like cobwebs, and its odour is fetid ; and

respecially if after these symptoms a diarrhoea ensues, he soon

Jdies
;
chiefly in autumn, in which season dissolution takes

(iplace in those who have lasted through the rest of the year.

ITo have first expectorated pus, and then to have entirely

cceased to do so, is a fatal symptom. Even in young- persons

womica and fistula are wont to arise from this disease ; and

ddo not readily heal, unless numerous signs of convalescence

nmanifest themselves. With regard to others, young women,

aand those who have had suppressed menstruation accruing

iiupon tabes, are most easily cured.

But he must of necessity die within the seventh day, who,

hhaving been previously in health, is suddenly attacked with

hhead-ache, and afterwards falls into a deep sleep ; has ster-

ttorous breathing, and does not awake ; especially if the bowels

hhave not been previously in a relaxed state, and the white of

tthe eyes be visible between their half-open lids ; unless, in-

ddeed, the disease be discussed by febrile action.

But that ANASARCA which has originated from an acute

cdisorder, seldom admits of cure; especially if followed by
^symptoms the opposite of those which have been before raen-

Itioned as favourable in this disease. Here too a cough
(deprives us of hope; so likewise does ha;morrhage whether

lupwards or downwards, and so again a collection of the

vwater in the middle of the body. Some have swellings in

I this disease, which afterwards subside and then re-appear.

;Such persons are safer than those just mentioned, if they are

ccautious ; but they are generally the victims of their own
cconfidence of recovery.

Any one has good reason to wonder how it happens that
ssome things which distress the body, are likewise in some
imeasure the safeguards of it. For when the skin is bloated
\with anasarca, or when a considerable portion of pus has
Ibeen collected in a large abscess, to discharge it all at once
lis quite as dangerous to the invalid, as an exhausting hae-

imorrhage consequent .upon a wound would be to a person in

1 health.

But those joints are never cured which are affected to such
aan extent that callous tubercles form upon them ; and such
cdisorders of these parts as attack old persons, or such as

lhave endured from adolescence up to this last period of life,

CEL. C
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although they may be sometimes assuaged, can never be en-

tirely removed.

Epilepsy also is cured w^ith difficulty when commencing
after the twenty-fifth year; still less easily when it has be-

gun after the fortieth ; so that at this period of life there is

indeed some hope in nature, scarce any in treatment. In the

same disease, if the whole of the body be affected simultane-

ously, and there be no previous sensation admonitory of the

approaching fit, but the patient fall down completely una-

wares, be his age what it may, his recovery is almost impos-

sible : while, if his mind be impaired, or palsy have occurred,

medicine is out of the question. 1

In purgings, if fever, or hepatitis, or inflammation of

the praecordia, or gastritis accede ; if the thirst be exces-

sive ; if the disease be of long continuance ; if the stools be

varicoloured and painful ; there is every reason to appre-

hend a fatal termination : and the rather, if together with

these symptoms the dysenteric action have begun to be in-

veterate. And this disorder carries off children chiefly to

their tenth year ; at other periods of life it is endured with

less difficulty. A pregnant woman also may be snatched off"

by a disease of this kind ; and even should she recover, yet

she miscarries. Furthermore a dysentery arising from black

bile is fatal : so likewise is the suddenly voiding of black

stools in this complaint, when the body is already much

emaciated.

But a LIENTERY is more dangerous when the motions are

frequent and occur at all hours, whether discharged with, or

without flatus ; if as much by night as by day ;
if these be

crude and dark, and also smooth and fetid; it the thirst be

ur<rent- if, after drinking, no urine be secreted; which hap-

pens because all the liquor which should pass to the blad-

der, descends into the intestines ; if the mouth be ulcerated

the face flushed, and marked as though with patches of all

colours; if the belly appear pufted, fat, and disposed in

wrinkles; and if there be no appetite. Although the ex-

istence of these symptoms manifests approaching dissolution,

much more apparent is that sequel, if .the disease have long

subsisted ;
especially in an aged person. But if it be situated

in the smaller intestines, the unfavourable symptoms are vo-

mitin<^, hiccough, convulsions, and delirium.

Induration of the liver in ICTERUS is very pernicious

If DYSENTERY have seized persons afl^ected with spleen-
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liisease ; and if it have turned to anasarca or lientery, it is

ccarcely in the power of medicine to rescue them from

teopardy.

Disease of the small intestine destroys withm seven

Idays, unless it terminate by resolution.

In CHILDBED a woman is in danger who is oppressed by

tever accompanied with violent and constant pains of the

laead.

If there be pain and inflammation in those parts which

coontain the viscera, hurried breathing is a bad symptom.

If without apparent cause there have been a long-conti-

uuued pain of the head, and this pass to the shoulder and

iineck, and again mount up to the head ; or if, after having

bbeen in the head, it be extended to the neck and shoulders,

itit carries danger with it : unless it induce a vomica terrai-

naating in the expectoration of pus, or hzemorrhage in some

ppart, or much prurigo in the head, or pustules over the

Mwhole body. It is equally dangerous when numbness and

pprurigo fly about the system, at one time in the head, at an-

oother in some other part, or when there is a partial sensation

aas if of cold in the head, and that reaches to the surface of

tthe tongue. And although, in cases of this kind, abscesses

aare beneficial, yet recovery becomes more difficult in pro-

iportion as these have less frequently ensued.

But in hip-pains, if the numbness be considerable, and

tthe thigh and hip altogether cold ; if there be no motions

eexcept such as are elicited, and the excrement be of a mti-

ccous nature ; and if the patient's age have already exceeded

t forty; the affection will be very tedious, and will last a year

aat least ; nor can it be got rid of, unless it be either in the

sspring or the autumn.
Equally difficult is the cure of that disease, in which, at

tthe same period of life, there is an affection of the shoulders

I tending towards the hands, or the shoulder-blades; and
1 which, while it creates numbness and pain, receives no alle-

'viation from the vomiting of bile.

No matter what limb be paralysed, provided it have
ino motion, and it become withered, it does not return to its

I former condition ; and the chances of recovery will be dimi-

inished in the ratio of the longer continuance of the disease,

I and the more advanced age of the patient. Autumn and
'winter are unfavourable to the treatment of palsy of all

kinds : there may be some hope in spring and summer ; and
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this disease when moderate is cured with difficulty, but when
violent is altogether incurable. AUo every pain moving up-
wards is less under the influence of treatment.

If the breasts of a PREGNANT WOMAN have become
wasted, there is danger of abortion. ]f one who has neither

recently had a child, nor is pregnant with one, has milk, her

menses are defective.

An AUTUMNAL QUARTAN is generally chronic ; espe-

cially that which commences at the approach of winter.

If raving with convulsion follow hajniorrhage, there is

danger : and also if convulsion oppress one who has been
already purged with medicines, and is yet empty ; or if the

extremities be cold during excessive pain. Nor is he resus-

citated, who, after hanging, has been taken down with his

mouth foaming.

Dark stools like to black blood, whether with or without
fever, if suddenly voided, are fatal.

IX. Having acquainted ourselves with the signs which af-

ford the consolation of hope, or strike us with alarm, it is

our duty to pass on to the treatments of disease. Of these

some are general, others particular : general, which are for

the relief of several diseases ; particular, which are adapted

to one only. I shall in the lirst place speak of the general;

some of which appertain to the preservation of health, as

well as to the cure of disease ; while some are employed ex-

clusively in sickness.

Now every remedy does in fact abstract from, or add to

the material of the body ; or draws it out ; or represses, or

cools, or heats, and at the same time hardens or softens it

;

acting not in one mode only, but in two not contrary to each

other.

Depletion is effected by general blood-letting, by cup-

ping, purging, vomiting, friction, gestation, and all kinds of

bodily exercise, by abstinence, and by sweating ; of all which

I will treat without delay.

X. Blood-letting, by the incision of a vein, is no novelty:

but it is new to employ it as a remedy in almost all diseases.

To bleed young people and women not pregnant, is an old

practice : not so the using of the same remedy for infants and

aged people : for the ancients were of opinion that the first

and the last periods of life were not able to bear it ; and

they had persuaded themselves that a pregnant woman so

treated would miscarry. But afterwards experience shewed
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Uiat none of these rules are universal, and that we ought, in

loreferetice, to have recourse to other observations by which

oo determine our indication of cure. For the ques-

nON IS NOT WHAT THE AGE; NOT WHETHER THERE
!5E PREGNANCY, BUT IN WHAT STATE IS THE STRENGTH.

[Therefore if an adult be weak, or a woman not pregnant be

iin a languid state, blood-letting is improper ; for the energies,

ff any were remaining, thus abstracted, are utterly extin-

;^uished : whilst a strong child, a robust old person, and a

fi'igorous pregnant female, are treated in this way without

Hanger.

Nevertheless in these particulars an unskilful physician

mnay be greatly deceived, because there is most usually a di-

mainution of vigour at the last-mentioned periods of life,

land because a pregnant woman, even after undergoing the

laecessary treatment, requires strength, not for herself only,

)Out prospectively for the support of her child.

One ought not to banish every thing that requires reflec-

ti;ionand prudence; since here lies the chief excellence of our

lart, which neither exclusively numbers the patient's years,

nior regards conception merely, but estimates the powers of

liiife, and thence infers whether there be sufficient left to sus-

tiain a child, or an old person, or two systems in the same

ffemale. There is a difference likewise between a strong and

aa fat body ; between that which is spare, and that which is

weak ; the spare habit has more blood, the fuller subject

nmore flesh. The former therefore more easily bear this kind

oof depletion, while he who is too fat is more rapidly dis-

titressed by it. Wherefore the strength of the body is more

ccorrectly estimated from the state of the vessels, than from

ilits external appearance.

Neither are these matters alone to be considered, but we
onust likewise regard the nature of the disorder. Whether
aa redundancy or a deficiency of matter have been hurtful

;

nvhether the body be corrupted or sound. For if the mate-

rnal be deficient, or if it be sound, this remedy is hurtful

:

tbut if it abound to its own hurt, or be corrupt, there is not

aany more ready means of relief. Therefore a high fever,

when the surface of the body is red, and the vessels turgid,

rrequires blood-letting : so also diseases of the viscera, paraly-

ssis, tetanus, and convulsion ; in a word, all diseases which
sstrangulate the fauces, by occasioning difficult respiration ;

tthose too which suddenly suppress the voice ; every insup-
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portable pain, and internal ruptures or bruises, from whatever

cause occurring; likewise bud habit of body, and all those

acute diseases which, as I have said, are injurious, not from

a deficiency, but from an excess.

It may be, the disease itself may require, while the body

seems scarce able to bear it—yet if no other remedy be appa-

rent, and the patient be about to die, unless relieved by a

bold expedient, it is the physician's duty in this case to shew

there is no hope without bleeding, and to confess the extent

of danger attending it ; then, at last, to bleed if required so

to do. It is useless to hesitate upon this point, for a

DOUBTFUL REMEDY IS BETTER THAN NONE. And more

especially ought it to be practised when paralysis has oc-

curred ; when the patient has suddenly become speechless ;

when he is choked with a quinsy ; when a former paroxysm

has almost destroyed him, and there is every likelihood of a

similar one ensuing, although his strength appears inade-

quate to sustain it.

Although bleeding is by no means proper for one whose

blood is as yet crude, yet this rule, too, admits of exception,

for circumstances do not always permit our waiting for con-

coction. Therefore, if any one have fallen from an emi-

nence, if he have been bruised, if from some sudden injury

he vomit blood, admitting he has recently taken food, ne-

vertheless blood should be withdrawn, lest if it retreat in-

wards, it distress the system : and the same rule will apply

to other sudden cases endangering suffocation. But where

the nature of the disease admits of delay, it should be per-

formed when at length there no longer remains any suspicion

of crudity ; and therefore the second or third day of the

disease seems best adapted to that purpose. Although it is

sometimes necessary to draw blood on the first day, yet this

is never useful after the fourth : because merely by the du-

ration of the disease, the material has by this time been ex-

hausted, and has corrupted the body; so that depletion may

render it weak, cannot make it sound. But if a violent

fever be present, to bleed in the height of the accession, is

tantamount to murder. We should wait, therefore, tor the

remission : and should there be none, still if it no longer in-

crease, and we despair of a remission, even this single occa-

sion although less favourable, is not to be omitted.

It were generally preferable, when this remedy is neces-

sary, so to apportion it that the blood may be drawn on two
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(tlistinct Jays; for it is more prudent first to relieve the pa-

Itient, and afterwards to completely cleanse him, than to risk

I his destruction by abstracting his energies all at once. But

i if this holds good in the evacuation of pus from an abscess,

.or serum from anasarca, with how much more certainty does

1 it apply to the loss of blood ?

Now if the object be to relieve the whole body, it ought

I to be drawn from the arm ; if to relieve a part, then from

I that part itself, or certainly from that nearest to it ; for it

I cannot be let from every part, but only in the temples, arms,

• and near the ankles.

Neither am T ignorant that some say it ought to be drawn

: as far as possible from the disordered part ; for that on this

I

plan the revulsion will be effected, while on the other, the

I course of the blood will be directed to that part which is

I distressing the system. But this is incorrect ; for it first draws

i out the circumjacent blood, and, afterwards, the blood flows

from parts more distant only proportionally to the loss of

it: and when the bleeding is stopped, it comes there no

more, because it is no longer drawn to that quarter.

It seems that experience has taught us, that in fractures

of the skull blood is preferably abstracted from the arm;

taking it from the opposite extremity, if there be any lesion

of the arm itself : I believe this is done, because, in the

event of accident, parts already diseased are more suscepti-

ble of injury. Sometimes also the blood is diverted, when,

while it is issuing forth from one part, we draw it away
from another. For the flux thus ceases in the quarter where
we would not have it, styptics being applied for that pur-

pose, and another passage being provided.

But although blood-letting is the easiest of
ALL operations TO ONE PRACTISED IN IT, NEVER-
THELESS TO THE UNSKILFUL IT IS EXCEEDINGLY DIF-

FICULT : for the vein is in apposition with arteries, and
these last with nerves. If therefore the lancet should touch
the nerve, convulsions ensue, and miserably destroy the

man. But a wounded artery neither unites, nor heals ; nay,
sometimes induces violent haemorrhage. If, again, the vein

have been completely divided, its ends are compressed, and
they do not bleed. But if the lancet be timidly introduced,

it lacerates the skin, without dividing the vein: sometimes
the vein lies concealed, and is not easily detected. So
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many things concur in rendering that difficult to the unskil-

ful, which is very easy to the scientific operator.

The vein is to be divided at its middle. As the blood

issues from it we ought to observe its colour and condition.

For if thick and black, it is bad, and therefore usefully

withdrawn ; if red and clear, it is sound ; and such bleed-

ing, so far from advantaging, may prove injurious. But that

cannot occur with the ydiysician who knows from what kind

of body it ought to be taken. It more commonly happens,

that on the first day it flows equally black throughout the

entire bleeding : and even if this be the case, if it have

flowed sufficiently, it ought to be staunched ; and one should

always leave off" on this side fainting. Having laid on a

compress expressed from cold water, the arm is to be bound

up, and on the day following, the vein is to be struck with

the middle finger, that its recent union may be dissolved and

it may bleed afresh. But whether the blood which at the

beginning had flowed thick and black, begin to look red and

clear on the first or on the second day, a sufficiency has

been abstracted, and what remains is pure : therefore the arm

should immediately be tied up and kept in that state, until

the cicatrix be firm, which in a vein is soon completed.

XI. Now of CUPPING INSTRUMENTS there are two

sorts; one made of brass and one of horn. The brazen is

open at one end, and closed at the other ; that of horn is

in like manner open at one end, but at the other has a small

hole: burning lint is thrown into the brazen one, and in this

state its mouth is adapted to the body, and there pressed on

until it adhere. That of horn is applied to the body with-

out this addition ; and after the air has been drawn by the

mouth at that part where the hole is, and this foramen has

been closed with wax at the upper part, it sticks on as well

as the other. Both may suitably be made, not only of

these materials, but of any other ; "and if nothing else be at

hand, even a small cup, or puis bowl, with a mouth some-

what narrow, will conveniently answer the purpose. When
it has adhered, if the skin have been previously incised

with a scalpel, it draws blood ; but a spirit only, if the skin

be whole. Therefore, when a noxious matter exists inter-

nally, it ought to be applied after the former plan ;
when

there is inflation, on the latter. But the chief advantage of

the cupping instrument, is when the disease is not in the
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vwhole body, but in a part, and when to exhaust this part is

^sufficient tor the re-establishment of health. And this proves,

tthat when our object is to relieve a limb, even though we

iiuse the lancet with the cucurbit, the blood should be drawn

lin preference from the part affected •, for no one applies it

tto a different part, but to that only which is the seat of pain,

sand which it is his object to relieve ; unless for the sake of

eeffecting a revulsion. The cupping instrument may be use-

tful also in chronic disorders, although they have continued

ffor some considerable time, provided there is a corrupt

sstate of the humours, or a bad condition of the spirits ; so

iin acute diseases, if the body require to be unloaded, and

Ithe strength be not sufficient to bear general bleeding. As
tthis kind of remedy is less violent, so is it more safe ; nor

iis it at any time dangerous, even if employed in the height

(of a febrile paroxysm, or during crudity. And therefore,

^when the abstraction of blood is requisite, if opening a

wein be attended with imminent danger, or if the disease be

I
partial, this must be our resource ; with this proviso, that

' we bear in mind, that though a safe, it is a less powerful aid;

inor can active diseases be checked except by active reme-

(dies.

XII. 1. The ancients were in the habit of effecting PUR-
iGATiON by various medicines, and by frequently clys-

I tering the bowels, nearly in all cases : and it was their cus-

I tom to exhibit black hellebore, or fern, or copper scales,

I called by the Greeks Xewtba ynXKov (lepida chalkou), or the

! milk of the sea-spurge ; one drop of which added to bread
purges abundantly; or after having thrown a little salt into

asses' milk, or to that from the cow or the goat, they boiled

it down, and made their patients drink the serous portion left

after the removal of the curds. But physic is generally

hurtful to the stomach : and when the bowels are much re-

laxed, or when frequently opened by clysters, the patient is

weakened. Therefore in sickness, medicines ought never to

be given with that view, unless where the disease is un-
accompanied with fever ; as when hellebore is given to

those distressed with black bile, or with melancholy mad-
ness, or to those who have had paralysis in some part.

But when fever is present, it is more prudent to take such
foods and drinks as will at once nourish the patient and ob-
viate costiveness ; and there are some kinds of sickness, to

which purgation by milk is well suited.
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XII. 2. But for the most part, however, the bowels

are preferably relieved by clyster ; a remedy which is, 1

observe, in our time generally neglected, while even by

Asclepiades its use, though restricted, was still not banished.

The limitation vi^Mch he seems to have adopted, appears to

me to be very proper; for although this remedy ought not

to be used frequently, so neither ought it to be omitted to

be performed once, or at most twice, when the head is

heavy ; when the eyes are dim ; if there be disease of the

larger intestine, denominated by the Greeks koXov (kolon)

;

if there should be pain in the lower belly or hips ; if bilious

collections take place in the stomach ; or phlegm also, or

any aqueous humour form there ; if the breathing be diffi-

cult ; if the patient have no natural motions ;
especially if

the fieces being in the rectum should still be retained there

;

if being costive he detect a faical odour in his own breath
;

if the stools appear corrupted ; or if the first fasting have not

removed febrile action ; or if either when bleeding is neces-

sary, the strength will not allow it, or it be too late to em-

ploy this remedy ; or if the patient should have drunk to

excess before falling sick, or if one who has often had

spontaneous or accidental purging, suddenly experience

alvine suppression.

But the following precautions are to be observed :—that

clysters be not used before the third day ; not during cru-

dity ; not in a system which is infirm and exhausted by pro-

tracted sickness; not for that patient whose bowels excrete

sufficiently every day, or who has liquid stools; not in the

climax of an accession, because what is injected at that time

is retained within the bowels, and being thrown back upon

the head augments the danger.

On the preceding day the patient ought to abstain, that

he may be in a fit state to use this remedy ; to drink warm

water on the same day for some hours previously, in order

to moisten the upper parts. After taking these precautions,

if content with a simple medicine, we should inject pure

water into the bowels ; if one somewhat stronger be re-

quired, mulse ; if a mild one, that in which fcenugreek, or

ptisan, or mallows have been boiled ; if an astringent clyster

be wanted, it may be prepared from vervains. That made

with sea-water alone, or conjoined with other salt, is acrid;

and both are better when boiled. It becomes still more

drastic by the addition of oil, or nitre, or honey ;
and the
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Hmore acrid it is, so niuoh the greater is its efl'ect, but it is

Mess easily endured. Tliat which is injected sliould neither

tbe cold nor hot ; lest in either way it prove hurtful.

After the injection, the patient ought to remain in bed as

l.long as he can', and not immediately indulge his first inclina-

itions for a motion : when necessitated, then at length ought

hhe to go to stool. And most commonly, matter thus with-

Jdrawn mitigates the distemper by unloading the upper parts.

When he has fatigued himself by retiring as often as occa-

ssion has required, he ought to repose for some time ;
and

IJest his energies fail, on that day at all events he should take

imourishmentV whether more or less must be decided by the

mature of the expected accession, or by the circumstance of

unone being apprehended.

XIII. But as VOMITING, even in health, is necessary for

bbilious persons, so likewise is it useful in those diseases

\(\vhich are occasioned by the bile. Hence it is expedient for

mil who are distressed with rigour or tremour before fevers;

aalso for all who are suftering from cholera; for all who have

tthat species of insanity which is attended with a high flow of

^spirits; and for the epileptic. But if the disease be acute,

aas in cholera; or if there be fever, such as that which occurs

bbetween shivering fits ; the rougher medicines are not requi-

>site, as has been remarked above, in reference to purging ;

land in such cases it is sufficient, in order to produce vomit-

lang, that such medicines be taken as I have declared proper

iifor people in health.

But for long-standing and violent diseases unaccompanied

\with fever, such as epilepsy or insanity, white hellebore

oought also to be used. This last medicine ought not to be

ggiven either in winter or in summer; it ansvpers best in spring;

ttolerably well in autumn. Whoever is about to administer

lit, ought to try to increase the quantity of fluid in the pa-

ttient's system. It is fit one should know, that remedies of

tithis kind given as a potion, are none of them uniformly

libeneficial to the sick, while to the healthy they are invari-

lably hurtful.

XIV. Now concerning friction Asclepiades, as its in-

wentor, has discoursed so largely in that volume to which he

z&ave the title of " common aids," that while he mentions

'but three, namely, this, water, and gestation, he neverthe-

liless appropriates to the first the greatest part of his work.

It is incumbent upon us not to defraud the moderns of

itheir inventions or their judicious imitations; but with re?
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gard to those discoveries which have originated with the

ancients, it is barely an act of justice to surrender them to

their true founders.

Nor can it admit of doubt that Asclepiades has taken a

wider range, and shewed more perspicuity, in laying down

precepts regarding the period and the method of employmg

friction ; and yet he discovered nothing but what had been

comprehended by Hippocrates in a few words : who has

told us, that violent rubbing hardens the body ;
that which

is gentle, softens it ; that by much rubbing it is depleted, by

that which is moderate it is inipleted. So then it ought to

be used when our aim is to constringe a relaxed body, or

soften a harsh one ; or produce dispersion in that which is

injured by superfluity; or nourish that which is spare and

infirm All which species nevertheless, if carefully ex-

amined, which is not now the province of the physician,

will readily be understood to depend upon one cause,

namely, depletion. For we constringe by the removal of

that matter whose interposition was the cause of relaxation

;

we soften by abstracting that which was creating the hard-

ness; and we implete not directly by the friction itselt,

but by that nutriment which finds its way to the skin, atter

this last has been relaxed by the dispersion. The cause ot

these diflferent eff'ects depends on the method adopted in

its use. , J

There is a considerable difference between unction and

FRICTION. For one may anoint and lightly rub the body

even in acute and incipient disorders ;
provided this be done

in the remission and before food : but it is not proper to

employ long-continued friction, either in acute or increasing

disorders, except when we wish to procure sleep for the

phrenetic. This remedy suits protracted and declining ill-

ness Nor am I ignorant that some say that all remedies

are in request when diseases are becoming aggravated, and

that when on the decline these last terminate of their own

effort. But this is not the case. For even if a disease be

to terminate spontaneously, it is removed the sooner by the

intervention of a remedy, which becomes necessary for two

reasons; both in order that convalescence may take place

Tt the earliest possible period ; and that the disease, whde

yet remaining, may not be exasperated from a cause how-

ever slight. The disease being mitigated and yet not en-

tTre y cured, certain lingering relics may yet oiter m the

system which a remedy would discuss. But although fric-
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tMon is properly enough employed in a mitigated sickness, it

nnever ouoht to be used when fever is increasing
;
but if

ppracticable, in a perfect intermission ;
otherwise, at all events

iin a remission. It should sometimes be general
;

for ex-

aample, when an iuHrm habit requires impletion ;
sometimes

martial, when the feebleness of that same, or ot some other

part may demand it. For friction alleviates old-standing

Ehead-aches, provided it be not used in the height ot the pa-

rroxysm ; and the strength of a paralysed limb is sometimes

rre-established by it. But when one limb is rubbed for the

rrelief of another, it requires to be done more frequently;

iand particularly when we wish to draw out the material from

I the upper or middle parts of the body ; and in that case we

rrub the extremities. Nor are those to be listened to, who

1 limit the number of the frictions whenever a patient requires

( to be rubbed. Por we must infer this particular from the

I

person's strength; and if very infirm, fifty times may be

sufficient ; if more robust, he may require two hundred ; and

so we are to vary the number intermediately according to the

I strength. Hence it happens that the strokes are to be fewer

in a female than a male ; fewer in a child or in an old per-

son, than in a young man. Lastly, if a particular limb be

to be rubbed, the friction should be smart and considerable.

For the whole body cannot quickly be reduced by a part,

and much of the material requires to be dispersed in this way,

whether it be our object to relieve that limb, or some other

through the same. But when debility of the whole system

requires the universal employment of this remedy, it ought

to be of shorter continuance, and more gentle ; so that by

softening the surface of the skin only, we may render it more

capable of receiving the new material eliminated from fresh

nutriment. I have stated above, the patient is in a bad way
when the surface of his body is cold, while internally he has

heat with thirst. But in that case also our sole trust is in

friction ;
which, provided it bring out the heat, may give us

the opportunity of using other means.

XV. Gestation also is very well suited to chronic and

declining diseases ; and in like manner is useful to those who
have no fever, and yet cannot be exercised by their own
efforts ; and to those in whom the lingering relics of disease

are still present, and cannot otherwise be expelled. Ascle-

piades said we should use gestation even in a recent and

violent fever, and especially in an ardent one, to the intent
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thatwe may discuss it ; butthat is done with some risk; and an

attack of this kind is better sustained by repose. If, however,
any one should have a mind to try it, let him have recourse

to it when the tongue is not rough, when there is no swelling,

no hardness, no pain, either in the viscera, the head, or the

preecordia. Furthermore, it decidedly ought never to be em-
ployed when either the entire body, or only part of it is suf-

fering from pain ; unless the nerves alone be affected ; nor

at any time during the increase, but during the remission of

fever.

Now there are several kinds of gestation ; and these are to

be employed with a due regard both to the strength and pe-

cuniary resources of each patient ; lest they over-exhaust him

who is feeble, or be not within the reach of him who is poor.

The gentlest is that in a ship, whether in harbour or in a

river : sailing out at sea is a rougher means, and so also is

the sedan ; but carriage exercise is still more violent. Nay,
each of these may be rendered more or less gentle. Should

neither be convenient, a hammock ought to be suspended

and swung from side to side ; and if that be impracticable,

a prop having been placed under one foot of the bed, it

ought in this manner to be moved backwards and forwards

by the hand.

Doubtless the mild kinds of exercise are suitable to the in-

firm ; the stronger kinds to those who have already been

freed from fever for some days ; so likewise for those who,

though not as yet feverish, manifestly feel the approach of

severe distempers, which happens both in tabes, in diseases

of the stomach, in dropsies, and sometimes also in jaundice,

and in other maladies not accompanied with fever: and again

in certain diseases which, although unattended with fever,

are of tedious duration, such as epilepsy and insanity. In

the last affections, such kinds of exercises are necessary as

we have comprehended in that part of our work, where we

laid down a plan of regimen for those who, though in health,

are nevertheless infirm.

XVI. There are two kinds of ABSTINENCE ; one when the

patient fasts altogether, another when he takes only what is

absolutely requisite. First, the commencement of diseases

renders hunger and thirst indispensably requisite ; afterwards,

these same diseases require regimen, so that nothing but

what is suitable be ingested, and not too much even of that.

For immediately after fasting, satiety is improper. But if it
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lae prejudicial even in health, when necessity has occasioned

iiuno-er, how much more hurtful is it in a body already dis-

.>ased?' Nor is there any thing more useful to an

I'NVALID THAN vi'ELL-TiMED ABSTINENCE. There are in-

idemperate individuals among us who, with regard to the

loeriods of taking food, dictate to those who are attending

hhem. Others again surrender the periods. to the arbitration

>&f the physician, while they claim the privilege of determining

iLhe quantity. Some believe they are acting very liberally,

\who leave every thing else to the decision of the attendant,

pjrovided they are left free to select the kind of aliment which

baest pleases them ; as though the question were, what should

bDe the extent of the physician's licence in these particulars,

;und not what is proper for the invalid, who is seriously in-

l
iured as often as he commits a fault either as regards the pe-

iriods, the quantity, or the nature of the food he takes.

XVII. But SWEATING is eUcited in two ways ; either by

,m dry heat or by the bath. Now by a dry heat, I mean that

oof hot sand, and that afforded by the laconicum, the cliba-

iinum, and certain species of natural sweating places, such as

tthose above Baiae in the myrtle groves, where the hot vapour

which arises out of the earth is inclosed in a building. Be-

ssides these, it is produced by the heat of the sun, and by

texercise. These last kinds are useful, whenever there is a

ipeccant matter within the body, which ought to be dispersed.

(Certain affections of the nerves likewise are thus best treated.

^Now the others may be proper for weak people : insolation

land smart exercise only for the robust ; who, although they

lihave no fever, are nevertheless beginning to sicken, or are

iiunder the influence of severe diseases. But we must, if the

[.patient be attacked with fever or with crudity, be cautious

ihow we have recourse to either method.

The BATH has a two-fold virtue in it; for sometimes after

tthe resolution of fevers, it is the fore-runner of a fuller diet

aand a stronger wine for promoting convalescence ; and some-

ttimes it dissipates even the fevers themselves ; and it is usually

^employed when it is expedient that the cutaneous surface be

irelaxed, that the corrupt humour be drawn forth, and the

lhabit of body changed.

The ancients used it with more reserve
;
Asclepiades with

^greater boldness. Nor is there anything alarming in it, if it

Ibe employed on proper occasions : it is its unseasonable use

j
tthat is hurtful. Whoever, after being freed from fever, expe-
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riences no return of it for a whole day, may securely bathe

himself the day following, after the time of the accession

shall have gone by. If the fever have been in the habit of

observing the tertian or quartan course, the bath is safe on

the days free from the accession. But when fevers are still

remaining, provided they be lingering, and although miti-

gated, distress the patient a long time, this remedy is used

with propriety ; with this proviso nevertheless, that the prae-

cordiabe not hard or swollen, or the tongue rough; and that

there be no pain either in the trunk or head, and that the

fever be not on the increase at that juncture.

But there are two periods proper for using the bath in

those fevers which return at regular intervals, the one before

the shivering, and the other at the conclusion of the paroxysm :

those who are a long time infested with lingering fevers,

should employ it after the accession has completely passed

off; or if there be no intermission, certainly after it has been

mitigated, and when the body has now become as free from

febrile action as it is wont to be in that sort of sickness.

A weakly subject, when about to enter the bath, ought to

avoid exposing himself previously to cold ; and when he has

arrived there, he should remain quiet a little, and observe

whether his temples be constricted, and whether he begin to

perspire : if the former occurrence have taken place, and the

latter have not accrued, the bath on that day becomes in-

jurious; therefore he is to be gently anointed and taken

away ; and to avoid cold as much as possible, and to prac-

tise abstinence. But if his temples be not thus affected, and

sweat first arise there, and then in other parts, he should

foment his mouth with hot water ; next sit in the solium, and

there also observe whether on first coming in contact with

the hot water the surface of his skin becomes constricted :

this however can hardly occur, if things have gone on so

far favourable ; but it is a sure sign of the bath being in-

jurious.

Whether one should be anointed before or after the hot

bath, may be known by reference to the state of the health.

Generally, however, unless where expressly ordered to be

done afterwards, some sweat having been excited, the body

is to be gently anointed, and then immersed in the hot bath.

And here also regard is to be had to the strength, and we

ought not to allow a patient to faint from heat, but have him

taken out in good time, and carefully wrapped up in vest-
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itents, so that the cold may not affect him ;
and while in this

;aate he ought to sweat before he takes any thing.

There are also hot fomentations, formed of millet-seed, or

f f salt, or of sand, by heating and throwing either of these

lato a linen cloth ; or if a lower temperature be wanted,

TPen the linen alone ; if a higher, quenched brands enve-

ipped in rags and applied in that state. Besides these,

oottles are used, filled with hot oil ; and water poured into

aarthen vessels called, from their shape, " lentils ;" salt also

ii put into a linen bag, and, after being immersed in very hot

rrater, is adapted to that part which requires to be fomented.

iLgain two irons are put into the fire, broad at their extre-

aities ; one of these is introduced into the salt just men-

idoned, and water lightly sprinkled upon it; when it has

leegun to cool, it is put to the fire again, and the same use is

aaade of the other, and of both by turns ;
during which pro-

eess the saline and hot juice trickles downwards through the

:lloth, and this is beneficial to nerves contracted by disease.

iUl these have the power of dissipating- that material which

S3 loading the przecordia, or strangulating the fauces, or

producing local mischief. But at what time each ought to

we employed, will be mentioned under the particular kinds

)kf distempers.

XVIII. Inasmuch as mention has been made of those

things which are useful by effecting depletion, we must now
i|ipproach those which nourish us, that is to say, food and

Idrink. But these are not merely the resources of disease,

)otit of health also : and it is essentially requisite to be ac-

[jquainted with the properties of all nutritious substances : first,

tkhat when in health we may know how to make proper use of

tkhem ; and in the next place, that it may be in our power,

ywhile tracing the treatment of disease, to subjoin the spe-

C3ies of food which ought to be eaten, and so it may not

bbe incumbent on us, from time to time, to name them indi-

rvidually.

It is therefore proper to know that all legumes and such

ggrains as are made into bread, are of the strongest
CCLASS. I call that the strongest in which there is most nu-

ttriment : also every domestic quadruped ; all the large sorts

oof game, such as the caprea, the stag, the boar, the wild

Haass; all large fowl, as the goose, the peacock^ and the

ccrane; all sea monsters, among which is the whale, and those

cof a similar nature ; also honey and cheese ; so that it is not
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SO surprising that pastry is very strong, since that is made of

grain, lard, honey, and cheese.

Among the intermediate materials ought to be enu-

merated those vegetables whose roots or bulbs form articles

of food
;
among quadrupeds, the hare ; all birds, from the

smallest down to the phoenicopterus : also all kinds of fish

which are either not salted, or salted whole.

But the WEAKEST materials are, all the stems of vege-

tables, and whatever grows upon a stem, such as a gourd, the

cucumber, and the caper; all orchard fruit, olives, peri-

winkles, and also conchs. But, although these are so dis-

tinguished, there is a great difference even in those which

belong to the same class ; and one is either more or less sub-

stantial than another. Although there is more nourishment

in bread than in any thing else, yet wheat is stronger than

raillet-seed ; this itself, than barley ; and even of wheat,

siligo is the most substantial, simila next, and then that

from which no portion is removed, called by the Greeks

avTOwvpov (autopuron) ; that from pollen is weaker ; but

bread made of bran, weakest of all.

But of the legumes the bean and lentil are stronger than

the pea. Of herbaceous vegetables, rapes and turnips, and

all kindsof bulbs (among which I number the onion also and

garlic) are stronger than the pastinaca, or than that which

by way of distinction is called the radish ; the brassica, beet,

and the leek, than the lettuce, or the gourd, or the aspa-

ragus.

But of the fruits which grow on twigs, grapes, figs, nuts,

and dates are stronger than those fruits properly called poma

;

and of these same the juicy have more substance than those

which are mealy.

Of the birds which are in the middle class, those are more

nutritious which use their feet more than their wings; and

of the latter, those of large size are stronger than the small

;

as the beocafico and thrush. So also water-fowl yield a

lighter nutriment than those which cannot swim.

But among domestic quadrupeds the lightest meat is pork,

the strongest, beef: and of wild animals also, the larger

the size, the more substantial. Of fish of the middle class,

which we most use, the heaviest are those which may be

made into salsameuts, such as the lacertus ;
next those

which, although more tender, are nevertheless of hard fibre,

as the aurata, the corvus, the sparus, the oculata ;
together
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mth the flat fish ; after which, still lighter are the lupi and

aauUi, and next to these all rock-fish.

]Sor is the difference only in the classes, but in the arti-

hles—according to their age, the part, the soil, atmosphere,

.ondition. For every quadruped, if unweaned, affords less

liutriraent: so also the younger a coop chicken, the less ali-

ment it contains ; and so again fish, which are of middle

uge and half grown. Then of the hog, the feet, head, ears,

and brain ; of the lamb, or the kid, the entire head with the

loettitoes are considerably lighter than the other parts ; so

Ihey also may be ranked in the middle class. The necks

iiud wings of birds are with propriety ranked with the

weakest.

But as regards soil, that grain which is grown in a hilly,

ss stronger than that grown in a flat country : fish found

liibout rocks lighter than those delighting in sand or mud :

•ijo it is that the same species become heavier when procured

rrom pools, lakes, or rivers : those living in deep water are

lighter than those caught in the shallows. Every wild ani-

imal is lighter than those domesticated ; and all produced

im a moist atmosphere less nutritious than those in a dry.

In the next place, all kinds of food when fat, afford more

niutriment than the same when lean ; fresh meat, more than

isalt; newly killed, more than that which is stale. So again

ihhe same food is more nutritious stewed, than roasted ; more

j-iHtritious roasted, than when boiled. Hard-boiled eggs are

mi the strongest class, soft or fresh eggs of the weakest. And
iklthough all bread-grain is very nutritious, yet certain kinds

ib,fter being washed, as alica, rice, ptisan, or gruel made of

tkhese, or pulticula, and also bread moistened with water,

imay be ranked with the weakest sort.

But with regard to drinks, all those prepared from grain ;

lilso milk, mulse, defrutum, passum, wine, whether sweet or

ifetrong, or must, and very old wine, are of the most nutri-

titious class. While vinegar, and wine a few years old, whe-
tther austere or rich, belong to the middle class, and there-

ffore no other ought to be given to the infirm.

Water is the weakest of all liquors. All drinks -formed

ffrom grain have a strength proportionate to the quality of

tthat grain : those are stronger prepared from wine produced
ffrom a good, than that from a poor soil ; made from that

ccoming from a temperate climate, than from that which is

tlhe produce of an atmosphere too moist or too dry, exces-
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sively cold, or excessively hot. Mulse is stronger, by how
much the more honey it contains ; defrutum the longer it is

boiled ; passum, the dryer the grape.

Rain-water is the lightest; next, that from the spring

;

then, that from a river; and fourthly, that from a well;

after these ; that from snow or ice ; lake-water is heavier than

these ; marsh-water is the heaviest of all.

By those who are desirous of ascertaining its quality,

such knowledge is as easily obtained, as it is useful. For

that which is light, becomes manifest by weighing it; and

of those whose weights are equal, that is preferable which

most rapidly becomes hot and cold again, and in which le-

gumes are cooked within the shortest period.

Generally indeed it happens, that the stronger the mate-

rial, the less easily is it concocted ; but if concocted, it

is the more nutritious. Therefore we must use that which

is adapted to the strength; and the quantity of each

substance must be determined by its nature. Thus such as

are least nutritious, are required for weakly persons ;
the

middle class best support the moderately vigorous ;
while

the strongest are best suited to the robust. Again one

should eat more freely of the lighter kinds of food ;
while

with regard to the strongest, one ought to exercise greater

moderation

.

XIX. Nor are these the only differences requiring notice ;

for some aliments are of a good juice, others of a bad ;
these

the Greeks call evxvXovs (euchulous) or KaKox^^ovs (kakochu-

lous); some are bland, some acrid; some generate withm

us a thicker, some a thinner phlegm ; some are proper,

others improper for the stomach : some also cause flatu-

lency, others have no such effect : some are of a heating,

others of a cooling nature; some readily turn sour in the

stomach, others are not easily corrupted ; some relax, others

bind the bowels : some excite, others retard the urinary se-

cretion ; some procure sleep, others rouse the senses. All^„

these things require to be known, because food requires a

varied adaptation to the kind of constitution and the state

of the health.

XX. The aliments of a good juice, are wheat, winter

wheat, alica, rice, amylum, tragura, ptisan, milk, soft

cheese, venison of all kinds, all birds of the middle class,

and of the larger those I have mentioned above : ot tish,

those between the tender and hard, as the mullet and lupus:
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\he spring lettuce, the nettle, the mallow, the gourd, fresh

aggs, purslane, periwinkles, dates : of fruits, such as are

keither rough nor sour : wine, either sweet nor mild, passum,

IJefrutum, olives preserved in either of these two last liquors:

IJie wombs, cheeks, and feet of swine ; in fine, every species

)iif fat, or glutinous flesh, and all kinds of liver.

XXI. The aliments whose juice is bad are millet, pani-

uum, barley, legumes, the flesh of domestic animals, if very

tean, all salt meat, all salsaments, fish-pickle, old cheese,

kliirret, radishes, rapes, turnips, bulbs, cabbage, especially

lilie sprouts; asparagus, beet, cucumber, leek, herb rocket,

Tresses, thyme, catmint, savory, hyssop, rue, dill, fennel,

uumin, anise, water-dock, mustard, garlic, onion; the

ppleens, kidneys, and entrails of animals ; all acid or acerb

riruit
; vinegar, every thing acrid, acid, or acerb ; oil, rock-

issh, and all those which are very tender, or very hard and
ttrong-flavoured, as is the case with those which live in

)cools, lakes, or slimy rivers, or those which have grown to

m immense size.

XXII. The mild articles are gruel, pulticula, pancake,
tiarch, ptisan, fat meat, and that which is glutinous: which
luality is generally found in all domestic animals, but more
^specially in the feet and cheeks of the hog, in the feet and
teads of kids, calves, and lambs, and in the brains of all

[inimals: also those vegetables which are exclusively desig-

nated bulbs; milk, defrutum, passum, pine-nuts. The acrid

rrticles are all those which are excessively austere ; all

ccids, all salted food, and even honey, especially if good;
IJso garlic, onion, rocket, rue, cresses, cucumber, beet,

aabbage, asparagus, mustard, radish, endive, basil, lettuce,

iind the majority of pot-herbs.

XXIII. Those which generate a thicker phlegm, are
eesh eggs, alica,rice, starch, ptisan, milk, bulbs, and almost
vvery thing of a glutinous nature. The attenuants are all

iklted and acrid, and acid substances.

XXIV. The materials best adapted to the stomach, are
llll austere and acid substances, and such as have been mo-
esrately salted : also unleavened bread, washed alica, or
cce or ptisan ; birds and venison of all kinds, roasted
r- boiled. Amongst the domestic animals, the flesh of the
X? : if any other be employed, that which is lean is pre-
rrable to that which is fat : of the swine, the heels,
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cheeks, ears, and sterile wombs: among the pot-herbs

endive, lettuce, parsnip, boiled gourds, skirret: of or-

chard fruit, the cherry, the mulberry, the sorb, the mealy

pear, such as the Crustuminian or Naevianian : also the Ta-

rentine and Signine pears, which are used for preserving:

the round apple, or the Scandianian, or Amerinian, or

the quince, or the pomegranate: jar raisins, soft eggs,

dates, pine-nuts, white olives preserved in strong brine, or

the same steeped in vinegar, or the black kind when they

have thoroughly ripened on the tree, or those which have

been kept in passura or defrutum : austere wine ;
although

grown rough, also resinated wine ; hard-fibred fish of the

middle class, oysters, cockles, murices, purpuras, peri-

winkles ; food and drink, whether hot or cold : wormwood.

XXV. The articles offensive to the stomach are all

things tepid, or salted, every thing jurulent, all sweet sub-

stances, every thing fat, gruel, fermented bread, and the

same, whether prepared from mdlet or barley; oil, the

roots of pot-herbs, and whatever herbs are eaten with oil or

fish-pickles ;
honey, mulse, defrutum, passum, milk, cheese

of all kinds, fresh grapes, figs both green and dry, all le-

gumes, and whatever vegetables are of a flatulent quality :

thyme, catmint, savory, hyssop, cresses, water-dock, nipple-

wort, and walnuts. Hence it may be understood that arti-

cles of a good juice do not necessarily agree with the sto-

mach, and that every thing which agTces with the stomach

is not consequently of a good juice.
^ , . i-^

XXVI The substances which have a flatulent quality,

are almost all legumes, all fat, and sweet and jurulent sub-

stances, musk, and also that wine which has as yet acquired

no aae : of the pot-herbs, garlic, onion, cabbage, and all

roots, except skirret and parsnip ;
bulbs, figs, even though

dry, but the green more particularly ;
green grapes, al nuts,

except pine-nuts, milk and cheese of all kinds ;
and lastly,

whatever has been taken only half boiled. The least fla-

tulent are venison, wild-fowl, fish, fruit, ohves conchs, eggs

whether soft-boiled, or fresh ; old wine. But fennel and dill

even relieve flatulence. iw A
XXVII The CALEFACiENTS are pepper,salt, all stewea

meat garlic, onion, dry figs, salsameut, wine, and the more

To m proportion to its sLn>. The -frigerants are those

greens whose stalks are eaten raw, as endive and lettuce ,
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»iO coriander, cucumber, boiled gourd, beet, mulberries,

lerries, rough apples, mealy pears, boiled flesh, and vine-

rr particularly, whether food or drink be taken with it.

-XXVIII. The articles which are easily corrupted in the

lomach, are fermented bread, and any other sort except

aat made from wheat, milk, honey ; and therefore all milky

lOtriment, and all pastry; tender fish, oysters, greens, cheese,

laether new or old, coarse or tender flesh, sweet wine, mulse,

tfrutum, passum ; and lastly, whatever is jurulent, or too

reeet, or too much diluted. The materials which are the

mt liable to be corrupted in the stomach, are unleavened

fead, birds, especially those of harder fibre, hard fish, not

ilily the aurata and the scarus, but also the calamary, the

bbster, the polypus; also beef and all hard flesh, especially

Idean and salted ; and all salsaments, periwinkles, murices,

inrpurae ; austere or resinated wine.

;XXIX. The substances which relax the bowels, are fer-

eented bread, particularly the coarsest sort, and that made
barley; cabbage, if imperfectly boiled, lettuce, dill,

eesses, basil, nettle, purslane, radishes, capers, garlic,

liion, mallows, dock, beet, asparagus, gourds, cherries,

lulberries ; all mild orchard fruit, also dry figs, but the fresh

ifpecially; fresh grapes, small birds when fat, periwinkles,

ith-pickle, salsament, oysters, pelorides, urchins, muscles,

lad almost all conchs, especially their juice ; rock and all

mder fish, the liquor of the cuttle-fish ; meat if eaten when
tt, and the same either stewed or boiled; water-fowl, crude

loney, milk, every thing of a milky nature ; mulse, sweet or

Lit wine, water; every thing soft, tepid, sweet, fat, boiled,

eewed, salt, diluted.

XXX. The alvine astringents are, bread prepared from
Uigo or simila, particularly if without yeast, or if burnt,

Hid this quality is augmented if twice boiled ; pulticle,

lihether made from alica, panicum, or millet ; and gruel pre-

iared from these same ;
especially if they have been pre-

cously fried ; lentils, to which has been added beet, or

ladive, or succory, or plantain, and these also the rather, if

rceviously fried ; endive also, either alone or fried with
Isantain or succory; the small pot-herbs, cabbage twice
n)iled, hard eggs, particularly if roasted ; small birds, the

llackbird, the ring-dove, particularly when boiled in posca;

we crane, all birds which run more than they fly ; the hare, the

i^prea, the liver of such animals as have suet, and beef- liver
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particularly, and so likewise suet itself : cheese, which has be-

come stronger by age, or by that change which we observe

in the foreign sort, or new cheese boiled with honey, or with

niulse ; also boiled honey, unripe pears, sorbs, and more

especially those called " torminalia ;" quinces and pome-

granates, white or very ripe olives, the myrtle, dates, pur-

pura?, murices, either resinated or rough wine, and that

undiluted ;
vinegar, niulse which has been boiled ; also de-

frutum, passum ; water whether tepid or very cold, hard

water, that is to say, that which keeps longest without

spoiling, and therefore particularly rain-water; everything

hard, lean, austere, rough, grilled, and of the same meat,

that which is roasted, rather than that which is boiled.

XXXI. The diuretics are, all the odoriferous tribe grow-

ing in gardens, as parsley, rue, dill, basil, mint, hyssop,

anise, coriander, cresses, rocket, fennel ; besides these, as-

paragus, capers, catmint, thyme, savory, nipple-wort, pars-

nip, and especially the wild variety, radish, skirret, onion ;

of game, particularly the hare; small wine, round and long

pepper, mustard, wormwood, and pine-nuts.

XXXII. The articles adapted for procuring sleep, are

the poppy, the lettuce, especially the summer variety, at

the time when its stalk is full of milk ; mulberries, and

leeks; catmint, thyme, savory, hyssop, pennyroyal: rue

and onions do, on the contrary, excite the senses, and pen-
'

nyroyal especially.

XXXIII. The epispastic remedies are numerous; but

since they consist principally of foreign drugs, and are used

more for affording relief in other cases, than for those aftec-

tions in which dietetic regimen suffices, I shall for the pre-

sent defer them ; but I shall mention those which, being

easily procured, and by their nature adapted to those dis-

eases concerning which 1 am now immediately about to

speak, erode the surface, and thus extract from it that

which is faulty. The seeds of rocket, cresses, and radish,

have this quality, but most of all mustard. The same pro-

perty is in salt and figs.

The medicines which both repress and act as emollients,

are greasy wool, moistened with vinegar, or with wine, to

which oil has been added ;
pounded dates, bran boiled m

salt water, or in vinegar. The cooling reprimeuts are the

wall-herb, which they call 7rapee.'(o.' (pavthenion) or TrepbiKiov

(perdikion), wild thyme, penny-royal, basil, the blood-herb,
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«,vhich the Greeks call TroXvyovov (polugonon), purslane,

npoppy leaves, vine-tendrils, coriander leaves, henbane, moss,

sfekerrit, parsley, garden night-shade, which the Greeks call

crrpvxrov (struchnon), cabbage leaves, endive, plantain, fennel

?»eeds, bruised pears or apples, particularly the quince apples,

keutils, cold water, and especially rain-water, wine, vinegar;

^30 also, if moistened by these, may be enumerated bread, or

imeal, or sponge, or ashes, or gieasy wool, or even linen,

I'simolian chalk, gypsum, quince oil, myrtle oil, oil of roses,

aicerb oil; leaves of vervains bruised with their tender stalks,

lof which kind are the olive, cypress, myrtle, mastich-tree,

tiamarisk, privet, rose, bramble, laurel, ivy, and pomegra-

1111ate.

The articles which repress without cooling, are boiled

i}^c[uinces, pomegranate-rind, hot water in which vervains

hhave been boiled as before mentioned, powder of the lees

oof wine, or of myrtle leaves, bitter almonds.

But the calefacients are poultices made of meal of all

5«orts, whether from that of wheat, or of far, or of barley, or

vvetches, or darnel, or millet, or panicum,or lentil, or beans,

oor lupines, or linseed, or foenugreek, being first boiled and
tUien applied hot.

But all kinds of meal are rendered more efficient for this

|)purpose by being boiled in mulse, than if prepared with
\wvater. Furthermore, cyprine oil, or that called irinum,

nmarrow, adeps from the cat, common oil, the rather if it be
'old, or have salt in it, nitre, git, pepper, cinquefoil. And
iiFor the most part, the powerful repriments and refrigerants

hhave a hardening quality, while the calefacients are digestive

aand emollient, and a cataplasm formed of lin, or foenugreek

seeed, more especially possesses this last property.

Such then are the different remedies which physicians
esmploy, simple or compounded ; each one following his

own notions, rather than any fixed rules established on ex-
pperience.

CEL. D



BOOK III.

I. Having alreatly considered all those matters which re-

late to diseases in general, I shall now approach to the treat-

ment of them individually. Now the Greeks divided dis-

eases into two kinds : one they termed acute, the other

chronic ; and since these did not, from time to time, regu-

larly happen in the same form, those very diseases which

some have placed among the acute, others have referred to

the chronic. Hence it is manifest that there are several

kinds of them. For some are of short duration, and acute,

which either soon destroy the patient, or are themselves soon

terminated : some are chronic, under which there is neither

a speedy recovery, nor a speedy death ; and there is a third

kind, consisting of those which are sometimes acute, at other

times chronic ; and this happens not only in fevers, in which

it is a very frequent occurrence, but in other diseases like-

wise. But besides these, there is a fourth description, which

cannot be denominated acute, for they do not destroy ;
and

are certainly not chronic, because if remedies be seasonably

employed, they are easily cured. When I come to treat ot

these individually, I shall point out to what class each be-

longs But I shall divide them all into those which wou d

seem to occupy the whole body, and those which are merely

local. I shall commence with the former, first oftering a

few remarks by way of preface concerning all.

To CONFESS THE TRUTH, THERE IS NO DISEASE

OVER WHICH CHANCE EXERTS LESS INFUENCE THAN

ART : FOR WITH NATURE AGAINST US, OUR TREATMENT

IS OF NO AVAIL.
j x u .

Greater allowances are, however, to be made to the phj-

sician who fails in aflfovding relief in acute, than in chronic

diseases Tor in the former there is a brief space, within

which if treatment avail not, the patient is carried ott
;

in

tl'e latter there is time for deliberation and for a change of

remedies, so that if called in at an early period ot the dis,

ease a submissive patient rarely falls a sacnhce, unless
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urough some mismanagement of his physician. A chro-

ilic disease, however, when deeply rooted, is, in point of
ilifficulty, as had as one which is acute : acute diseases

nre cured with less difficulty, when protracted, but the chro-

ide when more recent. There is another circumstance of

li'^hich we ought not to be ignorant ; that the same curative

igents do not suit all patients. Hence it has happened,
uat the best writers have exclusively defended the reputa-

icon of different remedies, according to the results of their

wvn individual experience. It is meet therefore, when a
eemedy fails, to place a higher estimate on the patient's life

laan on the writer's authority, and to make trial of a second
und a third; with this qualification, nevertheless, that a
«medy which appears to be doing no good, be changed in

ccute diseases without loss of time; while in the chronic,
thich are both slowly established and as slowly removed,
ittose means which have not directly proved serviceable, are
oot to be hastily condemned; much less should that be dis-
oantinued which has at least been of some little benefit ; be-
aiuse by time its utility becomes decided.
II. Now even at the very commencement, it is easy to

mow whether the disease be acute or chronic : not only in
nose affections in which there is an uniformity, but in those
likewise which are marked by variety. For when severe ac-
P9ssions and pains distress the patient without intermission,
lae disease is acute : when the pains are moderate, the pa-
)3xysms less severe, and the intermissions prolonged ; and
then those signs accede which have been mentioned in our
last book, it is clear that the disease is about to be chronic.
We ought to observe also, whether the disease be increas-
I9g, stationary, or on the decline : for some remedies are
rfoper for increasing disorders, many for those which are
bbating; and such as are proper for the increasing kind,
iijght preferably, provided the disease be acute, to be had
ccourse to in the remissions.

But a disease is becoming aggravated so long as the pains
Hid accessions grow more violent, and these last return car-
eer and cease later than the preceding. And even in chronic
isseases not having these characteristic marks, one may
ii!iow the malady is becoming augmented when sleep is in-
:rrrupted, concoction more imperfect, the stools more fetid,
loe senses more obtuse, the mind more inactive ; when a
;inse of chill or heat pervades the body, and it becomes
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more pallid than heretofore. The signs directly opposed to

these, are the marks of a departing malady.

Moreover in acute distempers the patient ought to have

nutriment given to him at a later period, and not until the

decline; so that this early privation may break the violence

of the disease in chronic maladies it should be administered

earlier, in order that the patient may sustain the duration ot

the approaching disease.
, , , i w

But even when the malady is not in the whole body, but

in a part only, it is more to the purpose to aim at increasing

the strength of the whole system, than to remedy diseased

parts exclusively. It also makes a wide diflerence, whether

the patient has from the commencement been treated pro-

perly or improperly : for treatment is less beneficial to those

with whom much time has been wasted in vam attempts.

If any one after imprudent treatment survive with his ener-

gies unimpaired, by instituting a proper method of cure he

is soon restored to health.
.

, . , . , .

But since 1 began by recounting the signs which aie cha-

racteristic of that time at which sickness is on the point ot

setting in, I shall commence the treatments also by direc ing

my atintion to that same period. When, theretore. either

of the before-mentioned circumstances occurs, nothing is so

serviceable as rest and abstinence ;
if the

P^J'^"* "^"J*
^^'^^j^

drink, let it be water ; and sometimes it wdl sufcce to pui-

sne this plan for one day only ; sometimes when the alarm-

ng appearances still coirtinue, for two : the day after absti-

nence, food should be taken sparingly, and the drink shou d

be wa er : on the next day he may even take wine
;
and

thenceforth he ought to drik alternately wine one day, and

wa e?^^^^^^^^^ until there be no furtAier cause for a avm
:
for

by these means a severe disease is often discussed a .its ^rst

aLoach Many persons deceive themselves, while they

lTeZ\.e first day at once to get rid of lairguor by exer-

cise by the bath, by purging, by vomiting, by sweat, or by

w nL Not but that such a consequence may happen some-

Ses and may answer our expectation, but that more fre-

nuently tisfalLious; while by abstinence simply, axe-

medv is supplied, without the slightest risk; for one can

alwa^ys recite this last according to the extent of the alanii^

and?f the signs be of a lighter character, abstinence f ora

wi'e aloL Ly suffice : if somewhat-v~
easy, in addition to water-dnnking, to subtract ttesn nom
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(lurfootl : besides, sometimes one ought to eat less bread than

ssual, and rest satisfied with moist aliment and particularly

egelables: so again, perfect abstinence from food, wine,

nd all corporeal exercise is necessary, when signs strongly

haracteristic of mischief have excited much apprehension*

\*feither can there be a doubt, that few become sick who
lave by such measures seasonably encountered an approach-

aag disease, and have not practised dissimulation.

III. These, then, are the precautionary means to be at-

cended to by those who are well, and only apprehensive of

Uisease. But now follows the treatment of fevers, a kind

)kf disease which occupies the whole body, and is extremely

icommon.

Of these there are the quotidian, the tertian, and the quar-

aan : sometimes indeed they return after a longer interval,

)out this is a rare occurrence : we shall essentially compre-

Mend the diseases and their treatment by describing the

bbrmer only.

The quartans are ofa more simple character. They usu-

lUly commence with shivering ; then heat breaks out, and
lifter the conclusion of the fit there is an intermission of two
Hays : so that it returns on the fourth.

Of tertians there are two sorts. One commencing and ter-r

Moinating like the quartan, with this difference only, that it

lUlows one day's interval, and returns on the third : the

other, far more dangerous, returning, it is true, on the third

IJay, but generally occupying by the accession six-and-thirty

out of the forty-eight hours, sometimes also more, or less ,

•

liior does it entirely subside in the remission, but only be-

;eomes mitigated. Almost all physicians have denominated
thhis species the semi- tertian.

But the quotidians are many and various. For some,
rrom the very first, begin with heat, others with a sense of
chilliness, otliers with shivering. By the term chill, I mean
ihhat state in which the extremities become cold : by shiver-

i ng, I mean a shaking of the whole body. Again, some so
Lintirely cease, that perfect intermission ensues; others in

ssuch a manner, that although there be considerable diminu-
liion of the fever, yet certain relics remain even up to the
nnext accession, while not infrequently there are some which
rremitting slightly, or not at all, are in fact continued. So
again, some are accompanied with considerable, others with
in inconsiderable degree of heat : some have similar pa^
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roxysms, others dissimilar; and are, alternately, on one

day moderate, on another severe : some, on the following

day, return at the same hour ;
others, later or earlier : some

occupy a day and night in the accession and decession,

others less, others more : some in going off produce sweat-

in^-, others have no such effect ; and at one time after this

sweating a perfect intermission ensues ; while at another, the

body is on ly rendered weaker. Sometimes one paroxysm

only takes place each day, at others two, or even more : so

that it often happens, that there are several accessions and

remissions on the same day ; in this order nevertheless, that

each answers to some one which has preceded it. Now and

then, indeed, the fits also are so confused, that neither their

"

commencement nor their duration can be remarked.

Nor is that true which is stated by some, that there re no

irregular fever except that which is the result of a vomica,

or of inflammation, or of an ulcer: for were this true the

treatment would be uniformly more easy. But that which

is the effect of evident causes, may likewise be produced by

obscure causes. Nor do they dispute upon the subject mat-

ter, but upon words only, who, because the febrile paro-

xysms recur variously in the same disease, contend that they

return not irregularly, but that fresh fevers are successively

arising from time to time ; but this, even if true, has nothing

to do with the method of treatment. The remissions also are

sometimes considerable ; while at others there are scarce

any at all.
, ^ . „ „f

IV. And such, indeed, is for the most part the nature ot

fevers. But the methods of cure are as various as the au-

thors from whom they have originated. Aselepiades says it

is the duty of the physician to cure safely, quickiy, and

aereeably. This is desirable ; but generally excessive haste

and indulgence are wont to prove dangerous. What regimen

ought to be adopted in order that these three pomts may be

accomplished to the fullest extent possible, (the patient s

health being always made the first consideration,) remains to

be considered when treating of the cures in detail. And

before all other inquiries, it is asked in wha ^---^J^^
patient is to be restrained on the first days of ^^^^

The ancients tried to promote concoction, by exhibiting

certain medicines; because crudity was what they chiefly

dreaTed: afterwards they removed that which they cop^^^^^

deved the offending material, by frequently clysteimg the
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bbowels. Asclepiades banished all internal medicines
;
yet

bhe ordered clysters in every disease, although not so repeat-

eedly ; but he professed to use the fever itself as the chief

preni'edial agent of its own cure. For his opinion vi^as, that

tthe streiigtii of the patient required to be weakened by light,

tby watchfulness, and by thirst so intense, that he did not

eeven suffer the mouth to be rinsed. Hence they are the

DiBore deceived, who conceive his practice to have been

aagreeable in all respects. For, it is true, on the latter days

cof illness, he sanctioned the luxury of the invalid; but in the

rfirst, he played the part of a torturer. Now I concede
tthat medicinal potions, and clystering, ought to be had re-

ccourse to but seldom ;
yet am I of opinion, that our aim

nought not to be to exhaust the strength, for it is from weak-
iiness that the greatest peril arises. Hence, then, the excess

oof material alone should be got rid of, which is naturally

ddispersed when there is no new accession of it. And, there-

t'fore, the patient ought to abstain from food, to be kept in

tthe light during the day, unless he be infirm, for this also is

aa means of dissipating the humours ; and he should lie in a
wery spacious apartment. As regards thirst and sleep, it

sshould be so managed that he may keep awake by day, and,

iif possible, sleep by night, and he should neither drink copi-

cously, nor be too much distressed with thirst. His mouth
umay be rinsed out both when it is dry, and when he has a
ddisagreeable taste in it; although that is not a fit juncture
fifor drinking; and Erasistratus has pertinently remarked,

the mouth and fauces lack moisture when frequently the

iinner part does not require it, neither can it be of any ser-

wice to ill-treat the patient." Upon such a plan, then, is he
tto be restrained at the commencement. Now, in truth, the
IBEST MEDICINE IS FOOD SEASONABLY ADMINISTERED I

tthe question is, when ought it to be given : most of the an-
ccients were in the habit of giving it at a late period, and the
iinature of the climate in Asia, or in Egypt, perhaps admits
oof that practice. Asclepiades, when for three days he had
wearied out his patient by every expedient, allotted the
ffourth day for food. But not long since, Themison's prac-
tice was to regard the cessation, or certainly the remission
cof the paroxysm, and not its commencement: so reckoning
ftrom that period, after waiting for the third day, if then there
vwras no accession of fever, he gave food immediately ; if
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there was, he gave it after this had subsided ;
or, if it did

not subside, when it appeared to be on the decline. Bur,

neither of these rules is exactly universal. Tor the hrst iood

maybe to be given on the first day, on the second, or on the

thial, or not until the fourth or filth ;
again after the first,

or after two, or after several accessions. Tor much depends

on the nature of the disease, the constitution, climate, age

and season of the year : nor can any general precept be laid

down with regard to time, touching matters which admit ol

so much discrepancy. In that disease which is of a more

debilitating nature, food is to be administered at an earlier

period : so, likewise, in that atmosphere which has a mort;

dissipating quality : hence, in Africa, patients cannot with

propriety be restrained from food, even for a day. It ought

to be supplied sooner to a boy than to a young man ;
sooner

in summer than in winter. There is one thing which may

be observed at all times, and in all countries; the physiciau

being in constant attendance, ought to regard the patients

strength; and so long as there is a sufficient surplivs, he

should contend by means of abstinence ;
but directly he

perceives imbecility, he should afford nourishment. For it

is his business to see that the patient be not burdened with

unnecessary food, or weakened by hunger. And
f^^^ ^^f

I find in the writings of Erasistratus, who, although he hafe

taught us but little with regard to the time when the bowels

or the system at large may be in a state 0^"?^ T'c- tn
nevertheless, by inculcating the necessity of attending o

these matters, and of givi"^ ^^^^IV^^^^^"^^/'Im
need of it, sufficiently proved that it ought not to be supplied

so long as there is a surphis of strength, although it is proper

to guard against debility.
i„..,f„orl that

from these considerations it may be understood at

many persons cannot be treated by one physician ;
and that

he provided he be skilful, is the eligible attendan ,
who does

ot'much absent himself from his patient But thev who

are the slaves of lucre, inasmuch as more is to be made uy

being a popular practitioner, willingly embrace precept^

tl ch do^not exact sedulous attendance ;
as is the case a

Inst example Tor it is easy for those even who visit

t r patients b arely, to keep count of the days and ac-

ces ons ^1 ile he must attend assiduously who desires to

obsre (wTi ch is the sole and. essential task) the period
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ithen the patient must necessarily become weak, unless he

teceive sustenance. Nevertheless, in most instances, the

Diuth day is usually most suitable for the first nutriment.

But another point of doubt arises, touching the days ; for

me. ancients preferred those which were unequal ; and as if

tt such periods a prognosis could be afforded concerning the

lite of the sick, they called them critical. These were

me third, fifth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, fourteenth, and

I
uventy-first ; attaching paramount importance to the seventh,

(cxt to the fourteenth, and nest to the twenty-first. There-

y)re they adopted such a regimen with their patients, that/

I'fter waiting for the days on which the accessions were une-

uual, they then exhibited food, this being the period when
loey had to look forward to the milder accessions : so that

(bhen a fever chanced to disappear on any but an unequal

aay, Hippocrates dreaded a relapse. Asclepiades justly

oondemned this as a chimerical notion, and asserted that the

aays being equal or unequal did not increase, or diminish the

aatient's danger in the least.

For sometimes the odd days turn out to be the worst, and
30od is in that case more seasonably administered after the

occessions of these days shall have terminated. Sometimes
Hso, the routine of the days becomes altered in the same
i:isease, and that which was the more severe, becomes the

liiilder of the two. Besides the fourteenth itself, which the

ancients confessed to be very important, is an even day.

Inasmuch as they argued that the eighth day resembles

ihe first, because the second seven days begin from that, they
tvere inconsistent in neither assigning the eighth, nor tenth,

cor twelfth day as the more influential ; for they attributed

iiore importance to the ninth and eleventh. Having done
hiis without any plausible reason, they passed on, not to the

hairteenth, but to the fourteenth. We find moreover, in Hip-
(oocrates, that " the fourth day is the most severe with him
> fhom the seventh is to liberate." So we have it on his au-
! hority, that the fever may be severer on an even day, and
may exhibit marks decidedly prognostic. And with regard
oo both these last events, the same author regarded every
oaurth day as most pregnant with importance ; that is to say,

hhe fourth, seventh, eleventh, fourteenth, and seventeenth

;

na saying which, he passes from the odd to the even mode of
eeckoning : nay, he does not constantly preserve this last

irrder, for, calculating from the seventh day, the eleventh is
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not the fourth, but the fifth. So that it is evident, in what-

ever light we regard the calculation, there is in this respect

no consistency even in this author. But, to confess the truth,

it was the Pythagorean numbers, at that time in high repute,

which deceived the ancients. Although in a matter like

this the physician ought not to number the days, but to re-

gard the accessions, and from these last to surmise the proper

periods for affording food.

Another important point to be known is, whether it ought

to be given after the vessels have become completely tran-

quil, or while some relics of the fever still remain. The an-

cients were in the habit of administering aliment during

perfect intermission from fever: Asclepiades, while the fever,

although on the decline, was yet remaining. He based this

practice on an unsound theory : not that food ought not at

times to be given earlier, if we dread the premature ap-

proach of the next paroxysm; but still, that period ought

•to be selected for its administration, at which we notice the

body to be most completely free from febrile action. For

that suffers less corruption which is ingested while the body

is entire. Nor is it true, as Themison thought, that if the

patient has an intermission of two hours, it is more prudent

to give it at that juncture, in order that it may in preference

be distributed for assimilation during the apyrexial state.

GFor could it be assimilated so rapidly, it were the best prac-

tice ; but since so short a space of time is not sufficient, it is

better that the first stage of the process of nutrition should

commence after the termination of one paroxysm, than that

the latter staaes be encountered by the beginning of another

accession. If, for example, the intermission be considerable,

it should be given in a perfect state of apyrexy ;
it short,

then, even before the complete subsidence of the paroxysm.

This applies not only to perfect apyrexy, but also to the

remissions which happen in continued fevers.

And another question is also raised; whether we ^re to

wait the same number of hours as have been occupied by the

paroxysm, or whether it may suffice to suffer part ot them to

elapse, in order that the food may better agree with those

patients whose intermission is sometimes too short to allow

of waiting the whole period. However, it is the safest plan

to allow the entire period of the accession to pass by:

although when the paroxysm has been of long continuance

the patient may be indulged somewhat earlier, but not until
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Ibhe lapse of at least one half of the time. And that is to ho

dione not only in that fever of which we have been treating,

bbut in all others likewise.

V These last remarks are universally applicable to all

kkinds of fevers: I shall now proceed to their particular species.

When, therefore, there has been only one accession,

vwhich has afterwards subsided, and this has arisen from ni-

oguinal tumour, or from lassitude, or from heat, or any thing

ssirailar, so that no internal cause affords ground for alarm,

con the day following, when the time it should recur has

eelapsed without vascular disturbance, we may administer

ffood. But if the heat have originated from a deep-seated

ssource, and a sense of uneasiness either in the head or pree-

ccordia ensue, the cause of the disturbance not being raani-

ffest, even although the accession be followed by a perfect

aapyrexy, yet, as we may fear a tertian, we should wait for

tthe third day ; and after the period for the accession has

^passed, food may be given, but in small quantities, for a

cquartan may be apprehended : but if on the fourth day the

Ibody be free from fever, then at length we may use it with

(contidence. However, if there be a return of fever on the

tnext, or on the third or fourth day, we may understand that

tthat disease has established itself. Now it is easy to treat

(tertians and quartans in which there is a regular course, a

vwell-defined termination, and ample intermissions; concern-

1 ing which I shall treat in their proper place. But my pie-

isent task will be to explain such as have quotidian acces-

• sions.

In these therefore it is better to supply nutriment every

tthird day, so that one day may serve for the diminution of

I the fever, and the other for supporting the strength. When
(quotidians are of that sort which have perfect cessations,

I food should be given at the commencement of the intermis-

•sion : but when although the paroxysms do not follow each

< other in immediate successions, these nevertheless are con-

iiiected by febrile action, are daily gaining ground, and have

I remissions without any perfect intermissions, it should be
' postponed till the arrival of the greater remissions. Should
' the accession be more violent one day, less another, it

: should be given after the more violent. Most commonly
indeed a more favourable night follows, and consequently,

a worse night precedes the severer paroxysm.

But with regard to the season for giving it, supposing the
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fever to continue uniformly violent, there is considerable dis-

crepancy. Some give it in the morning, because that is gene-

rally the easiest time with invalids. But when this plan is

beneficial, it must be so, not because it is morning, but be-

cause at that time patients experience some slight remis-

sions.

But when there is no alleviation even at this last men-

tioned period, it is the more unseasonable ; because although

it ought in its nature to be more favourable, it turns out to

be less so, in consequence of the severity of the disorder ;

besides, next comes mid-day, after which, since nearly every

patient becomes worse, there is reason to fear lest he be

even worse than usual. Hence it is that to such patients

some administer nutriment in the evening : but because at

that juncture invalids most usually find themselves at the

worst, there is reason to fear lest if we excite any distur-

bance, the accession may be aggravated. On account ot

these objections MY practice is to leave it till

MIDNIGHT, for then it is that this worst juncture is ended,

and the next is at the farthest possible distance ;
while the

hours before dawn are in expectancy, during which most

men have some sleep, and next follows mornmg, in its na-

ture the most favourable portion of the day.

But if the paroxysms be erratic, inasmuch as there inay

be reason to fear that they may ensue immediately after

food, it should be taken without delay after the patient has

experienced some alleviation of the paroxysm. It several

fits occur on the same day, one should remark whether

thev are similar in every respect, (which is barely possible,)

or dissimilar. If similar, nourishment should in preference

be received after that fit whose termination does not happen

between noon and evening: if dissimilar, one should observe

in what the difference consists. For if one be violent the

other gentle, it should be given after the former :
should one

be long, the other short, after the longer :
should one be

more severe, the other of longer continuance, we should con-

sider whether the former distresses more by its severity, or

the latter by its duration, and give it accordingly. It is

evidently of the greatest importance to mark the extent and

nature of the remissions between the fits. For should the

vascular disturbance remain after one paroxysm, and entirely

subside after another, the apyrexial state will be the proper

season for nourishment.
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If a slio-ht degree of fever be continually present, yet it'

lie remission be louaer than another, that should be selected

preference ; so that if the fits follow each other in imme-

.mte succession, nutriment ought to be taken directly after

lae first accession begins to decline. Tor, to allot tlie pe-

ods for food at the greatest possible distance from an ap-

iroaching paroxysm, is an universal object to which all our

lians should be directed ; and with this qualification, to ad-

liinister it when the system is most completely free from

ribrile action ; which rule ought to be observed, not only

Icter the patient has had two paroxysms, but after a greater

uumber.
•

i j
Although it is most expedient to give food every third day,

eet, if the system be weak, it should be administered daily ;

iiftd if the paroxysms continue without remission, it will be

idore necessary in proportion as these debilitate the system^;

i r when two or more fits occur on the same day. This last

cecurrence renders the daily exhibition of food indispensably

?equisite, even from the very commencement, provided there

ee sudden cessation of the febrile action ; aud it should be

mpplied repeatedly on the same day, when, during several

aaroxysms, there is an occasional failure of the strength of

lae body. Nevertheless, in these cases, it is to be borne in

liind, that less food should be given after such paroxysms;

ince, but for the state of the body, none whatever would

ee given. Inasmuch as every fever has its stage of approach,

aommencement, increase, acme, and decline, and, after its de-

liline, either remains in a diminished degree, or is altogether

;Brminated ; we may now perceive that the most favourable

eaason for food is at the end of a paroxysm : next, when it

eeases to decline; thirdly, if requisite, after its departure;

ind that all the other periods are dangerous.

If, however, on account of weakness, there be any urgent

eecessity, it is more prudent to give some little when the

aaroxysm is no longer on the increase, than when it is in^-

rireasing : when it is about to begin, rather than when it has

•eegun; with this qualification, that there is no period at

fkhich he who is sinking from exhaustion may not be nou-

iashed.

And most undoubtedly the physician ought not merely to

eegard the paroxysms, but the state of the whole body also,

md direct his treatment accordingly ;
observing whether

litiere be a surplus or a deficiency of strength, and whether
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any other affections supervene. But, since it is always ad-

vantageous that patients be tranquil, so that their sufferings

may not be mental as well as corporeal, this is especially de-

.sirable after food. If, therefore, any occurrence have taken
place calculated to disturb their equanimity, it is better to

conceal it till they recover : if that be impracticable, to

withhold it after a meal until their sleeping time, and to

communicate it after they have awaked.
VI. The management of patients with regard to food

is fiot so difficult, for the stomach often rejects even when
inclination leads them to take it : but the grand struggle is

for drink, and that proportionately to the severity of the

fever. For it is this last which excites thirst, and they re-

.

quire water most importunately, at the very crisis at which
it is most dangerous. Now the patient ought to be apprised

that the thirst will subside with the fever ; and that as the

taking of the slightest aliment will prolong the accession, he

will soonest cease to be athirst, who has abstained from

drinking. Nevertheless, as persons in health more easily

sustain hunger than thirst, we ought the rather to indulge our

patients in drink than in food. But certainly on the first

day no fluid should be allowed ; unless the vessels have be-

come so tranquil, that food also is admissible : but on the

second, as also on the remaining days on which food cannot

be conceded, some drink may be allowed. And not without

reason has Heraclides the Tarentine observed, that when

cither bile or crudity disorders the patient, it is expedient, by

the ingestion of moderate quantities of fluid, that fresh ma-

terial be mingled with the corrupt. Care is to be taken

that the same periods which are selected for giving food, be

observed also when drink only is to be taken ; or we should

give it when we wish him to sleep, which thirst usually pro-

hibits. Moreover, that much drink is hurtful to all feverish

patients, and particularly so to females who have fever after

delivery, is sufficiently agreed upon by all parties. But,

although the nature of the paroxysm and its remission point

out the proper season for food and drink, it is no easy mat-

ter to know when the patient is feverish, when better, and

when his strength is failing ; without knowing which, these

cannot be seasonably administered. We, indeed, pin our

faith chiefly on the state of the vessels, which is very decep-

tive; for pulsation is often rendered more or less frequent by

age, sex, and temperament; and generally, eyen though the
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t^alth be tolerably good, if the stomach be weak, or sonie-

Vmeseven at the commencement of the paroxysm, he pulse

1 small and indistinct; so that he may appear to be weak,

iho is in truth quite strong enough to bear up against a se-

cere lit. On the contrary, it often becomes quick and lull

Hom the etlects of the sun, the bath, exercise fear anger,

iund any other mental emotion; so that when hist the pliy-

ittcian approaches, the patient's anxious solicitude to know

^ehat opinion is entertained of his case, may of itselt create

iiisturbance. On this account a scientific physician ought

mot to lake hold of the arm, directly he comes into the room,

)i)ut first to sit down with a cheerful countenance, and asic

bhe patient how he finds himself ; and if he appear alarmed,

lae should soothe him with plausible observations, and then

eeel his pulse. Now if the sight of the medical attendant

laisturb the vessels, how easily may a thousand things have

tLhesame effect! The temperature of the body, which is

jinother criterion on which we rely, is equally fallacious ;

tcbr this, also, is excited by the heat of the weather, by la-

bour, leep, fear, anxiety. Therefore, although it is requi-

ssite to regard these circumstances, it is not right to place

iimplicit reliance upon them.

We may know at once that he is not feverish, whose pulse

las regular, and who has the warmth natural to health

:

tkhough we are not so readily to infer the existence of fever,

from the presence of increased heat and vascular excitement;

bbut we are justified in so doing, if the surface of the skin be

ppartially arid; if there be heat in the forepart of the head,

aand it arise from the bottom of the prtecordia ; if the breath

ffrom the nostrils be hot; if an alteration take place in the

ceomplexion, whether to an unusual redness or pallor ; if the

eeyes be heavy, or very dry, or rather moist ;
if, when a sweat

Ibreaksout, it be partial : if the pulsations do not take place

aat equal intervals. Hence the physician ought not to take

his seat in a dark part of the room, or at the head of the bed,

but in a light place, opposite to the patient, so that he may
observe all the signs which are marked on his countenance,

jjust as he lies.

But when a paroxysm has taken place, and is on the de-

(cline, we ought to notice whether the temples or any other

I
parts begin to grow slightly moist, which is the forerunner

I of a sweat : and if we perceive such mark, that is the time to

l^ive hot water to drink ; the eftect of which will be salutary
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if it render the sweating general over every part of the body.

To promote this, the patient ought to keep his hands under

a considerable quantity of clothes, and in like manner cover

his legs and feet : by a similar weight of clothing many ha^

rass their patients in the height of the paroxysm, particularly

when the fever is of the ardent kind. When the body has

begun to perspire, it is requisite to warm a linen cloth, and

to wipe each part gently. But when the sweating has en-

tirely ceased, or in the event of there being none, when the

patient appears in the most favourable state for receiving

food, he is to be anointed gently under the clothes, then to

be deterged, and afterwards to have food.

Now the most appropriate food for fever-patients, is that

which is liquid, or certainly approaching to a liquid consist-

ence, especially such as is but slightly nutritious, particularly

gruel; and even this last, after febrile paroxysms, should be

given very thin. To render it more nutritious, clarified

honey is with propriety added : but if it disagree with the

stomach, it is injurious : and so also is the gruel itself. But

instead of this last, we may give that grated preparation of

bread, called INTRITA, mixed with hot water, or washed

alica: if the stomach be strong and the bowels costive, with

mulse ; but with posca if the former be weak, or the latter

relaxed.

This will suffice for the first meal : but for the second there

must be some addition, and this also from the same class of

material ; as, for example, vegetables, conch-fish, or orchard

fruit : and so long as the fever is increasing, this is the only

proper food ; but when ended or alleviated, although we

ought always to begin with the lightest material, yet, pro-

vided we from time to time pay due regard to the strength

of the patient and the state of the fever, we may make some

addition from the middle class. According to the precept

of Asclepiades, various kinds of food are to be placed before

the patient, provided he be distressed with loss of appetite,

and his strength fail ; so that by tasting a little of each, he

may escape being famished: but if there be neither the

power nor the inclination, the patient ought not to be enticed

by any variety, lest he take more than he can digest. Nei-

ther is that a just remark of his, " that a mixed food is more

easily digested." True, it is more readily eaten : but the

kind and quantity of the material determine the facility of

digestion. The patient cannot safely be allowed to eat freely
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,rii,o- severe pains, or during the increase of a disease
;
but

r.ect1v the stue of his health begins to in)prove.

Th e are other observations requisite m treating lever.

.„d we are also to observe, (which some inculcate as the

.eessential,) whether the body be ia a state ^o";tric ion

of relaxation ; of which two, the one suftocales, the other

iistes bv dispersion. For if constricted, the bowels are to

opened by clysters, the urine to be promoted, and sweat

be elicited by every means possible. In disease ot this

fcure it is beoeiicial to let blood, to agitate the body by

„L.gh gestation, to keep the patient in the light, and to en-

i,m hunger, thirst, and watching. It is also useful to put

am into a bath, first immersing him in the solium ;
then to

laoint, again to return to the solium, and to fomen he

ooins freely with water ;
occasionally to mingle oil with the

,ot water in the solium ; to have recourse to food at a later

.priod, and less frequently, and that meagre, unmixed, sotfc,

U, and small in quantity; particularly vegetables, such as

me\, nettle, mallows, or the juice of conchs, muscles or

bbsters; nor should any flesh meat be given, unless boiled,

iiut he may drink more freely before, during, and alter

ood, and to a greater extent than his thirst requires ;
rich

ud sweet wine also may be allowed after bathing; and once

• twice that called Grajcum salsum may be interposed.

I On the other hand, if the body be sufl^ring from flux, the

,veat should be restrained, and repose had recourse to, leav-

locr him in the dark and allowing him to sleep as often as he

l^es : the body is to be agitated only by the easiest gesta-

oon, and we should adapt our remedies to the nature of the

laalady. If the flux be from the bowels, or the stomach be

iccontinent, as soon as the fever shall have subsided, we

Mould let him drink freely of tepid water, and induce vomit.

I9g ; unless either the fauces, or the pra^cordia, or the side

ee' painful, or the disease be inveterate. But if there be

oolliquative sweats, the skin requires to be hardened with

litre, or salt, mixed up with oil: if the affection be slight,

ith oil only; if more violent, with rose-oil, oil of quince,

,r myrtle-oil, with the addition of rough wine. Furtherr

more, every patient under flux should, on coming to the

aath, first be anointed, and then immersed in the solium. If

h^e aff"ection be in the skin, he had better use cold water in

irreference to hot. When he takes food, it should be highly

utritious, cold, dry, unmixed, and such as is least suscep?
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til)le of corruption ; toasted bread, roasted meat, austere or
certainly subaustere wine

; hot) if the flux be ventral
; cold,

if it be sweating or vomiting.

VII. 1. The method of treating PESTILENTIAL fevers
demands our particular attention. Here it is of no use to re^

sort to hunger, or to internal medicines, or to glystering. If
THE STRENGTH PERMIT, BLOOD-LETTING IS THE BEST
REMEDY ; and particularly if the fever be attended with
pain : but if this be not sufficiently safe, when the fever be-
comes mitigated, it is proper to cleanse the chest by vomit-
ing. It is requisite to put the patient in the bath at ao
earlier period in this, than in other diseases ; to give him
wine, hot) and undiluted, and every thing glutinous; and
among the rest, meat of the same nature. For the more
rapidly pestilences of this kind destroy, the more promptly,
and even with some risk, are we to have recourse to re-

medies.

But if an infant be suffering from it, and have not strength

to bear blood-letting, we must, in that case, use the cupping
instruments, clyster with water, or the cream of ptisan, and
afterwards support him with light nutriment. Children re-

quire a treatment altogether different from grown persons.

Therefore, in this disease, as in any other, we must be mode-
rate in the use of our remedies ; we must not be too read)' to

bleed or clyster, or torment by making them endure watch-

ing, or hunger, or excessive thirst; nor are we to treat them
with wine. Vomiting should be elicited after a paroxysm,

and then very light food should be given ; afterwards he

should be allowed to sleep ; and on the next day, if the fever

remain, he should practise abstinence; on the third, return

to the same kind of food. And interposing a well-timed

abstinence between the seasonable exhibition of food, and

laying aside every thing else, we are to exert ourselves to

nourish the patient.

2. But when an ardent fever is consuming the pa-

tient, no medicinal potions are to be given, but he is to

be cooled in the accessions with oil and water, mingled by

the hand until they turn white : he should be kept in

a chamber where he can inhale plenty of pure air; he should

not be half suflFocated with bed-clothes, but covered very

lightly. Also vine-leaves steeped in cold water may be ap-

plied upon the stomach. He is not to be harassed with

excessive thirst. He is to receive nourishment somewhat
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roner, that is to say after the third day ; and before taking

ood, he should be anointed all over with the liquids above

mentioned. If there be a collection of phlegm in the sto-

lach. directly the accession is on the decline, he should be

nrced to vomit; then cold vegetables should be given, or

cch fruit as agrees with the stomach. If the stomach con-

nue dry, the cream of ptisan or of alica, or of rice, with

eesh lard boiled in it, ought to be forthwith administered,

uut when the disease is at its height, but "certainly not until

lee fourth day, provided great thirst have preceded, cold

aater is to be abundantly supplied, so that he may drink

re-en beyond the desire for it ; and when his belly and praj-

)Drdia shall have been bloated with it, and sufBciently cooled,

laen he ought to vomit.

I Some do not provoke vomiting, but employ the cold water

seelfas a remedy, giving it to satiety. When either of

laese two plans is adopted, he should be well covered with

eed-clothes, and placed in a position favourable for inducing

eeep. By making the patient drink so large a quantity of

aater immediately after excessive thirst and watching, we

itbduethe heat, and afterwards sound sleep ensues ;
during

Ihich, sweat is copiously effused, which is attended with

immediate relief : but this, however, applies to those cases

II which, along with this burning heat, there are no pains,

rr swelling in the praecordia; nothing counter-indicating

itither in the thorax, or the lungs, or the fauces; no ulcer,

oo exhaustion, no alvine flux. But should the patient have

: slight cough in this kind of fever, he is neither to struggle

vith excessive thirst, nor to drink cold water; but to be

seated on the plan laid down for other fevers.

VIII. But there is need of much attention in that species

ff tertian which physicians call ///JtrptraToi' (hemitritaion), lest

Iss true nature escape our notice. For it generally has ac-

eessions and decessions so much more frequent, that it may
fppear to be a different disease : and the paroxysm is pro-

oanged to the extent of from twenty-four to six-and-thirty

icours ; so that that which is in truth the same, may not appear

03 be so. And it is highly necessary that no food be given

except in a genuine remission ; but when such an one oc-

lurs, that it be administered without delay ; for from either

)tif these mistakes of the attendant, many suddenly fall a
aacrifice.

. Unless some circumstances strongly contra-indicate, blood-
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letting is proper at the conimencemetit ; afterwards such food
should be given as i>iay sustain the duration of the fever
without exasperating- it.

IX. Sometimes also slow fevers infest the body without
any remission, so that, there is no lime afl'orded either for

food or physic. In this case it should be the physician's

care to change the action of the disease ; for perhaps it will

thus become more susceptible of treatment. For this purT

pose cold water with oil is to be frequently applied to the

body, by lightly tracing the hand over its surface; for in

this way it sometimes happens that shivering is induced, and
this constitutes the beginning of a new action ; after which,

when the body has become hotter, a remission also follows.

In these cases also, friction with oil and salt appears serr

viceable.

But if for a considerable time there be chilliness and torr

por, with jactitation of the body, it is not improper to give

three or four cyaths of raulse even during the paroxysm, or

well-diluted wine with the food. For frequently in this way
also the febrile action is augmented, and the great heat which

arises at once removes the previous untoward symptoms;

affords hope of remission, and of a cure during that re-

mission.

And, most assuredly, that is no new method of treatment,

pursuant to which in our time certain persons occasionally

cure patients committed to their charge, by remedies the

reverse of those which had previously been employed by-

more cautious physicians : since, among the ancients also,

before the time of Herophilus and Erasistratus, and just

after that of Hippocrates, there was one Petro, who, on

receiving the care of a febricitant, was in the habit of co-

vering him with a large quantity of bed-clothes, to the in-

tent that he miglit both excite great heat and thirst : then,

when the fever had partially remitted, he gave him cold

-water to drink ; and when he had excited sweating, he

judged he had put the patient in a fair way of recovery : but

if he failed to do this, he administered more cold water, and

then made him vomit. When in either mode he had got

rid of the fever, he immediately gave the patient roast pork

and wine : if he, did not succeed, his plan was to boil salt in

water, and to make him drink it, that he might cleanse the

system by purging the bowels.

And this comprised his whole practice ; not less satisfac-
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ttory to those whom the disciples of Hippocrates had failed

of carina-, than it is in our time to those whom the iollowers

of Heroi/hilus and Emsistratus have not cured, after a tedi-

ous course of treatment. Yet, this does not make the prac

, ice . jot (he less imprudent: for if adopted from the hrst in

rthe majontv of cases it proves destructive. But since the

.same remedies do not suit all habits, temerity benehts those

.whom reason has failed of curing; and on this account

< QUACKS SUCCEED BETTER WITH OTHER MEN S PATIENTS

•THAN WITH THEIR OWN. Still It is the duty of a circum-

• spect practitioner occasionally to try a new method, and

I both to aogravate the disease aad exasperate the fever; be-

^ cause when the existing- action is not susceptible of cure, the

one about to be substituted may be so.
,

, ^, „

X. It also requires due consideration, whether the levers

be alone or whether other affections supervene upon them ;

whether,' for example, the head be painful, the tongue

cracked, or the preecordia tense. When pains of the head

are present, it is right to mix rose-oil with vinegar, and to

apply it to the head ; next, to have two pledgets of the

lenoth and breadth of the forehead ;
constantly keeping one

in the rose-oil and vinegar, and the other on the forehead :

or to apply, steeped in these, wool not deprived of its na-

tural grease. If the vinegar be unpleasant, we may use

pure rose-oil ; if this also be disagreeable, acerboil. Should

these be found of no use, dried orris, or bitter almonds, or

any of the refrigerant plants may be powdered ;
and either

of these, applied with vinegar, has the power of diminishing

the pain, but more so in some cases than in others. Bread

also is serviceable, laid on with poppies ; or ceruss, or li-

tharo-e, with rose-oil ; nor is it altogether useless to smell

wikl thyme or dill.

But when there is inflammation and pain in the praecordia,

repressing cataplasms are to be used first ; lest the hotter kind

determine more humour there : directly the inflammation is

diminished, we advance to the hot and humid sort, to discuss

the relics of the disease. Now the characteristics of inflam-

mation are four ; REDNESS AND SWELLING, WITH HEAT

AND PAIN : wherefore, Erasistratus was greatly mistaken in

saying there is no fever without inflammation. If, therefore,

therelie pain without inflammation, nothing need be applied

externally, because the fever will of itself discuss it. But

when there is neither inflammation nor fever, but merely a
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pain in the pra?cordia, we must immediately have recourse

to hot and dry fomentations. If the tongue be dry and foulj

first it should be cleansed with a penicillum, dipped in hot
water, and then anointed with a mixture of rose-oil and
honey. Honey is a detergent, rose-oil represses, and pre-

vents it getting dry. But if it be not foul, but dry only,

after it has been deterged with the penicillum, it ought to

be smeared with rose-oil, to which a little wax has been
added.

XI. Chilliness is also common before fevers, and a very
troublesome kind of aft'ection it is. When it is expected,

the patient is to be entirely prohibited from all sorts of

drink ; for when taken just before the paroxysm, it consi-

derably aggravates the symptom. He is sooner to be
covered up with bed-clothes : dry and hot fomentations are

to be applied to those parts where we apprehend mischief,

in such a way that the violent heats may not come on all at

once, but gradually. Such parts also are to be well rubbed

with the hands anointed with old oil, to which some of the

calefacients have been added ; and some physicians rest sa-

tisfied with one friction, no matter with what kind of oil.

Some in the remissions of these fevers exhibit three or four

cyaths of gruel, while as yet the febrile action is remaining :

afterwards, when that is completely at an end, they refit the

stomach with cold and light food. I AM of opinion that

this plan ought to be tried, when food exhibited once, and

that too after the paroxysm, proves of little service. But

we are to watch carefully, lest the period of the remission

deceive us : for frequently in this kind of disease also, the

fever appears to be diminished, and is again suddenly aug-

mented. We are, therefore, to trust to that remission which

is not transient, and which diminishes the jactitation and

that particular fetor of the mouth which the Greeks call

o5fj)'. It is not disputed that, provided the accessions are

daily equal, some little food should be given daily : that if

unequal, it should be given after that which is the more vio'

lent, and hydromel after the lighter paroxysm.

Xlt. But SHIVERING is usually the fore-runner of those

fevers which observe a regular course, and have perfect in-

termissions ; and whicli are therefore the safest and most

qurable. For when the stages are irregular, neither alviduc-

tion, nor the bath, nor wine, nor any other remedy, can be

had recourse to with precision ; for the accession is uncertain :
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?BnCe, if it approach suddenly, the greatest mischief may

•ccrue from that which has been invented as a remedy
; and

II that can be done is to enjoin the patient to abstain on the

wst days; and after the decline of that paroxysm which is

i>ie severest, to let him take food.

But when their course is regular, all these remedies are

more easily tried ; since we can form a more correct estimate

tf the order in which the fits and intervals will succeed each

tther. Moreover, when these fevers have lasted a consider-

Ible time, fasting is of no service : it is only on the first

,iays that this ought to be had recourse to as a means of op-

aosing the disease : then the curative indication becomes

»wo-fold, first to relieve the shivering, and afterwards to re-

move the fever.

For this reason, at the commencement of the shivering,

imd also in the hot stage succeeding it, it is requisite to give

hhe patient warm water with a little salt in it, and to make

liira vomit; for shivering is almost always occasioned by a

;iollection of bile in the stomach. The same method should

)9e pursued, if it return with the succeeding accession; for

hhus it is often discussed, and by that time we shall have de-

eected the species of the fever. Wherefore, just before we
!;xpect the approach of the succeeding paroxysm, he is to be

inrought to the bath, and we should take care that he be in

hhe solium during the shivering fit. Although he feel the

aame sensation in the bath, he should nevertheless adopt the

aame plan when expecting the fourth fit; because, in this

rtvvay it is often removed. When the bath is of no service, he

lihould eat garlic, or drink hot water with pepper just before

iLhe accession; for these taken internally excite a heat, which

p.irevents the shivering. Afterwards, before the shivering

ciiommences, he should be covered up just as was directed

when treating of chilliness : and it is proper at once to apply

tlhe more powerful sort of fomentations over the entire body;

1

particularly extinguished bricks and cinders wrapped up ii\

ccloths.

If, notwithstanding these precautions, shivering ensue, he

s'should be anointed freely under the bed-clothes with heated

coil, to which in like manner any of the calefacients may be

aadded ; friction may be employed as strong as he can bear

lit, chiefly in the hands and feet; and he should hold in his

Ibfeath, Nor are we to desist even though the shiyeriiig
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continue, for oftentimes the perseverance of the attendant

overcomes the malady.

If he has vomited, tepid water should be given, and he is

again to be made to vomit ; and we must employ the remedies

already mentioned till the shivering has ceased. But in ad-

dition to these, if the shivering be slow in subsiding, clysters

must be used, for they do good by unloading the system.

After these, the last resources are gestation and friction. Fur-

thermore, the food which ought to be given in such diseases

is that which is laxative ; the flesh meat that which is glu-

tinous ; the wine, if any, that which is austere.

XIII. These remarks apply to all fevers, no matter what

may be the nature of their course : nevertheless they are to

be distinguished according as each requires a difl^rent method

of treatment. In a quotidian, it is highly expedient to ab-

stain the first three days ; then to take food every other day.

When the disease has* been of long continuance, it is right,

after the paroxysm, to make trial of the bath aiid to give

wine ;
particularly when the febrile action remains after the

removal of the shivering.
• XIV. But in tertians and quartans with perfect intermis-

sions, it is proper on the intermediate days to walk and to

use other kinds of exercise, and to anoint. Cleophantus,

one of the more ancient physicians, was accustomed, in this

kind of disease, to pour warm water over his patient's head,

long before the accession, and then to admiaister wine.

Although Asclepiades observed most of this man's pre-

cepts, this he very properly neglected : for it is hazardous.

This latter writer tells us that if the fever be a tertian, it

is proper to clyster the bowels every third day after the fit

;

on the fifth after the shivering, to induce vomiting; then to

give, on the plan of Cleophantus, food and wine to those

who remain hot after the paroxysm : on the sixth day to

keep them in bed, for in this way there will be no accession

on the seventh.

That this may frequently answer is very probable : never-

theless it is safer to observe the following order; to make

trial of the three remedies, vomiting, clystenng, and wine

three several days, that is to say, the third, htth, and

seventh : but not to drink wine on the seventh day until

^after the accession. But should the disease not have been

removed on the first days, and thus become inveterate, on
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lilie day that the paroxysm is expected, the patient should

iceep his bed, be rubbed after the fit, and drink water after

iiiisfood; on the next day free from febrile action, he should

refrain from exercise and unction, and rest satisfied with

water : and this indeed is the best plan. But if weakness

i.)e urgent, it will be requisite for him, both to take wine

lafter the paroxysm, and a little nourishment on the interme-

iJiate day.

XV. The same method is to be adopted in the QUARTAN.
[But inasmuch as this is very slowly terminated unless re-

moved at the commencement, we should from the first be

ijiore energetic in laying down our plan of treatment. There-

ibre if a paroxysm come on with shivering, and then cease,

lihe patient ought on that, on the next, and on the third day,

10 practise restraint, and on the first day after the paroxysm to

lirink hot water only; for the next two days, if possible,

not even that. Should the fever return on the fourth day
.vvith shivering, he ouglit to vomit, as before enjoined ; then

ilfter the fit to take a moderate quantity of food, with a

quadrant of wine ; on the next day, and on the third also,

CO fast, taking merely hot water in the event of being thirsty

:

jDn the seventh day to anticipate the cold stage by the bath

;

;!hould the fever return, to open the bowels by clyster, and

nn the next intermission, to be rubbed smartly in the process

'bf anointing; to take food and wine in the manner before

mentioned; the two following days to abstain, attending to

iihe friction. On the tenth day he should try the bath again
;

land, in the event of another fit, be rubbed as before, taking

ivine more copiously ; and on this plan it is probable that

fepose for so many days, and abstinence along with the other

inieasures which have been inculcated, may remove the fever.

IBut should this not be the case, we are to pursue a method
i)f cure diametrically opposite ; and our chief object should
i)e to enable the system to bear up against that aftection

iVrvhich it must necessarily endure for a considerable time.

Wherefore the plan of treatment recommended by Hera-
:blides the Tarentine is less worthy of approbation ; for he
-said that the bowels are to be relaxed by clysters on the first

iliays, and afterwards, that abstinence should be observed
liill the seventh. Now even granting any one could sustain

iLhis, yet when freed from the fever, he would scarcely have
^Strength enough to admit of refection : thus, should the fits

hoe frequent, he would sink. Therefore, should the disease

CEL. E
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remain after the thirteenth day, we ought not to have re-

course to the bath, either before or after the paroxysm

;

unless now and then after the breaking up of the cold stage.

We must contend with the shivering, by means of the reme-

dies already mentioned. Immediately after the fit, unction

and strong friction will be requisite, and he should take food

of a nourishing quality and without scruple, with as much

wine as he likes : on the next day, after the requisite repose,

he should walk, be exercised, anointed, and smartly rubbed,

and take food without wine : on the third he should observe

abstinence.

But on the day he expects the fit, he should previously get

up, and be exercised, and try so to arrange the matter, that

he may be exercising at the time the fit returns; for thus it

is often discussed : but if it has made its attack while he is

exercising, he should desist. In this kind of sickness the

remedies are oil, friction, exercise, food, and wine. If the

bowels be constipated, they should be relaxed.

Although the most robust easily endure these remedies,

yet when there is considerable debility, gestation should be

substituted for exercise : and in cases in which not even this

can be borne, yet friction may be employed ;
should this,

when violent, annoy him, we must limit our measures to re-

pose, unction, and food ; and be careful lest crudity convert

the affection into the quotidian type. For a quartan never

proves fatal ;
while, should the disease gradate into a quo-

tidian, the patient is in danger, a catastrophe which never

occurs unless through the fault either of the patient or his

medical attendant.

XVI. But if it be a case of double quartan, and the ex-

ercises already mentioned cannot be had recourse to, he

should either rest entirely, or, if that be impracticable, walk

gently ; sit quiet, with his feet and head carefully wrapped

up ; take food and wine in moderation after each paroxysm ;

abstaining in the interim, unless the weakness be urgent.

While in the event of the two fits being all but continuous,

he should take food after each, and afterwards in the inter-

mission gently move about, and take food after unction. But

since an inveterate quartan is seldom stopped except in

spring, at that time we are to be particularly attentive, lest

any thing occur to impede recovery. It will be useful also,

in an old°quartan, occasionally to change the mode of living,

passing from wine to water, from water to wine, from bland
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I to acrid food, from acrid to bland ; to eat radishes and then

I to vomit ; or to open the bowels with chicken broth ; to add

• some of the calefacients to the oil used in friction ; to absorb

I before the fit either two cyaths of vinegar or one of mustard,

'With three of the wine called Grcecum salsum, or pepper,

( castor, assafoetida, and myrrh, mixed in equal proportions

: and diluted with water. For the body requires to be stimu-

lated by these and the like remedies, that the existing action

may be changed. After the subsidence of a fit, one ought

for a long time to bear in mind its paroxysmal period; and.

on that day to avoid cold, heat, crudity, and lassitude. For

in every case it is readily reproduced, unless guarded against

for some considerable time.

XVII. But when a quartan ague has gradated into a quo-

tidian, inasmuch as this is the result of some mismanagement,

it is requisite to abstain for two days, to practise friction,

and in the evening to allow him water only for his drink.

It often happens that there is no fit on the third day : but be

this as it may, food ought to be exhibited after the period of

the accession shall have elapsed ; and if the disease remain,

abstinence as rigid as can possibly be enjoined, is to be em-

ployed, together with daily friction.

XVIII. And here ends my exposition of the treatment of

fevers : still, however, other affections supervening upon

these remain to be considered ; of these I shall immediately

subjoin such as cannot be assigned to particular parts. I

will begin with insanity, approaching to the consideration of

that first species of it, which is an acute disease, occurring in

a fever, and denominated by the Greeks fpeyrjcris (phrenesis).

It is of paramount importance to know that sometimes pa-

tients are delirious, and talk incoherently at the commence-
ment of the accession. This is a dangerous symptom, and
cannot happen except in a violent fever : nevertheless, it is

not at all times equally dangerous : for it is usually trans-

ient ; and when the violence of the paroxysm has abated,

the senses soon return. Nor does this kind of affection re-

quire any other remedy than that already prescribed in the

treatment of fever.

But PHRENESIS is present when the raving is continual,

or when, although the patient still have his reason, he forms

certain chimerical notions : it is complete when the mind
becomes addicted to those notions. Now there are several

kinds of it; for some phrenetic patients are merry, others
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melancholy : some, whose madness is confined to language,

are easily kept under restraint ; others break out into open

acts of violence : of these last some attack openly without

art, and others display every appearance of sanity in seizing

opportunities of doing mischief, but are ultimately detected.

Now it is unnecessary to distress those whose ravings are li-

i
mited to discourse, or to slight acts of violence, by adopting

1 a rougher plan of coercion : but it is expedient to bind those

I
who conduct themselves more violently, that they may nei-

\ther injure themselves nor others. Nor are we to believe a

phrenetic patient, who when bound and desirous of being

loosed, talks in a rational and moving strain ; for this is the

trick of madness. The ancients generally kept such patients

in the dark, because it is not in their nature to be fright-

ened ; while, on the other hand, they conceived that even

darkness assisted in producing mental composure. But

Asclepiades said they ought to be kept in the light, inas-

much as darkness affrights them. Neither of these rules is

\ unexceptionable ; for light is most annoying to some, dark-

j
ness to others, and cases are found in which no difference

j can be observed either way.

It is therefore best to try both plans, and to keep the pa-

tient in the light if he dread darkness ; in the dark, if light

be offensive to him. But that patient in whose case no such

distinction can be observed, provided he have strength,

should be kept in a well-lighted room ; if weak, in a dark

one. Now to employ remedies when the raving is at its

climax is useless ; for the fever increases simultaneously.

Wherefore, just at that time, the patient is merely to be

kept under restraint : but as soon as it is practicable, we

should, without loss of time, proceed to ofter relief. Ascle-

piades said, that blood-letting in these cases is as bad as

murder ;
pursuing this method of reasoning, that there is no

insanity except in the height of the paroxysm, while blood

cannot be drawn except in the remission. But even his plan

in such cases was to elicit sleep by long-continued friction

although the increase of the paroxysm impedes sleep, and

friction is not useful except in the remission. Hence to be con-

sistent he ought to neglect this last remedy likewise. V> hat

then is to be done? There are many remedies adopt-

ed WHEN DANGER IS URGENT, WHICH AT OTHER TIMES

OUGHT TO BE OMITTED. So also continued fever has certain

periods, at which, although it does not remit, yet it does not
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: increase : and this is the next, although not the most eligible

period for the trial of remedies. But if the patient's strength

permit, he ought to be bled. The use of clysters requires

i less consideration. After interposing one day, it is proper

; to clip the head down to the scalp, and foment it with water,

. in which vervains have been boiled with some of the repress-

ing remedies; or to foment it first and clip it afterwards, and

then to foment it again ; and lastly to saturate the head and

nostrils with rose-oil : to proffer rue also to the nostrils,

rubbed up with vinegar^ and to excite sneezing by medicines

possessing that property. Such is the plan which ought to

be adopted in cases in which there is no deficiency of

strength. If however weakness be manifest, the head should

be kept moistened with rose-oil, to which wild thyme or

: some similar h«rb has been added. Night-shade and the

wall-herb are also two others which are useful in any state

of the strength, provided the head be saturated with the

juice expressed from either of them. When a remission has

taken place, friction should be employed ;
although more

sparingly in those who have an overflow of spirits than in

those who are melancholy. But with regard to the manage-
ment of the minds of all patients who are thus delirious, it is

necessary to adopt a treatment according to the nature of

each case. For the groundless fears of some patients are to

be alleviated ; which was done in the case of a very wealthy !

person who dreaded starvation, and to whom feigned be-

i

quests were from time to time announced. The audacity of'

others demands coercion : as happens in those persons, to

restrain whom even flagellation is had recourse to. The.'

unmeaning laughter of others is to be checked by reproof
and threatening ; and there are cases in which a melancholy
train of thought requires to be banished : to accomplish
which, symphonies, cymbals, and other noisy music are em-
ployed with advantage. Nevertheless, we are oftener to

give assent to their opinions, than to oppose them ; and the
mind is thus to be brought gradually, and insensibly, from
an irrational to a rational method of discourse. Sometimes
we are to endeavour to elicit exertion of the mind ; which
plan is adopted with the studious, to whom a book is read
in a proper style when they are pleased with it, and awk-
wardly when that itself is displeasing to them : for they thus
begin to turn their attention to correcting it. Furthermore,
they should be pressed to recite any thing they can remem-

/
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ber. Some have been induced to take food, who had pre-

viously no inclination for it, by seating them in the midst of

persons engaged at a banquet. To all labouring under such

affections, sleep, though with difficulty procured, is in the

highest degree beneficial ; for after it, there is in most people

a visible amendment. Saffron-ointment with orris-oil, ap-

plied to the head, is useful for this purpose, and also for

tranquillizing the state of the mind. When, nevertheless,

they continue wakeful, some try to obtain sleep by giving a

decoction of poppies, or henbane : others, by placing man-

drake apples under the pillow : others, by applying on the

forehead amomum, or the tears of sycaminum. I find this

last name occurs among physicians : but although the Greeks

call the mulberry (rvKc'ifiivov (sukaminon), yet this tree has

no tear. In fact the term is expressive of a tree growing in

Egypt, which they in that part denominate nopoTVKov (mo-

rosukon). There are many who boil the bark of poppies in

water, and with this decoction foment the head and face by

means' of a sponge. It was the opinion of Asclepiades that

these remedies are inappropriate, inasmuch as they often

convert the malady to a lethargy. Moreover his injunction

was that on the first day the patient be restrained from tood

,

drink, and sleep ; that in the evening he be allowed to drink

Water ; after which, that friction be employed without pre-fes-

ing on hard with the hand engaged in rubbing ;
that on the

evening of the next day, after repeating the same remedies,

gruel and water be administered to him, and friction be

again resorted to, as the surest means of producing sleep.

And doubtless, it sometimes has this effect; and to

such an extent, that as he himself confesses excessive fric-

tion also may endanger lethargy. But in the event of no

sleep accruing on this method, it is to be procured by the

former expedients, with a due regard to that moderati on

which is here necessary, lest, desirous of putting the man to

sleep we may afterwards be unable to awake him. A
waterfall from an artificial fountain near the patient s room

also tends to induce sleep; or gestation employed after

food, and in the night; and especially the motion of a slung

^''Zrt'it improper, if blood have not previously been

extracted, to apply the cupping instrument to the incised

occiput, movided there have been no sleep, and delirium be

pe en ; for if it mitigate the disease, it may also occasion

*
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v-sleep A just medium ought to be observed likewise withl

ireoaid to food ; for the patient ought not to have too much!

.nourishment, lest he rave; and most decidedly should not

Ibe tormented with hunger, lest through weakness he lall

I into that asphyxial condition denominated cardiacum. I he

i fdod should be of that sort which is the least nutritious, and

i

particularly gruel ; his drink hydromel ; and of this it will

ibe sufficient to give three cyaths, twice in winter, four times

in summer.
. l a- •

There is a species of insanity of longer duration, dittering

from the last inasmuch as it begins without fever, and after-

wards excites slight shiverings. It is confined to a depres-

sion of spirits, which seems to arise from black bde. Here

blood-letting is serviceable : should any thing counter-indi-

cate this, abstinence is the remedy most important, vomiting

,and purging by white hellebore the next. After either of

these remedies, friction should be employed twice a day ;

if he be tolerably strong, frequent exercise also : and vomit-

ing on an empty stomach. Wine being excluded, his food

should be of the middle class of materials ;
although as

often as I use this last expression, I wish it to be under-

stood that some of the least nutritious sort may be given,

provided he do not use that exclusively : while it is only

the most nutritious which is inadmissible.

Besides these precautions, it is proper to keep the bowels

as free as possible ; to dispel terrors, and inspire hopes

:

delectable entertainment must be sought for from comedies,

and those diversions with which the patient was wont to be

most fascinated before he became insane ; works of his per-

forming, if any, are to be warmly extolled, and placed

within his view; his groundless melancholy should be

•blamed in mild terms ; and he is occasionally to be admo-

nished that the very circumstances which gave him anxiety,

ought to create rejoicing rather than solicitude. When
fever also supervenes, it requires to be treated like other

fevers.

There is a third kind of insanity, the most chronic of

these three, not necessarily tending to shorten life, and

usually met with in a robust subject. Of this again there

are two species; for some, without mental alienation, are

deceived by unreal phantoms, such as the poets represent

to have been seen by the raving Ajax, or by Orestes : others

are disordered in their judgment. When phantoms mis-
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lead the judgment, our first consideration should be to

observe whether they be sad, or gay. In sadness, black

hellebore ought to be given as a purgative; but when

there is an overflow of spirits, white hellebore, to excite

vomiting; and if he cannot take it in a liquid form, it

should be mixed with bread, that he may take it unwit-

tingly : for thorough purgation will in a great measure alle-

viate the disease. Wherefore, if one exhibition of the white |

hellebore have produced but little eff'ect, after some interval

it should be given again. One ought not to be ignorant

that madness, attended with an excess of spirits, is milder

than that accompanied with depression. It is an universal

rule applicable to all diseases, that if the patient be about

to be purged downwards, his bowels ought previously to be

kept in a lax state; if upwards that they should be con-

fined. But where the patient is destitute of self-control,

or rule of action, the disease is most successfully treated by

punishments. When the patient has said or done any thing

amiss, he must be coerced by hunger, chains, and flagella-

tion. He must be made to fix his attention, to learn some-

tliing by rote, and to retain it in his remembrance : for in

this way it will be eff'ected, that he will gradually, through

fear, be led to consider what he does.

To produce sudden and violent fright in this distemper

is also beneficial ; and so is any thing which causes violent

perturbation in the mind : for some change may ensue after

the mind has been rid of its old condition. It is likewise of

importance to discriminate whether the patient has repeat-

edly an unmeaning laugh, or is sad and dejected : for raving

mirth is more properly treated by inspiring the terrors above

mentioned : but excessive sadness is benefited by gentle

but long-continued friction, performed twice daily; also by

cold afi"usion on the head, and immersion of the body in

water and oil. These which follow are general rules : that

maniacs ought to be violently exercised; to use long-

continued friction ; not to take fat meat or wine :
after

purgation to use the lightest of the middle class of nutri-

ments : that they ought not to be left alone, or among

strangers, or those whom they may despise or disregard;

that they should change the climate, and, when reason

returns, be exercised by an annual tour.

Rarely, but yet sometimes, insanity is the result ot

irWht "Such patients have the same symptoms, and require
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the same mode of living, with the exception that this is the

only kind of insanity in which wine can be administered

with propriety.

XIX. That which the Greeks call KapbioKov (kardiakon,)

is of a very different nature to these last diseases, although

phrenetic cases often gradate into this affection : for while

in them there is mental alienation, in this there is no in-

stability of the mind. Now it is nothing else than excessive

debility of the body wasted by immoderate sweating, the

stomach being languid. One may know it is present, when

the pulse is small and weak ; when sweats break out un-

usually, both as regards their quantity and periods, from

the entire chest, neck, and head, while the feet and legs

remain dry and cold. This kind of disease is acute. The
first part of the treatment consists in the application of re-

pressing poultices to the praecordia : the second in restrain-

ing the sweat. Acerb oil has that effect, or rose, or quince,

or myrtle oil ; with either of which the body should be

gently anointed ; and then a cerate applied, prepared from

any one of them. If the sweat still prevail, the patient

should be rubbed over either with gypsum or litharge, or

cimolian chalk ; or his body should be sprinkled from time

to time with the powder of these substances. The powder
prepared from the triturated leaves of dried myrtle, or

bramble, answers the same purpose ; so likewise that of the

dry dregs of austere and sound wine : and there are many
other similar remedies, but if these be not at hand, any
road-dust thrown on has a tolerably good effect. In addi-

tion to such measures, to diminish the sweating, the body is

to be lightly clad, to be kept in a cool room, and the

windows left open to admit the breezes.

A third remedy is to succour the patient's weakness with
food and wine. Although nutriment ought not to be sup-
plied in considerable quantities, yet it should be given fre-

quently, both during the night and day, that it may nourish
without proving burdensome. It ought to be of the weak-
est kind, and such as is likely to agree with the stomach.
Unless there be urgent necessity, it is not proper to hasten

to the use of wine. If there be reason to fear exhaustion,
then indeed intrita may be given along with it ; or the

wine itself, provided it be austere, small, and slightly di-

luted, is now and then freely to be administered with the

chill off ; and if the patient take but little food, polenta
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may be added ; and the wine selected for this last purpose

should not be destitute of strength, and yet not very strong
;

and in the course of the day and night the patient may ad-

vantageously drink three heminai ; if he be of a larger make,

even more than this. If he have no inclination for food, it

is proper to practise cold affusion with a previous inunction,

and then to proffer it. Should the stomach be so enfeebled

that it does but imperfectly retain its contents, he ought to

vomit both before and after food, and after the vomiting

again to take nourishment. If this last also fail to remain,

it will be requisite to drink a cyath of wine, and after the

lapse of an hour to take another. If the stomach reject this

also, the entire body is to be rubbed over with pounded

bulbs, which, after they have grown dry, cause the wine to

be kept on the stomach ; and afterwards the natural warmth

returns to the body, and the vessels recover their energy ;

but the last resource is to inject the bowels with the cream

of ptisan, or alica ; for this also supports the strength.

Neither is it inappropriate to hold rose-oil and wine under

the nostrils of a patient oppressed with heat; and in the

event of the extremities becoming cold, to warm them by

rubbing with one's hands anointed, and hot.

Now if by these measures we succeed in diminishing the

violence of the sweat, and thus prolong life, time itself at

length becomes a remedy. After the patient is to all ap-

pearance out of danger, we are still to fear a sudden relapse

into the former state of weakness : therefore, excluding wine

only, he ought daily to take stronger food, until the body

regain sufficient strength.
, , , „j

XX. There is yet another malady otherwise opposed to

the phrenetic. In phrensies, sleep is P^f
"^'^^

.J^'^^^™;
culty, and the mind is ready for any act of te^merity ;

but m

the disease of which we have now to treat, there is drowsi-

ness, and an almost insurmountable necessity of sleeping.

The Greeks term it XiiBapyov (lethargon). And this also is

an acute disease, and, unless relief is afforded, quickly

p oves fatal. Some endeavour from time to time to excite

such patients by sternutatories; and by remedies which

?i^nulate by their fetid odour ; such as crude pitch, un-

c caused wool ,
pepper, white hellebore castor, vn-S- >

gavlic

and onions. So also they burn galbanum neai them or

harr,or hartshorn: or if that be not at hand any oU e^^

horn ; for these when burnt emit a fetid odour. Thainas
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savs the affection is the result of the paroxysm and becomes

Xiated wll that has gone off; and that therefore they

wt Jpeatedly rouse such patients, iU-treat them to no pur

I

nose But it is of importance to know whether the patient

: awakes in the decession, or whether the sleep oppresses him,

both when the paroxysm is not alleviated, and when it is so.

For if he awake, it is needless to treat him as one in a deep

sleep; for he gets no better by keeping awake ;
jhile it

better, he keeps awake spontaneously. But when the sleep

is continual, most decidedly he ought to be aroused: and

this when there is least fever, so that he may excrete some-

what, and take nourishment. Now the sudden affusion ot

.cold water is certainly a very powerful excitant ;
therefore

after the remission, the body having been freely anointed

with oil, should have three or four amphorae of water poured

upon it, from the head downwards. But this we may em-

ploy, when the patient's respiration is regular, and his prae-

cordia soft : in other cases, those means are preferable which

have been above comprehended. So far as regards the sleep

then, this is the best plan of treatment. But for the cure ot

the malady, the head should be shaved, and then fomented

with posca, in which bay or rue has been boiled : on the

next day castor ought to be applied, or rue pounded with

vineo-ar, or bay berries, or ivy with rose-oil and vinegar.

And'' mustard applied to the nares is a good remedy for

arousing the patient; and placed on the head or forehead,

contributes to the removal of the disease. Gestation is also

beneficial in this disease ; so especially food given at season-

.able times, that is to say, during the completest remission

that can be observed. Now gruel is very proper, until the

disease is on the decline : therefore if a severe fit occur

daily, it may be given daily ; if every other day, gruel is

eligible after the severer, hydromel after the milder paroxysm.

•Wine also is highly beneficial, if given with seasonable food.

But should this kind of torpor ensue after long-continued

fevers, we are to practise all the measures already men-

tioned ; and three or four hours before the fit, to give castor,

mixed with scammony if the bowels be bound, and other-

wise, with water merely. If the praecordia be soft, a fuller

diet may be used ; if hard, he should be confined to the slops

already mentioned, and apply to the praecordia some remedy

which may at once repress and soften the part.

XXI. This last is an acute disease : but that in which
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there is a collection of water under the »kin may become
chronic, unless cured at an early period ; the Greeks call it

vbpuTra (hudropa) : and there are three species of it. For
sometimes, the belly being very tense, there is a frequent

rumbling internally, from the motion of air ; sometimes the

body is unequally swollen by tumours arising all over it: at

other times, the water is collected within the abdomen, and
moves along with the motion of the body, so that its fluc-

tuation is visible. The Greeks have called the first Tv^xna-

vtTrjv (tumpaniten) ; the second XevKofXey/uarlav (leuco-

phlegmatian), or vtto ffnpKa (hupo sarka) ; the third, aaKiT-qv

(askiten). A superabundance of humour is common to them
all ; and hence ulcers do not readily heal in such patients.

But this malady often begins spontaneously ; often super-

venes on some other chronic distemper, and particularly on

quartan ague. It is more readily removed in slaves than

in free men : for since it requires hunger, thirst, a thousand

Qther unpleasantries, and much patience, it is less difficult

to relieve those who are easily put under restraint, than

those to whom liberty proves disadvantageous. Nay, even

those who are under another's direction are not cured unless

they can exercise perfect self-command. Therefore was it,

that a physician of some repute, a disciple of Chrysippus,

residing at the court of king Antigonus, contended that a

friend of this monarch's could not possibly be cured, al-

though but slightly affected with this malady. And when

another physician, Philip of Epirus, guaranteed his cure,

the former one's answer was, " You look to the patient's

disease, I to his habits." Nor was he deceived in the event.

For, although the patient was guarded by the utmost dili-

gence, both on the part of the physician and the king, yet by

swallowing his own malagmata, and drinking his own urine,

he hastened his own destruction. At an early period, how-

ever, the disease is not difficult, provided repose be enjoined,

together with thirst and fasting ; while if the affection have

become inveterate, it is not removed but with the greatest

difficulty.

They say, however, that Metrodorus, a pupil of Epicurus,

when affected with this malady, and unable to endure the

necessary thirst patiently, made it his practice first to drink,

and then to discharge by vomiting. Now, if what is in-

gested be thus discharged from the stomach, it considerably

• diminishes the distress; if retained, it augments the malady,
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and therefore ought not to be tried in every case. But it

fever also be present, this in the first place requires to be re-

moved by the methods which have been declared proper for

its relief: if the malady be not attended with fever, that is

the time to proceed to the usual means for curing the dropsy

itself. And with regard to this disease also, whatever the spe-

cies, if it have not taken too strong a hold, there wdl be

need of the remedies aforesaid: he should walk much, some-

times run ; and the upper parts especially are to be rubbed,

while he is holding in his breath : sweat is to be elicited,

not solely by exercise, but also by hot sand, or by the laco-

nicum, or clibanum, and other like means: the natural and

dry sweating places are also particularly useful, such as we

have above Baiae, in the myrtle-groves. The warm bath

and moisture of every kind is hurtful. Catapotia, consist-

ing of two parts of wormwood and one of myrrh, may be

given with propriety on an empty stomach. The food should

be of the middle class, but yet of the harder sort : no more

drink should be given, but just barely sufficient to sustain

life ; and that is the best which provokes the urine : al-

though it is better to produce that effect by food than by

physic. If, however, circumstances render it necessary, some

of the diuretic herbs are to be boiled, and their decoction

administered as a drink. This property would appear to

reside in orris, nard, saffron, cinnamom, amomum, cassia,

myrrh, balsamum, galbanum, ladanum, the wild vine, pana-

ces, cardamom, ebony, cypress seed, staves-acre, which the

Greeks call irrn^/So a>'pi'a)'(staphidaagrian) ;
southernwood,

rose-leaves, sweet-flag root, bitter almonds, goat-maijorara,

styrax, costum, the seed of the square and round cyperus :

the Greeks call the former Kv-n-eipov (kupeiron), the latter

(Txo'n-ov (schoinon) : as often as I introduce these terms, I

would be understood to mean those species which are im-

ported with other aromatics, and not the indigenous kinds.

But in the first place the mildest of these are to have a fair

trial ; such as rose-leaves or spikenard. A rough-flavoured

and very weak wine is beneficial. It is advantageous to

measure the abdomen daily with a string, and mark the ex-

tent of the enlargement, observing from day to day whether
" the body is becoming fuller or extenuated : for extenuation

shews the medicine is effective. Nor is it a bad plan to

measure his drink and urine ; for when the quantity of ex-

creted fluid exceeds that which is ingested, then, at last,
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there is some hope of recovery. Asclepiades has recorded,

that in a patient who lapsed into a dropsy from a quartan

ague, he employed abstinence and friction for two days; and

that on the third, when he had got rid both of the fever and

the water, he administered food and wine.

Thus far the treatment may be laid down as universally

applicable to every species of the disease : when the affec-

tion is more violent, our method of cure requires distinctions

accordingly.

Therefore if the case be tympanitis, and from that

there be frequent pain, some benefit is to be derived from

vomiting after a meal, every, or every other day; and dry,

hot fomentations are to be employed. If the pain be not

ended by these remedies, dry cupping is necessary: and if

the patient's sufferings be not removed even by this, the skin

is to be lanced, and cupping to be resorted to a second

time. Where this proves of no service, our last resource is

to inject plenty of hot water into the bowels, and allow it

to escape again. Furthermore, it is expedient to employ

smart friction three or four times a day, with oil and some

of the calefacients ; but not over the abdomen. Upon this

last part mustard should be applied at different times, until

at erode the skin : and in several places ulcers ought to be

established on it, by means of hot brands ; and to be kept

open for a considerable time. Boiled squills also are ad-

vantageously taken as a linctus ; but long after these tym-

panies, all flatulent food should be avoided.

But when the disease is of that kind called XevnofXeyfia-

Tta (leucophlegmatia), it is proper to expose the swollen

parts to the sun; though not too much, lest it excite fever:

when the sun is more powerful, the head should be covered ;

and friction employed with the hands moistened only with

water, to which salt, nitre, and a little oil have been added ;

employing for this purpose those of children, or women,

since theirs is the softer touch ; and should the strength per-

mit, it may be continued for a whole hour before noon, and

half an hour in the afternoon. Repressing cataplasms also

^re serviceable, and especially in delicate habits. An inci-

sion is to be made above the inner ankle to the extent of

about four digits, so that for some days humour may be

abundantly discharged ; it is also proper to make free inci-

sions in the tumours themselves ; to agitate the body with

much gestation ; and when the wounds have cicatrized, to
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uuo-ment the patient's exercise and food till his system re

urn to its former healthy condition. H.s tood ought to be

of a nutritious and glutinous nature -"d prmc.pally fleshy

iniswine, if the stomach permit, tolerably sweet, and that

not laken constantly, for he should alternately dnnk for two

Z\^e successive d'ays, at one ti- water at another w^^^^^

IThe seed of the lactuca marina, which grows ot a large size

1 ar the sea-coast, is useful, with water as the ve - e o its

.administration. If the patient be robust he may take bo led

squills in the form of linctus, as I said before. And there

aare many authors who would have the tumours beat with

iinflated bladders. ^ . , . , , ,

But when the disease is of that kind in which much water

ids collected within the abdomen, it is proper to walk, al-

tthough more moderately : to apply a discutient malagma ;

sand to bind upon it a napkin three times folded, with a

1 bandage not too tight : a measure which originating from

'Tharrias, I observe to be still continued by many, (should

iit be manifest that the liver or spleen is affected, it is expe-

, dient to apply over it a bruised mellow hg, with the addi-

tion of honey. If by such means the abdomen is not dried,

but still abounds with water, it is fit to afford relief in a more

summary method, so that it may be discharged by tlie be ly

itself. Neither am I ignorant that this method ot cure did

not please Erasistratus : for he thought the affection arose

from the liver ; that this organ therefore should be cured;

and that it was useless to discharge water, which, so long as

the liver remains faulty, will accumulate again and again.

But, in the first place, it is not a disease of this one viscus

exclusively: for it happens in affections of the spleen,

and in universal cachexy. And, in the next place, admit-

ting that to be its origin, yet, if the water which is preter-

naturally collected there, be not evacuated, it proves noxi-

ous both to the liver, and to other internal organs. And

even then it is equally proper that the body be treated gene-

rally. For tapping does not cure the disease, but gives us

the opportunity of using medicine, which the accumu-

lated fluid prevents. It is not disputed that this is not a

method of cure suitable to every case : but for the robust and

yoiinger subjects, who have no fever, or at least have ample

and evident remissions. For they who have a diseased sto-

mach, or have become dropsical from black bile, or are ca-

chectic, are not fit subjects for this mode of practice. Now
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on the day the fluid is first discharged, food is improper,
unless the strength fail : on the ensuing days both that and
undiluted wine ought to be given, although sparingly, and
the patient to be submitted gradually to exercises, frictions,

sun-heat, sweatings, fatigue, and suitable food until his

recovery be complete. The case requires the bath to be
used but rarely : vomiting on an empty stomach more fre-

quently. In summer, sea-bathing is advantageous. Even
long after convalescence, indulgence in venery is injuri-

ous.

XXII. Consumption is a malady which often endures

for a long time and is still more dangerous. And of this

also there are several species. There is one in which the

body not being nourished, and nothing being substituted for

the repair of the continual waste to which we are naturally j

subject, the utmost emaciation takes place, and, unless

checked, proves destructive. This the Greeks call drpo^iaf

(atrophian). It usually proceeds from two causes. For i

either from excessive caution, the patient takes less, or, from

avidity, more than he ought : and thus either the deficiency

debilitates, or the superfluity becomes corrupt. There is

another species, which the Greeks call A.n)^c^/av (cachexian),

in which, in consequence of a depraved condition of the

body, all the aliments are corrupted. This last species occurs

when the body, vitiated by a long continued disease, is too

weak even when at length free from it, to admit refection :

or arises from the use of improper medicines ; or from the

want of the common necessaries of life : or from eating

strange and pernicious food, and from the like causes. In

this case, besides the wasting, it sometimes happens that the

skin is continually disfigured with ulcers, or that some parts

of the body grow tumid. The third, and by far the most

dangerous species, is that which the Greeks have called

(pdiaiv (phthisin). It usually begins in the head, and then

falls upon the lungs ; to this accedes ulceration, and upon

that a slight fever supervenes, which, though it subside, yet

is sure to recur : there is a frequent cough ; pus is expecto-

rated, and sometimes a cruentate matter. The expectorated

matter, if thrown on the fire, emits a fetid odour : hence they

who have their doubts of the disease, resort to this experi-

ment.

These being the kinds of consumption, it is expedient

first to discern under which species the patient is suffering.
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liis beino- attended to, if it be only a case in which the sys-

Bm appears to receive no nourishment, we ought to mark

ts cause, and if the patient have been in the habit of taking

ess food than requisite, he should make some addition to

t. but gradually; lest he suddenly overload the systeni

vith an unusual quantity, and impede concoction. ±5ut it

aw one be accustomed to take more food than requisite, he

i

.,ught to abstain for a day; then begin with a small portion,

llaily making some addition to it, until he arrive at a proper

luantity. Besides these measures, he ought to walk in

,)laces, where, avoiding the sun, he may be least subject to

:cold ; and also to be exercised so as to employ the hands :

il'f weaker, he ought to be submitted to gestation, unction,

universal friction performed with his own hands if possible,

land frequently each day, both before and after food, until

lae sweat ;
occasionally adding calefacients to the oil used

tdor that piupose. It is beneficial to lay hold of the skin in

nmany parts while he is fasting, and to draw it, that it may

bbe relaxed; or to produce the same effect by the alternate

aipplication and withdrawal of resin. Sometimes also the

bbath is advantageous, provided it be used after a spare meal

:

aand some food may be properly taken in the solium, or after

tthe friction, when this last is employed without the bath.

INow the food ought to be of that sort which is easily di-

sgested, and highly nutritious. Hence the use of wine also

ids necessary, provided it be austere. The urine is to be

eelicited.

But if a CACHEXY be present, the first thing to be incul*

coated is abstinence ; afterwards the bowels are to be opened

'by clyster ; and then food should be given by degrees, add-

ing to these measures exercises, unctions, and frictions;

IFor these last cases, the bath is to be employed frequently,

Ibut on an empty stomach, and to the extent of sweating.

But the food should be abundant, various, of a good juice,

and such also as does not easily become corrupt ; and the

wine austere. If other remedies prove of no avail, blood is

to be drawn ; but gradually, and daily, for several succes-

sive days, with this qualification, that the other remedies be

employed in the same manner.

But if the mischief be more serious and a true phthisis

be present, it is necessary to oppose it at its very onset : for

when it has become inveterate, it is not easily subdued. If

the strength permit, there will be need of long voyaging and
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change of climate, from a rare atmosphere to one more dense :

and therefore the transition from Italy to Alexandria is very

suitable. And usually at tlie commencement, the body
ought to be able to support such a voyage, since this disease

generally arises at the most vigorous period of life, that is to

say, from eighteen to thirty-five. If one's weak state of

frame admit not of this last measure, gestation, by means of

short water-excursions, is extremely useful : if there be any

thing which renders this impracticable, he should be moved
about in a sedan, or by some other mode. Under such cir-

cumstances he is to abstain from business, and from every

thing calculated to produce mental anxiety; to indulge in

sleep ; to avoid catching cold, lest any alleviation effected

by our attention may be neutralized by the irritation there-

upon ensuing ; hence crudity ought to be avoided ; so also

the two extremes of sun-heat and cold : the face should be

veiled, the throat wrapped up, and the cough removed by

suitable remedies : and as long as there are febrile paro-

xysms, they are to be treated by abstinence, and occasionally

by the well-timed exhibition of food ; and, at such periods,

the drink should be water. Milk also, which in head-aches,

acute fevers, and in the excessive thirst consequent thereon,

as likewise in praecordial tumours, bilious urine, and hae-

morrhage, is as bad as poison, is on the contrary benefici-

ally exhibited in phthisis, and all chronic and tediously slow

fevers. But if as yet . the fever have not attacked, or have

already remitted, we should have recourse to moderate

exercises, particularly walking; and to gentle frictions.

Bathing is inappropriate. The food at first ought to be

acrid, such as garlic, leeks, and these last with vinegar ; or

with this same fluid, endive, the herb basil, and lettuce: and

afterwards it should be mild, as gruel made of ptisan, or

alica, or starch with the addition of milk. Rice, or even

far, if nothing else be at hand, answers the same purpose.

Then these opposite sorts of food are to be used recipro-

cally ;
adding to them some of the middle class and the

brains of those of the first; or small fish and similar ar-

ticles. Meal also mixed with mutton or goat-suet and then

boiled, is medicinal. His wine should be light and austere.

Thus far the disease is opposed without any extraordinary

exertions ; but if the injury be more considerable, and there

be neither fever, nor cough, and the body appear extenuated,

there is need of stronger remedies. Ulcerations are to be
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.Muced with the actual cautery, under the dun for one

ace another h. the neck, two at both breasts ;
also at the

wer'iZo-in of the scapulae, which the Greeks call a,^o-

IZs (Smoplatas); in such manner that we may not suffer

'em toValfuniess after the cessation ^he -ugh wh^^^^

vvidently requires a distinct treatment Then ^he ext.emi-

Is are to be strongly rubbed three or four times a day
;
the

Lnd mu^t be passed lightly over the chest ;
and one hour

tfter a meal, both the legs and arms are to be rubbed alter

m interval of ten days, the patient is to be
^nj^e^Vdavs

«lium, prepared with hot water and oil :
on the other days,

..ater is to be his drink ; then wine may be given cold

tf he have no cough; but otherwise, with the chill ott. It

<s advantageous, also, that food be given daily during the

.emissions T that frictions and gestations be employed in the

..ame manner : that he take the acrid articles before men-

l,;ioned, on the fourth or fifth day, and eat blood-vvort m

pjlantain macerated in vinegar. The juice of plantain by

ttself, or that of horehound boiled with honey, is used as a

rremedy; in such a manner, that a cyath ot the first may be

ssunped, and of the latter a table-spoonful may be taken gra-

.Hually in the form of linctus ; or one part resin of turpen-

ttine and another of honey and butter, mixed and boiled to-

ooether. But the chief of all these remedies are food, carriage-

Jtxercise, sailing, and spoon-meat. Diarrhceas are especially

tto be avoided. Frequent vomiting in this disease is danger-

fous, and especially when blood is ejected. H e who begins

1 to be a little better, ought to increase his exercises, trictions,

rand food: then rub himself, while he holds in his breath:

land for a long time to abstain from wine, the bath, and ve-

"^XXIII. Among the most common diseases is that called

ithe comitial, or greater; that is to say. Epilepsy. The

1 person suddenly falls down, and foams at the mouth ;
then

; after some time comes to himself, and rises by his own

^ efforts. This disorder more frequently attacks men than

women ; and indeed is usually chronic, continuing through-

out life, without hastening dissolution ; nevertheless, when

recent, it sometimes destroys a patient ; and when remedies

have failed of a cure, in boys the commencement of sexual

intercourse, and in girls a first menstruation, often removes

the disease. Sometimes the patient falls with, and some-

times without, convulsions. Some endeavour to arouse such
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patients by the remedies used for the lethargic, which i*

very improper ; both because not even lethargy is cured in

this way ; and whereas one in a lethargy may possibly
never awake, and so perish for want of food : the epileptic

patient is sure to come to himself. When any one thus
falls, if there be no convulsions, he ought certainly to be
blooded : if these accede, he ought as certainly not to lose

blood, unless other symptoms indicate its propriety. But
it is necessary to clyster the bowels, or purge with black
hellebore, or if the strength permit, to do both : then to

clip his hair close, and anoint his head with oil and vinegar :

in three days, to allow him food, but after the hour at which
he fell. But neither are gruels suitable, nor other spoon-
meats, nor very light nutriments, nor flesh, and least of all

pork ; but those of the middle class : for there is a defi-

ciency of strength, and crudities are to be avoided. With
these he ought to avoid sun-heat, bathing, the fire, and
every thing heating : also cold, wine, venery, the sight of a
precipice, and of all frightful objects, vomiting, lassitude,

anxieties, and business of every kind. When food has

been given on the third day, he should take none on the

fourth, but afterwards, every other day
;
observing the same

hour for his meal, for fourteen days. Should the disease

exceed this space, it has laid aside its acute character, and,

if it remain, it is now to be treated as a chronic affection^

But when the physician has not begun to attend on the day
it first occurred, but one accustomed to fits has been deli-

vered over to his care, adopting without delay that regimen

which has been above comprehended, the day of the fit is to

be awaited ; and then we must resort either to bleeding, or

to clystering, or to black hellebore, as has been already in-

culcated : afterwards, on the ensuing days, he is to be nou-

rished by the before-mentioned aliments, avoiding all such

things which I have mentioned to require caution. If by

these means the disease be not brought to a termination, we
are to resort to white hellebore, and use it for three or four

times at shorter intervals; not repeating the remedy, unless

he have another fit. But on the intermediate days his

strength must be supported, adding some other aliments to

those above prescribed. When he awakes in the morning,

his body is to be gently anointed with old oil, including his

head, and excluding his abdomen : he should walk as far,

and in as straight a direction as possible : after the walk,
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• should be rubbed in a warm apartment briskly and for a

:io- time, and with not less than two hundred movements

I the hand, unless he be weak : then cold water should be

.ely affused, allowing it to fall from the head
;
he should

kie a little food, and repose awhile ;
repeat his walk be-

ice niaht; again be strongly rubbed, so as to touch neither

;i alxfomen nor his head ; afterwards sup, and at intervals

1 three or four days take acrid food for one or two days

iinning. .

!If he have not been freed even by these means, let him

:iave his head : let him be anointed with oil, adding vine-

iir and nitre ; let him be perfused with salt water ; let him

1 ink castor with water, on an empty stomach : let him use

)) water for drink except such as has been boiled. Some
,

iwe freed themselves from this disease by drinking the hot
|

ood of a slain gladiator ; such a wretched remedy is made

lilerable by a still more wretched disease. Now as regards

me physician's province, the last remedy is to draw a little

l. ood from both legs, near the ankle ; to lance the occiput,

ii'id apply the cupping instrument : to burn in two issues

lith the actual cautery, one in the occiput, and another

elow it, at that part where the uppermost vertebra is con-

ected with the head, so that the pernicious humour may

Gcape. If the disease be not brought to an end by these

laeans, it is probable that it will be perpetual. To raiti-

late it, one should merely employ much exercise, friction,

mid the foods above mentioned ; and especially avoid every

ning which we have declared to be inadmissible.

XXIV. Equally well known is that affection which

hiey sometimes call arquatus, sometimes the royal dis-

ease, or jaundice; of which Hippocrates says, " if it

iccrue after the seventh day, vrhile the patient is yet fe-

lerish, he is safe, provided the praicordia remain soft
:"

))iocles, that if it arise after a fever, it is even beyond dis-

pute salutary ; if the fever after the jaundice, that it de-

-troys. Moreover the complexion betrays the disease,

-specially that of the eyes, in which what ought to be white,

meconies yellow. It is usually accompanied by thirst, head-

ache, frequent hiccough, induration at the right side of the

)t>ra?cordia, and during violent motion of the body, by diffi-

lulty of breathing, and even with paralysis. After this

imalady has lasted for some longer period, the whole body

loecomes bleached with a kind of pallor. On the first day
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one ought to fast, on the second to purge by clyster : then,'

if fever be present, to discuss that by regimen ; if there be
no fever, to give scamraony in the form of potion, or white

beet triturated with water, or bitter almonds, wormwood,
and anise with hydromel ; the anise constituting the smallest

proportion.

Asclepiades, rejecting diuretics, made the patient drink

even salt water, and that for two days, by way of purging

him. Some, omitting the use of the articles mentioned

above, say they can produce the same effects by diuretics,

and extenuant food. I most decidedly prefer the

stronger remedies when there is a sufficiency ; the milder,

when there is a failure of the strength. If purging have

been used, he ought, for the first three days afterwards, mo- -

derately to take food of the middle class ; and to drink the
|

wine called Greecum salsura, that the lax state of bowels

piay be permanent : then for the next three days to eat

more nutritious food, and some flesh" also, and to keep to

water : then to return to the former plan of diet, with this

difference, that he may feed more heartily ;
omitting the

Greek wine, he ought to drink that which is sound, and

austere ; and so to vary these matters, that he may at one

time interpose acrid food, and at another return to salt wine.

But throughout the whole course, he should use exercise

and friction ; if in winter, the bath, if in summer, cold

swimmings ; his bed and chamber more ornamented ; games,

mirth, diversions, and frolics, by which the mind is exhi-

larated ;
whence, as it should seem, it is called the royal

disease. A digesting malagma applied on the prajcordia is

serviceable, or dried figs applied there, if the liver or spleen

be affected.

XXV. The disease which the Greeks call eX€(pai'Tia(Tiv

(elephantiasin), is almost unknown in Italy, although in

some countries very frequent ; and is ranked with the

chronic. The entire frame is so affected that even the

bones may be said to be diseased. The surface of the

body has crowded blotches and tumours ; their redness- is

gradually changed to black ; the surface of the skin in dif-

ferent spots is irregularly thick and thin, hard and soft, and

rough as though with scales ; the body grows emaciated,

the mouth, calves, and feet grow tumid : when the dis-

ease is of long standing, the fingers and toes are hid un-

der the swelling ; slight fever arises, which readily destroys
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nae overwhelmed with so many afflictions Therefore at

uie commencement blood ought immediately to be d.awri

Ml two successive days, or the bowels purged with black

eellebore, during which period fasting should be had re-

course to, as rigid as can be sustained : then his strength

hhould be in some degree reinforced, and his bowels clys-

eered • and when after these measures the body has expe-

uienced some relief, we should employ exercise, and espe-

Liially running: sweat is to be elicited first by corporeal

jxertion, and then also by the dry sweating rooms : friction

).ught to be employed ; and a proper medium regarded, that

hbe strength may be preserved. Bathing should not be tre-

,quent ; the food should contain nothing fat, or glutinous, or

Idatuleut : it is proper to allow wine, but not on the first

Idays. Plantain bruised, and smeared on, appears to be a

conservative to the body.

XXVI, We likewise seldom meet with cataleptic cases,

iiin which there is a stupor both of body and mind. Some-

ttimes they happen from a thunder-stroke, sometimes from

ddisease ; this last the Greeks call airow\r)iLav (apoplexian).

jSuch patients are to be blooded and purged, either with

white hellebore, or by clystering. Then frictions are to be

cemployed, and the leanest food of the middle class ; so also

tthe acrid nutriments ; and they should abstain from wine.

XXVII. 1. But resolution of the nerves is a fre-

cquent occurrence in every country ;
although sometimes it

£ affects the whole, sometimes parts of the body. Ancient

; authors have denominated the former anoTrX-nllav (apo-

iplexian), the latter -napaXvaiv (paralusin). I perceive they

1 are both now called paralysis. Now they who have a vio-

lent resolution in all their members, are wont to be rapidly

carried oft'; but if not suddenly destroyed, they last a long

time, it is true, but yet rarely get well, and even their me-

mory being lost, they most generally drag on a miserable

existence. But when partial it is never acute, often of long

continuance, generally curable. When there is a violent

resolution of all the limbs, blood-letting either destroys or

cures ; while scarcely any other plan of treatment ever re-

stores health ; often only delays death, and in the interim

increases the miseries of life. If after bleeding neither

motion nor reason return, the case is hopeless ; while if they

do, there is even a prospect of recovery. But when the

resolution is partial, blood is to be drawn, or the bowels
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purged by clyster, according to the strength of the body and
the violence of the disease. With regard to other means,
they are the same in both cases ; for it is of the last impor-
tance to avoid cold, and gradually to return to exercises

;

yet so that, if able, he may at once resort to walking ; if

weakness in his legs prevent that, he may be carried, or

agitated by moving his bed; at these times the affected limb
should in some degree be moved of itself, if possible ; other-

wise by the aid of another, that it may thus, in some degree,

be forced to return to its usual actions. To irritate the

surface of the skin of the palsied member, is also service-

able ; beating it with nettles, or applying mustard for this

purpose, so that this last be removed when the skin shall

have begun to grow red. Bruised squills, or bulbs bruised

with frankincense, form a proper application. Nor is it

inexpedient a long time to vellicate the skin every third

d.ay, by means of resin, and that, too, in several places

;

sometimes to apply the cupping instruments without making-

incisions. Old oil is best for unction, or nitre mixed with

vinegar and oil. Furthermore, it is very necessary to fo-

ment with hot sea-water, or if that be not at hand, at least

with some salt water. Swimming baths also of the same
kind, whether natural or artificial, if conveniently situated,

are to be used in preference ; and the limbs which are the

weakest, ought chiefiy to be brought into play ; but, how-
ever, in default of these, the common bath is serviceable.

The food ought to be of the middle class, particularly veni-

son ; the drink hot water, without wine ; but when the dis-

ease has been of long continuance, the wine called Grjecum

salsum may be interposed every fourth or fifth day, by way
of purgation. Vomiting after supper is useful,

2. But sometimes also a pain of the nerves is wont
to occur. In this case one ought not, as some incul-

cate, to vomit, or to excite the urine by medicine, or sweat-

ing by exercise. Water should be drunk twice a day. The

body ought to be gently rubbed over, while in bed, for some

considerable time, afterwards keeping in the breath ; even

in exercise, the upper parts are in preference to be put in

motion ; the patient should use the bath but seldom, and

change his climate from time to time by travelling. Where

pain is present, the part is to be thoroughly anointed with

iiitre and water without oil ; it is then to be wrapped up,

and held over sulphur in a brasier, at a gentle heat, and
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tthus fumit'ated; and this is to be done for some time, but

while he is tksting, and after he shall have pertectly cou-

ccocted. The cupping instruments are also frequently to be

applied to the painful part, and it ought to be gently struck

with inflated ox-bladders. It is useful likewise to make a

.mixture of suet and the bruised seeds of the henbane and

nettle, in equal proportions, and to apply this ;
also to fo-

ment with water in which sulphur has been boiled. Bottles

ifilled with hot water are likewise properly placed on, or

Ibitumen mixed with barley meal : and violent gestation is

^preferably employed, even during the pain, which in other

ipains is exceedingly hurtful.

3. Moreover, a tremor of the nerves is in like man-

luer aggravated by vomiting and diuretics. The bath

;;and dry"sweatings are likewise prejudicial to it. The pa-

Itient's drink should be water: he ought to employ smart

vwalking : also unctions and frictions ; and these principally

[performed by himself : the upper parts are to be brought

linto play by the ball and similar exercises : he may use

mhat food he likes, but with due and especial regard to con-

(coction : after meat he must avoid solicitude ; and he should

iindtdge in sexual intercourse very seldom ; but if he have

(erred in this particular, then gently, and for a length of

ttime he ought to be thoroughly rubbed with oil, and that by

tthe hands of boys rather than by those of men.

4. When internal suppurations have been de-

Itected, it is of the first importance to try by repressing

(cataplasms to prevent a hurtful collection of matter; after-

' wards, should these fail, to aim at its dissipation by dis-

( cussing malagmata. If we do not accomplish this, it fol-

llows, that it be promoted; and then allowed to maturate : af-

iterwards, the termination of every vomica is a bursting ; and

la discharge of pus, either from the mouth or anus, is a proof

lof this occurrence. But we ought to do nothing which may
i impede the free exit of all the pus. One should principally

! use gruels and hot water. When the pus has ceased to be

1 discharged, we may pass to food easy of digestion ; but to

I such as is more nutritious and cold, and to cold water,

beginning however with tepid food. At first some nutri-

ments may be eaten with honey, as pine nuts, or Greek

nuts, or filberts; afterwards even these must be withdrawn,

ISO that the cicatrix may be the sooner formed. The juice

of leek, or horehound, taken internally, is a remedy for the

CEL. JF
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ulcer in that stage ; and leeks ought to be added to all his

food. Furthermore, it will be requisite to employ friction

in those parts which are not affected. Also easy walking

:

and when ulcers are in a healing condition, one should

avoid exasperating them, either by wrestling, or running, or

by any other means ; for vomiting of blood is in this dis-

ease attended with fatal consequences, and therefore in every

way to be avoided.



r

BOOK IV.

I. Thus far those kinds of diseases have been investi-

igated, which are so seated in the entire body, that no par-

tticular situations can be assigned to them: now I shall

sspeak of those which are partial. But the diseases of all

iinternal parts, and their cure, will be better understood

vwhen I shall have previously pointed out their relative situ-

lations.

The HEAD therefore, and parts contained in the mouth,

aare not merely bounded by the tongue and palate ; but also

Iby the external visible parts. To the right and left of the

tthroat are large veins, which they call atpayiTihes (sphagi-

ttides) ; and arteries also, which they call Kapwribas (karo-

ttidas), taking their course upwards, are continued beyond

tthe ears. But in the neck itself glands are seated, which

ssonietimes become painfully enlarged.

Then begin two passages : one they call the arteria

;aspera (or TRACHEA), the other the cesophagus. The
I trachea being external, reaches to the lungs; the oesophagus

iinternal, goes to the stomach: the former is for the recep-

ition of air, the latter for that of the food. Now, since these

I

passages are distinct, just where they meet, there is a small

I tongue upon the trachea, at the entrance of the fauces,

'which is elevated while we breathe, but, when we are in

I the act of taking food, or drink, closes up the trachea.

Now the trachea, being hard and cartilaginous, rises in

I the throat, and retreats in the remainder of its course. It is

1 made up of certain circles, arranged in the form of the ver-

' tebrje of the spine ; in such way, however, that it is rough
I externally, and internally smooth like the oesophagus ; and
taking a direction downwards towards the preecordia, it is

connected with th* lungs.

The LUNG is spungy, and therefore capable of containing

air ; and being connected to the spine posteriorly, is divided

into two portions, in the manner of an ox's hoof. At-
tached to this is the heart, which is of a muscular nature,

situated in the chest under the left breast; and it has, as it
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were, two ventricles. But below the heart and lungs there

is a transverse septum formed of a strong membrane, sepa-

rating the abdomen from the pra^cordia, being of a tendi-

nous structure, and having a number of vessels dispersed on

it : it separates not only the intestines, but the liver and

spleen from the upper parts. I'hese viscera are in prox-

imity with it, but have their position below, on the riglit

and left. The liver, commencing on the right side under

the praecordia, and immediately below the septum, is inter-

nally concave, externally convex ; this being prominent,

slightly rests on the stomach, and is divided into four lobes,

luferiorly the gall bladder adheres to it : but the

SPLEEN on the left, being connected with the intestines,

and not with the same septum, is of a soft and exceeding

porous structure, and of a moderate length and thickness

;

and emerging slightly from beyond the margin of the ribs

into the abdominal cavity, is principally buried under them:

and these three organs are joined. But the kidneys are

separate, adhering to the loins below the last ribs, rounded

at the margin opposed to tiie ribs, and crooked at the other

side : they are vascular, have small cavities, and are in-

vested with tunics. And such are the relative situations of

the bowels. The cesophagus, which is the beginning of

the intestines, arises nervous from the seventh vertebra of

the spine, and is united with the stomach about the

prEEcordia. But the stomach, which is the receptacle of

the food, is made up of two coats, and is situated between

the spleen and the liver ; each of these last extending some-

what over it. There are also thin bands, by which these

three parts are connected together, and joined to that sep-

tum, which I have above described as transverse. Then,

the lower part of the stomach turning a little to the right, is

narrowed till it forms the uppermost intestine. This junc-

tion the Greeks denominate 7rv\u>pov, (puloron,) because it

allows of the escape of the egesta into the parts below, in

the manner of a portal. From that begins tlie jejunum

which is an intestine moderately convoluted, and so called

because it never retains what it receives, but immediately

transmits it to the parts below. The next is the slenderer

intestine, higlily convoluted, each convolution being con-

nected with those which are more internal to it by means

of slight bands; which being turned towards the right side,

and ending iu the region of the right hip, do nevertheless
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priucipally occupy the upper part. Afterwards, this in-

testine is joined by another thicker transverse one, which

commencing at the right side, is pervious and long towards

its left, but not so towards its right side ; and is on this ac-

count denominated caecum. But that part which is per-

vious being of large compass, sinuated, less nervous than the

upper intestines, disposed in flexions on either side, but

occupying the left more than the right, touches the liver and

the stomach : it is then connected by small membranes

which proceed from the left kidney, and making a curve to

the right, it is directed downwards, where it empties itself,

and on that account there takes the name of " intestiniim

rectum." ISTow the omentum covers all these organs, being

smooth and narrow at its lower, and softer at its upper por-

tion : and fat also forms on it, which is of an insensible

nature, like the brain and marrow. But from either kidney

single vessels of a whitish colour take their course to the

bladder : these the Greeks call ovprjrrjpas (oureteras), from

the notion that the urine, descending through them, distils

into the bladder. The bladder, nervous and double at its

fundus, but full and fleshy at its cervix, is connected by

veins to the intestines, and to that bone which lies under the

pubes; while in itself it is detached and free ; not having

the same situation in males as in females : for in males it

is in juxtaposition with the rectum, inclined somewhat to

the left side ; in females it is placed above the genital

organs, and is supported as it hangs by the uterus itself.

Again, in males the urethra is longer, and narrower from

its neck to the penis ; in females it is shorter and wider, and

shows itself above the neck of the womb.
In virgins the womb is exceedingly small ; nay, even in

married women, unless when they are pregnant, it does not

exceed a hand's grasp. It arises opposite to the middle of

the belly, being provided with a straight and narrowed neck,

and has a slight inclination towards the right liip ; then, ad-

vancing over the rectum, it is connected at its side to the Wo-
man's ilia. The ilia themselves are situated between the hips

and pubes, at the lower part of the belly. From these and
the pubes, the abdomen reaches upwards to the preecordia

;

externally, it is covered by the skin which is visible

;

internally, it is lined by a fine membrane, called by the

Greeks Trcptroraios (peritonaios), which is connected to the

omentum.
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- II. 1. Having, after a fashion, afforded a view of these

parts so far as is necessary to the practitioner, I shall re-

count the remedies for the disorders of each, commencing

with the head ; vi'hich last term I confine to so much of

it as is covered with hair: for. disorders of the eyes, the

ears, the teeth, and the like, remain to be explained

elsevyhere. Now the head is subject to an acute and dan-

gerous disease which the Greeks call KefaXatar ; the cha-

racteristic marks of which are strong shivering, nervous

relaxation, dimness of sight, delirium, vomiting, together

with a suppression of the voice ; or nasal haemorrhage, with

coldness of the body, and fainting ; besides these symptoms

there is a violent pain, chiefly about the temples or occiput.

Moreover, sometimes a chronic weakness of the head en-

dures for a person's life, although neither severe nor dan-

gerous : sometimes the pain is of a severer kind, but tempo-

rary, and not of a fatal character; which last is contracted

by indigestion, or by cold, or by heat, or by insolation.

And all these pains occur sometimes with, and sometimes

without fever; sometimes in the whole, and sometimes in

part of the head ; and sometimes excruciate also the most

contiguous part of the face.

In addition to these, there is yet another kind met with,

which may be chronic : in this a humour distends the skin,

so that it swells, and yields to the pressure of the finger

:

the Greeks call it vhpoicefaXov (hudrokephalon). Now
with regard to the second of these, I said, when recounting

the means to be adopted by sound persons in partial weak-

ness, how that ought to be treated. So again I have ex-

plained the proper remedies for head-ache with fever, in that

part where the treatment of fevers has been expounded.

It is now my business to speak of the others. That

which is acute, and that which is unusually violent, and that

vyhich, arising from some sudden cause, is violent without

being fatal, should first be treated by blood-letting. But that

measure, unless the pain be insupportable, is unnecessary :

and it is more prudent to abstain from food, and if possible

from drink also ; or if this be impracticable, to drink water.

Should the pain remain on the day following, one ought

to give a clyster, to excite sneezing, and to take nothing

but water; for on this plan, one or two days often bruig all

the pain to a termination ;
especially should it have ariseu

from wine or from crudity. When these means aftord small
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relief the patient's hair should be clipped down to the

scalp : and it is our next duty to consider what has caused

the pain. If heat, it is expedient to sluice the head with

an abundance of cold water; to apply a hollow spunge,

squeezed occasionally from cold water ; to anoint with rose-

oil and vinegar ; or to apply, in preference succid wool,

steeped in these, or some refrigerant cataplasms, liut it

cold have been the noxious cause, it is proper to sluice the

head with hot sea, or at any rate with salt water, or with a

decoction of laurel ; then to rub the head stoutly, and

afterwards to saturate it with hot oil, and to wear a cap over

it. Some also bind it up, others load it with neckcloths

and vestments, and in this way experience relief; and others

are benefited by hot cataplasms. Therefore even when the

cause is not known, it is right to observe whether refrige-

rants or calefacients afford most alleviation, and to use

those which experiment seems to sanction. But if but little

be known with regard to the cause, one ought to sluice the

head first with hot water as before mentioned, or with salt

water, or decoction of laurel; and then with cold posca.

The following means are of universal application to every

chronic head-ache: to excite sneezing, to rub the lower

parts smartly, to gargle with sialagogues, to cup the temples

and occiput, to draw blood from the nostrils, repeatedly to

vellicate the temples with resin, and to blister the affected

parts with mustard, lint being first placed under it, lest it

corrode too violently ; or to ulcerate the painful part by

means of the actual cautery, and to take food very sparingly,

with water : after the pain has been alleviated, to go into

the bath : first to have plenty of hot water affused over the

body, and then cold, allowing it to fall from the head.

When the pain is entirely removed, again to return to the

use of wine; but ever afterwards to drink water before any

thing else.

That species in which there is a collection of fluid, is of a

different nature. In it, the hair should be clipped close to

the scalp : then we should put on mustard to produce exul-

ceration; should that not answer, we should make in-

cisions.

The following are the common means of curing dropsies

:

exercise, sweatings, strong frictions, and the taking of such

food and drink as principally excite the urine.

2. There is a disease arising in the face, which the
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Greeks call KvyiKoy anaaixov (kunikon spasraon). It gene*
rally comes on with an acute iever, the mouth being drawn
aside by a singular motion ; and it is therefore nothing else

but a convulsion of the mouth. There is, moreover, a fre-

quent change of colour in the face and entire body, and a
disposition for sleep.

In this it is best to let blood ; if the disease be not

thus removed, to purge by clyster ; and should that fail

also, to vomit with white hellebore : it is necessary, more-
over, to avoid insolation, lassitude, and wine. When not

discussed by these remedies, we should employ running,

friction, gentle and continued, for the part affected, and
brief and violent, for the remaining parts. It is beneficial,

likewise, to excite sneezing; to shave the head, and pour

upon it hot water; either that from the sea, or at all events

some containing salt, with the addition of sulphur : after the

friction, again to be rubbed ; to chew mustard; and, at the

same time, to apply cerate to the affected parts, and mustard

to the sound, until it blisters. The most eligible food is of

the middle class.

3. But when the tongue is paralysed, so as to

obstruct a person's delivery, which is sometimes a distinct

affection, and at others arises from another disease, it is

proper to gargle with a decoction of thyme, hyssop, or cat-

miat; to drink water; to smartly rub the head, the mouth;

the parts below the chin, and the neck ; to smear the tongue

itself with assafcetida ; to chew very acrid substances, such

as mustard, garlic, onions ; to use his utmost efforts in pro-

nouncing words ; to be exercised whileholding in his breath ;

frequently to employ cold affusion ; sometimes to eat plenty

of radishes, and then to vomit.

4. Sometimes a humour distils from the head
into the nose, which is unimportant ; sometimes into the

fauces, which is worse; and sometimes even into the

lungs, which is the most dangerous. When it has distilled

into the nose, a thin rheum flows from it, there is a slight

pain, and a sense of weight in the head, and frequent snee-

zings : when into the fauces, it irritates them, and produces a

slight cough : when into the lungs, besides the sneezing and

cough, there is head-ache, lassitude, thirst, heats, and bilious

urine.

Gravedo, although another affection, is not very diffe-

rent. It obstructs the nostrils, suppresses the voice, and ex-
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cites a dry cough ; the saliva is salt ; there ,s a sounding m

the ears; the vessels of the head are excited ;
and the uime

is turbid. Hippocrates names these collectively Kopvin,

(korusas). I observe this terra is still retained among the

Greeks, and that they call a distillation .araffray^ov (kata-

staomon). As these affections are of short duration, so,

whin neglected, they usually become chronic Neither ot

the species is dangerous except that which produces ulcem-

tion of the lungs. When we have experienced any ot the

above symptoms, we ought forthwith to abstain from going

in the sun, from the bath, from wine, and from venery
;

at

the same time, we may use unction, and our usual toocl

nothing the less. Smart walking exercise should alone be

employed, but under cover, and after it the head and tace

should be rubbed above fifty times : and it rarely happens

that the disease is not mitigated, provided we have practised

restraint for two or three days at least. After some allevra-

tion, when in a distillation the rheum has become thick, or

when in a gravedo the nostrils become freer, the bath must

be employed, and the face and head freely fomented, first

with hot, and then with tepid water ; and after that wine

may be taken, with a fuller diet. But if the rheum be quite

as thin on the fourth day, or the nostrils appear no less ob-

structed, he should take austere Aminsean wine, and then

water again, for two days ; after which he may return to the

bath, and to his usual mode of living. It is not necessary,

however, even on the days on which certain articles are to

be omitted, to live like invalids, but to do every thing one

was accustomed to do in health ;
except in an individual

Avhom the disease is wont to annoy for a longer period, and

in a more violent degree, for whom a stricter regimen is

requisite.

In this case, therefore, when the humour has distilled into

the nostrils or fauces, besides the means before mentioned,

he should walk much, even at the very beginning ; the lower

parts should be strongly rubbed ; milder friction should be

used for the chest and head ; his ordinary food should be

diminished to one half ; he should take eggs, starch, and

similar incrassants, and resist the thirst to the utmost of hi«

power. When he has been thus prepared for the bath, and

has employed that remedy, small fish or flesh may be added

to his diet; provided, however, he do not all at once take
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his usual quantity of food : undiluted wine may be taken

freely.

But when it distils into the lungs also, there is need of

much more walking and friction, and of the same dietetic

regimen. If their effect he not satisfactory, he should use a

more stimulant diet, and indulge in sleep, and refrain from

every kind of business : the bath should be tried occasion-

ally, but at a later period.

; But in a gravedo, he ought, on the first day, to rest;

neither to eat, nor to drink ; to cover the head, and surround

the throat with flannel; on the next day to get up, and re-

frain from drink, or if necessity require, not to exceed a

hemina of water ; on the third day to take a moderate quan-

tity of the crumb of bread, with some small fish, or light flesh,

and to drink water. When a person is unable to restrain

himself from using a fuller diet, he ought to vomit ; when he

comes to the bath, he should foment his head and face with

plenty of hot water, until he sweats, and then resume his

Avine. After employing these means, it is scarcely possible

the inconvenience should remain ; but should it, we ought to

employ cold, dry, light food, as little fluid as possible, and

keep on with the frictions and exercises, which are neces-

sary in every affection of this nature.

ill. We pass from the head to the neck, which is subject

to very severe diseases. Neither is there any disease more

troublesome and acute than that which, by a certain rigour of

the nerves, at one time approximates the head to the shoul-

ders, at another the chin to the chest, and at another keeps

the neck on the full stretch, erect and immoveable. The

Greeks call the first OTriadurovoy (opisthotonon), the next

efjiTrpocdoTorov (emprosthotonon), the last rerarov (tetanon),

or TETANUS ;
although some use these less scientifically as

synonymous terms. They often prove destructive before the

fourth day : if the patients live beyond that, they are safe.

AH these species are treated in the same way, and so far

there is no dispute. But Asclepiades believed bleeding to

be decidedly requisite : a remedy which some have said

ought as decidedly to be avoided ; because at that time the

system principally requires heat, and because this resides in

the blood. But the last assertion is false ; for neither is it

the nature of the blood to be peculiarly hot ; but this, of all

the parts of which the frame is composed, most rapidly be-
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comes hot and cold again. Whether it ought to be drawn,

may be learned from the precepts which have been given

with regard to blood-letting. But it is doubtless proper to

give castor, and with it pepper or assafoetida: then a moist

and hot fomentation is requisite : and hence most pei^ons

occasionally sluice the neck with plenty of hot water. That

affords temporary relief, but renders the nerves more suscep-

tible to cold, which should be especially avoided. It is

therefore better first to anoint the neck with liquid cerate,

then to apply ox bladders or bottles filled with hot oil, or a

hot meal poultice, or round pepper bruised with figs. How-
ever, a fomentation with moist salt, after the method already

described, constitutes the most useful application. When
any one of these plans has been adopted, we ought to bring

the patient near the fire ; or if in summer, in the sun ;
and to

thoroughly rub his neck, shoulders, and spine with old oil

in preference : if that be not at hand, with Syrian: if not

even that be near, with very old lard. Friction, though

serviceable to all the vertebree of the body, is particularly

so to those of the neck : therefore this remedy ought to be

resorted to by day and night, but with certain intervals ; and

during such" intermission we should apply any malagma

made from the calefacients. Cold is especially to be

guarded against, and hence a fire ought to be constantly

kept in the patient's bed-room, especially just before

dawn, when the cold is most intense. Nor will it be with-

out service to keep the head close clipped, and to moisten it

with hot orris oil, or that of cypress, and to cover it by put-

ting on a cap ; sometimes to make him descend entirely into

the hot oil, or into hot water in which foenugreek has been

boiled, and a third part of oil added. Purging by clyster

also often relaxes the upper parts : but when the pain has

grown more violent, the neck should be cupped, after being

previously scarified ; and the same part shoukl be burnt with

the actual cautery, or corroded with mustard. When the pain

has been alleviated, and the neck has begun to be moved,

we may know that the disease is yielding to the remedies.

But food requiring mastication ought to be for a long time

avoided. He should use gruels, and also fresh or soft-boiled

eggs; and some broth may be taken. When the case is

going on favourably, and the neck appears to be in its natu-

ral state, we should begin with pulse or well-moistened in-

trita. He may, however, even chew bread at an earlier
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period than he can taste wine ; for the use of this last is

highly dangerous, and therefore to be deferred for a long
time.

IV. 1. Now as the last affection occurs in the entire

neck, so another, equally dangerous and acute, is wont
to happen in the fauces. Our countrymen call it angina,

or quinsy: the Greeks name it according to the species;

for sometimes there is no evident redness or tumour;

but the body is arid, the breath fetched with difficulty, the

limbs debilitated : this they call ffvrayxv^ (sunancheen).

Sometimes the tongue and fauces are swollen and red, the

voice suppressed, the eyes turned, the face pallid, and there

is hiccough: this, is called Kwayxv (kunanche). Both

have these following symptoms in common : the patient

cannot swallow food or drink ; and his breatliing is ob-

structed.

There is a slight affection in which there is tumour and

redness only, without the other consequences : this they call

naparjvi'ayxv^ (parasunancheen). Whichever the species, if

the strength permit, blood should be drawn ; if there be no

abundance of it, the next thing is to purge by clyster. It

is right to apply a cucurbital also below the chin, and in the

vicinity of the throat, that it may draw forth the suffocative

matter. Afterwards moist fomentations are requisite ; for

dry ones embarrass the breathing. Therefore we ought to

apply spunges, which had better be dipped occasionally into

hot oil, in preference to hot water ; and for this purpose also

hot brine is very efficacious. Then it is proper to boil down

hyssop, or catmint, or thyme, or wormwood, or even bran,

or dry figs, in hydromel, and to gargle with it ; afterwards

to anoint the palate with ox-gall, or with that remedy which

is prepared from mulberries. Pepper-dust is also fitly ap-

plied. The last remedy, when these means have been of

little service, is to make tolerably deep incisions at that part

which is just below the jaw, above the neck, and in the

palate about the uvula, or in those veins which are under

the tongue, that the disease may have vent through the

wounds. When by these the patient is not relieved, we

may know that he is subdued by the malady.

But when the disease is thus mitigated, and the fauces at

last admit food and air, his convalescence is easy. And
sometimes Nature also lends her assistance, by the disease

passing from a narrower to a more spacious situation : and
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therefore, when thus redness and swelhng appear in the

prsecordia, we may know that the fauces are treed.

Whatever has produced the alleviation, the patient should

beoin with liquids, and especially hydro.nel : then take solt

bland food, until the fauces return to their original state. 1

hear it commonly reported, that if one take a young swal-

low, he remains free from angina for a whole year ;
and that

if that be salted and burnt when one is afflicted with the

disease, and its ashes sprinkled into liydromel be adminis-

tered as a drink, it proves beneficial. And since this tact

is creditably reported, and can be attended with no danger,

although I have not read of it in medical records, I believe

myself bound to give it insertion in my work.

2. There is also an affection about the fauces, va-

riously named by the Greeks, according to its intensity.

It is entirely confined to a difficulty of breathing : but so

long as this is moderate, and produces no sense of constric-

tion, it is called hvairvoia (duspnoia) ; when more violentj

so that the patient cannot breathe without noise and anhe-

lation, a<jQi.Lu (asthma); and when he cannot respire except

with the neck erect, ofido-wuota (orthopnoia). Of these, the

first is usually of long continuance, the two following acute.

The symptoms common to these are, a hissing sound, on

account of the narrowness of the respiratory passage, a recur-

rent pain in the chest and prsecordia, and sometimes in the

shoulders; to these accedes cough. The remedy, unless

when any thing contra-indicates, is blood-letting. Nor does

that suffice, but the belly should be kept lax with milk.

The bowels are to be purged ; sometimes also to be clys-

tered; by which means the body being extenuated, he be-

gins to breathe with less difficulty. Moreover, the head

should be kept high up in the bed : the chest assisted by

fomentations and hot cataplasms, either dry or moist : after-

wards a malagma is to be applied, or at any rate cypress

cerate, or orris ointment. After that, hydromel ought to be

taken as a common drink, in which hyssop, or bruised

eapers, have been boiled. Either nitre, or white cresses are

usefully taken in the form of linctus, first fried, then bruised

and mixed with honey : honey, galbanum, and resin of tur-

pentine are boiled together, and when incorporated, a quan-

tity, of the size of a bean, is daily dissolved under the

tongue: or of crude sulphur p. of southernwood,

p. X. are rubbed with a cyath of wine, and supped up.
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with the chill off. Nor is it a groundless opinion that a

fox's liver, after being dry, and deprived of its juice, ought

to be bruised, and the polenta from it sprinkled in the drink ;

or that its lung ought to be eaten roasted as fresh as possible,

having been cooked vi'ithout using iron in that process. Be-

sides these, he should resort to gruels and bland aliments,

sometimes to weak austere wine, now and then to vomiting.

Benefit is also derived from whatever excites the urine ; but

from nothing in a greater degree, than from walking at a

slow pace, until almost fatigued ; and from much friction,

especially of the lower parts, either in the sun or at the fire,

both by his own exertion and by that of others, to the ex-

tent of sweating.

3. But sometimes in the inner part of the fauces ulce-

ration is wont to occur. In this affection most persons

use hot poultices and moist fomentations externally: they

are desirous also that hot steam be taken into the mouth :

others say that these means mollify the parts, and bring them

more under the influence of the existing disease. But if cold

be properly avoided, these remedies are safe ; while, if there

be any reason to be apprehensive of this, they are inappli-

cable,

: But to rub the throat is decidedly dangerous, for it in-

creases the ulceration. Nor are diuretics of any service,

because, as they pass, they may attenuate the phlegm there

also, which had better be suppressed. Asclepiades, the

excellent author of many methods which we ourselves pur-

sue, says, that very sour vinegar should be supped, for that

by this the ulcers are constringed without any injury. Al-

though that may suppress the blood, it cannot cure the

ulcers. For this last purpose lycium is a better remedy,

and this he equally approves : or the juice of leek, or hore-

hound, or sweet almonds bruised with tragacauth and mixed

with passum ; or linseed bruised and mixed with sweet

wine. The exercise of walking and running is also neces-

sary, and strong friction over the whole of the lower part

of the body from the chest downwards. The aliments ought

neither to be too acrid nor rough ; honey, lentils, tragum,

milk ptisan, fat flesh, and above all leeks, and such mixed

dishes as contain these. The drink should be as scanty as

possible : it should be water, either simple, or with pome-

granates, or dates boiled therein. Mild gargles are also

serviceable ; or should these be less efficient, such as are
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repressing. This kind of disease, though not acute, may

possibly be of no long continuance ;
yet it requires a di-

versified treatment, to prevent it becoming a violent and

tedious aftection.

4. But COUGH generally arises from excoriation of

the fauces, which is contracted in many ways. Hence

when their healthy condition has been restored, the cough

itself is brought to an end. Sometimes, however, it is a

distinct affection, and when inveterate, is got rid of with

difficulty. Sometimes it is dry, sometimes excites a dis-

charge of rheum. It is requisite to drink hyssop every

second day; to run with the breath held in, but by no

means in the dust; to read aloud, which at first is impeded

by the cough, but afterwards gets the better of it : then to

walk : afterwards to be exercised also by the hands, and to

rub the chest for a long time ; after these, to eat three

ounces of the richest figs, boiled over a brasier. Besides,

if the cough be moist, strong frictions with certain of the

calefacients are serviceable, in such a manner that the head

may also be well rubbed at the same time : also dry cup-

ping the chest ; mustard applied to the external fauces until

it slightly excoriate ; a drink made of mint, sweet almonds,

and starch ; and taking at first bread and afterwards any
mild food. But if the cough be dry, and that be exceed-

ingly troublesome, the taking of a cyath of austere wine

assists it, provided that be done at intervals, and not oftener

than three or four times : it is requisite also to eat a small

portion of the very best assafoetida ; to take the juice of

leek or of horehound ;
squills as a linctus ; to sip vinegar

of squills, or certainly acrid vinegar, or two cyaths of wine

with a clove of bruised garlic. »

A cough is benefited by travelling, long voyaging, resi-

dence at the sea-side, swimmings ; by sometimes taking

bland food, as mallows and nettle ; sometimes that which is

acrid, as garlic boiled in milk; by gruels, to which assa-

foetida has been added, or in which onions have been boiled

to wasting ; by fresh eggs with sulphur ; and by first giving

water to drink, and then this and wine, iu their turns, vary-

ing them every other day.

5. There is reason to be more alarmed when one spits

blood ;
although that is at one time attended with less,

and at another with more danger. Sometimes it proceeds

from the gums, sometimes from the mouth ; and from the
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latter sometimes even copiously, although without cough,
without ulceration, and without any disease of the gum, so

that there is nothing hawked up. In fact, as it sometimes
issues from the nostrils, so likewise from the mouth. Again,
sometimes true blood flows, at others a matter resenilSling

water in which flesh has been recently washed. But some-
times it proceeds from the upper part of the fauces, and
occasionally with ulceration in that part ; sometimes, even

without an ulcer, it proceeds from the open mouth of a
vessel, or it issues from tubercles which have arisen in these

parts. When this is the nature of the case, neither food

nor drink occasions pain, nor is any matter excreted from
the ulcer. But sometimes the throat and bronchia^ being in

a state of ulceration, a frequent cough expels blood also :

while it is wont sometimes to be given off even from the

lungs, or the chest, or the side, or the liver : women who
have no regular menstruation frequently spit blood.

There are medical authors who say that heemorrhage

proceeds from an eroded, or from a ruptured part, or from

the open mouth of a vessel. They call the first bi(i(5pw<nv

(diabrosin) ; the second, pfj^iv (rhexin) ; the third, arairru-

fiwcriv (anastomosin). The last is the least, and the first

the most hurtful ; and it often happens that pus is dis-

charged after the blood. Now, sometimes he who has

stopped the bleeding has done sufficient for the recovery.

But when ulcers ensue, or if there is pus, or a cough, the

disorders are various and dangerous, according to their

situation. When merely blood is discharged, both the re-

medy and the termination is expeditious. Nor ought we to

be ignorant, that to those who have an habitual hajmorrhage,

or to those who have pains in the spine or hips, or after

strong exercise or walking, so long as there is no fever, a

moderate flux of blood is not prejudicial ; that when voided

with the urine, it even removes lassitude ; nay, that it is

not alarming in one who has fallen from an eminence, if

nothing else unusual be observed in his urine ; that vomit-

ing of blood carries no danger with it, even when recurrent,

when the body has time to regain strength and flesh ; and

that there is not the slightest danger, when it occurs in a

robust habit, without being excessive, and without exciting

cough, or increased heat. These remarks apply to all the

species. I now come to the parts above named. When it

proceeds from the gums, it is sufficient to chew purslane

;
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when from the mouth, to hold pure wine in it
;
or if that

fail vineo-ar. If, during the use of these remedies, the

blood bursts forth alarmingly, inasmuch as it may destroy

the person, the best plan is to avert its course by applying

the cupping cucurbital to the back of the head, alter ycariti-

cation. When it occurs to a female who has no menstrua-

tion, it is fit, after making incisions into the groins, to apply

the same instrument. When it has proceeded trom the

fauces or internal parts, there is both more ground 'or ap-

prehension, and greater care required. Blood should be

abstracted ; and if it still flow from the mouth, this should

be repeated a second and a third time, and some little

drawn away daily : he ought, without delay, to sup vinegar,

or the juice of plantain or leek with thus ; and uncleansed

wool, moistened with vinegar, should be applied over the

affected part, and should be kept cold by means of a

spiinge, Erasistratus tied ligatures on t!ie legs, thighs, and

arms of such patients, in several places. Asclepiades as-

sorts that this, so far from being beneficial, is even inju-

rious. Yet do experiments testify that it often answers

very well. Neither is it necessary that the ligatures be ap-

plied in many places : it is sufficient that it be done below

the groins, above the ankles, at the top of the shoulders,

and^also on the fore-arms. Then, if fever be urgent, gruel

should be given, and water for his common drink, in which

has been boiled any one of the alvine astringents : if there

be no fever, either washed alica, or bread soaked in cold

water, and soft boiled eggs may be given ; and as to his

drink, he may either have that above prescribed, or sweet

wine, or cold water : although drink should be regulated

by our knowledge of the benefits derivable from thirst in

this malady. In addition to these means, repose, security,

and silence are necessary. His head should be elevated

when lying down, and properly clipped of its hair. The face

should be often bathed with cold water. But injury results

from wine, bathing, venery, taking oil with his food, all

acrid substances, also from hot fomentations, a hot and close

chamber, piling much clothes on his body, and also from

friction. When the haiinorrhage has completely ceased,

then, at last, we may begin by rubbing the fore-arms and

legs ; letting alone the chest. In this case, during the win-

ter, it is necessary to reside near the coast ;
during summer,

in inland districts.
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V. Just below the fauces is the stomach, in which
several chronic afl'ections not unusually occur : for some-
times there is a great heat, and sometimes a flatulency affects

it ; at others, inflammation or ulceration ; sometimes phlegm,
and at others bile arises there ; but the most frequent ma-
lady of this part is tliat in which it is resolved ; nor is there

any aflfection by which it is more disturbed, or in its turn

produces greater disturbance of the whole body. Now, the
remedies for this organ are as diversified as its diseases.

When aff'ected with heats, it is from time to time to be
bathed externally with rose-oil and vinegar ; and powdered
rose-leaves mixed with oil may be applied ; and those ca-

taplasms which at once both repress and mollify.

If there be nothing to prevent it, cold water may be given

to drink. If there is flatulency, cupping is serviceable,

but without incision
;

dry and hot, but not very strong fo-

mentations do good. Abstinence should be interposed. A
potion of wormwood, or hyssop, or rue, taken fasting, is

often of service. At the first gentle, and then smarter ex-

ercise ought to be employed ; and that in preference which
brings into action the upper parts, which sort is best suited

to all diseases of the stomach. After exercise, it is neces-

sary to employ unction and friction ; sometimes the bath,

though rarely sometimes clystering ; afterwards food of a
hot nature, and such as is not flatulent and hot drinks in

the same mode, first water, and then, when the flatulence

has subsided, austere wine. In all maladies of the stomach,

directions should be given that the patient, when
WELL, CONTINUE THAT REGIMEN BY THE USE OF
WHICH HE HAS REGAINED HIS HEALTH : for his weak-
ness returns, unless the health be defended by the same
means by which it has been restored. But when any in-

flammation is present, which is usually followed by
swelling and pain, the chief remedies are repose and absti-

nence, surrounding the part with sulphurated wool, and

taking wormwood fasting. If a burning heat afllict the

stomach, it should be bathed from time to time with vine-

gar and rose-oil, and food should be taken moderately ; and

such remedies applied externally as may at once both re-

press and soften : afterwards, these being withdrawn, we
must employ hot meal cataplasms, to discuss the relics of the

disease : occasionally the bowels should be clystered : exer-

cise must be resorted to, and a fuller diet. But if ulceration
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affects the stomach, nearly the same means are to be adopted

as have been ordered for ulcerated fauces. Exercise and

friction of the lower parts are to be resorted to ;
bland and

glutinous food should be used, but not to satiety; all acrid

and acid substances are to be withdrawn : he may use sweet

wine if there be no fever ; but even if that produce flatu-

lency, he may certainly take some of a mild nature; but

neither very cold nor too hot.

When the stomach is filled with phlegm, vomiting be-

comes necessary, sometimes on an empty stomach, at others

after a meal : benefit is derived from exercise, gestation,

sailing, and friction : nothing is to be eaten or drunk except

what is warm ; those things only being avoided which are

wont to collect the phlegm. When the stomach is disor^

dered with bile, it is a more troublesome affection. Now,
they who are thus affected, after an interval of some days,

usually vomit it up ; and sometimes they vomit black bile

too, which is the most dangerous. In these cases purging

by clyster is proper ; wormwood potions are given; gesta-

tion and sailing necessary, and vomiting from the nausea

occasioned thereby : crudity should be avoided : such food

should be taken as is easy of digestion, and suitable to the

stomach ; the wine austere. The most common and the

worst affection of the stomach is relaxation; which is that

state in which it does not retain aliment, and in which the

system, ceasing to be nourished, is thus consumed by a

tabes. The bath is very prejudicial in this case ; loud read-

ings and exercise of the upper part of the body necessary ;

so also inunctions and frictions. Such patients ought to be

sluiced with cold water, and to swim in it ; to subject even

the stomach to streams of the same, and particularly as far

as from the shoulders downwards to that part which is op-

posite to the stomach : to remain for some time in cold and

medicated fountains is salutary, such as those of Cutiliee or

Sambruina}. Also cold food should be taken, and such as

is digested with difficulty rather than that which is easily

vitiated ; therefore, most persons can digest beef who can

digest nothing else. Hence it may be inferred that neither

birds, nor venison, nor fish ought to be given, unless of the

harder sort. Cold wine is most suitable as a drink ; or

otherwise at all events that which is very hot and undiluted ;

such as Ilhetic and AUobrogic, or any other which is both

austere and has been seasoned with resin : if there be none
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of that, some as rough as possible, and particularly the Sig-
niue. When the food is not retained, water should be given,
and more perfect vomiting elicited, and again food must be
given ; then the cucurbitals are to be applied two digits

below the stomach, and kept on there for two or three hours.

If at the same time there be both vomiting and pain, un-

cleansed wool is to be applied to the stomach, or a spunge
out of vinegar, or a cooling poultice; while the fore-arms

and legs are to be rubbed strongly, but not for any long
time, and to be warmed. When there is more pain, we
should dry-cup four digits below the praecordia, and imme-
diately give bread out of cold posca : if it should not stay

after the vomiting, either of the light aliments which are not

unfit for the stomach : if it should not retain even that, wine
may be given by cyaths, every hour, till the stomach be
continent. Radish juice is also a powerful remedy ; that of

the sour, with a like quantity of the sweet pomegranate, still

more powerful; with the addition also of the juice of the

endive and mint; but with this last in the smallest propor-

tion ; with which it is best to mingle as much cold water as

equals the quantity of all these put together; for that avails

more than wine for composing the stomach. But spontane-

ous vomiting should be suppressed, even if nausea be pre-

sent ; although, when the food has become acescent, or putrid

internally, both of which are manifested by ructation, it is

to be ejected, and the stomach refitted by the means which

I mentioned last. When immediate danger has been re-

moved, we ought to resume what has been ordered above.

VI. The stomach is bounded by the sides, and in these

also violent pains not unusually happen ; and they take

their origin either from cold, or from a blow, or from immo-

derate running, or from disease. But occasionally the affec-

tion is limited to pain ; and that is sometimes slowly, some-

times rapidly brought to an end ; now and then it is even of

a fatal character, and an acute disease arises, which is called

by the Greeks nXevpiTiKos (pleuritikos). To this accede

pains of the side, fever, and cough : and by this last, when

the disease is moderate, phlegm is expectorated ; when vio-

lent, blood. Sometimes also the cough is dry, and forces

up nothing: that symptom is more dangerous in the first

affection, and less so in the second. But the remedy for a

violent and recent pain is blood-letting : although, when the

case is slighter, or of long standing, that aid is either superflu-
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ous,or too late; and our resource must be cupping, after sca-

rification of the skin. Also nuistard with vinegar is properly

applied upon the chest, until it excites ulcers and pustules;

and then a medicament which may draw forth the humour.

One ought moreover to surround the side with a bottom of

sulphurated wool ; afterwards, when the inflammation has

somewhat abated, to use dry and hot fomentations. After

these, we must proceed to malagmata. Lastly, when the

pain is of longer standing, it is discussed by applying resin.

Hot food and drink should be used ; cold avoided ; and, at

tlie same time, it is not inappropriate to rub the extremities

with oil and sulphur. When the cough is mitigated, he

should read gently, and now take both acrid food and undi-

luted wine. Such are the remedies prescribed by physi-

cians ; although, without these, the herb germander, drunk
in water, would appear to be a sufficient remedy for our

rustics. These means are generally applicable to every

pleurisy ; if the disease is of an acute character there is

more difficulty. In this case, besides the rules above men-
tioned, the following are to be observed : that the food be
a-si tliin and bland as possible, especially gruel, and that in

preference which is made of ptisan ; or chicken boiled into

broth with leeks, and not administered oftener than every
third day, unless the state of the strength require it moi'e

frequently ; and that the drink be hydromel, in which hys-

sop or rue has been boiled. The proper periods for the ex-
hibition of these last will become manifest, by paying due
regard to the increase and decline of the fever ; for they
should be given in the greatest remission : with this provi-

sion, however, that we bear in mind that in this kind of

cough the fauces should not be left to get dry ; for often

when there is nothing to be expectorated, it is continued,
and has a suflbcating tendency. For which reason, I. said

that a cough which brings up nothing, is worse than that
which detaches the phlegm. Now in this case, the very
nature of the disease does not allow wine to be supped as

above ordered : so instead of it, the cream of ptisan is to be
taken. But although the patient ought to be supported by
these things during the impetus of the disease, yet when
it has abated somewhat, a fuller diet, and also some wine
may be given, provided nothing be exhibited which may
either refrigerate the body, or exasperate the fauces. Should
the cough remain during the process of recruiting his strength
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also, it will be expedient to leave off for a day; and on the
next to take a little more wine with his food. So again, at
the commencement of the cough, as I have stated before, it

will not be improper to drink wine by cyalhs : but in this

kind of malady, sweet, or at any rate bland wine, is more
suitable. When the disease is inveterate, the body must be
strengthened by athletic training.

VII. From the frame of the body we pass to the viscera;

and first to the lungs : here a violent and acute disease

arises, which the Greeks call KepnrvevfioviKov (peripneumo-
nikon). The nature of it is as follows : the whole of the

lungs is affected ;
upon this state ensues a cough, carrying

with it bile or pus ; a weight of the praecordia, and of the

entire chest ; difficulty of breathing, severe febrile par-

oxysms, constant watching, loathing of food, and tabes. This
kind of malady is more dangerous than painful. It is pro-

per to bleed, if the strength be sufficient; if insufficient, to

dry-cup the prtecordia; then, to disperse by gestation, if

the patient be strong enough for it : if not, yet to move him
about in the house. It is fit to give a potion of hyssop,

with which dry figs have been boiled ; or hydromel, boiled

down with hyssop, or rue ; to use friction for a very long

time.at the shoulders, and afterwards in the fore-arms, feet,

and legs ; to rub gently over the region of the lungs ; and to

do that twice daily. But as to the diet, neither salt, nor

acrid, nor bitter articles are proper for him, nor those which
bind the bowels; but some of a blander nature. Therefore,

at the beginning, gruel should be given, made from ptisan,

or alica, or rice, with new lard boiled in it ; and along with

this, raw eggs, pine nuts with honey, and bread with washed
alica, or hydromel ;

afterwards, for his drink, not merely pure

water, but also tepid, or in summer cold mulse, unless any
thing prohibit. But in the increase of the disorder, it is

sufficient to give these every second day ; when it no longer

increases, he should abstain from every thing, as far as is

practicable, except lukewarm water. When the strength

fails, it should be sustained with hydromel. The applica-

tion of hot foments, or of those which both repress and mol-

lify, proves of service against the pains ; so also well-pow-

dered salt, mixed with cerate, and applied to the chest; for

it slightly erodes the skin and derivates that matter by which

the lung is distressed. A poultice made of those articles

which have a drawing quality is also beneficial. Nor is it
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improper, while the disease is oppressing, to keep the pa-

tient's chamber windows shut ; when somewhat relieved, to

admit a little air three or four times a day, by partially

opening the windows: then, during refection, to abstain

for several days from wine ; to use gestation and friction ;

to allow, besides his gruels and former aliments, from

the pot-herbs, leeks ; and of flesh, the heels, and ten-

droons; small fish likewise, with the precaution, that for a

length of time nothing be taken except what is soft and mild.

VIII. There is a disease also of another viscus, that

is of the LIVER, which is in like manner prone to be

sometimes chronic, and sometimes acute ; the Greeks

call it fjirnTiKciv (hepatikon). There is a violent pain un-

der the right preecordia, reaching up to the thorax, and
to the throat, and upper arm of the affected side : some-

times also the right hand is tormented with pain ; there

is a strong shivering : when it is severe, bile is vomited

up ; sometimes hiccough almost strangulates the patient.

And these are the symptoms of the disease when acute.

When there is suppuration in the liver, it is of a more
chronic character; the pain is now ended, and now be-

comes more intense ; the right preecordia become hard and
swollen ; there is greater difficulty of breathing after food

;

and some resolution of the jaws accedes. When the dis-

order has grown inveterate, the belly, legs, and feet be-

gin to swell ; the chest, upper arms, and parts about the

throat, on both sides, become extenuated. At the com-
mencement, the best remedy is blood-letting ; then the
bowels should be relaxed, and if other means fail, by black
hellebore

; cataplasms are to be applied externally ; first

such as may repress, then the hot and discutient, to which
orris or wormwood may be added ; and after these a ma-
lagma. Gruels should be given : all his aliments should be
warm and slightly nutritious, and, generally, such as are

eligible in pneumony ; likewise those articles which excite
the urine, together with potions having that property. In
this disease thyme is useful, so also savoury, hyssop, cat-

mint, starch, sesamum, bay berries, pine flowers, blood-
herb, mint, quince-pulp, pigeon's liver, fresh and uncooked.
Some of these may be eaten alone, and some added to the

gruel or drink, but they should be taken sparingly. Nei-
ther is it improper to swallow wormwood bruised with
honey and pepper, and of that a catapotium daily. He
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must especially abstain from every thing cold, for nothing is

more hurtful to the liver. He should use frictions for the

extremities ; all labour, all violent motion must be avoided :

he shotdd not even keep in his breath long together. An-
ger, trepidation, heavy weights, blows, and running are

inimical. Copious affusion of the body is serviceable, with

wai-m water, in winter; if in summer, with that which is

tepid
;

plentiful unction also, and sweating in the bath. But
when the liver is suffering from an abscess, the same means
are to be adopted as in other internal suppurations. Some
also make a counter-opening with a lancet, and cauterise

the vomica.

IX. But when the spleen is affected, it swells, as does

likewise the left side ; and this last is hard and renitent

:

the bowels are tense : there is also some tumidity in the

legs: the ulcers either do not heal at all, or certainly

cicatr'se with difBculty : in active walking and running-

there is a pain, with some sense of uneasiness. Rest ag-

gravates this disorder, and therefore exercise and labour are

requisite ; moderation however being observed, lest these, if

carried too far, produce fever. Unctions, frictions, and in-

sudations are necessary. All sweets are hurtful ; as are

also milk and cheese ; hut acids are most suitable. On this

account it is expedient to sup acrid vinegar alone, and more

particularly vinegar of squills. Salsaments ought to be

eaten, or olives preserved in hard brine; lettuces steeped in

vinegar, and endive in the same ; beets with mustard ; aspa-

ragus, horse-radish, wild parsnip, heels, cheeks, lean birds,

and venison of the same kind. Wormwood- decoction ought

to be given for a drink on an empty stomach ; but after food,

forge-water, in which the smith has from time to time

extinguished his irons ; for this last remedy has, in an especial

degree, a coercive effect upon the spleen, as has been observed

in certain animals which, when reared on the premises of

smiths, have small spleens. Thin austere wine may also be

given, and every thing which is diuretic, both in the form

of food and drink. Trefoil seed is of particular service, or

Qumin, or parsley, or wild thyme, or cytisus, or purslane, or

catmint, or thyme, or hyssop, or savoury ; for these seem

most effectually to draw the humour from it. An ox's

spleen is also advantageously allowed as an article of food

with advantage; and rocket and cresses are particularly

active in extenuating the spleen. Palliatives also should be
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applied externally. That the Greeks call pvpoPuXaroi' (mu-

robalanou) may be made of ointment and dates ; or of lin-

seed and the seed of cresses, with the addition of wine and

oil ; or of green cypress and dry figs; or of mustard with a

fourth part of the fat taken from a goat's kidneys, rubbed

in the sun and applied without delay. Capers are very fit

for this purpose in many ways; for they may both be eaten

with meat, and their briny liquor may be supped. Further-

more, it is expedient to apply the bruised root, or the rind

of it with bran, or the caper itself rubbed up with honey,

Malagmata also answer the same purpose,

X, But when the kidneys have been afl^ected, they re-

main disordered for a long time : and it is a worse case

when bilious vomiting accedes. One should rest quiet

;

sleep on a soft bed; relax the bowels; if other means fail,

by clysters also : frequently sit in hot water : neither take

cold food nor drink : abstain from every thing salt, acrid,

and acid, and from orchard fruit : drink freely : add some-

times to the food and sometimes to the drink pepper, leek,

ferula, and the white poppy, which are the most decided

diuretics, A suitable remedy for renal ulcers, if they still

require to be cleansed, is formed of sixty blanched cucum-
ber-seeds, twelve kernels of the pinus silvestris, as much anise

as can be taken up with the three fingers, and a little saf-

fron ; all triturated together, and taken in two doses with

mulse. But if it be the pain only that requires to be miti-

gated, thirty cucumber-seeds, twenty of the aforesaid ker-

nels, five sweet almonds, and a little saffron, may be pound-
ed together, and administered with milk as a drink. And
some of the malagmata are with propriety laid over the part;

and especially such as draw forth the humour.
XI. From the viscera we come to the intestines,

which are liable both to acute and chronic distempers. Cho-
lera must first be mentioned ; because that would appear to

be a disease common to the stomach and intestines. For
there is at the same time both purging and vomiting : and
besides these there is flatulency, the intestines are griped,

there is an eruption of bile both upwards and downwards, at

first like water, and afterwards appearing as though recent

flesh had been washed therein ; sometimes white, at others

black or vari-coloured. Hence the Greeks have named this

disease x"'^fp"'' (choleran). Besides the symptoms above
mentioned, the legs and hands are also often contracted;

CEL. G
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there is urgent thirst, and fainting : nor is it surprising that,

under such an assemblage of symptoms, sudden death ensues.

Nevertheless, there is no malady in which relief is afforded

with less difficulty. Therefore, without delay, when these

symptoms have occurred, the patient ought to drink as much
tepid water as he can^ and vomit. Vomiting by this means

is almost sure to accrue ; and even if it should not, benefit

ensues from having mixed fresh matter with the corrupt

;

and to stop the vomiting constitutes one half the cure. When
the vomiting has been stayed, he should forthwith abstain

from all drink. But if gripes be present, it is proper to

bathe the stomach with cold and moist fomentations; or

with tepid, if the abdomen be painful, assisting the belly

itself by remedies of a tolerably warm nature. But when

vomiting, and purging, and thirst, are violently tormenting

the patient, and the vomited egesta are somewhat crude, it

is not yet the proper season for wine ; water should be given,

and even that not cold, but with the chill off: and penny-

royal steeped in vinegar must be applied to the nostrils ; or

polenta sprinkled with wine, or mint is a convenient appli-

cation. But when the crudity has been removed, then there

is still more reason to apprehend fainting. That, therefore,

is the season for resorting to wine. It ought to be weak,

aromatic, and mixed with cold water ; or it is proper to take

it with polenta, or honey added thereto ; and as often as the

stomach or bowels discharge, so often by these remedies

should he recruit the strength. Erasistratus said that the drink

should be at first mixed with three or five drops of wine, and

that, afterwards, it should be gradually given more undiluted.

If he gave the wine from the commencement under a dread

of crudity, he was in the right so to do : if he thought a vio-

lent weakness could be benefited by three drops of wine,

he was in the wrong. But if the patient be suff"ering from

inanition, and his legs be contracted with spasm, a worm-

wood potion should be given at intervals. If the extremi-

ties be cold, they should be anointed with hot oil to which

a little wax has been added, and cherished with hot fomen-

tations, AVhen a tranquil state has not been produced even

under the use of these remedies, a cupping-glass should be

applied externally opposite to the stomach itself, or mustard

laid on there. When this, organ has become composed, he

should sleep ; on the next day certainly abstain from drink ;

on the third, go into the bath : and gradually recruit him-
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self by aliments ; and by sleep, to which there is a natural

tendency, avoiding lassitude and cold. If slight febrile

action remain after the suppression of the cholera, it is ne-

cessary to purge the bowels by clyster, and then to use food

and wine.

XII. Now this disease is in fact of an acute character
;

and, since it is both situated in the intestines and the sto-

mach, it is no easy matter to say to which part it chiefly

belongs. But that which is called by the Greeks KoiXiahbs,

(koiliakos), is seated at the pylorus of the stomach, and is

usually chronic. Under this aftection, the abdomen becomes
indurated, and pain is felt there. The bowels void nothing,

not even wind ; the extremities become cold ; the breath is

expired with difficulty. It is particularly useful, at first,

to apply hot cataplasms entirely over the abdomen, in order

to assuage the pain : to vomit after food, and so to empty
the belly

; afterwards, on the next days, to dry-cup the
abdomen and hips : to keep the bowels open by giving milk
and salt wine, cold ; and green figs also, if the season per-
mit, providing that neither the food nor drink be given all

at once, but gradually. Wherefore at intervals it suffices to
administer two or three cyaths of drink, and food in propor-
tion : a cyath of water, mixed with a cyath of milk, and so
exhibited, answers conveniently enough : inflating and acrid
aliments are the more useful ; therefore bruised garlic may
be also rightly mixed with the milk. But in process of time
gestation becomes necessary, especially that by sailing ; the
patient should be rubbed three or four times a day, adding
nitre to the oil : he should have warm water poured on him
after food ; then apply mustard over all his limbs, except his
head, until they be excoriated and reddened ; and especi-
ally if the frame be solid and robust: afterwards he should
gradually pass to the use of medicines which bind the
bowels. Roast meat should be given, such as is nutritious
and not easily corrupted ; for his drink boiled rain-water, but
in the quantities of two or three cyaths. "When the disease is

inveterate, he should swallow a piece of assafcetida, equal-
ling the size of a pepper-corn ; drink wine, or water, every
other day ; occasionally sup wine by cyaths ; clyster with
tepid rain-water; and especially when the pain remains in
the lower parts.

XIII. There are two distempers whose seat is limited to
the intestines themselves ; the one to the smaller, the other
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to the larger. The first is acute, the last may be chrome;

Diodes, the Carystian, named the disease of the smaller gut

X^rjpha\pov (chordapsoii), that of the larger elXeuv (eileon). I

observe that by most persons the former is now called elXeoy,

the latter koXikov (kolicon). Now the first sometimes excites

pain above, and sometimes below the umbilicus. Inflam-

mation occurs in either part : neither stools nor wind is

passed downwards : if the upper part be affected, food is

voided by the mouth ; if the lower, faeces : if both, the case

is inveterate. The danger is aggravated by a bilious vomit-

ing of a bad odour, whether various or black. The remedy

is bleeding, or cupping in several places ; but not incising

every place : for it is sufficient to do that in two or three

parts, while dry-cupping the others is all that is required.

It is then expedient to ascertain what part is affected : for

over that there is usually swelling. And if it be above the

umbilicus, alviduction is of no service ; if below, it is best,

according to the opinion of Erasistratus, to purge by clyster

;

and that remedy is frequently sufficient. Now this is effected

by the strained cream of ptisan with oil and honey, without

further addition. When there is no swelling, it is proper to

place both hands upon the upper part of the abdomen, and

to draw them down gradually : for the seat of the disease

will thus be detected by its being renitent ; and then it may

be decided whether or not the bowels ought to be clysteved.

The following are general remedies : to apply hot cata-

plasms, and to put them from the breasts as far as the groins

and spine, changing them frequently; to rub the fore-arms

and legs; to immerse the patient in hot oil ; and if the pain

do not" cease, also to inject into the bowels three or four

cyaths of the same. When by these means we have ob-

tained a transmission of wind downwards, we should proffer

for drink warm mulse, but not largely; for previously, all

drinking should be guarded against with the utmost precau-

tion. Should this last remedy prove satisfactory, we ought

to add gruel. When the pain and fever have subsided,

then at last we ought to use a fuller diet; but that not of

a flatulent, or hard, or strong nature, lest the intestines be

injured while they are as yet in a weakly condition. No
drink should be given, except pure water : for such as are

vinous and acid, are alike injurious. And he should sub-

sequently avoid bathing, walking, gestation, and all other

motions of the body. For the affection is very liable to re-
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turn ; and exposure to cold or any jactitation brings on a

relapse, unless the strength has been completely restored.

XIV. Now the malady which is situated in the larger

intestine, generally happens in that part which 1 have de-

scribed as the ceecum. There is great flatulency; severe

pain, especially in the right side ; the intestine, which seems

to be inverted, almost deprives the patient of the power of

breathing. In most cases, it arises after chills and crudi-

ties, and afterwards subsides ; and frequently recurring in

the course of one's life, it embitters, without shortening it.

When the pain has commenced, it is requisite to apply dry

and hot fomentations; but at first mild, and afterwards

stronger ; and at the same time, by friction, to evocate the

matter to the extremities, that is to say, to the legs and

arms: if not thus removed, the painful part should be dry-

cupped. There is also a remedy prepared for the purpose,

which is called the koXikov (kolikon). Cassius used to

boast that he invented it. It is more useful when given as

a drink ; but even as an external application it alleviates

the pain, by dispersing the wind. Unless the anguish be

removed, neither food nor drink ought to be taken. I have

already mentioned the diet proper for these cases. The
medicinal preparation, which is called koXikov (kolikon),

consists of the following: of costum, anise, castoreum, of

each p. jx . III. parsley p. den. iii. long and round pepper,

of each p. K. II. of poppy-tears, round cyperus, myrrh,

nard, of each p. K. vi. all mixed together with honey.

Now this may both be swallowed, and taken in hot water.

XV. Next to these is a common afl'ection of the intestines,

called GRIPES, and by the Greeks hvaei Tepia (dusenteria).

The intestines are ulcerated internally ; cruentate blood flows

from them ; and that sometimes with faeces uniformly liquid;

at others with mucous excretions: occasionally also some
fleshy matter conies away: there is frequent desire for stool,

and pain in the anus : with this pain there is some trivial

excretion ; and by that also the anguish is increased : this

after a time is somewhat alleviated, and there is a slight

interval of ease : sleep is interrupted ; some fever arises

;

and when the disease has grown inveterate, it either destroys

the patient, or, even though it be cured, torments for a con-

siderable time. It is of the last importance to rest quiet,

for all agitation exulcerates; then to take, while fasting, a

cyath of wine, with the root of cinquefoil : to apply repressing
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poultices to the abdomen, which in the previously mentioned
diseases are inexpedient; and as often as the patient goes to

stool, he ought to bathe his posteriors with a warm decoc-

tion of vervains: to eat purslane either boiled, or pickled in

strong brine ; and to take food and drink of an astringent

quality. When the disease is chronic, it is proper to clys-

ter with the tepid cream of ptisan, or with milk, or melted

fat, or deer-marrow, or oil, or butter with rose-oil, or the

raw white of eggs with this last, or with a decoction of lin-

seed ; or if no sleep ensue, to use tlie yolks with a decoction

of rose-leaves : for tliese alleviate the pain, and mitigate the

state of the ulcers; and are particularly useful, in the event

of a loathing of food. Themison has recorded his opinion

that strong brine should be used in the same way. But the

food should be such as may gently bind the bowels. Diure-

tics when they have their proper effect, are useful by deter-

mining the humours to another part : if they fail of their effect,

they augment the malady: hence they must not be employed,

except in habits susceptible of their operation. If fever be

present, pure warm water should be given ; or that whicli is

itself astringent: if that be not at hand, light, austere wine.

If for several days the remedies have afforded no relief, and

the affection be now inveterate, the drinking of very cold

water constringes the ulcers, and lays the foundation of

recovery. But when the purging has been checked, he

should immediately return to the use of warm water. Some-

times also a putrid sanies descends, excessively fetid : and a

flux of pure blood is not unusual. In the former case, the

bowels should be clystered with hydromel, and then should

be injected the remedies above comprised. A lump of mi-

nium powdered with a hemina of salt is effective against

gangrene of the intestines, if mixed with water and used as

a clyster. But when there is a flux of blood, the food and

drink should be of an astringent quality.

XVI. After dysentery sometimes a lieNTERY arises;

in which the intestines can retain nothing, and quickly dis-

charge in an undigested state whatever has been eaten. This

is sometimes of long continuance, and sometimes rapidly de-

stroys. In this it is decidedly proper to employ remedies

which are calculated to check discharge, in order that we

may increase the retentive power of the intestines. There-

fore both mustard should be applied over the breast, and

after the skin is ulcerated, a malagma, to draw out the hu-
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mour; the patient should sit in a decoction of vervains;

take such food and drink as may bind the belly ; and use

cold affusions. It is expedient however to be on the look-

out, lest by applying these remedies, the contrary affection

arise, through immoderate flatulencies.

Therefore the intestines will require to be strengthened

gradually by daily increasing the nutriment; and since, as

in every ventral flux, it is expedient not to go to stool as

often as one has the inclination, but as often as one is com-

pelled, so in this also is it especially necessary, in order to

habituate the intestines to bear their burden. There is

another rule which applies to all similar affections, and here

requires a particular observance ;
that, as those things which

are beneficial are disagreeable, such as plantain, and bram-

ble-berries, and all mixtures of pomegranate bark, those

which the patient likes best should be given in preference ;

but if he loath them all, that something more grateful, even

though less useful, be interposed, to excite the appetite.

Exercises and frictions are necessary also in this disease

;

and with these, insolation, heat, the bath, and vomiting;

and this last too, according to Hippocrates, excited, if other

means fail, by white hellebore.

XVII. Moreover worms also sometimes infest the

bowels ; and these are sometimes discharged downwards,

and, what is more disgusting, sometimes by the mouth ; and

sometimes we observe them to be broad, which are the

worst ; and" sometimes round. AVhen they are broad, a de-

coction of lupines or mulberry bark may be given for a drink ;

or bruised hyssop, or an acetabulum of pepper, or a little

scammony. Or on one day he may vomit alter eating gar-

lic, and on the next collect the fine roots of pomegranate

to the extent of a handful ; boil them when bruised in three

sextarii of water, down to one-third ; add a little nitre, and

drink the decoction on an empty stomach. Then after the

interval of three hours, let him take two draughts of such

decoction, or the same with strong brine added to it: then

let him go to stool, hot water being placed in the vessel be-

neath. And when they are the round sort, which princi-

pally infest children, the same remedies may be given, to-

gether with some more gentle ; as the bruised seed of the

nettle, or of cabbage, or of cumin with water, or mint in the

same, or a decoction of wormwood, or hyssop in hydromel,

or the seed of cresses bruised up with vinegar. It is also
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serviceable to eat lupines and garlic ; or to uae oil as a
clyster.

XVIII. There is again another affection, which the
Greeks call reiverrfxov (teinesmon), slighter than either of
those recently spoken of. It can neither be ranked with the
acute, nor with the chronic diseases, since it is easily re-

moved, and never of itself destroys life. In this, as in dys-
entery, there is a frequent inclination for stool, and equal
pain attending evacuation. But matter resembling phlegm
and mucus is discharged downwards, and sometimes a matter
slightly cruentate, although mixed with some natural faeces.

He ought to sit down in hot water, and frequently lubricate

the anus; for which purpose several medicines are proper ;

as butter with rose-oil, acacia dissolved in vinegar, the plas-

ter which the Greeks call TeTpat^iapunKov, melted with rose-

oil ; alum wi-apped up in wool, and thus applied ; and the

same remedies which are beneficial in dysentery, used in the

form of clysters; so also decoction of vervains to foment the

lower parts. But he should take alternately, on one day
water, and on another light and austere wine. His drink

should be barely lukewarm ; his plan of diet the same as

that prescribed for dysentery.

XIX. DiARRHCEA is a trivial disorder, when recent; in

this there is a lax state of the bowels, and the motions are

inore frequent than usual : sometimes the pain is moderate, at

others very severe ; and this last is the worst. A diarrhoea

of one day's continuance is often salutary : so it is when ex-

isting for several, so long as there is no fever, and it sub-

sides within seven days. For thus the system is cleansed,

and a matter advantageously discharged, which would other-

wise have been injurious. But long continuance of this

disorder is dangerous ; for it sometimes excites dysentery,

and slight febrile paroxysms, and so consumes the strength.

On the first day it is suflScient to rest quiet, without check-

ing the looseness. When it ceases spontaneously, to use the

bath and take a little nutriment. Should it continue, to ab-

stain not only from food but from drink also. The day

after, if nevertheless the bowels be lax, to rest in like man-

ner, and to take a little astringent food. On the third

day to use the bath, to rub the whole body powerfully, ex-

cept the abdomen, to bring the loins and shoulders near the

fire; to use food, but that of a binding nature, and wine in

small quantities undiluted. If the flux remain on the next
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day, to eat more, but to vomit also. On the whole, to op-

pose it bv thirst, fasting, and vomiting until it subside : for

it can scarce happen that, after observing this plan, the

bowels should remain unrestrained. Another method, when

you may wish to constringe, is to sup and then vomit
:
next

day to lie in bed : in the evening to be anointed, but gently :

then to take about half a pound of bread in undiluted

Aminajan wine ; then some roast meat, particularly birds ;

and afterwards to drink the same wine mingled with rain-

water : and having done so till the fifth day, again to vomit.

Asclepiades, contrary to former authors, affirmed that the

drink ought to be constantly cold ; nay, as cold as possible.

I AM OF OPINION that every one ought to confide in his

own personal experience, in deciding whether he should use

it hot or cold. Furthermore it sometimes happens that this

malady, when neglected for several days, becomes more

difficult to cure. He ought to commence with a vomit: on

the evening of the following day to be anointed in a tepid

apartment; to take food in moderation, and the roughest

wine without dilution ; to keep rue with cerate on the abdo-

men. But when the body is thus afl!"ected, there is no need

of walking, or of friction : carriage exercise is beneficial ;

riding on horseback still more so; for nothing is more

strengthening to the intestines. But when medicines are also

to be used,.that is the fittest which is prepared from poma-

ceous fruit. In the vintage season, pears and crab-apples

are to be thrown into a large vessel ; or when these are not

to be had, green T^rantine or Signine pears, or Scandianian

or Amerinian apples, or the fruit called myrapia ; and

to these should be added quinces and pomegranates with

their peel, the service fruit, and particularly that sort called

the torminalia, so that these last fill one-third of the pot

:

then, after that, it should be filled with must, and boiled,

until all the ingredients, having been dissolved, become in-

corporated. This is not ungrateful to the palate ; and taken

moderately, whenever need requires, it restrains the bowels,

without any injury to the stomach. It suffices to take two
or three spoonsful in the day. Another more powerful

remedy is prepared by gathering myrtle-berries, expressing

the vinou3 juice therefiom, and boiling it down till a tenth

part remain : the dose is a cyath. A third, which can al-

ways be made, is prepared by scooping out a pomegranate ;

and, having removed all the seeds, we are again to put in the
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interstitial membranes : then to pour in raw eggs, and mix
with a small rod : then put the quince itself upon a chafing-

dish, which is not burned, so long as there is any fluid in it

:

when it begins to dry, it is requisite to remove it, and to eat

the contained extract with a spoon. It acquires greater

efficacy by the addition of some other things : for this rea-

son, it is thrown into pepper-vinegar, and mixed with salt

and pepper, and something may be eaten with them. Pulti-

cula, with which a little old honeycomb has been boiled,

lentils boiled with pomegranate peel, bramble-tops boiled in

water, and eaten with oil and vinegar, are efficacious ; and
so likewise is the drinking of that water in which either

dates, or quinces, or dry sorbs, or bramble-berries have been

boiled : which kind I mean, as often as I say that astringent

drink ought to be given. A hemina of wheat also is boiled

down in austere Aminaean wine ; and that wheat is given to

the patient, when fasting and thirsty, and the wine drunk

afterwards; which may justly be ranked among the most

efficacious remedies. So also Signine wine is given as a

drink, or the austere resinated, or any other which is austere.

And pomegranate is bruised with its rinds and seeds, and

mingled with wine of the same sort : and the patient either

drinks that neat, or mixed. But the use of medicines is

superfluous, except in bad cases.

XX. 1. In females, a violent disease arises in the womb
also; and, next to the stomach, this part is most sym-
pathetically AFFECTED BY, AND MOST SYMPATHETI-
CALLY AFFECTS THE REST OF THE SYSTEM. Sometimes

also it so completely takes away the senses, as to occasion

the patient to fall, as if in epilepsy. The case, however,

difi'ers in that the eyes are not turned, nor does froth issue

forth, nor are there any convulsions : there is only a deep

sleep. The affection in some women returning frequently,

becomes permanent. When it has occurred, if there be

sufficient strength, blood-letting is of service ; if insufficient,

the cucurbitals are to be applied to the groins, ^^^hen the

patient lies in this state for some considerable time, and has

otherwise been used so to do, it is expedient, in order to rouse

her, to apply an extinguished lamp-wick to her nose, or any

of those articles I have described to be of a disagreeable

odour. The aff'usion of cold water has the same efl'ect : and

also rue triturated with honey is an auxiliary, or cerate with

cyprine oil, or any hot and moist poultice applied to the ex-
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ternal parts of generation, as high up as the pubes. Mean-

time it is proper to rub the hips and hams. Then, when she

comes to herself, wine is to be interdicted for a whole year,

even though the same disorder should not return : daily and

universal friction must be employed, but chiefly of the abdo-

men and hams : food of the middle class should be given :

mustard applied upon the lower belly every third or fourth

day, until the surface of the body be red. When there is a

hardness left there, night-shade, steeped in milk and then

bruised, appears serviceable as an emollient : so also white

wax and deer's marrow with orris-oil, or beef or goat

suet mixed with rose-oil. Castor, or git, or dill should

be given in the form of drink. If her system require

cleansing, she should be purged with cypress. But if the

womb be exulcerated, a cerate should be formed of rose-

oil ; and fresh hogs'-lard and white of egg may be mixed

and applied ; or white of egg, mixed with rose-oil, with the

addition of powder of rose-leaves, to give it a consistence.

But when the womb is sutfering pain, it ought to be fumi-

gated with sulphur. When excessive menstruation is de-

ranging a female's health, the remedy is to scarify and cup

the groins, or the part immediately below the breasts.

When the discharge is malignant, it is requisite to subjoin*»** * ***
uniting together * * « » «

White olives also produce this efiect, and the dark poppy,

taken with honey : so also gum dissolved with powdered

smallage seed, and administered with a cyath of passum.

In addition to these remedies, in all affections of the blad-

der, aromatic potions are useful, such as those made of

spikenard, saflVon, cinnamon, cassia, and the like; a de-

coction of the pistacia lentiscus or mastich tree, is equally

eifectual. Nevertheless, when the pain is insupportable,

and when there is hfemorrhage, blood-letting is also proper

;

the application of the cupping instruments to the hips, after

scarifying the skin.

2. When an excessive flow of urine, disproportionate to

the quantity of the fluids drunk, and discharged without

pain, is producing emaciation and endangering life, if it be

limpid there is need of exercise and friction ; and that, es-

pecially out in the sun, or near the fire : the bath ought to

be seldom employed, and without loitering in it: the food

astringent, the wine undiluted and austere, cold in summer,
in winter lukewarm ; but in the smallest proportion. The
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lower belly is either to be clystered, or purged with milk.

When the urine is thick, the exercise and friction ought to

be somewhat more vehement ; his stay in the bath longer ;

the food and wine both tender. In either affection, all

things are to be avoided which usually excite the urinary

discharge.

XXI. There is also an affection in the generative or-

gans; an excessive seminal discharge, which is given off

without sexual intercourse, without nocturnal dreams, to

such an extent, that in time it destroys the person by a

tabes. In this affection, very strong frictions, affusions, and

very cold swimming baths are useful : nor should any food or

drink be taken except cold. He ought, moreover, to avoid

crudities, and all flatulent food : to take none of that kind

which seems to collect the semen ; such as winter wheat,

simila, eggs, alica, starch, all kinds of glutinous flesh, pep-

per, rocket, bulbs, pine-nuts. Nor is it inexpedient to fo-

ment the lower parts with a decoction of the astringent ver-

vains : to cover the lower part of the abdomen, and the

groins, with some cataplasms of the same herbs, and espe-

cially of rue with vinegar ; and to avoid sleeping in a supine

position

.

XXII. It remains that I come to the extremities, which

are connected by means of joints. I will begin with the

hips. A pain not unusually occurs in these ; and that often

debilitates the patient, and some it never quits. This last

kind is difficult of cure, because a malignant force, for the

most part the consequence of chronic disorders rushes to

this quarter, and, liberating other parts, here fixes itself.

We must first foment with hot water, and afterwards use

hot cataplasms. That which seems most useful is the sliced

bark of the caper, mixed with barley meal, or with figs

boiled in water ; or the meal of darnel boiled in diluted

wine, and mixed with dry lees : and since these are apt to

get cold, it is better to apply the malagmata at night. Also

the root of elicampane bruised, and then boiled in austere

Wine, and extensively applied over the hips, is one of the

most eflicacious remedies. Should these not have removed

the pain, hot and moist salt must be used. If the pain have

not been removed even by this means, or if swelling accrue,

cupping glasses are to be applied after incising the skin ;
the

urine is to be promoted ; the bowels, if bound, to be clys-

tered. The last and most eflScacious remedy in obstinate

cases, .is to establish three or four ulcers. above the hip, by
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means of the actual cautery. We should likewise employ
friction, especially in the sun, and several times in the same
day, so that the hurtful collection of matter may be dis-

persed : and that too on the hips themselves, when there is

no ulceration there ; when there is, it should be employed
on other parts. Now since ulceration by the actual cautery

is often required to be performed, to the intent that nocent

matter may be elicited, it is a general rule, not to heal such

ulcers as readily as one can ; but to keep them open, imtil

that affection subside, which it is our object to relieve.

XXI II. Next in succession to the hips come the knees ;

in which pain is wont sometimes to occur. Our relief is in

the cataplasms and cucurbitals aforesaid ; as it is also in

pains of the humeral and other joints. Riding on horse-

back is of all things most hurtful to one who has pains of the

knees. Furthermore, all affections of this kind, when inve-

terate, scarce admit of cure without cauterization.

. XXIV. Articular diseases in the hands and feet are

more frequent, and of longer continuance ; such for example
as usually occur in the foot and hand. These rarely attack

eunuchs, or boys before a first sexual intercourse, or women,
except those who have a suppressed menstrual discharge.

When such pains are first felt, blood should be drawn ; for

that done at the very commencement, often insures health

for one year, and sometimes for life. Some also, by cleans-

ing their systems with asses' milk, have escaped ever after.

Some by refraining a whole year from wine, mulse, and
venery, have rendered themselves secure all their lives ; and
this plan should most decidedly be followed, even after the

fit has subsided. But if the disease have become habitual,

although the patient may be safer at those seasons in which
the pain remits, yet at the periods of its recurrence, which
are usually spring and autumn, he ought to be more careful.

Now when the pain is violent, he ought in the morning to

use gestation ; then to be carried, to move himself about by
gentle walking, and it it be foot-gout, to walk and sit alter-

nately, at short intervals.

Before he takes his food, he ought to be gently rubbed in

a hot place without going into the bath ; to sweat ; to be
sluiced with tepid water ; afterwards to take aliments of the
middle class, and in the intervals some of the diuretics;

and as often as his habit becomes full, to vomit. W hen the
pain is violent, it makes a difference whether it is without
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tumour, or whether there be swelling with heat, or whether

the tumour has aheady grown callous. For when there is

no tumour, hot foments should be used. It is proper to heat

sea-water, or strong brine; then to throw it into a basin,

and when the man can bear it, therein to immerse his feet,

throw his cloak over, and cover up with a blanket ; after-

wards gradually pouring in some of the same liquor near the

lip of the vessel, to keep up the temperature ; and then, at

night, to put on calefacient poultices, particularly the root

of mallows boiled in wine. But wlien there is swelling and

heat, refrigerants are more beneficial, and the joints ought

to be kept in very cold water; but not every day, and not

long together, lest the nerves be injured. Again, a cooling

cataplasm must be applied; nor must this plan be continued

long, but a transition made to those applications which are

at once repressing and emollient.

When the pain is more violent, the rind of the poppy is

to be boiled in wine, and mixed with a cerate made of rose-

oil ; or an equal quantity of wax and hogs'-lard may be

melted together, and wine mixed with these : afterwards,

when that portion which has been applied grows hot, it

should be removed, and more from time to time substituted.

But when the tumours have grown callous and painful, the

application of a spunge frequently expressed from oil, or

vinegar, or cold water, affords alleviation; or pitch, wax,

and alum, in equal portions. There are also several malag-

mata proper for the hands and feet. But when the pain will

not permit of anything being laid on, if the part be not

swollen, we may foment with a spunge dipped in the decoc-

tion of poppy-rinds, or of the root of the wild cucumber,

and then put saffron with poppy juice and sheep's milk on

the joints. When there is tumour, we ought to foment with

a tepid decoction of mastich, or other repressing vervains

:

to apply also a medicament made of bitter almonds tritu-

rated with vinegar ; or of cerussa with the juice of bruised

bloodwort. A stone also which eats aAvay the flesh, and

which the Greeks call aap^oipayoi' (sarcophagon), hollowed

out to admit the feet, relieves them when in pain, if there-

in introduced and retained. Hence, in Asia, the Assian

stone is most esteemed. When the pain and inflammation

have abated, which happens in forty days, unless it be the

patient's fault, he should resort to moderate exercises, absti-

nence, mild inunctions, rubbing the joints with acopum, or
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liquid cypress cerate. Riding on horseback is improper for

the gouty. Moreover, they who liave joint-pains periodi-

cally, ought by a careful diet to obviate an useless super-

fluity of the humours of the body, both by vomiting, and if

there be anything alarming in the state of the system, either

by clystering, or purging with milk. This last Erasistratus

rejected in the cure of the gouty, lest the derivation down-

wards might render the feet plethoric : although it is clear,

that by purgation of every kind, not merely the upper but

also the lower parts of the body are depleted.

XXV. But from whatever disease a patient is recovering,

when his convalescence is slow, he ought to awake at break

of day ; nevertheless to lie still in bed : about the third

hour to rub his body gently with anointed hands : then, by
way of amusement, to walk as much as he pleases, without

attending to any business: to use gestation for a long time :

much friction : frequently to change his abode, his climate,

and his food : after drinking wine for three or four days, al-

ternately to take water for one, or two. For thus it will

happen, that he will not fall into afi^ections conducive to

tabes, but soon regain his strength. When perfectly re-

covered, any sudden irregularity or alteration will be dan-

gerous.

He should, therefore, in returning to an unrestrained mode
of living, gradually omit to observe the dietetic precepts just

mentioned.
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I HAVE mentioned those diseases which are benefited

principally by regimen : it is now my duty to pass over to

that department of medicine which opposes disease by me-

dicinal compositions chiefly. Ancient authors, as well

Erasistratiis, as also those who styled themselves empirics,

attached much importance to such agents : above all, how-

ever, Herophilus and his followers ; for they used them in

the treatment of every disease. Much has been recorded

relative to the properties of medicaments ; such, for example,

as those of Zeno, or of Andreas, or of ApoUonius, who was

surnamed Mys. Asclepiades, with some show of reason,

got rid of their use in great part ; and inasmuch as all phy-

sic usually has an injurious effect on the stomach, and is of

a bad juice, he preferred giving his whole attention to regi-

men. Though it is true this last plan is more useful in the

majority of diseases, yet many affections are wont to occur

in our bodies, which cannot be cured without medicaments.

One thing above all ought we to know, that the deparTt

MENTS OF MEDICINE ARE SO INTERWOVEN, THAT THEIR

PERFECT SEPARATION IS IMPOSSIBLE; but that they re-

ceive their designation from the particular source from which

they principally derive their remedial agents. Hence it

happens that that part which cures by regimen, occasionally

employs physic, and that which opposes disease chiefly by

medicinal compositions, ought also to embrace regmien ;

which last is productive of very important eff'ects in all dis-

eases. But since all medicines have their peculiar pro-

perties, and are serviceable oftentimes as simples, and often

in the form of compounds, it should seem proper first to

mention their names, virtues, and compositions, that there

may be the less delay in the investigation of the treatment ot

disease.

I The medicines which suppress haemorrhage are green

copperas, which the Greeks call x^XKcn dou (chalkanthon),

chalcitis, acacia, lycium with water, olibanum, aloes, the
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guriis, burnt lead, leek, blood-herb, chalk both Cimolian

and potter's, misy, cold water, wine, vinegar, alum from the

isle of Melos, iron and copper scales ; and of this last also,

there are two species, one of copper merely, and one of red

copper.

II. The medicines which agglutinate a green wound
are myrrh, olibanura, the gums, and especially gum-arabic ;

flea-wort, tragacanth, cardamoms, bulbs, linseed, cresses,

white of egg, glue, isinglass, the white vine ; snails bruised,

shells and all ; boiled honey ; a spunge expressed from cold

water, or wine, or vinegar ; succid wool with the same li-

quids, and, if the wound be trivial, spider's web. The re-

priments are alum, both the scissile, which is called a-^^iarov

(schiston), and the liquid Melinian ;
orpiment, verdigrease,

chalcitis, copperas,

III. The substances which CONCOCT and excite the pus
are nard, myrrh, costum, balsamum, galbanum, propolis,

styras, the soot and bark of the olibanum tree, bitumen,

pitch, sulphur, resin, suet, fat, oil.

IV. The medicines which seem to open the mouths of

wounds, are that which the Greeks call arop-a (stoma), cin-

namon, balsamum, panaces, juncus quadratus, pennyroyal,

flower of white violet, bdellium, galbanum, turpentine and
pine resin, propolis, old oil, pepper, pellitory, chamaepitys,

stavesacre, sulphur, alum, seed of rue.

V. The DETERGENTS are verdigrease, orpiment, called

by the Greeks upaeviKuv (arsenikon), (which has, in all re-

spects, the properties of sandarach, only stronger), copper

scales, pumice, orris, balsam, storax, olibanura, olibanum

bark, pine and liquid resin, wild vine, lizard's dung, the

blood of the pigeon, ring-dove, and swallow ; ammoniacum,
bdellium, which has the same properties as ammoniacum,
but is stronger; southernwood, dry flgs, the Gnidian berry,

ivory dust, omphacium, radishes, coagulum, especially that

of a hare, which, although it has the same properties as

other coagula, is decidedly stronger ; ox-gall, raw yolk of

egg, hartshorn, glue prepared from the ox, raw honey, misy,

chalcitis, saftron, stavesacre, litharge, nut-galls, copper
scales, blood-stone, minium, costum, sulphur, crude pitch,

suet, lard, oil, rue, leek, lentils, vetches.

VI. The CORROSIVES are alum in solution, especially

the round sort, verdigrease, chalcitis, misy, copper scales,

particularly the red, calcined copper, sandarach, Sinopian
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minium, galls, balsamum, myrrh, olibanum, and the bark of

its tree, galbanum, moist turpentine, resin, both kinds of

pepper, but the round more so ; cardamom, orpiment, lime,

nitre, and aphronitre, smallage-seed, narcissus root, ompha-

cium, bastard spunge, oil of bitter almonds, garlic, crude

honey, wine, mastich tree, iron filings, ox-gall, scammony,

stavesacre, cinnamon, styrax, hemlock-seed, resin, seed of

narcissus, gall, bitter almonds and their oil, green copperas,

chrysocolla, hellebore, ashes.

VII. The medicines which exert the power of eating

away the flesh, are acacia-juice, ebony, verdigrease, copper

scales, chrysocolla, Cyprian ash, nitrum, cadmia, litharge,

hypocistis, diphryges, salt, orpiment, sulphur, hemlock,

sandarach, salamander, bastard spunge, flower of copper,

chalcitis, green copperas, ochre, lime, vinegar, galls, alum,

milk of the wild fig, or of sea spurge, which is called by the

Greeks ridufiaWos (tithumallos), animal gall, soot of oliba-

num, spodium, lentils, honey, olive-leaves, horehound, blood-

stone, and also the Phrygian, Assian, and scissile stones,

misy, wine, vinegar.

VIII. The caustics are orpiment, green copperas, chalci-

tis, misy, verdigrease, lime, burnt paper, salt, copper scales,

calcined lees, myrrh, the dung of the lizard, pigeon, ring-

dove, and swallow ; pepper, Gnidian berry, garlic, diphry-

ges, both the milks mentioned in the last chapter, white and

black hellebore, cantharides, coral, pellitory, olibanum,

salamander, herb rocket, sandarach, stavesacre, chrysocolla,

ochre, scissile alum, sheep-dung, oenanthe.

IX. The same medicines usually produce a crust on ul-

cers, as if burnt by fire : but the chief of these are chalcitis,

(and the more so when it has been boiled,) flower of copper,

verdigrease, orpiment, misy ; and the efiect of this last also

is increased by boiling.

X. Eschars may be detached by wheat-flour with

rue, or leeks, or lentils, to which some honey has been

added.
^ , i n

XI. The most efficacious discutients for local collec-

tions are southernwood, elicampane, sweet marjoram, white

violet, honey, lily, Cyprian sampsucus, milk, melhlot, wdd

thyme, cypress, cedar, iris, purple violet, narcissus, roses,

saftron, passum, j uncus quadratus, nard, cinnamon, cassia,

ammoniacum, wax, resin, stavesacre, litharge, styrax, dry

figs, goat-marjoram, seed of lin and narcissus, bitumen, dust
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from the gymnasium, pyrites-stone, or mill-stone, crude yolk

of egg, bitter almonds, sulphur.

XII. The EVOCANT and DRAWING medicines are lada-

num, round alum, ebony, linseed, omphacium, gall, chalci-

tis, bdellium, turpentine and pine resin, propolis, dried figs

boiled, pigeon's dung, pumice, darnel-meal, unripe figs boiled

in water, elaterium,. bay-berries, nitre, and salt.

XIII. The substances which have the effect of smoothing

any part which is rough, are spodium, ebony, gum, white of

egg, milk, tragacanth.

XIV. Pine resin, ochre, both that called attice and
that called asterace, wax, butter, are incarnants, and fill

up ulcers.

XV. The EMOLLIENTS are calcined copper, Eretrian

earth, nitre, opium, ammoniacum, bdellium, wax, suet, fat,

oil, dry figs, sesamum, mellilot, both the root and seed of
narcissus, rose-leaves, coagulum, raw yolk of egg, bitter

almonds, marrow of all kinds, antimony, pitch, boiled snails,

hemlock-seed, dross of lead, which the Greeks call aKopiav

fio\v(ihov (skorian molubdou), panaces, cardamom, galba-
num, resin, stavesacre, styrax, orris, balsam, dust from the
gymnasium, sulphur, butter, rue.

XVI. Honey has the power of cleansing the skin ; but
it is more efficacious when mixed with galls, or vetches, or
lentils, or horehound, or orris, or rue, or nitre, or verdi-
grease.

XVII. 1. Having set forth the properties of drugs in

their simple state, we have next to treat of the method of
mixing, and of the preparations made from them. Now
they are mixed variously, and without any set method : for

some of the simples may be removed, and others added ;

and when the same ingredients are retained, the proportion
of their weight may be altered. Hence it happens, that
although the substances which possess medicinal properties
are not very numerous, yet their mixtures are innumerable :

and even though the whole could be here embraced, yet
would it be superfluous. For all the required effects may
be accomplished by a few compositions, and after gaining a
knowledge of their virtues, it is very easy to vary them at
pleasure. 1 shall therefore be content to mention such as I
find most esteemed.

But in this book I shall explain such as seem supplemen-
tary to the former, or appertaining to those cures of which I
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shall here immediately treat, at the same time, however,

subjoining those which are more commonly employed. Such

as are accommodated to one disease only, or even to a few,

I shall defer for insertion in their proper places. But I

would previously have it understood that one ounce contains

seven denarii ; that I divide each denarius weight into six

parts or sextants ; that I have the same in a sextant of a

denarius, as the Greeks have in that which they call 6(ov\6y

(obolon). That, reduced to our weights, makes little more

than half a scruple.

2. Now malagmata and plasters, and pastils, which the

Greeks call rpoxlffKovs (trochiskous), although in many re-

spects similar, differ, in that malagmata are chiefly formed

of flowers, and even from their stalks; plasters and pastils

more from certain minerals. Again, malagmata become

soft enough by being bruised ; for they are applied to sound

skin : the ingredients from which plasters and pastils are

prepared, are diligently powdered, that they may not prove

hurtful to wounds when applied thereto. Moreover, there

is this distinction between a plaster and a pastil, that a

plaster for a certainty contains some melted ingredient ;
in

a pastil the dry ingredients are combined by means of some

liquid. Then, as to the mode of preparation ; in forming a

plaster the medicines are powdered separately ; and to these,

when mixed, either
,
vinegar is poured, or any other fluid

ingredient not of an oily nature, and these are again rubbed

together : meantime, the liquescent ingredients are melted

together near the fire, and when oil is required in the mix-

ture, that article is now added. Occasionally, also, some

one of the dry ingredients is previously boiled with the od.

When those processes have been performed which require to

be done separately, all the articles are intermixed.

But the method of making a pastil is as follows : the dry

medicaments having been pulverized, are incorporated with

the wine, vinegar, or other non-oleaginous fluid, and are

again boiled to exsiccation : when required for use, they are

diluted with some similar fluid. Furthermore, plasters are

laid on, pastils are rubbed in, or else mixed with some

softer preparation, such as cerate.

XVIII. 1. These particulars having been considered, 1

shall first subjoin the malagmata, which have been for the

most part invented not for the sake of cooling, but of heat-

ijig. There is one, however, which is refrigerant, suited to
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the hot gout of the feet. Its component parts are of galls,

as well the unripe as also the other sort, of coriander-seed,

of the dry juice of hemlock, of gum, of each a full acetabu-

lum ; of washed cerate, called by the Greeks veivXvixivov

(peplumenon), half a pound. The others are mostly calefa-

cient ; but some are dispergents, some attractive, and there-

fore called kiriairaaTiKo. (epispastika) : most of them are best

suited to particular parts of the body.

2. When matter is required to be drawn out, as in a

dropsical patient, in a pleurisy, in an incipient abscess, and

even in a moderate suppuration, that is a suitable malagma
which consists of dry resin, nitre, ammoniacum, galbanuni,

of each a pound, of wax a pound. Or that which contains

the following : of rasile verdigrease, of olibanum, of each

p. K. II. sal-ammoniac p. K. vi. of copper scales, wax, of

each p. H. viii. dry resin p. >£ . xii. and of vinegar a

cyath. The meal of cumin-seed with struthium and honey
has the same eftect.

3. When the liver is painful, that is proper which con-

tains tears of balsam p. X. xii. of costum, cinnamon, cas-

sia bark, myrrh, saffron, round cyperus, balsam-seed, lUy-
rian orris, cardamom, ginger, nard, of each p. xvi. to

which nard ointment is added until it arrives at the consis-

tence of a cerate. And this is used while fresh ; but if it

be to be preserved, turpentine-resin p. K . xvi. wax p. >£ x.

are bruised together in mild wine, and then mixed with it. -

4. But when the spleen is the seat of pain, the bark of

the acorn, which the Greeks call fiaXavov fivpexluK^i/ (bala-

non murepsiken), and nitre, are bruised together in equal

proportions, and are sprinkled over with the strongest vine-

gar : when it possesses the consistence of a cerate it is spread

upon lint previously moistened with cold water, and thus

applied ; and barley meal is laid over it : but it ought not
to remain on more than six hours, lest it should waste the

spleen ; and a second or third repetition of the remedy is

more prudent.

5. From the following articles Lycias composed a ma-
lagma to be employed in common for the liver, spleen, ab-
scesses, struma, parotid swellings, and for joints ; for heelsj

whether suppurating or otherwise affected, and also for pro-

moting concoction : of opopanax, styrax, galbanuni, resin,

of each p. K- H- ammoniacum, bdellium, wax, beef-suetj

dry orris, p. iv. with an acetabulum of cachrys and
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forty grains of pepper, triturated together and mixed up
with orris ointment.

6. The composition of Apollophanes is for pleurisies ; it

has of turpentine-resin, soot of olibanuni, of each p. K . iv.

of bdellium, ammoniacum, orris, veal-suet, or that taken

from the kidneys of a goat, and of viscus, of each p, X . iv.

Now these last mentioned alleviate pain of every kind, mol-

lify indurations, and are moderately calefacient.

7. The malagma of Andreas has the same virtues ; but it

likewise relaxes, draws out humour, maturates pus, and

when that is mature, breaks the skin, and promotes cica-

trization. It is advantageously applied both to small and

large abscesses : also to the joints, and therefore useful in

pains of the hip and feet : it also restores any part of the

body that is bruised ; softens the preecordia when hard and

inflated; draws out splinters, and, in a word, is efficacious

in all cases which are benefited by warmth. In it there is

of wax p. K . XI. of viscus, of the juice of sycamine, which

others call sycamore, of each p, >£. I. of round, and long

pepper, of ammoniacum-thymiama, bdellium, lUyrian orris,

cardamom, amomuni, xylobalsam, male frankincense, myrrh,

dry resin, of each p. K . X. of pellitory, Gnidiau berry, of

aphronitre, sal-ammoniac, Cretan birthwort, root of wild

cucumber, liquid turpentine-resin, of each p. X. xx. ; to

which is added a sufficient quantity of orris ointment to

soften and incorporate the ingredients.

8. But the grand malagma for effecting a resolution in

constricted parts, softening indurations, and dispersing col-

lections, is that which is attributed to Polyarchus. It con-

tains equal proportions of j uncus quadratus, cardamom,

soot of frankincense, amomum, wax, and liquid resin.

9. That of Nileus is for the same : of saffron-magma,

which is as it were the recrement of that herb, p. X .
iv.

ammoniacum-thymiama, wax, of each p. X • xx. : of these

the two first are triturated with vinegar : the wax is dis-

solved in the rose-oil, and the whole afterwards incor-

porated,
, .

I

10. That which is assigned to Moschus is exclusively

employed as an emollient to indurations. It con-

tains of galbanum an ounce, soot of olibanum p. =. of wax,

ammoniacum-thymiama, of each a triens, of dry pitch p. li.

of vinegar three heminte.

11. There is one reported by the author Medus to possess
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the power of dispersing collections : it contains of wax p. =.
pauaces p. K . s. copper scales, of round, and of scissile

alum, of each p. H - l. of calcined lead p. K - i. s.

12. Panthemus for the same purpose used of lime p. s.

powdered mustard, fenugreek, and alum, of each p. i. beef-

suet p. II. s.

IS, 14. Against STRUMA I find there are many ma-
lagmata. I believe that the more malign that distemper is,

and the greater the difEculty of curing it, so the more nu-

merous have been the remedies tried, and that the results

have been various in different persons. The following ad-

mixture originated with Andreas : of nettle seed, p. X • I. of

round pepper, bdellium, galbanum, aminoniacum-thymiama,
dry resin, of each p. X . i v. of liquid resin, wax, pellitory, long

pepper, seed of the sea-lettuce, crude sulphur called axvpov
(apuron), of residuary dregs of vinegar, of aphronitre, sal-

ammoniac, mustard, cardamom, wild cucumber-root, resin,

of each p. K. viii. these are all beat up together with mild
wine.

15. There is a readier one for the same purpose, consist-

ing of the seed of viscus, of dung, of resin, of crude sulphur,

equal parts. And another in which there is of sulphur,

p. K.I. pyrites-stone, p. K. iv. of cumin an acetabulum.
Also that consisting of one part of the same stone, two parts

of sulphur, and three of turpentine-resin,

16. There is, moreover, that invented by a certain Arab
for resolving struma, and the rising tubercles called

(pyfiara (phuraata). It contains myrrh, sal-ammoniac, thus,
liquid, and dry resin, safFron-magma, wax, of each p. >£. i.

pyrites-stone p. X. iv. to which some add p. K. n. of
sulphur,

17. Also that prepared as follows is useful in struma,
and those tubercles which are with difEculty brought to sup-
purate, and also in those called KapKipu}br] (karkinode) ; of
sulphur p. X. II. of nitre p. K. iv. of myrrh p. X. vi. of
soot of frankincense p. s. sal ammoniac p. wax p. i.

18. Moreover, for parotid swellings, and those tu-
bercles which are denominated fxeXiKiipia (melikeria), that
is, honeycombs, or (pv^iam (phumata), as well also for bad
ulcers, Protarchus was in the habit of mixing pumice, liquid
pine-resin, soot of olibanum, aphronitre, orris, of each p, X.
VIII. with p, X. IX. of wax, and to these he added one
cyath and a half of oil.
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19. But in the affection called panis, just at its com-

mencement, M'hich in its incipient stage the Greeks call fv-

yedXov (phugethlon), and for every tubercle called phyma,

the ochre called attice is mixed with two parts of siraila

;

and to these, while they are beat up, honey is gradually

added until it acquires the consistence of a malagma.

20. Phymata are likewise discussed by the following : of

lime, aphronitre, round pepper, of each p. X . i. galbanum

p. X. II. salt p. X- IV. incorporated with cerate prepared

from rose-oil.
_ .

21. Incipient abscess is checked by that containing ot

galbanum, bruised beans, of each p. X. i- of myrrh, thus,

rind of capparis-root, of each p. X • iv. Murex calcined and

thoroughly triturated, with the gradual addition of vinegar,

answers well enough for dispersing all abscesses.

22. But in a considerable extravasation of blood, a pro-

per application is that which is also efficacious against phy-

mata. It consists of the following: of bdellium, styrax,

amraoniacum, galbanum, dry, and liquid pine-resin, mas-

tich, olibanum, and orris, of each p. X • H.

23. Carcinoid phymata are conveniently mitigated by the

following: of galbanum, viscus, ammoniacum,^ turpentine-

resin, of each p. X.I. of beef-suet p. s. burnt lees, as much

as can be added without making the mixture too dry tor a

malagma.
, , i i

•

24. The following composition, applied both by night

and day, removes the livid appearance occasioned by con-

tusions in the face : of birthwort, thapsia, of each p. X .
n.

of bdellium, styrax, ammoniacum-thymiama, galbanum, dry

resin, and the liquid mastich-resin, male thus, Illyrian orris,

wax, of each p. X. iv. The application of beans, is also

beneficial.
i • i xi ri i

25. There are also certain malagmata which the Greeks

call arou<.r..a(stomotika), from their power of opening. Such

as that which consists of the following : of long pepper,

aphronitre, of each p. X- H- erysimum p. X. iv. mixed up

with honey. They are likewise adapted to promote the

opening of strumous swellings. Of the same land, but

stronger than the last, is that containing of lime, p. X. iv.

of pepper six grains, nitre, wax, of each p. X.x. of honey

p. i::. of oil a hemina. , .

96 There is also Mico's, which is resolvent, aperient

and cleansing. It contains, in equal proportions, bastard
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sponge, sulphur, nitre, pumice, with enough of pitch and

wax to give it the consistence of a cerate.

27. That of Aristogenes for the bones is thus prepared:

of sulphur p. X. 1- turpentine-resin, aphronitre, inner part

of squill, washed lead, of each p. II. soot of thus p.

VIII. of the dry mellowest figs, of beef-suet, of each p. X.
VIII. of wax p. K- XII. of Macedonian iris p. X. vi. of

fried sesamum an aeetabulura.

28. A malagma is a convenient form for the nerves, and
for the joints. That of Euthycleus is both proper for the

joints, and for pain of every description, that of the bladder

inclusive, and also for joints contracted by a recent cicatrix,

which the Greeks denominate ay^vXas (ankulas) ; it con-

tains of soot of olibanum an acetabulum, of resin the same
quantity, of galbanum without its stalks an ounce and a
half, amraouiacum, bdellium, of each p. —, wax p. s.

There is also another consisting of iris, ammoniacum, galba-

num, nitre, of each p. xiv. liquid resin p. X. vi. wax
p. X. XVI.

29. That of Sosagoras for pains of the joints consists of
calcined lead, opium, bark of henbane, styrax, peucedanum,
suet, resin, and wax, equal parts.

30. There is that of Chrysippus : of liquid resin, san-
darach, pepper, of each p. X. xii. with the addition of a
little wax.

31. Ctesiphon's: of Cretan wax, turpentine-resin, the
reddest nitre, of each p. s. of oil three cyaths. But the nitre

is previously rubbed for three days, water being dropped
into it; and is then boiled with a sextarius of water, until

all the moisture is evaporated. Besides, this composition is

efficacious against tubercles, phymata, struma, and for sof-

tening humid collections of all kinds.

32. For the joints, one may with propriety apply part of
a dry fig mixed up with catmint; or stavesacre, deprived of
its seeds, with pennyroyal.

33. The compositions just mentioned are useful for the
gout ; and so also is that of Ariston, containing nard, cin-
namon, cassia, chamieleon-thistle, long round cyperus, of
each p. X. viii. goat-suet melted in orris-oil, p. X- xx.
orris p. X- I. : these should lie in very strong vinegar for
twenty days. Furthermore, it is also effectual for the dis-
cussion of recent phymata, and pains of every kind.

34. For foot pains, Theoxenus's plan was to mix one-
CEL. H
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third of kidney-suet with two parts of salt, and these he

spread upon thin leather : he then put over it ammoniacum-

thymiaraa, dissolved in vinegar.

35. But Numenius for softening gout, and joints other-

wise indurated, employed the following : of southernwood,

dry roses, opium, of each p. X.in. of turpentine-resin

p. X. IV. thus, aphronitre, of each p. K- viii. orris, birth-

wort, of each p. X . xii. of wax p. iii. with the addition of

one cyath of cedrus, three of laurel-oil, and a sextarius of

acerb-oil.
r i • <•

36. Dexius has instructed us to use the following for cal-

lous concretions of the joints; of lime p. X. iv. ceruse

p. K- VIII. pine-resin p. X- xx. pepper grs. xxx. wax

p. =. to which, while bruised, a hemina of mild wine is

added.

XIX. But of plasters, none are more useful than those

used for fresh wounds : these the Greeks call eraifia (enai-

ma). For they keep down inflammation, unless where great

violence renders this a necessary consequence, and even

then they diminish its violence : after that, they agglutinate

the wounds, and promote cicatrization in such as admit of it.

As they are composed of substances not of a fatty nature,

they are called aXiTraivr} (alipaine).

1. The best of them is that called Barbarum. It con-

tain's of rasile verdigrease p. H. xii. litharge p. X - xx. of

alum, dry pitch, dry pine-resin, of each p. X. I. with the

addition of a single hemina of oil and vinegar.

2 Another for the same purpose, called Coacon, con-

tains of litharge p. X • c. of dry resin the same quantity :

but the litharge is previously boiled with three hemina; ot

oil These two plasters are black, which is usually the co-

lour of such as are made of pitch and resin : but that made

from bitumen is very black ; that from verdigrease, or cop-

per scales, is green; that from minium red ;
that from ceruse

Avhite.
. . . , . , ,1 • x

3. There are very few compositions in which the variety

of the mixture alters the appearances : hence that called ba-

silicon is also black. Tt contains of panaces p. X - i. gal-

banum p. X . n. pitch and resin, of each p. X • x. oil halt a

^^4*
But that which is a deep green is called sniaragdinum :

it contains of pine-resin p. X • m. wax p. X - i. verdigrease

p s soot of olibanum p. =. a like quantity of vinegar
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and oil, so that the soot and verdigrease may be incor-

porated.

; 5. There is one of a reddish colour, which appears ra-
pidly to effect the cicatrization of wounds. It contains of
thus p. K.I. of resin p. >£ • ii. copper scales p. X. iv.

litharge p. K. xx. wax p. X- c. and of oil a hemina.
. 6. jAgain, there is that which, from its agglu tin ati no-

power, they call 7rapara/\\jjr((C)))/ (parakoUetiken). It is

composed of the following : bitumen, scissile alum p. X- iv.
litharge p. X- XL. old oil a hemina.

7. There are besides certain of the same kind, which, be-
cause they are best suited to broken heads, are called by the
Greeks Ke(pa\ika (kephalika). The composition of Philotas
contains of Eretrian earth, chalcitis, of each p. X. iv. of
myrrh, calcined copper, of each p. X - x. of isinglass p. x.
VI. of rasile verdigrease, round alum, crude misy, birthwort,
of each p. X- viii. of copper scales p. x. x. of male thus
p. X. II. of wax p. I. of rose-oil and acerb-oil three cyaths,
and enough vinegar to rub up the dry ingredients.

8. There is another of the like efficacy, of a green colour:
of calcined copper, copper scales, myrrh, isinglass, of each
p. X. VI. of crude misy, rasile verdigrease, birthwort, round
alum, of each p. X. viii. wax p. X - i. with a hemina of
oil, and a sufficient quantity of vinegar.

9. But for promoting suppuration, there is none better
than one, very easily prepared, called by the Greeks rerpa-
(papfuamy (tetrapharmakon). It contains equal portions of
wax, pitch, resin, and beef-suet, or, if that be not at hand,
veal-suet.

*

10. There is another, for the same purpose, called ecyerl-
fap^ak-ov (enneapharmakon), which is more detersive. It
is composed of nuie articles; wax, honey, suet, resin, myrrh,
rose-oil, deer or veal or beef marrow, oesypum, and butter'
mixed together in equal proportions by weight.

11. Now there are certain plasters which possess both
properties : these, when both indications are to be consi-
dered, are preferable ; but are to be rejected when we have
plenty of choice, using those in preference which exclusively
produce the required effect. I shall mention two for ex-
ample's sake. There is, therefore, the Attalum plaster for
wounds: it contains of copper scales p. x. xvi. soot of
thus p. X .

XV. ammoniacum the same quantity, liquid tur-
pentine-resin p. X. xxv. beef-suet the like quantity, vi-
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iiegar three herainae, and of oil a sextarius. With regard to

those which are adapted to a broken head, some esteem that

which is assigned to Judaeus. It consists of the following :

of salt p. X . IV. red copper scales, calcined copper, of each

p. K . XII. ammoniacum-thyraiama, soot of olibanum, dry

resin of each p. X. xvi. Colophonian resin, wax, veal-

suet cured, of each p. X • xx. of vinegar a cyath and a half,

with somewhat less than a cyath of od. What we call

cured, the Greeks denominate redepaTrevfieva (tetherapeu-

raena) ; as when suet, for example, or any other medicinal

substance, is carefully freed from its stringy portion.

12. There are also certain plasters famous for drawing,

and therefore called 67r(or;ra(7rtKa (epispastika) : such as that

called biaba(t,yibwv (dia daphnidon), from its containing^

laurel-berries. It consists of turpentine-resin p. X.x. ot

nitre, wax, dry pitch, laurel-berries, of each p. X- xx, with

a little oil. Whenever I mention berries or nuts, or any-

thing of tliat nature, it should be understood that their outer

pellicle is to be removed before weighing.

13 There is another, used for the same purpose, and also

as a suppurative. It is made of equal parts of veal-suet,

ammoniacum-thymiama, pitch, wax, nitre, laurel-berries,

dry resin, birthwort, and pellitory.
,

14 Again we have that of Philocrates, containing ot

sal-ammoniac p. X . vil. of birthwort p. X - vni. of wax,

turpentine-resin, soot of frankincense, of each p. X .
xv.

of litharge p. X . xxxil. To these are added, m order

to promote suppuration, of orris-root p. X. iv. galbanum

p X VI.
15 " The best drawing plaster, however, is that which,

from its resemblance to sordes, the Greeks call pv^oiSc. (ru-

Bodes). It contains of myrrh, saffron, orris, propolis, bdel-

lium, pomegranate-heads, alum, both scissile and round,

misv chalcitis, boiled green copperas, panaces, sal-ammo-

niac/ viscus. of each p. X. IV. birthwort p. X. vili. copper

scales p. X • xvi. turpestine-resin p. X .
Lxxv. of wax, and

of beef or goat suet, of each p. X • c.
.

16 Hecateeus is also the author of a plaster of a similar

nature, prepared from the following : of galbanum P- 5< •

of soot of thus p. X . IV. of pitch p. X .VI. of ^v«x ^^nd

pentine-resin, of each p. X. vili. with the addition of a

little orris ointment.

17. The green Alexandrian possesses the like ethcacy.
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It contains af scissile alum p. X • viii. sal-ammoniac p. X.
VIII. =z. copper scales p. K. xvi. of myrrh and thus, of

each p. K-XViii. of wax p. K- CL. of Colophonian or

pine-resin p. X • cc. of oil one hemina, of vinegar a sex-

tarius.

18. Some plasters have the power of eating away the

flesh ; these the Greeks call cr;;rrra (septa) : of this kind is

that which contains of turpentine-resin, soot of thus, of each

p. zz. copper scales p. X • of ladanum p. X- il. of alum
the same quantity, litharge p. X. iv.

19. That which has the power of rapidly corroding the

body, dissolving even the bones, and restraining luxuriant

granulation, has in its composition of litharge, copper scales,

of each an ounce ; of nitre not calcined, of Assian stone, of

birthwort, of each a sextant ; of wax, turpentine-resin, of

thus, old oil, green copperas, sal-ammoniac p. s. of rasile

verdigreas^ p. a bes, vinegar of squills a hemina, of Ami-
nean wine the same quantity.

20. There are ailso some plasters provided against bites

;

of this kind is the black one of Diogenes, containing of bi-

tumen, wax, dry pine-resin, of each p. X- xx. of litharge

p. X. c. of oil a sextarius. Or that in which there are of

copper scales p. X . iv. of ceruse and rasile verdigrease, of

each p. X- viii. ammoniacum p. X. xii. of wax and pine-

resin, of each p. X . xxv. of litharge p. X • c. with a sextarius

of oil. Or that containing copper scales p. X. xiv. gal-

banum p. X- vi. ceruse and rasile verdigrease, of each p. X.
viil. of ammoniacum p. X. xii. of wax and pine-resin, of
each p. xxxv. boiled with litharge.

21. The red, or Ephesian, as it is called, is also a suitable

plaster for the like cases. It contains of turpentine-resin

p. X- II. of galbanum p. X. iv. Sinopian minium p. x.
VI. of soot of olibanum p. X. vi. of wax p. X. viii. of
litharge p. X. xxxvi. of old oil a hemina.

22. So also the following : of copper scales, soot of oli-

banum, of each p. X . iv. galbanum p. X . vi. sal-ammoniac
p. X. XII. =. of wax p. X. xxv. with three heminee of
oil. But this last is also proper for other green wounds.

23. There are, besides, mild white plasters ; the Greeks
call them \ev<a (leuka)

; generally used for slight wounds,
and especially in old subjects : such is that which contains
of ceruse p. X. xxxii. of prepared veal-suet, and of wax,
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of each p. XLViiI. of oil three henuna% in which last the

ceruse is boiled.

24. There is another consisting of ceruse p. X- xx. ot

wax p. K . XXXV. of oil a hemina, of water a sextarius.

Whenever these two last are added to ceruse and litharge,

it should be understood that they are to be boiled with

them. But this, from its being a very white composition, is

called e\e(p(ivTifr) (elephantine).

25. There are also certain mild plasters which the Greeks

usually denominate Xnraphs (I
i
paras) ; that, for example,

which contains of minium p. X • iv. litharge p. K • xxv.

wax, and hog's lard, of each p. X. xxxvii. and the yolk of

four eggs. „

2G. There is another composition of the same kind ;
ot

wax, turpentine-resin, of each p. K • vi. of ceruse p. K .viii.

of litharge, dross of lead, called by the Greeks aKwpla ;<o-

\il3bov (skoria molubdou), of each p. K- xx. castor-od, and

ravrtle-oil, of each a hemina.
p , ., j •

27 A third is referred to Archagathus : of boiled misy,

calcined copper, of each p. X . iv. of boiled ceruse p. X

.

vill. of turpentine-resin p. X. x. of litharge p. K .
vi-

20 And there is yet another of the same kind :
ot litharge,

wax, hog's lard, of each p. K • xxvii.. four boiled yolks ot

ecras and a hemina of rose-oil. Or that consisting of three

parts cerate made with myrtle-oil, one part hog slard and a

small quantity of the dross of lead. Or half a pound of li-

tharge boiled in one hemina of oil, and another ot salt-water,

until ebullition shall have ceased; to which may be added a

small portion of wax. Or equal portions of wax, suet, sti-

bium, litharge, and ceruse.

XX 1 Pastils also have various properties. ±or

they are suited to the agglutinating and healing of green

wounds: of this kind is that which contains of chalcitis,

misy, aphronitre, flowers of copper, gaUs, scissile alum mo-

derlU boiled, of each p. X • L of calcmed copper pom -

granate-heads, of each p. X . m. It is requisite to due
this composition with vinegar, and to apply it in th ^ sta^^^

when a wound requires to be agglutinated. But if the pa.t

be of a tendinous or muscular structure, it is more conve-

ufenl to mix the pastil with cerate, in the proportion ot

eight parts of the first to one of the last.
f^iiowino- •

Another for the same purpose consists of the tolloNMn^ .
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of bitumen, scissile alum, of each p. K. i. of calcined

copper p. X. IV. of litharge p. H. xi. with asextarius of oil.

•2. But by far the most celebrated, is that of Polybius :

it is called aippayls (splnagis), and contains scissile alum p.

X. I. =. of green copperas p. H- n. of myrrh p. >C .
v. of

aloes a like quantity, of pomegranate-heads, ox-gall, of

each p. K. vi. all rubbed together, and mixed with austere

wiue.

3. The following is for sordid ulcers and blackness. in the

ears, nose, and genitals, and in inflammation of the same

parts: of chrysocolla p. . i. of green copperas, of scissile

alum, of each p. K- n. of winter cherry-bark p. K- iv. of

minium p. X • vi. of litharge p. >J . xii. of ceruse p. X . xvi.

;

these are incorporated with vinegar, and diluted as use may
require.

4. But Andro's is for inflamed uvulae, for foul ulcers, and

also for gangrene in the obscene parts : of galls, green cop-

peras, myrrh, of each p. X. i. of birthwort, scissile alum,

of each p. X. n. of pomegranate-heads p. X- xxv. incor-

porated by means of passum, and diluted with vinegar or

wine, just as required for use, and according as the affection

to be treated is more or less violent.

5. There is one expressly prepared for tissures of the anus,

for the mouths of vessels effusing blood, or for gangrene : of

verdigtease p. X. ii. of myrrh p. X. xii. of antimony,

opium, acacia, of each p. X • xvi. ; these are triturated with

wine, and are dissolved in the act of being used.

6. The following pastil seems proper for bringing away a

stone of the bladder along with the urine : equal parts of

cassia, saffron, myrrh, costum, nard, cinnamon, liquorice-

root, balsamum, and hypericum, are powdered ; mild wine
is then poured in, and pastils formed, each weighing p. X-
= . : one is given every morning fasting.

XXI. 1. !Now these three kinds of compounds, malag-
mata, plasters, and pastils, are most extensively and va-

riously employed. But there are also other useful forms ;

such, for example, as those used inferiorly for females : the

Greeks call them ireaaovs (pessous). Their peculiarity is as

follows : the compounded medicines are embodied with soft

wool, and this wool is introduced into the vagina.
To provoke menstruation, p. X. i. of nitre is added to

two small figs, or the seed of garlic is powdered, and a little

myrrh added, and these are mixed with Susine ointment

;
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or the pulp of the wild cucumber is diluted with woman's
milk.

2. To mollify the womb, yolk of egg, fenugreek, rose-oil,

and saffron, are mixed together. Or of elaterium p. >C . rz.

of salt tlie same quantity, stavesacre p. X. vi. incorporated

with honey.

3. Or that invented by Boethus : which is a mixture of

saffron, turpentine-resin, of each p. X. iv. of myrrh p. K-
— n. of rose-oil p. >£. r. of veal-suet p. X. i. of wax

p. X. H.
4. But the best composition against inflammation of the

womb, is that of Numenius, containing of saffron p. X. =•
of wax p. X.I. butter p. X • vili. goose-fat p. X.xii.two
boiled yolks of eggs, together with less than a cyath of rose-

oil.

5. When a foetus has died in the womb, to facilitate its

expulsion, pomegranate-bark is to be rubbed up with water,

and so used.

6. If a female be accustomed to have hysteric fits, snails

should be burnt, shells and all; and after being well tritu-

rated, honey should be added to them.

7. If she do not conceive, she should use lion's fat soft-

ened with rose-oil.

XXII. 1. There ar« some medicinal compositions which

we use in a dry state, without beating them into a mass ; so

that they are either sprinkled over a part, or they are previ-

ously mixed with some liquid, and thus smeared: of this

nature is that used to consume luxuriant flesh, containing of

copper scales, soot of olibanum, of each p. X. I. of verdi-

grease p. X . n. In composition with honey it cleanses

ulcers, and with wax fills them up. Misy and galls mixed

in equal proportions also consume the flesh ; and one may

either sprinkle them over dry, or apply them incorporated

with calamine cerate.

2. Honey mixed with lentils, or with horehound, or with

olive-leaves previously boiled in wine, restrains putrid flesh ;

prevents the disease from spreading, and acts as a redd

corrosive : so likewise melilot boiled in mulse, and after-

wards triturated ; or lime witAi cerate ; or bitter almonds

and garlic, in the proportion of one-third of the latter, with

a little saffron ; or that which contains of litharge p. X •
vi.

burnt OK4iorn p. X- xii. of myrtle-oil, and of wine three

cyatlis ; or tl»at consisting of pomegranate-flowers, green
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copperas, and aloes, of each p. X- n. of scissile alum, thus,

of each p. X. iv. of galls p. K . vill. of birthwort p. K. X.

Orpimeiit with chalcitis, or with nitre, or with lime, or

with burnt paper, produces the same effect, but more vio-

lently, and so as even to act as a caustic : so also salt with

vinegar, or a composition containing of chalcitis, pome-

granate heads, aloes, of each p, X. H- of scissile alum and

thus, of each p. X. iv. of galls p. X- viii. of birthwort p.

X. X. with sufficient honey to form a mass ; or of cantha-

rides p. X. l. of sulphur p. X- I. of darnel p. X- HI. to

which is added a sufficient quantity of liquid pitch to effect

an union ; or chalcitis with a mixture of resin and rue ; or

diphryges with resin ; or stavesacre with liquid pitch. Both
burnt wine-lees and equal portions of lime and nitre have
the like properties ; or of scissile alum p. X . = = . of thus,

sandarach, nitre, of each p. X. I- of galls p. X. vill, of

birthwort p. X • x. with a sufficiency of honey.

3. There is also Hera's composition, containing of myrrh,

chalcitis, of each p. X- H- of aloes, thus, scissile alum, of

each p. X. iv. of birthwort, unripe galls, of each p. X.
viir. of pomegranate-bark powdered p. X- x.

4. That of Judaeus contains two parts of lime with one of

the reddest nitre, mixed up with the urine of a young boy,

until it is of the consistence of strigraent. But the part to

which it is applied should be frequently moistened.

5. Jollas made a mixture of burnt paper and sandarach,

p. X.I. lime p. X- H. with a like quantity of orpiment.

6. When blood flows from that membrane which is over
the brain, yolk of egg should be applied after having beerj

burnt and powdered; when the haemorrhage is elsewhere, it is

requisite to sprinkle over the part, of orpiment, copper
scales, of each p. X. I. sandarach p. X- H- calcined mar-
ble p. X. IV. This same composition also checks gangrene.
To induce a cicatrix one may use of copper scales, soot of
thus, of each p. X . n. of lime p. X • mi. and the same for

restraining luxuriant granulations.

7. Timaeus for herpes and gangrene used the following :

of myrrh p. X • ii. of olibanum, green copperas, of each p.

X. in. of sandarach, orpiment, and copper scales, of each

p. X. IV. galls p. X. VI. calcined ceruse p. X. viiT. These
are either sprinkled dry, or are equally efficacious mixed
with honey.

8. Sneezing is excited either by introducing into the nos-
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trils white hellebore, or struthium, or a mixture of the fol-

lowing : of pepper, white hellebore, of each p. K - =• castor

p'. X. I. aphronitre p. X i. struthium p. X- iv.

9 Washes are used either to smooth, or to repress, or to

evocate. Those which have the power of smoothmg are

milk and the cream of ptisan or of bran : the repDments are

decoction of lentils, or of roses, or of brambles, or quinces,

or dates : the evocants mustard and pepper.

XXIII. 1. Antidotes are rarely, but yet sometimes

hiahlv necessary ; because they afford relief in the worst

cases They are administered with propriety in severe

bruises, whether from blows, or from falling from an emi-

nence ; or in pains of the viscera, sides, fauces, and internal

parts : but they are particularly desirable against poisons,

which have been introduced into the system by bites, or

with the food or drink. There is one consistmg of opium

p X. = = of acorus, malabathrum p. X- v. Illynan or-

ris,' and gum, of each p. X- n. anise p. X. m- Ga lie

nard, dry rose-leaves, cardamom, of each p. X. iv. parsley

p X IV = =. of trifolium p. X • v. of black cassia ot

silis, bdellium, of balsam seed, of white pepper, of each p.

X. V. = =. of styrax p. X. v. = =. myrrh, opopanax,

Syrian nard, male thus, juice of hypocistis, ot each p. X .

of castor p. X-Vi. costum, white pepper, g^lban^m tur-

pentine-resin, saffron, flowers of round cyperus, of each p

X . VI. = =. of liquorice-root p. X • viii. = =• mixed up

with honey or passum.
. , i . i

2. Theie is another, which Zopyrus is repor ed to have

composed for king Ptolemy, and to have called am
W^^^

the following are the ingredients: of
'^f^^^^^"^'

each p. X. ?. white pepper p. X. ^'J^'^'ZtT. iv
perus p. X. II. cinnamom p. X- i"- black cassia p. .

n .

Slician saffron p. X -
iv =. -Y-^'-^^V i ^^^^^^^^^^^

Cstakten). p. K- v. Indian nard p. X - v. these are

Swdered an^ boiled honey ;
afterwards,

?vh"n used! a quantify equal to the size of an Egyptian bean

is dissolved in a draught of wine.
Mithridate«

3. But the most celebrated of all is that «f tlmdate

which was taken daily by that monarch, to rendei his sys

tPm oroof a'^ainst poison : it contains of costum p. X •
z- -•

ra.Ci/;rx. v^f hypericum, p-' Pf-^'.^;!;
iuice Illvrian orris, cardamom, of eachp. X-H- ajse P

-"x in Gallic nard, gentian-root, dry ^ose-le^y^of eadi

p. X. IV. opium, parsley, of each p. X. iv.=. cassia, siUs,
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polium, long pepper, of each p. X. vi. styrax p. K. v.

castor, thus, juice of hypocistis, myrrh, opopanax, of each

p. K. VI. leaves of raalabathruni p. K- vi. flowers of round

cyperus, turpentine-resin, galbanum, seed of the Cretan car-

rot, of each p. X • vi. of nard, opobalsam, of each p. >{•

VI. :=. ofthlaspisp. X.v. =; =. Pontic root p. X. vii.

of saftVon, ginger, cinnamon, of each p. X. viii. These,

when powdered, are incorporated with honey, and against

poison, as much as equals the bulk of an almond is given in

wine : but in other afl^ections, the bulk of an Egyptian bean,

or a vetch, according to their violence.

XXIV. 1. AcoPA are also good for the nerves: such

is that which is made with flowers of round cyperus p. X

.

II,— =. of costum, juncus quadratus, laurel-berries, ani-

moniacum, cardamom, of each p, X • iv, =r . of myrrh, cal-

cined copper, of each p. X-Vii. Illyrian orris, wax, of

each p. X. xiv. Alexandrian reed, round cyperus, aspala-

thum, xylobalsam, of each p, X. xxvill. suet p. i. orris

ointment a cyath,

2, There is another, which they call evaibes (euodes),

prepared in this manner: wax p. rz. oil just as much, of

turpentine-resin as much as equals the size of a walnut, are

boiled together : they are then powdered in a mortar, and
an acetabulum of the best honey is from time to time in-

stilled : and afterwards three cyaths of orris ointment, and
rose-oil,

3, But the Greeks denominate the liquid preparations

eyxpt(Tra (enchrista) : there is one of this kind for cleansing

and filling up ulcers, and particularly those situated near

tendons ; it consists of equal parts of butter, veal-marrow,

veal-suet, goose-fat, wax, honey, turpentine-resin, rose-oil,

and oil of castor : these are all separately dissolved, then

mixed in a liquid state, and afterwards rubbed together.

This last is more of a cleansing nature, but it is rendered
emollient by substituting oil of cypress for rose-oil.

4, As an application for herpes, litharge p. X • vi, cal-

cined ox-horn p. X.xil. are rubbed together, adding by
turns wine properly so called, and myrtle wine, until the two
make up three cyaths.

XXV, 1, There are also many boluses prepared to fulfil

various indications. Such as alleviate pain by procuring

sleep they call arwbvvn (anoduna) : TO USE ANODYNES,
EXCEPT IN URGENT CASES, IS BAD PRACTICE, for they
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are composed of powerful medicines, and of such as are in-

jurious to the stom^ich. There is one, however, which even

pomotcs digestion ; it contains opium, galbanum, of each

p. X. 1. myrrh, castor, pepper, of each p. K . ii.
;
of these,

a lK)ftion equal to the 'bulk of a vetch is suificient for a

dose.

2. There is another, more efficacious for producing sleep,

but more offensive to the stomach ; it is made from man-

drake p. X- = . apium see<3, and seed of henbane, of each

p. X . I'v- bruised up with wine, and tak€a in the dose above

mentioned,

3. But in head-ache, ulcerations, lippitude, tooth-ache,

dyspnoea, ileus, inflammation of the wofnb, pains of the hip,

or liver, or spleen, or side, or in ease of any female falling

into a fit of hysteria, and losing her speech, a bolus like

that which follows, aided by repose, remedies the evil. Of

silis, acorns, wild rue-seed, of each p. X - i. castor, cinna-

mon, of each p. X. II. <>f opium, root of panaces, dried

mandrake apples, flowers of round cyperus, of each p. X.

III. pepper gr. LVi. These, having been separately pow-

dered, are again rubbed all together, passum being from

time to time dropped in, till the consistence be that of sor-

ties. A small quantity is either taken as a bolus, or diluted

with water, and given in the form of draught.

4. Moreover, a handful of the papaver sylvestns, when it

is just ready for collecting its tear, is put into a vessel, and

as much water poured thereon as suflices to cover it
;
and it

is thus boiled. When this handful has been thoroughly

boiled, its juice having been expressed into the same vessel

the refuse is rejected; with this juice, a like quantity ot

passum is mixed, and allowed to boil until it acquires the

consistence of sordes. After it has cooled, boluses are made

of it, as large as our native bean ; their use is multifarious.

For they procure sleep, whether taken alone or with water:

with the addition of a small portion of rue-juice and passum

they alleviate ear-ache : dissolved in wine they check dj'sen-

terv
• mixed with cerate, prepared from rose-oil, with the

addition of a little saftron, they check inflammation of the

womb : and applied to the forehead, with water, they stop

a flux of humour in the eyes.

5 Also, when pain of the womb prevents sleep, a mix-

ture is formed of saffron p. X • = =• of anise, myrrh, of

each p. X. I. of opium p. X- ni. of hemlock-seed p. .-v.
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VIII. ; these are mixed and made into a mass with old wine,

and a quantity equal to a lupine is dissolved in three cyaths

of water. This, however, cannot be given safely when
there is fever.

6. To heal the liver, nitre p. yi.—. saftVon, myrrh, Gallic

nard, of each p. K. l. are incorporated with honey; the

bulk of an Egyptian bean suffices for a dose.

7. To cure pleurisies, a mass is formed from equal parts

of pepper, birthwort, nard, and myrrh.

8. For pains of the thorax, nard p. X. !• thus, cassia, of

each p. X. m. myrrh, cinnamon, of each p. X. vi. saffron

p, VIII. turpentine-resin a quadrant, honey three heminae.

9. For a cough, there is Athenion's : of myrrh, pepper,

of each p. X • I- castor, and opium, of each p. X. I. ; these

having been separately bruised, are afterwards incorporated,

and two boluses of the size of our own country-bean are ad-

ministered in the morning and two at bed-time.

10. If cough produce watchfulness, the bolus of Heraclides

the Tarentine will relieve both : of saffron p. X- myrrh,

long pepper, costum, gall>anum, of each p. X • — • cinnamon,

castor, opium, of each p. X . I.

11. But when ulcers in the fauces of patients labouring

under cough require cleansing, a mixture is to he made by
triturating together panaces, myrrh, turpentine-resin, of each

an ounce, galbanum p. X-— • hyssop p. X - — • to these a
hemina of honey should be added, and as much as can be

taken up on the finger is to be swallowed.

12. The colice of Cassius is made as follows : of saffron,

anise, castor, of each p. X. m. parsley p. X- iv. long and
round pepper, of each p. X - v. opium, round cyperus, myrrh,
nard, of each p. Xf vi. incorporated with honey. It may
either be swallowed as a bolus, or taken in warm water,

13. Sal-ammoniac p. X. l. or dittany of Crete p. X • !•

taken in a draught of water, expels a dead foetus, or the

secundines.

14. In difficult labour hedge-mustard should be given in

warm wine, on an empty stomach.

15. The voice is strengthened by p. X • i. of thus given

in two cyaths of wii>e.

16. In strangury : long pepper, castor, myrrh, galba-

num, opium, saffron, costum, of each an ounce, styrax, tur-

pentine-resin, of each by weight a sextant, of honey and of

wormwood-seed, of each a cyath : of this mixture as much
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as equals the bulk of an Egyptian bean ought to be given in

the morning and after supper.

17. Arteriace is thus prepared: of cassia, orris, cinna-

mon, nard, myrrh, olibanum, of each p. H. i. salYron p. K.
I. =. and thirty grains of pepper are boiled down with three

sextarii of passura, to the consistence of honey ; or saffron,

myrrh, olibanum, of each p. X. i. are thrown into the same

quantity of passum, and boiled down in a similar way : or

three herainte of passum are boiled, until, on taking out a

drop, it is observed to harden spontaneously : to this is

added p. K- i- of powdered cassia.

XXVI. 1. Now that I have recounted the properties of

medicines, I shall mention the kinds of injury to which the

body is liable. These are five : lesion from without, as in

wounds : local corruption internally, as in gangrene : local

accretion, as in calculus of the bladder: enlargement; of

a vein, for example, thus converted into a varix : and local

defect, as when a part is maimed.—Of these there are some

in which medicinal applications, others in which manual

operations prove most useful. Therefore, postponing the con-

sideration of those which chiefly demand the knife and the

hand, I shall, for the present, speak of such as require

medicaments. t j -

1

I shall arrange this department of treatment as I did a

former one ; first treating of those kinds which may befall

any part of the body, and next of those which infest par-

ticular parts. I shall commence with wounds.

Now in these the physician ought above all things to be

able to distinguish what are incurable, what difficult, and

what are easy of cure. For, in the first place, a prudent

man will not meddle with a patient whose recovery is im-

possible ; nor take upon himself the odium of having killed

one, whom his own destiny has carried oS : and in the next

place, when the case is very dangerous, although not alto-

D ether desperate, he will seasonably apprise the patient s

friends that the difficulty is considerable ; lest, in the event

of the malady prevailing over art, he may appear to be igno-

rant, or to have practised deception. But although this is

a line of conduct worthy a prudent man, so, on the other

hand to give undue importance to a trivial case,

THAT ONE MAY SEEM TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED WON-

DERS, IS TO PLAY THE PART OF A MOUNTEBANK. It IS

but just that our acknowledgment of the simplicity ot a
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case should act as a stimulus to circumspection, lest that

which is in itself trivial, become serious through the neglect

of the medical attendant.

2. Death is the necessary consequence of wounds ot the

base of the brain, the heart, the oesophagus, the porta; of the

liver, and the spinal marrow; so likewise ot wounds in

the middle of the lungs, jejunum, ilium, the stomach, or kid-

neys ; or after division of the gieat veins and arteries about

the throat.

3. Persons are rarely cured after wounds in any part of

the lungs ; in the thick part of the liver ; in the investing

membrane of the brain ; in the spleen, or womb, or bladder,

or in any intestine, or in the diaphragm. They are also in

jeopardy, in whom the point of the weapon has penetrated

the deep-seated large vessels of the arm-pits and hams.

Wounds near large vessels are also dangerous wherever

situated, because they may exhaust by hfemorrhage : this

occurs not merely in the arm-pits and hams, but also in

those vessels which go to the anus and testicles. Moreover

every wound in the arm-pits or inner thighs, in cavities, or

in joints, or between the lingers and toes, is bad :—also any

wound attended with lesion of a muscle, or nerve, or artery,

or membrane, or bone, or cartilage. Flesh wounds are the

safest.

4. These are, moreover, of a severer or milder character,

according to their situation : but every extensive wound
carries danger with it.

5. Something there is too in the sort and figure of the

wound : for that which is contused, is worse than a simple

incision ; and hence it is better to be wounded by a sharp

weapon than a blunt one.

A wound is likewise worse where there is loss of sub-

stance, or where the flesh is cut away in one part, and hangs

pendulous in another. Circular wounds are the worst; rec-

tilinear the safest. The danger is greater or less according

as the wound approximates to the former, or latter of these

two figures.

6. Age, temperament, manner of living, and the season

of the year, also render the treatment of wounds more or

less difficult : an infant, or adult, recovers more rapidly

than one advanced in years ; a robust more rapidly than an

infirm subject ; one neither too thin nor too plethoric, than

one who happens to be either of these ; a sound habit,
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sooner ttian one corrupt; an active, sooner than a lazy per-

son ; one sober and chaste, sooner than one addicted to

wine and women. Spring, or at all events that weather

which is neither hot nor cold, is the most favourable for

their cure : for an excess, whether of heat or cold, is hurtful

to wounds; but especially the vicissitudes of these; and

hence autumn is the most pernicious.

7. Most wounds are exposed to our view, and their situa-

tions are thus self-evident, as we have elsewhere shewn, in

describing the situations of internal parts. Nevertheless,

because there are some which have a strong resemblance,

and it is of importance whether a wound is superficial, or

whether it has penetrated deeply, it is necessary to sub-

join the characteristic marks by which we may tell what

part is wounded, and whether the case be hopeful or des-

perate.

8. To begin then : in a wound of the HEART there js

great heeraoiThage ; the vessels are collapsed, the complexion

pale; there are cold dew-like sweats, of a disagreeable

odour ; and the extremities becoming cold, death soon fol-

lows. .

9. When the lung is wounded, the breathing is embar-

rassed ; blood is discharged, frothy by the mouth, florid

from the external wound, and with a sonorous puffing of

air : the patient likes to lie on the wound :
some rise up in

a state of delirium : many are able to speak if lying on the

wound ; if on the opposite side, they remain dumb.

10. The signs denoting wounds of the LivER are profuse

hemorrhage just below the right side of the praecordia ;
the

prfficordia drawn in towards the spine ; the relief aftorded

by lyino- on the belly; prickings, and intense pains stri-

king up to the clavicle and scapula ; to which, sometimes,

bilious vomiting also accedes.
, , •

11 When the kidneys are wounded, there is a pain

descending towards the groin and testicles ;
the urine is

voided with difficulty, and is cruentate, or blood itselt is

discharged.
i i i i j • r ^\

19 In a wound of the spleen, dark blood issues torth

frooT'the left side; at the same part, the pra^cordia and

stomach become indurated ;
great thirst arises, and the pain

shoots towards the clavicle, as in wounds of the liver.

18 But when the womb is wounded, the pain is telt in

the groins, hips, and inner part of the thighs ;
the blood de-
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scends partly through the wound, and partly by the vagina

:

bilious vomiting- ensues ; some lose the power of speech
;

some their reason ; some, who retain self-possession, declare

they are oppressed with pain of the nerves and eyes ; and in

dying-, their sufferings are the same as in a case of wound
of the heart.

14. But if the BRAIN or its membrane receives a wound,

blood flows by the nostrils, and, in some cases, by the ears

;

most usually, bilious vomiting accrues; with some, there is

a loss of sense, and when called, they are not cognisant

;

the countenance of some is fierce; the eyes appear, so to

speak, to have lost the power of self-control, and are moved
to and fro ; and, generally, on the third or fifth day, deli-

rium supervenes ;
many are convulsed ; before death, most

of them tear oft" the bandages with which their heads are

bound up, aud expose them to the cold.

15. After wounds of the gullet there is hiccough and
vomiting ; if any food or drink be ingested, it is immediately

rejected; the pulse becomes languid; watery sweats come
on, and the extremities consequently become cold.

16. Now, the symptoms denoting wounds of the jeju-
num, and those denoting a wound of the STOMACH, are

alike ; for the meat and drink escape through the wound,
the praecordia become hard, and bile is sometimes discharged

by the mouth ; but the jejunum is situated below the sto-

mach. The other intestines, when wounded, emit either

faeces, or feecal odour.

17. Wounds of the spinal marrow are followed by pa-
ralysis, or convulsions; there is loss of sense, and the semen,
urine, and even the fieces, are shortly afterwards discharged
involuntarily.

18. But, if the DIAPHRAGM be wounded, the prascordia

are drawn upward : the spine is painful; respirations few;
and frothy blood is discharged.

19. In wounds of the BLABBER there is pain of the
groins; tension over the pubic region; instead of urine,

there is a discharge of blood, while urine issues from the
wound : the stomach is affected, and therefore there is either

vomiting or hiccough
; thereupon ensues coldness, and after-

wards death.

20. Having gained a knowledge of these matters, otliers

-yet remain to be learned, relating to all kinds of wounds
•and ulcers, of which we are about to treat. Now the com-
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nion discharges from these are blood, sanies, and pus. The

characters of blood are known to all; sanies is tliinner, of

various consistence, glutinous, and coloured; pus is very

thick and white, and more glutinous than blood or sanies.

Blood proceeds from a recent wovjnd, or from

ONE JUST beginning TO CICATRIZE; SANIES IN THE

INTERVAL BETWEEN THESE TWO PERIODS; PUS FROM

AN ULCER IN A HEALING CONDITION. Furthermore,

both sanies and pus are subdivided into certain species ex-

pressed by terras from the Greek. For there is one kind

they call ix^p (ikor) or fieXluripa (melikera) ;
and one

which is called eXatCbbes (elaiodes). Ichor is thin and whi-

tish, and proceeds from a bad ulcer, especially where in-

flammation has ensued upon a wounded nerve. Melicera is

thicker, more glutinous, whitish, and somewhat like pale

honey.' This also proceeds from ill-conditioned ulcers,

where nerves have been wounded in the vicinity of joints,

especially the knees. That called ^Xaiwhs appears in ex-

tensive healing ulcers; it is thin, whitish, unctuous, and

from its colour and fatty quality not unlike white oil.

That blood which is too thin, or too thick, of a lurid or

black colour, or mixed with pituita or particoloured, is ill-

conditioned : the best is that which is hot, red, moderately

thick, and not glutinous. Hence, even from the hist, a

wound emitting healthy blood is more easy of cure ;
and in

the after-stages the prognosis is more favourable in those

which yield discharges of a healthy character INow that

sanies which is copious, excessively thin, livid, Or pale or

black, or glutinous, or fetid, or that which corrodes the ulcer

itself and circumjacent skin, is unhealthy: that is better

which is scanty, moderately thick, reddish, or inclining to

white But ichor is bad when copious, thick, inclined to

livid or palish, glutinous, black, hot, and fetid
;

it is more

favourable when inclined to white and possessing the other

contrary qualities. Melicera is bad when copious and ex-

tremely thick : better when thinner and ess abundant 1 us

of a consistence between these two is the best :
while that

which is abundant, thin, and diluted, is of a bad quality,

mrticularlv if it have been so from the beginning ;
and also

Ff t coloii^ resemble serum ; if it be pallid, livid or t^cu-

ini ; furthermore, if it be fetid, unless the odour be naturd

to the part. The more scanty, the more thick, and he

whiter it is, the more favourable: and also if smooth, in-
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odorous, uniform. It ought, however, to be in quantity

proportionate to the size and age of the wound : for natu-

rally more is discharged from a larger wound, or while in-

flammation is still existing. 'E\aiu>bes (elaiodes) also is much

the worse for being copious and meagre ; the more scanty

and fatty it is, the better.

21. Due attention being paid to these matters, when a per-

son has been wounded, but not desperately, one should im-

mediately take precautions against two consequences ; fatal

ha;morrhage, or fatal imflammation. If the htcmorrhage be -

alarming, which may be known by the situation and size of

the wound, and from the violence of the bleeding, the

wound is to be filled with dry lint, and a sponge squeezed

from cold water is to be pressed firmly on it by the hand.

If the bleeding do not subside by these means, the pledgets

are to be frequently changed, and if not sufficiently powerful

whilst dry, they are to be moistened with vinegar. This

last is a powerful agent for suppressing ha;morrhage ; and

on that account some pour it into the wound. But here

again it is to be feared that the matter being powerfully re-

tained there, may subsequently produce high inflammation.

It is this which prevents one using corrosives, or those ap-

plications which by their caustic quality induce an eschar,

although most of them check ha?morrhage : however, if once

in a way we do have recourse to such, the mildest are pre-

ferable. But should these means fail also, the bleeding-

vessels should be taken up, and ligatures having been ap-

plied above and below the wounded part, the vessels are to

be divided in the interspace ; that thus they may retract,

while their orifices yet remain closed. When the case does

not even admit of this measure, the vessels should be

cauterized. Although the loss of blood may have been
considerable from a part destitute of nerve or muscle, (as in

the forehead or vertex,) it is, nevertheless, very expedient
to apply a cucurbital to an opposite part, to counter-deri-
vate the stream.

22. Such then are our means for checking haemorrhage
when excessive; although, to prevent inflammation, it is

best to allow the wound to bleed. Now inflammation may
be apprehended when injury has been done to bone, nerve,

cartilage, or muscle ; or when the heemorrhage has been
scanty in proportion to the size of the wound. Under either

of these circumstances, one ought not prematurely to stop
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the blood ; but to suflFer it to flow within the limits of

safety ; nay, if it appear too scanty, one may even bleed m
the arm ;

especially in a system that is young, robust, and

used to exercise ; and this is much more expedient if inebriety

liave preceded the wound.

But if a muscle be observed to be wounded, it must be

cut completely through : for when partially wounded, it is

followed by fatal consequences ;
completely divided, it ad-

mits of cure.

23. After having checked the bleeding, if excessive, or

drawn more blood, if enough should not have flowed spon-

taneously, it is by far best that the wound be agglutinated.

This may be accomplished in wounds in the skin ;
or even

in those of the flesh, provided, they are not followed by any

other untoward occurrence : so also in flesh hanging loose,

but still attached, provided it remain sound, and it be

nourished through the medium of such attachment. Ihere

are two methods of treating wounds which admit of agglu-

tination : for. if the wound be in a soft part it ought to be

sewed; and especially in wounds of the lower part ot the

ear, or nose, and those of the forehead, cheek, eyelids, lips,

skin about the throat, or belly. If the wound is in the

flesh, and the edges gape so wide as not to be easily ap-

proximated, suture is useless : but clasps (called in the

Greek ay.rr,pa. (ankterai)) are to be placed over the wound,

in order to draw the lips somewhat closer, and thus lessen

the width of the subsequent cicatrix. Hence it may be

learnt whether a flap pendulous, but yet attached and in a

sound state, requires the suture or the clasp Ot these

neither ought to be employed until the internal surface of

the wound has been cleansed, lest clotted blood be left there.

iFor it becomes converted into pus, and by exciting inflam-

mation impedes the agglutination of the wound Not^ve"

the lint, which has been introduced to check the bleeding,

should be allowed to remain there : for 1,hat also >nflames t

It will be necessary not merely to include the skin in the

suture or fibula, but if any, some portion of the subjacent

S likewise; ihat it may Lve abetter hold, and -t break

through the skin. Both are preferably made of soft thread,

lot too much twisted, so that they may stay -thou exci-

ting irritation. The stitches in both are
'll^'^^^ l^J^

disLt, nor too near. If at too great d«stjnce they w U not

hold: if too near, they produce serious eftects ,
because the
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loftener the needle pierces the substance, and the more nu-

imerous the points irritated by the thread, so much the higher

! is the inflammation ; and especially in summer. In the use

V of either of these, no greater force should be employed than

I
just sufficient to draw the skin forwards, without putting it

I on the stretch. Now the fibulae usually allow of the wound
rreraaining open : the suture approximates the edges ; but to

1 insure a vent for any humour that may be collected, these

nought not to touch quite close. If the wound admit not of

teither of these, it ought, nevertheless, to be cleansed. Af-
tterwards over wounds of all kinds, one ought in the first

j

place to apply a sponge squeezed out of vinegar ; or if the

\ vinegar prove too strong, wine may be used. In a slight

\ wound some benefit is also derived from the application of a
-sponge expressed from cold water. But that, in whatever
> way applied, is only useful so long as it remains moist;
t therefore it should not be allowed to grow dry.

One may cure a wound without the use of exotic, and
(expensive and complex medicaments. But if one have not
iconfidence in this simple method, he ought to apply a com-
I

position, prepared without suet, from any of those articles

iwhich I have mentioned to be proper for green wounds: if

lin the flesh, particularly that called barbarum ; if in the
I nerves, or cartilage, or any prominent parts such as the ears
or lips, the sphragis of Polybus. The green Alexandrian is

also suited to the nerves; and, for the prominent parts, which
tthe Greeks call pa-ir-ovtrai' (raptousan).

It is common also in bruises for the skin to be a little bro-
\ken. Now when this happens, it is not improper to dilate
lit with a lancet, unless muscles and nerves be in juxtaposi-
ttion, for these ought by no means to be cut : when the
»wound has been sufficiently dilated, the dressing should be
applied. But when a contused wound requiring dilatation

^ cannot be enlarged, and this measure is rendered impracti-
cable on account of the vicinity of nerves or muscles, those

1 medicines should be applied which gently draw forth the
I humour; and especially that which I mentioned to be called
pvTTwhes (rupodes). Neither is it inexpedient in severe
^wounds, to surround the part with succid wool moistened
iwith vinegar and oil ; or if in soft parts, with a gently re-

i

pressing poultice
; if nervous or muscular, with an emollient

cone.

24. The very best bandage for a wound is a linen roller ;
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and this ought to be wide, so that one turn of it may cover

not only the wounds, but include somewhat of the circuni-

iacent parts on both sides. If the flesh be retmcted more to

one side, it is better to draw the roller from that direction :

ifequallvonboth sides, it ought to include the lips trans-

verselv or if the nature of the wound will not admit ot

this, the middle of it is first to be applied that it may after-

wards be rolled from both directions. It should be bound

tight enough to give support, without stopping the circula-

tion. If it fail to give firm support, it will slip oft : it too

tiaht, there is danger of gangrene. One ought to roll more

bandage round the wound in winter ; in summer no more

than is absolutely necessary : the end ol it should be stitched

with a needle and thread, for a knot hurts the sore, unless it

be-at some distance from it.
, „

It is fit that no one be ignorant, that the viscera above

mentioned demand a distinct method of treatment. For an

external wound is to be treated by external means whether

by sewing, or by any other kind of remedy.
^

With regard

to he viscera, nothing is to be disturbed ;
although, in the

event of some portion of the l>-r, spleen, or lung h^^^^^^^^^^

by a small attachment, it may be cut away. With this ex-

cJption the same regimen and the same medicines are

applicable for the cure^ of an internal wound, as in a former

boSk I mentioned to be suited to each of the viscera.

25 Such measures having been adopted on the first day,

the parient is to be put to bed, and if his wound be severe,

he o£t, before inflammation sets in, to practise abs inence

o tl tLost his strength will permit; to drink hot wat

till he has quenched his thirst ; or even cold water, it in

summe and neither fever nor pain be present. However

one can'lay down no universal precept, but must always be

re 'ulated by the strength of the system; so that excessive

wfakness may render food necessary from the very first

Tat is to say! such as is meagre and in small quantities so

to be barlly sufficient to support life. So, again, there

;:^al7eaT whirVX;v:^if^^ l-tful to a

"^""oil'^^Vxcessive tumefaction in a wound is dangerous
;
the

'^c!^Z^^^^on^.<i^r.^..ons to ^1- 1-t degree : the

feme is a proof of high inflammation; the latter, of a sjs-
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tem dying from exhaustion. One may know, at an early

period, that a wound will maturely heal, provided the

senses are retained, and no fever accedes. Nor ought we to

be alarmed even though fever should continue throughout

the inflammatory stage, accompanying a large wound. That,

however, is dangerous which either supervenes upon a slight

wound, or outlasts the inflammation, or excites delirium :

or when it does not put an end to a tetanus, or to convul-

sions, which have supervened on a wound. Involuntary
bilious vomiting also, either occurring immediately after a
wound, or during the stage of inflammation, is an unfavour-

able symptom in those persons only in whom nerves or ner-

vous structure has been wounded. It is not bad practice to

elicit vomiting ; especially with those who make this their

custom : but, then, it must neither be done directly after

a meal, nor when inflammation has just commenced, nor
when the wound is in the superior parts.

27. The wound having been thus treated for two days, on
the third it requires to be opened, and the sanies having
been washed away with cold water, the same dressings are
to be introduced. On the fifth day the inflammation is at
its height. Then it is that, uncovering the wound, it be-
comes our duty to consider its colour : if livid, or pale, or
varicoloured, or black, one may know that it is a bad
wound ; and whenever such an appearance is noticed, there
is just ground for alarm. It is most favourable that a wound
be white or ruddy. A hard, thick, painful skin denotes
danger ; but when it is free from pain, thin, and soft, it is a
good sign. But if the wound be agglutinated, or if it be
but slightly swollen, the same applications are to be conti-
nued as were first employed : if the inflammation be severe,
and there be no hope of agglutination, suppuratives are to be
applied. And now also hot water becomes useful, that it

may dissipate the matter, mollify the hardness, and excite
the pus. Its temperature should be so regulated that it may
be agreeable to the hand ; and its use persisted in till it ap-
pears to have diminished the swelling, and to have rendered
the sore of a healthier colour. After the fomentation, if the
wound be not very wide, a plaster should be applied imme-
diately

; and, if a large wound, the tetrapharmacum in pre-
ference; if in the joints, phalanges, or cartilaginous struc-
ture, the rhypodes; but if of considerable width, this same
plaster ought to be dissolved in orris-oil, and to be applied
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spread on lint over the wound; then, over that the plaster,

and next the sordid wool, the bandages being now bound

less tight than at first.

28. There are some peculiarities demanding our notice

with respect to joints. In these, if their connecting strings

have been divided, there follows a weakness of the part. If

that be doubtful, and the wound have been inflicted with a

sharp weapon, it is more easy of cure when in a transverse

direction ; if with a blunt and heavy instrument, the figure

of it makes no difference ; but we are to notice whether the

pus forms above the joint, or below it. If below, and it is

discharged for a long time white and thick, it is probable

that a nerve has been divided ; and this probability is in-

creased in proportion to the severity of the pains and inflam-

mation, and their earlier development. But even though

the nerve be not divided, yet, if the surrounding tumescence

continue for a long time, the ulcer will necessarily be long

in healing ; and even when healed, the swelling will remain :

the result of which will be that the motions of extension and

flexion in the limb will be retarded. The power of exten-

sion is recovered more slowly after the joint has been kept

bent, than that of flexion in a limb which has been pre-

served straight throughout the whole course of the cure. The

position of the injured limb also requires some method, for

if agolutination be our object, it should be elevated : when

in the inflammatory stage, it should not be inclined either

way • when the pus has begun to flow, it should be in a de-

pending posture. Kest is also an excellent remedy
;

for

motion and walking are only proper for people in health.

These however, are not so pernicious to such as have re-

ceived wounds in the head, or arms, as they are to those

who have been wounded in the lower extremities, i urther-

moie walking is least suited to wounds of the thigh, leg, or

foot
'

The patient's chamber should be warm. Bathing,

before the wound is pure, is one of the very worst things

that can be done : for it makes it humid and foul, and then

eano^rene is usually the consequence. Gentle friction is an

appropriate means of cure: but it must be employed .n

those parts which are situated a considerable distance from

the wound.
. „ . j •

99 After the subsidence of inflammation the wound is to

be cleansed. Lint steeped in honey, is the best application

for this purpose : and over it, the plaster mentioned before.
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or the enneaphannacum. An ulcer may be considered pure,

when it has become red, and is neither too moist nor too

dry. But all ulcers are impure which are devoid of sensi-

bility, or have morbid feelings, and which are either too dry,

or too moist ; or white, pale, livid, or black.

30. After having obtained a clean wound, then follows

the process of incarnation. And now hot water becomes
useful so far as it contributes to detach the sanies. Succid
wool is at this time improper : it is better to surround the

wound with such as has been washed. Now, as there are

certain applications which act as incarnants, it will not be

amiss to employ them ; as for example, butter with rose-oil

and a small portion of honey, or tetrapharmacum with the

rose-oil, or lint steeped in the same: nevertheless a mode-
rate use of the bath, and the allowing a generous, and at

this stage, a more plentiful diet, while at the same time all

acrid substances are excluded, prove much more beneficial.

So that now birds, and venison, and boiled pork may be
given. Wine in all cases is improper, so long as there is

fever or inflammation : nay, if the nerves or muscles have
been wounded, or even the flesh deeply, it is inadmissible
throughout, even to the stage of cicatrization. But if the
wound be free from danger, and merely skin-deep, wine
given in moderation, provided it be not very old, may also
promote the incarnation. If a part be required to be molli-
fied, which is necessary in nervous and muscular structures,
one should also apply cerate upon the wound. But to re-

press a superfluous growth of flesh, dried lint, or, what are
stronger, copper scales are useful. If more luxuriant, cor-
rosives still more powerful are to be employed. After all

these means, lycium diluted with passum, or with milk, or
even dry lint of itself, is a convenient means of eflfecting

cicatrization.

31. Such, then, are the gradations of the healing process
when favourable. But certain untoward circumstances are
by no means unusual. Sometimes an ulcer having become
chronic, acquires a callous surface with thick edges; and
when this state is established, the dressings are of little ser-
vice : this is most commonly the result of negligent treat-
ment: for sometimes, either from excessive inflammation,
or from immoderate heat, or from severe cold, or from too
tight bandaging, or from old age, or from a bad habit of
body, gangrene ensues. This affection is divided by the

CEL. T
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Greeks into species, but not so in our language. Now every

gangrene not only corrupts the part on which it first seizes,

but uniformly extends itself; and can then be discriminated

by symptoms which are various. For sometimes a redness

with infiamraation surrounds the ulcer, and is painful and

spreading; the Greeks call it epverlireXas (erusipelas.) Some-

times the ulcer is black from the flesh being corrupted, and

that, when the sore is moist, and there is pale and fetid fluid

distilling from it, becomes aggravated by the process of

putrefaction ; so that portions of dead flesh, nay, even

nerves and membranes, are detached ; and the probe, when

introduced, descends either laterally or directly downwards:

the bone also is sometimes vitiated. Sometimes the aff'ec-

tion is of that kind which the Greeks call yayypaivau

(gangrainan.) The first species occurs in all parts of the

body ; the last in the prominent parts, that is to say, the

nails, arm-pits, or groins ; and usually, in elderly subjects,

or in such as are of a cachectic habit. The ulcerated

FLESH IS BLACK OR LIVID, DRY AND WITHERED ;

THE SKIN IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT IS GENERALLY

COVERED WITH DARK PUSTULES; THEN THE CIRCLE

NEXT TO THIS IS PALE, OR LIVID, AND USUALLY

WRINKLY AND INSENSIBLE; AND BEYOND THIS THERE

IS A CIRCLE OF INFLAMMATION : ALL THESE ADVANCE

SIMULTANEOUSLY ; THE ULCER ENCROACHING PASSES

ON TO THE PUSTULOUS PART, THE PUSTULES TO THAT

WHICH IS PALE OR LIVID, THE PALLOR OR LIVOR TO

THAT WHICH IS INFLAMED, AND THE INFLAMMATION

TO THE SOUND SKIN. During these symptoms high fever

arises, together with intense thirst, and, in some cases, deli-

rium • those who retain their senses stammer in their speech,

and are scarcely intelligible : the stomach begins to be af-

fected ; the breath becomes fetid. Although this disorder

is curable at its commencement, yet, when thoroughly root-

ed, medicine is of no avail, and most commonly the patient

dies in a cold sweat.

32 Such are the dangers attending wounds. But

an old ulcer should be scarified with a scalpel, and its

edc^es cut away, and incision should be made likewise in the

livid part beyond these. If there be a small vanx in it

which impedes the cure, that too is to be cu ou Then

when blood has been emitted, and the sore has thus been

Tonverted into a green wound, the same curative means are
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to be employed as in other recent wounds. If one be un-

willing to use the knife, the ladanuni plaster may perhaps

restore it to a healthy condition ; and, when the old ulcer

has been eaten away, that Avhich promotes cicatrization.

33. That affection, which I stated to be called epv-

rriTreXas, (erusipelas,) not only supervenes upon a wound,
but occurs without one, and sometimes carries with it consi-

derable danger
; especially if it fix itself near the neck or

head. If the strength permit, it will be expedient to let

blood : the next measure is to apply poultices at once re-

pressing and refrigerating
;
particularly ceruse with the juice

of nightshade, or Cimolian chalk mixed up with rain-water,

or flour incorporated with the same, to which may be added
cypress, or, if the part be tender, lentils. Whatever is em-
ployed should be covered with a beet-leaf, and laid upon a
piece of linen rag moistened with water. If refrigerants are
not sufficiently efficacious alone, a mixture is to be made as
follows: of sulphur p. K. I. ceruse and saflFron, of each p,
K . XII. s. ; these are to be triturated together with wine, and
used as an unction : or, if the part be less tender, the pow-
dered leaves of nightshade are to be mixed with hogs-lard,
and applied over the part spread on linen. But if there be
a blackness which has not yet begun to spread, mild corro-
sives are to be applied ; and the ulcer, when clean, is to be
nourished as in any other case. When there is a higher de-
gree of putrescency, and it advances and spreads, more
powerful corrosives are necessary. If these fail to subdue
the malady, the part ought to be cauterized until moisture
no longer flow from it ; for sound flesh when burnt becomes
dry. After the cauterization of a putrid ulcer such applica-
tions are to be used as may detach the sloughs, or eschars,
as the Greeks call them. When these shall have fallen off,
the ulcer must be cleansed, and that, preferably, by honey

I and resin : although it may also be deterged by other medi-
' cines used for dressing suppurating surfaces, and healed by
the same method.

34. When gangrene has not as yet manifestly taken
possession, but is only incipient, it is not very difficult
to cure it; especially in a young subject ; and the chances

; are still more favourable if the muscles be sound ; if there be
altogether no, or only slight lesion of the nerves, and nei-
ither of the large joints denuded; or if the diseased part be
I not fleshy, and consequently have but little substance that
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can become putrid ; and if the malady be stationary, which

it mostly is when occurring in the finger. In this disease

the first thing to be done, if the strength permit, is to let

blood : after that, entirely to cut away such parts as are

arid, and disposed to implicate the surrounding surface, as far

as to the sound parts. While the disease is extending itself,

no suppurative applications should be employed, and, there-

fore, not even hot water. Heavy dressings also, although

repressing, are improper; the lightest ought to be em-

ployed ; and for the inflamed part we ought to use refrige-

rants. If the disease still spread, the line between the

sound and diseased part should be cauterized : and in gan-

grene especially, we are to derive our aid not merely from

iTiedicaments, but from regimen also ; for this malady never

occurs, save in a corrupt and vitiated habit. Hence, at an

early period, unless weakness prohibit, abstinence should be

practised : then we ought to administer, in the form of food

and drink, such articles as tend to brace the alimentary

canal, and thus, secondarily, the whole system likewise;

such articles should be of a light quality. Afterwards, if

the aff"ection become stationary, the same applications are

requisite as have been prescribed for a putrid ulcer. And

then also a fuller diet of the middle class is admissible, pro-

vided it consist of such articles as have a drying eftect both

on the bowels and the entire body : and the drink should

be cold rain-water. Bathing, unless convalescence be no

longer doubtful, is injurious: because the wound sottened

by this means is attacked with a renewal of the same mala-

dy It not unfrequently happens that all remedies prove

unavailing, and the gangrene spreads in spite of opposition:

when it comes to this, there is still one sad solitary remedy

^amputation of the perishing limb for the safety ot the

body_corpoiate._^
the treatment of the severest wounds.

Nor ouoht those to be neglected in which the internal flesh

is bruised, while the integument remains entire ;
or such as

are grazed, or attended with loss of substance ;
or those pro-

ceecfing from a splinter fixed in the flesh ;
or when hough

the wound is small, it is nevertheless deep. In the first

case the best plan is to boil PO-egranate bark in wine, to

triturate its inner portion, and, having mixed i w th a^^ce-

rate made with rose-oil, to lay it over the part then, tor a

rile of the skin, one should use some mild application, such
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as lipara. But when there is not merely excoriation, but

loss of substance, the tetrapharmacum plaster ought to be

applied, the quantity of the food diminished, and wine re-

linquished. Wounds of this kind, although superficial, are

not to be treated lightly, for they often give rise to gan-

grene. Still, however, when slight and of small extent, we
may rest satisfied with the mild application just mentioned.
It is our duty to extract a splinter, if possible, either by the

hand, or with a forceps. If it be broken, or if it have pe-
netrated too deeply to admit of extraction, it must be
drawn out by a medicinal application. The root of a reed
answers best as a drawing application, bruised at once with-
out preparation, if soft ; but if hard, previously boiled in

mulse; to this honey should invariably be added ; or birth-

wort with honey. The worst splinter is that of a reed, be-
cause it is rough : and there is the same mischievous pro-
perty in the fern likewise : but experience has shewn that
each of these, bruised and applied externally, is a remedy
against the effects of the other. All medicines which have
a drawing quality, exert that power also against all kinds
of splinters : such remedies are very well adapted for deep
and small wounds. Philocrates' plaster is the best for the
former case ; that of Hecateus for the latter.

36. In wounds of every kind when it is our object
to promote cicatrization, (a process which becomes neces-
sary after the ulcers have been thoroughly cleansed, and iu-
carned,) we are first to apply lint dipped in cold water, so
long as granulation requires to be promoted

; afterwards,
when our object is to restrain it, the lint is to be put on dry,
until the cicatrix be induced : it will then be proper to bind
over it white lead, to keep down the cicatrix, and to assi-
milate its colour to that of the healthy integument. Wild
cucumber root has the same virtue so also a composition
containing of elaterium p. i. of litharge p. k. n. of
simple unguent p. K. iv. incorporated with as much turpen-
tine resin as may serve to give them all the consistence of a
plaster.

But black cicatrices are mildly cleansed by means of
equal portions of verdigrease and washed lead, incorporated
with resin

; whether used as an unction, which may be prac-
tised for the face, or, what is more convenient for the other
parts of the body, applied in the form of plaster. But if the
cicatrix be elevated, or if it be hollow, it is unwise to sub-
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mit to the pain of a second cure, merely for the sake of stu-

dying appearances : otherwise there is a remedy for both

these cases: for either cicatrix may be converted into a

wound by the knife, or, if one prefer medicine, by any of

the caustic compositions. After the skin has been thus ul-

cerated, corrosives are to be laid over the prominent flesh,

and incarnants over that surface which is concave, until

both are on a level with the sound skin ; and afterwards they

are to be cicatrized.

XXVII. 1. I have spoken of such wounds as are prin-

cipally inflicted by weapons: it follows, that I treat ot

such as are the eftects of bites ; these sometimes of the hu-

man species, sometimes of an ape, frequently of a dog, oc-

casionally of wild beasts, or of serpents. Now every bite

HAS MOST COMMONLY SOME VENOM IN IT. THERE-

FORE IF THE WOUND BE SEVERE, A CUPPING GLASS

SHOULD BE APPLIED : if of a slighter character, a plaster

is to be immediately laid over it, and especially that of Dio-

genes ; if that be not at hand, any of tliose which I have

proposed for bites, or, in the absence of these, the green

Alexandrian; if not even that can be procured, any one,

not of a fatty nature, selected from those which are suited to

green wounds. Salt also is a remedy in these cases, and es-

pecially for the bite of a dog, provided the hand be placed

on the wound, and just above, it be struck with the two

fln-ers of the opposite hand: for it draws out the sanies, bo

also salsament is a proper application, bound over the

^°""lN THE BITE OP A MAD DOG, IT IS INDISPENSABLY

REQUISITE THAT THE VIRUS BE DRAWN OUT BY MEANS

OF THE CUPPING CUCURBITAL : in the next place, if the

part be neither nervous nor muscular, the wound should be

cauterized; and if that be impracticable, .s exped.^^^^^^^^^

bleed the patient. Then over the wound, if cauterized,

such dressings are to be applied as are used in other burns ;

but if not cauterized with the actual cautery, the most pow-

prfiil caustic medicaments. . j j

After these measures, the wound is to be incarned and

healed, not by any new method, but by that already laid

down above. Some, after the bite of arnad dog, immed.ate-

vTrimersI their patient in the hot-bath, and allow him to

sweTaway theri as long as his strength will permit, en-

argbgThe^wound to allow of a freer escape of the virus:
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rilis measure they immediately follow up by the exhibition of

plenty of undiluted wine, which is an antidote to all poi-

sons. After persisting- in this plan for three days, the pa-

tient is considered to be out of danger. But from this kind

of wound, if ineftectually treated, a dread of water is the

usual result : the Greeks call it vhpotpo^iav (hudrophobian),

a most heart-rending malady, in which the patient is at

once tormented with thirst, and a dread of water. When
thus afflicted, there is scarcely a shade of hope. The sole

remedy consists in throwing him unawares into a pond; and
if he cannot swim, he should be allowed to drink in the wa-
ter as he sinks, and to be elevated alternately ; if he can

swim, he should be repeatedly kept under water, that he

may be compelled to drink : for this is the way to remove
both the thirst and the hydrophobia. But then another

danger awaits him, lest his weak frame, disturbed by the

cold water, be destroyed by convulsions. To obviate this,

he is to be immediately transferred from the pond into a
bath of hot oil. If the dread of liquids have not yet mani-
fested itself, an antidote should be administered in water

;

and that in preference, which I first enumerated, or in de-
fault of that, some other; and, if the taste be offensive, ho-
ney is to be added ; if that symptom have already acceded,
it may be taken in the form of bolus.

3. The bites of serpents also require a treatment not
very dissimilar ; although the ancients had so many various
methods for such cases, that they have laid down a distinct

plan of cure for each kind of snake ; some adopting one
plan, and some another. But the same remedies are gene-
rally efficacious for all kinds. In the first place, then, a li-

gature is to be tied round the limb, above the wound ; not
too tight, lest it be benumbed : then the poison ought to be
drawn out. Nothing accomplishes this so effec-
tually AS THE CUPPING cucuRBiTAL : and it is a good
plan previously to make incisions round the wound with
a scalpel, that more of the vitiated blood may be extracted.
If there be no cucurbital at hand, a contingency scarcely
possible, one may use any thing else calculated to answer
the same purpose : and if there be no kind of apparatus, a
person should be engaged to suck the w^ound. Nor indeed
have the Psylli, as they are called, any peculiar skill, but a
boldness confirmed by experience. For the poison of a ser-
pent, like certain poisons used by the Gauls in hunting, do
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not prove noxious by the mouth, but when introduced into a
wound. Hence an adder may be eaten with impunity: its

bite is mortal. And if the animal have been lulled into a

state of stupidity, (which itinerants eftect by means of cer-

tain drugs,) should one put his finger into its mouth, and be

not wounded, no harm results from the saliva. Conse-
quently, WHOEVER, IMITATING THE PSYLLI, SUCKS
THE WOUND, IS NOT ONLY SAFE HIMSELF, BUT SAVES

HIS FELLOW CREATURE. It will be expedient, however,

that he observe whether he have any ulcers in the gums, pa-

late, or any part of the mouth. The patient should af-

terwards be laid in a warm room, in such a manner that the

wounded part may be in a depending posture. If there

be no one to suck the wound, and no cucurbital at hand,

it will be proper for him to absorb goose, or mutton, or

veal broth, and then to vomit: furthermore, one should cut

a live fowl through the middle, and instantly apply it over

the wound, while yet hot, so that its inner surface may be

in contact with the patient's flesh. A kid or a Iamb ripped

up, and its reeking flesh immediately applied to the wound,

is equally efficacious : so likewise are the plasters above

mentioned : and the fittest is the Ephesian, or that which

follows it. Some of the antidotes are also powerful re-

medies. But if these be not at hand, it is expedient that

the patient drink off a draught of strong wine with pepper,

or any thing else that is calefacient, and unfavourable to the

coagulation of the blood within the body : for most poisons

destroy by the cold they produce. Also all diuretics are

beneficial, inasmuch as they attenuate the fluids.

4. Such are the common remedies for bites of every land:

experience, however, has taught us that one who has been

wounded by an asp, ought to drink vinegar in preference.

This remedy is reported to have been accidentally discovered

by a lad who, when bitten by this reptile, and distressed

with a thirst, partly the effect of the wound, and in part

arising from the excessive heat of the weather, not beuig

able to find any other fluid, drank all the vinegar which he

chanced to have with him, and was thus saved: as I be-

lieve, because although it is a refrigerant, it nevertheless has

also the faculty of dissipating. Hence it is that earth, when

sprinkled with it, eftervesces. Therefore it is very probable

that by this same property the internal fluids of the patient

are discussed, and a recovery thus effected.
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5. Against the poison of some other reptiles, there are

sundry sine remedies sufficiently known : for the scorpion is

a most excellent remedy for its own bite. Some drink it

bruised with wine : some, having bruised it in like manner,

lay it over the wound : some, having laid it over a brasier,

thus fumigate the wound, a blanket being thrown over it, to

prevent the escape of the fumes ; afterwards they bind its

residuary coke over the wound. Furthermore, the seed of

the solar herb, called by the Greeks i/XiorpoTrtov (heliotro-

pion), or, at any rate, its leaves should be quaffed with wine.

Over the wound, bran, moistened with vinegar, or wild rue,

are proper applications, or fried salt with honey. How-
ever, 1 have been acquainted with practitioners who, for

the sting of a scorpion, adopted no other measure than
blood-letting.

6. For the sting of a scorpion, as well also as for that of

a spider, it is proper to mix garlic with rue, and to apply
these bruised with oil.

7. But in wounds inflicted by the serpent called cera-
stes, or by the DIPSAS, or the h^morrhois, as much of
the dried asphodel as is equivalent to the bulk of an Egyp-
tian bean, is to be divided into two doses, and administered
with a a little rue. Trefoil also, and wild mint, and panaces
vvith vinegar, are equally efficacious. Costum, cassia, and
cinnamon taken in some liquid, form an appropriate remedy.

8. Against the wound of a chersydrus, panaces, or assa-
fetida in the dose of three scruples and a half with a dena-
rius, or leek juice with a hemina of wine should be taken,
and savoury eaten abundantly. But over the wound goat-
dung boiled in vinegar is to be applied, or barley-meal with
the same; or rue, or catmint, powdered with salt, and
mixed with honey. This last remedy is of equal efficacy in
the wound of the cerastes.

9. But when the injury is inflicted by the phalangium,
besides the surgical part of the cure, the patient is to be
frequently immersed in the solium, and to take an equal
quantity of myrrh and stavesacre in a hemina of passum ; or
radish seed, or root of darnel in wine : and bran boiled in
vinegar should be applied over the wound, repose being
strictly enjoined.

10. Now these kinds of reptiles are exotic, and very dan-
gerous, and are principally generated in hot countries

; Italy
and the colder climates are more salubrious in this respect
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also, that they produce snakes less formidable. Against our

snakes an eflfeclual relief will be derived from betony, or

Cantabrica, or centaury, or argemone, or trixago, or perso-

nina, or the marine pastinaca, taken singly, or any two of

them powdered and both exhibited as a potion with wine,

and used as a local application to the wound. It is neces-

sary to know that the wounds of all reptiles are more dan-

gerous if inflicted when either the animal itself, or the

wounded person is in a fasting condition : hence they are

most pernicious during incubation ; and it is highly useful,

when one is apprehensive of encountering snakes, not to go

out with an empty stomach.

11. To afford relief in cases of poison ingested with the

food or drink is more diflicult : first, because the patients

have not, as when wounded by a snake, an immediate cog-

nizance of the injury, and, therefore, cannot immediately

employ the remedy ; and next, because the mischief begins

not from the skin, but from internal parts. However, the

best plan is, directly one perceives the accident, to swallow

large draughts of oil, and to vomit ;
then, having emptied

the stomach, to drink an antidote, or, in default of that, neat

wine.inc.

12. There are certain remedies appropriated to particular

poisons, and particularly the less active ones. For if one

has swallowed cantharides, panaces ought to be exhibited,

bruised in milk, or galbanum with wine, or milk by itself.

13. If hemlock, hot neat wine with rue should be drunk

as largely as possible ;
vomiting should then be procured,

and assafoetida, exhibited in wine: if free from fever, the pa-

tient should be put into a hot bath ; if not free, he is to be

anointed with calefacients. Afterwards repose is indispen-

sably requisite.
, i , • i , i

14. If he has taken henbane, he should drink hot mulse,

or milk of any kind, but particularly that of asses.

15. If ceruse—juice of mallows, or walnuts bruised with

wine are most serviceable.
, •

„

16 If a leech has been swallowed, vinegar with salt in it,

is to be drunk. If milk has curdled on the stomach, the

remedy is passum, or coagulum, or assafojtida with vinegar.

17 If one has taken noxious mushrooms, he should eat

radishes, either ^vith posca, or with salt and vinegar. These

may not only be distinguished from the wholesome kind,

but by a peculiar method of dressing may be rendered ht for
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tlie table. For after they have been boiled in oil, or if a

twig of pear-tree be boiled with them, they become inno-

cent.

18. Burns also may be ranked among the effects of ex-

ternal violence, and it would, therefore, appear proper that

I here discourse of them.—ISovv they are best treated by the

leaves either of lily or of hound's tongue, or of beet, boiled

in old wine and oil : and one of these immediately applied

has the power of healing them. The treatment may be di-

vided into that stage in which are employed substances

slightly corrosive and repellent to prevent pustules, and sti-

mulate the surface, and that stage embracing the use of

mild dressings to complete the healing process.

Of the former is the meal of lentils with honey, or myrrh
with wine, or Cimolian chalk powdered with the bark of

thus, worked into a paste with water, and diluted Avith vine-

gar, as occasion may rerjnire. Of the latter kind are any of

the lipara : though the most suitable is that containing the

dross of lead, or the yolks of eggs. Another plan of treat-

ing burns consists in the constant application of lentils with
honey, during the inflammatory stage ; and after that has

subsided, meal with rue, or leaks, or horehound, until the

crusts fall off: then vetches with honey, or orris, or tiirpen-

tine-resin, until the ulcer is clean : and last of all, dry lint.

XXVIII. 1. From external injuries we are next to pro-

ceed to consider such as arise internally from corruption of
some internal part. Of these there is none worse than a
carbuncle. It is characterized by a redness, over which
there are pustules not very numerous, mostly black, occa-
sionally somewhat livid, or pale ; these seem to contain a
sanies : below, the colour is black : the surface itself is dry,
and preternaturally hard ; and about it there is a sort of
crust encircled with inflammation ; the skin at that part can-
not be elevated, but remains as it were fixed to the flesh

below : there is somnolency, and sometimes shivering fits, or
tever, or both. The affection spreads, pushing forth radicles
at its base, sometimes rapidly, at others slowly ; and ad-
vancing at its surface it grows white : it then becomes livid

and surrounded with small pustules : and when it occurs
about the cesophagus or fauces, it not unfrequently produces
sudden suftocation. The best plan is to cauterize without
loss of time. Nor is this a severe operation, for the flesh

being dead is insensible; and when the pain is felt at every
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part of the tumour it will be proper to desist. The wound
is afterwards to be treated like any other burn : for a crust

ensues upon the use of corrosive medicines, which, when
entirely separated from the living flesh, draws along with it

whatever was corrupt ; and now the clean ulcer may be

treated with impleting dressings. If the disease be in the

surface of the skin, corrosives, or even caustics, may afford

relief; our treatment being more or less active in proportion

to the emergency of the case. Whatever the application,

if efficacious, it will soon detach the sloughy parts from the

sound ; and we may generally rest fully assured that the

corrupt flesh will decay on all sides, wherever the corrosive

has exerted its action. Should that not happen, the disease

is too powerful for the remedy, and immediate cauterization

is most decidedly requisite. Furthermore, in this kind of

malady one should abstain from food and wine, and drink

water freely ;
especially, if there be likewise an accession of

fever.

2. A carcinoma is not so dangerous, unless exasperated

by imprudent treatment. This affection chiefly occurs in

the upper parts, about the face, nose, ears, lips, and the

breasts of females. It also occurs in the liver and spleen.

In the vicinity of the part, pricking pains are felt; the tu-

mour is immoveable, and irregular ;
occasionally also it is

insensible. In the vicinity of the part the veins appear in-

flated and tortuous, and are either pallid or livid ; occasion-

ally also they are, in some subjects, concealed from view ; and

the part with some is painful to the touch, with others not

so : sometimes harder or softer than natural, without being

ulcerated : not unfrequently ulceration accedes to the symp-

toms already enumerated : now and then it has no well-

marked characteristic symptoms : at other times, with regard

to size and asperity, it is not unlike those tumoms which

the Greeks call condylomata : its colour is red, or approach-

ing to that of lentils: nor is it safe to give it a blow ;
for

paralysis or convulsion is the immediate result. Oftentimes,

on receiving a blow on the part, the person loses the power

of speech, and faints away. In some cases, even if pressure

be applied on the tumour, the circumjacent parts become tense

and swollen. Hence this disease is one of the very worst

description. Its first stage is that denominated cacoethes

:

after that there is cancer withoiit ulceration ;
then the

ulcer ; and from that athymium. The cacoethes is the only
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one that is curable : treatment only serves to exasperate the

others, and the more so in proportion to its activity. Some
have employed caustics, some the actual cautery, some the

knife ; and all without avail : for cauterization has imme-
diately produced high irritation, and they have gone on in-

creasing in size to the destruction of the patient ; after

having been extirpated by the knife, nay, after they have
been completely healed, they have returned again and proved
fatal : while on the other hand, by declining all active treat-

ment for the removal of the affection, and employing lenient

dressings merely, which exert a soothing power, in the ma-
jority of cases there is nothing to prevent the patients ar-

riving at a good old age. Time and experiment afford us

the only means of discerning a curable cacoethes from an
incurable cancer. Therefore, on the first observance of the

malady, caustics ought to be applied. If these yield relief,

and the symptoms abate, the cure may proceed to excision

and cauterization : but if irritation be the immediate con-
sequence, we may infer, that it is a true cancer ; and all

acrid and strong dressings are to be excluded. But if there
be a local induration without an ulcer, an application con-
sisting of a very rich tig, or the rhypodes plaster will suffice.

If the ulcer have an even surface, it should be dressed with
cerate of rose-oil, with tlie addition of a powder formed from
the bruised shells which have been used at a forge for
quenching hot iron. If the surface be excrescent, one should
try copper scales, the mildest of the caustics, till the sore be
on a level with the surrounding skin

; provided, however,
that it does not exasperate : for otherwise we must rest con-
tent with the cerate aforesaid.

3. There is also an ulcer which the Greeks call drjplw/xa
(therioma). It both comes of itself, and supervenes on an
ulcer arising from some other cause : its colour is either livid
or black; its odour disagreeable ; its discharge copious, and
like mucus ; the ulcer itself is insensible both to the touch
and to medicines; its only sensation is an itching: but
around it there is pain and inflammation : sometimes also
fever arises : sometimes there is hajmorrhage from the wound

;

and this disease likewise has a tendency to spread. All
these symptoms often become aggravated, and give rise to
the ulcer which the Greeks have termed phagedenic

; because
rapidly spreading, and penetrating even to the bones, it de-
vours the body. This last sore is unequal, resembling dirt;
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and there is in it a glutinous humour, of an intolerable odour,

with an inflammation greater than is usual in an ulcer of that

size. Both species, like gangrenes of all kinds, hap)>eu

most frequently in old persons, or in cachectic habits. 'I'he

method of cure is the same in either case, but more active in

proportion to the severity of the symptoms. The first step

must consist in establshing a strict regimen : the patient

should rest in bed, abstain from food during the first days,

drink copiously of water, and have his bowels opened by

clyster : then, after the inflammation, he should take food of

a good juice, avoiding every thing acrid; drink as much as

he pleases, provided he occasionally rests satisfied with

water; although with his supper he may drink moderately

of austere wine. Fasting, however, is not to be pushed to

the same extent in the phagedenic case as in the therioma-

tous. So much for diet. But over the ulcers dry aloes is

to be sprinkled, or cenanthe; and if these be not effective,

chalcitis : and if the nerve be denuded, by the flesh being

eaten away, that it may not be burnt by this last remedy, it

should be previously covered with lint. Should there be

need of still stronger remedies, we must advance to those

compositions which are more powerfully caustic ; such as are

sprinkled on dry, ought to be insinuated into the wound from

the broad end of a probe. Over these should be laid pled-

gets of lint besmeared with honey, or olive-leaves boiled

in wine, or horehound : these are to be covered with linen

dipped in cold water, and afterwards thoroughly expressed ;

and all around, when there is tumour from inflammation, re-

pressing cataplasms are to be applied. If under the use of

this no benefit accrue, the part should be seared with the

actual cautery; previously covering the nerves with care, if

any be in sight. That every part which has been burnt,

whether by medicines or the cautery, requires first to be

cleansed, and then incarned, must, from what has been

already said, be self-evident to every person.

4. The IGNIS SACER ought also to be enumerated among

raalio-nant ulcers. There are two species of it. One is red-

dish,°or pale red, and its surface roughened by continuous

pustules, of an uniform size, numerous and very small.

These generally contain pus, and are red and hot, and the

affection goes on spreading, while the part first vitiated be-

gins to heal: or sometimes becoming ulcerated, there is one

continuous ulcer formed by the bursting of the pustules, and
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A discharge which seems to partake of the nature of sanies

and pus. It mostly occurs in the breast, or sides, or extre-

mities, and especially in the soles of the feet.

The other kind consists of an ulceration of the surface of

the skin, superficial, broad, somewhat livid, but irregularly

so ; and while it heals in the middle, it spreads at the ex-

tremities, and often when it seems to have become sound, it

again ulcerates: the adjacent skin, when about to become
implicated in the affection, is somewhat swollen and hard ;

and is of a red colour inclining to black. Elderly persons,

or such as are of a bad habit of body, are most usually the

subjects of this complaint also ; but it chiefly occurs in the

legs. Now every ignis sacer, although the least dangerous

of the disorders which spread, is of all nearly the most
difficult of removal. An ephemeral fever may act as a for-

tuitous remedy by consuming the nocent humour. The
thicker and whiter the pus, the less the danger. It is bene-
ficial also to promote the discharge of pus by making in-

cisions below the mouth of the ulcers, and thus to extract

the matter by which the flesh is corrupted. If, however, a

slight fever come on, it will be requisite to practise absti-

nence, to rest in bed, and to purge by clyster. But in ignis

sacer of every species, neither bland and glutinous, nor salt

and acrid nutriments ought to be used ; but those of an in-

termediate nature: such for example as unleavened bread,
fish, flesh of a kid, fowl, and nearly all kinds of venison
except the wild boar. If there be no such fever, not only
is gestation serviceable, but likewise walking, and austere
wine, and the warm bath. In this kind of aftection also,

the quantity of the drink ought to exceed that of the food.
But the ulcers themselves, if spreading slowly, are to be
fomented with hot water ; if more actively, with hot wine :

the whole of the pustules are then to be opened with a
needle, and, afterwards, such dressings applied as may eat
away the putrid flesh. After the inflammation has been re-
moved, and the ulcer cleansed, a mild dressing ought to be
applied. But in the former species, quinces bruised after
being boiled in wine may prove beneficial : so may the plas-
ter of PFera, or the tetrapharmacura with the addition of
one-fifth of olibanum, or black ivy boiled in austere wine

;

so much so, that if the affection be spreading rapidly, no
remedy is of more service. When the ulcer is confined to
the surface of the skin, after mundification, mild dressings
are all that is required to complete the healing process.
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5. The ulcer named Chironium is large, and has hard,

callous, swollen edges. A sanies is discharged from it, not

copious but thin ; there is no bad smell either in the ulcer,

or in the fluid which proceeds from it : there is no inflam-

mation, and the pain not excessive ; it does not spread, and

therefore is not dangerous, but it is not easily healed. Some-

times a thin cicatrix forms over it, and is afterwards broken,

and the ulcer is renewed. It happens principally in the feet

and legs. The proper application is one containing both

something bland, something strong, and something repel-

lent ; such as the following : of copper scales, washed lead

calcined, of each p. X . iv. of cadmia, and of wax, of each

p. VIII. with a sufficient quantity of rose-oil to give these

and the wax a proper consistence.

6. There are ulcers which are the consequence of the win-

ter's cold; particularly in children, and in their feet and

toes especially ; sometimes in their hands also. There is

redness with moderate inflammation ; sometimes pustules

arise, and afterwards ulceration : there is more itching than

pain ; sometimes there is discharge of humour, but not ex-

cessive, and it bears a resemblance to pus, or sanies. In the

first place the part should be freely fomented with a decoc-

tion of rape, or if these be not at hand, of repressing vervams.

If the ulcer be not as yet open, copper is to be applied as

hot as the patient can bear it. If ulceration result Irom

this, alum powdered with an equal portion of olibanum, and

mixed with wine, forms a suitable application ; or pomegra-

nate boiled in water and afterwards bruised. If the outer

pellicle has been removed, in this case also mdd medicines

are more serviceable. .

7 Scrofula is a tumour in which certam concretions be-

low the skin, consisting of pus and blood, arise like smal

elands: these are particularly troublesome to the medical

attendant; for not only do they excite fever but they scarce y

ever maturate without difficulty; and whether treated by the

knife or by medicaments, they again make their appearance

near the old cicatrix, but much more frequently after being

treated by the last ; add to these, they are of long con i-

nuance. They principally occur in the neck but m the

arm-pits also, the groins, and sides. Meges tells us he met

with them in the breasts of females. In these cases white

hellebore may be given with propriety and that frequently,

until the humours are dispersed ; and with regard to bcal

applications, those are to be used which draw out or dissi-
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pate humour, of which mention has been made before.

Some employ caustics also to corrode the part, and form an

eschar, afterwards dressing it as an ulcer. Whatever the plan

pursued, it is necessary, after tlie ulcer is thoroughly cleansed,

that the system be exercised and nourished until the healing-

process be complete. While these are the methods laid

down by physicians, it has been discovered by the experience

of certain rustics, that one affected with a strume is freed

from it by eating a snake.

8. A boil is a pyramidal tubercle, attended with inflam-

matiou and pain; and the more so, just as it suppurates.

When it is opened, and the matter evacuated, part of the

flesh appears to be converted into pus, and part is corrupted,

and of a pale red colour ; this last some call the sac of the

boil. Even though no means be employed, this kind of

tumour is not dangerous ; for it maturates, and breaks spon-

taneously. Still, however, the severity of the pain renders

any treatment more eligible, that may serve to hasten the

cure. The proper application for it, is galbanum : although
others have been mentioned in a former paragraph. If

nought else be procurable, first, one ought to apply a plaster

not of a greasy nature, to repress it : then, if that fail, some
application calculated to promote suppuration ; or if that be
not at hand, resin, or yeast. Having squeezed out the pus,
further treatment is unnecessary.

0. The term phyma belongs to a tubercle, resembling a
boil, but rounder, flatter, and also frequently larger. For
a boil seldom equals the magnitude of the half of an egg,
and never exceeds it : the phyma is wont to be of greater
extent, but attended with less inflammation and pain. When
opened, the pus presents the same appearance, but no sac is

found, as in the boil : for all the corrupted flesh is changed
into pus. Furthermore, this tubercle originates more fre-

quently, and is more easily cured, in children : in adults it

occurs more rarely, and is less easily treated : while the rigi-
dity of old age is altogether exempt from it. The medicines
required for its discussion have been mentioned already.

10. A phygethlon is a superficial, broad tumour, upon
which there is an appearance like pustules. The pain and
tension are considerable

; greater than in proportion to the
size "of the tumour : sometimes also there is a slight fever :

the tumour maturates slowly, and is but partially converted
into pus. It happens chiefly in the neck, arm-pits, and
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groins. Our countrymen call it, from the resemblance in its

shape, PANEM. The proper application for removing this

also, has been before mentioned.

11. Although each of the foregoing is nothing else but a

small abscess, yet this last word is used as a general term

for every more extensive local affection having a tendency
to suppuration. Abscess more commonly occurs in the se-

quel ot fevers, local pains, and especially those which have
infested the abdomen. More frequently it is visible, for the

tumour is generally of some considerable extent, and of a

figure resembling that which, as I just now said, is called

phyma ; it is red and hot, and soon becomes hard, conti-

nually growing more mischievously painful, and producing

thirst and watchfulness. Sometimes, however, these ap-

pearances on the skin cannot be detected ;
especially where

the suppuration is deep seated ; but certain pricking pains

are experienced internally, together with thirst and watch-

fulness. It is more favourable that the induration be not

sudden, and that the colour, if not red, be at all events

altered from the natural appearance of the skin.

These last signs arise after the formation of pus, for, as to

the redness and swelling, they begin long before. But if the

part be soft, the collection of matter is to be arrested by re-

pressing and cooling poultices ; such as I have mentioned,

both in other parts of my work, and also a little way back,

when treating of erysipelas. If it have become consider-

ably indurated, we must proceed to the use of discutients

and resolvents, such as dry figs bruised, or wine lees mixed

with a cerate, which has been formed into a proper consis-

tence with hogs-lard ; or the root of wild cucumber, added

to twice its quantity of meal, previously boiled in mulse.

We may also form a mixture of equal parts of ammo-

niacum, galbanum, propolis and viscus, adding by weight

half as much myrrh as of each of the other ingredients. So

likewise the plasters and malagmata before mentioned pro-

duce the same eft^cts. That tumour which is not discussed

by these means, must necessarily maturate : and to promote

this object, a poultice of barley-meal, boiled in water, should

be applied ; and to this, oil of Cyprus is a suitable addi-

tion. These same applications are proper also for the lesser

abscesses, whose name and peculiarities I have afforded

above. All require a similar treatment, but more or less

active.
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Now maturation is not perfect, so long as there is an in-

creased vascnlar action of the part, with a sense of weight,

heat, tension, pain, redness, and induration ; or if, as in

abscesses of larger extent, the shiverings and fever still re-

main : and where the suppuration is altogether obscure, if

instead of the above signs, which the skin atibrds us in other

cases, there be pricking pains. AVhen all these symptoms

have abated, and the part begins to itch, and when it turns

of a colour somewhat livid, or pale, the suppuration is com-

plete ; and whether it break spontaneously, or whetiier it be

lanced, the pus ought to be evacuated. If in the axilla, or

groins, the wound should be dressed without lint. So also

in other parts, if there be but one small wound, if the sup-

puration be but moderate and superficial, if not accompa-

nied with fever, and if the patient be strong, lint is equally

unnecessary : in other cases it should be apphed sparingly,

and only for large Avouirds. Lentils with honey, or pome-

granate bark, boiled with wine, may be applied with advan-

tage, either alone or mixed, and whether over the lint, or

without it. If there be considerable induration around the

tumour, either bruised mallows, or seed of fenugreek, or

linseed boiled in passum, may be laid over it as emollients :

then, as to the bandaging, the applications are not to be

bound on tightly, but to be kept moderately secured. No
one ought to be deceived as to the propriety of using cerate

in this kind of malady. As regards the cleansing, incarn-

ing, and cicatrization of the ulcer, all other applications are

the same as those mentioned for wounds.

12. Sometimes, after abscesses of this kind, and after

other species of ulcers, FISTULA arise. This term is re-

stricted to a deep, narrow, callous ulcer. It occurs in every

part of the body ; and each situation confers some peculia-

rity upon it. I shall first mention what is common to them,

no matter where situated. There are several kinds of fis-

tulje ; for some are superficial, others burrow more deeply :

some take a rectilinear direction inwards ;
others, and these

are far more numerous, run transversely : some are simple ;

others double or triple, begin from one orifice, and are di-

vided into three or more sinuses : some are straight, others

bent and tortuous: some end in the flesh, others penetrate

to the bones or to the cartilage, or, when neither of these are

subjacent, to internal cavities: and next, some are easy of

cure, some difficult, and some even altogether incurable. It
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is easy to cure a simple, recently contracted, fleshy fistula
;

and especially in a young and robust constitution. The
contrary circumstances are unfavourable : so likewise, if the

fistula have disorganized bone, cartiluge, nerve, or muscles ;

if it have attacked a joint ; if it have burrowed to the blad-

der, or to the lungs, or to the womb, or to the large veins or

arteries, or to the cavities, as the throat, oesophagus, or tho-

rax. When it reaches to the intestines, it is always dan-

gerous, and often mortal. The danger is aggravated in these

cases, if the body be sickly, advanced in years, or of a bad

habit.

The first step is to probe the fistula, that we may know

its direction and depth ; and at the same time, on removing

the probe, we shall immediately see whether it be moist or

dry. If a bone be near, it may also be learned whether the

fistula have reached it, and to what extent it has been in-

jured ;
for, should the part touched by the end of the probe

be soft, the disorder is confined to the flesh : if it meet with

greater resistance, the bone is diseased. Again, if the probe

glide on its surface, there is as yet no caries; if it will not

slip over it easily, though resting on an even surface, caries

exists, but in a slight degree : if it rest on an unequal and

jagged surface, the bone is extensively corroded. Whether

or not there is cartilage below, may be gathered from the

situation : and that the fistula has reached it, may be known

by its elasticity. Thus, then, may our -inferences be de-

duced with regard to the seat, extent, and mischief of fis-

tulai. Whether single, or divided into several channels,

may be known from the quantity of the discharge ;
for if

this seem to be more copious than is compatible with the

surface of one sinus, it is manifest that there are several.

And since in the vicinity there is usually flesh, nerve, and

nervous structure, such as for the most part constitutes tunics

and membranes, the nature of the pus will instruct us whe-

ther several deep-seated sinuses have corroded these various

structures : for from flesh there is a copious discharge ot

bland and white pus ; that from nervous structure, although

of the same colour, is, nevertheless, thinner, and more

scanty • that from a nerve is fat and oleaginous. Lastly,

the posture of the body shews whether the fistulai have

burrowed in several directions ; for frequently, when the

patient has shifted the position in which he was lying,

and placed the limb differently, the pus, which had ceased
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to flow, is again discharged ; and proves, not only that there

is another sinus from which it gravitates, but that that sinus

has a dift'erent direction.

If it be both seated in the flesh, of recent formation and
single, if it be neither tortuous nor deep, nor in a joint, but
in a member not possessing independent motion, but only
moveable with the rest of the body, the plaster which is

applied to recent wounds will answer every purpose, pro-
vided it contain salt, or aluin, or copper scales, or verdi-

grease, or any of the metallic substances; and of this a
slightly conical tent ought to be formed, and introduced
into the fistula, with its narrow part foremost, until pure
blood shows itself ; which method applies to all tents used
in fistulas; then the same plaster should be laid on, spread
on linen ; over that a sponge dipped in vinegar; and it is

sufficient to remove the dressings on the fifth day. The
kind of diet to be used is that which is favourable to granu-
lation. If the fistula be at some distance from the prtecor-
dia, at intervals it will be useful to eat radishes on an empty
stomach, and to vomit. When of long standing, a fistula be-
comes callous. Now this no one can mistake ;^ for it is hard,
and white, or of a palish hue. Under such circumstances,
stronger applications are necessary, such as that which contains
of opium p. X. I. of gum p. K. iii. =. of cadmia p. x. iv.
of green copperas p. X. vui. worked up with water to form
a tent; or that consisting of galls p. . — . verdio-rease
sandarach, Egyptian alum, of each p. >: . i. of calcined
green copperas p. X. ii. or that composed of chalcitis and
limestone, with one half as much orpimentas of either of the
other two, incorporated with honey. The readiest plan,
however, is, after the prescription of Meges, to powder rasile
verdigrease p. X. n. to dissolve p. X. ii. of ammoniacum
thyraiama in vinegar, and work up the verdigrease with that
infusion

; and this is one of the best applications. These
applications are most efficacious ; but if they cannot be con-
veniently procured, it is easy to corrode the callus by means
ot caustics; and for this purpose it will suffice to smear any
ot them over twisted papyrus, or upon a penicillum rolled
tight, so as to form a tent. Squills, also, boiled and mixed
with lime, destroy callus. Where the fistula is of greater
extent and transverse, it is an excellent plan to introduce
the probe as far as it will go, and having cut down upon its
point, thus to introduce the tent at both ends. If we sup-
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pose that the fistula has two or more sinuses, provided these

be not deep, and be confined to the flesh, we ought not to

use the tenl ; for though it heal one part, it may leave the

rest unsound : but the same remedies which compose the

tent, are to be put in the form of a dry powder into a quill,

one end of which is to be adapted to the mouth of the

wound ; and we should blow through the other, so as to

propel the medicine into these sinuses : or the same appli-

cations may be poured into the fistula, previously dissolved

in wine ; or if the sore be decidedly foul, in mulse; or if it

have considerable callosity, in vinegar. Over whatever is

thus introduced, refrigerant and repressing medicines are to

be applied : for the parts about a fistula are generally some-

what inflamed. Nor is it a bad plan, on removing the

dressings, previously to the introduction of fresh medica-

ments, to thoroughly syringe the fistula ; if the pus be co-

pious, with wine ; if the callosity be considerable, with vi-

negar ; and when at length the wound is clean, with mulse,

or a decoction of vetches with the addition of a little honey.

It generally happens, that the layer, which separates the

hollow of tiie fistula from the sound parts, destroyed by the

applications, comes away entirely, and thus there is a clean

ulcer below it. When this has happened, agglutinants are

to be employed ; and in preference, sponge smeared with

purified honey : I am aware that many like to introduce a

tent of lint steeped in honey ; but this kind of wound is

more readily agglutinated, than incarned Nor need we

fear, lest sound flesh in contact with sound flesh should tail

to unite, when assisted by such dressings as are efficacious

for that end ; for unless we are extremely vigilant during

the healing process, adhesion of the fingers frequently occurs

as the consequence of ulceration there.

13 There is also a kind of ulcer, which, from its re-

semblance to a honeycomb, is denominated by the Greeks

,mhv (kerion), and there are two species of it. 1 he one is

of a whitish colour like a boil, only larger, and more pain-

ful. During the process of maturation, a number ot small

holes form on it, by which is discharged a glutinous and

purulent humour; nevertheless, it does not Pfe^^tbl 7^";
tate. When lanced, corrupted matter presents itself to om

view, in much larger quantities than in a boil, and more

deeply situated. This species seldom occurs, except about

the hair of the head. The other is of a smaller size, project-
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iing oil the top of the bead, hard, broad, of a pale gveeii

I colour, and more ulcerated: for its openings correspond

'with the roots of the hair, whence is discharged a fluid of

; glutinous quality, palish, in consistence resembling honey or

1 birdlime, and sometimes like oil
; and, on incision, the flesh

' within appears green : furthermore, the pain and inflamma-
ition are so considerable, that they also induce acute fever.
I Over that kind which is roughened by fewer apertures, dry
I figs and linseed boiled in mulse may be advantageously
i applied; or drawing plasters and malagmata, or the medi-
icines before recited as applicable in such cases. Upon the
other, in addition to these same medicines, meal boiled in

1 mulse, and mixed with one half its quantity of turpentine-

: resin, or a decoction of figs in mulse, with the addition of a
little powdered hyssop ; or stavesacre with figs, in the pro-

1
portion of one-fourth to three-fourths. Should these prove

! ineffectual, the whole ulcer should be shaved off down to
I the sound flesh. After the removal of the ulcer, first, sup-
ipuratives ought to be applied ; then detergents ; then medi-
(cines which incarn.

14. There are again certain tumours like warts, whose
iiiames are as various as their species. The Greeks give the
iterm ai-poxopbora (akrochordona) to a certain collection
jjust below the skin

; possessing considerable hardness, and
sometimes asperity

; being of an uniform colour, narrow at
its base, broad near the skin, of a moderate size, seldom

- exceeding that of a bean. Such tumours seldom arise soli-
ttary, but are usually several in number, especially in chil-
'dren; they sometimes suddenly evanesce, occasionally ex-
^cite some degree of inflammation, and may thus be con-
'verted into pus. But that is named a flu^tor (thumion),
^which, elevated above the surface of the body like a small
»wart, is narrow at the skin, broader above, and somewhat
ihard: superiorly it has a very rough surface, of the colour
of the herb thyme, from whence its name ; and being easily

I divided. It discharges a cruentate matter, and sometimes
I

pure blood. It is generally of the size of an Egyptian bean,
•seldom larger, sometimes very small. Sometimes one, some-
ttimes several, form in the palms or lower parts of the feet;
I though the worst occur about the genitals, and have more
> disposition to bleed there. Those called myrmecia do not
trise sohigh as the thymium, and are more indurated : they
>sirike in their roots more deeply, and are more painful : they
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are broad below, but narrow at their apex; they discharge

less blood, and never exceed the size of a lupine. These, in

like manner, occur in the palms, and in the lower parts of

the feet. But the clavus, although occasionally in other

situations, most usually forms on the feet, and its principal

cause is contusion, although it sometimes owns other

causes : in the act of walking, if not at other times, it is

sure to excite pain. Now, of these tumours, the acrochor-

don, and the thymium, are often cured spontaneously, and

the more frequently so, the smaller they are : but the myr-

mecia and the clavi scarcely ever disappear without treat-

ment. Cutout the acrochordon, and it leaves no roots, and

therefore does not re-appear; do the same with the thy-

mium and the clavus, the round root, which penetrates deep

into the flesh, grows from below, and having been left in,

now again shoots up: the myrmecia have attachment by

very broad roots, and therefore cannot be excised without

producing extensive ulceration. The best method of treat-

ing a clavus is to pare it, for thus, without any violence, it

grows soft; and if it have bled a little, it often dies away.

It may also be removed by iirst scraping its margin, and

afterwards applying resin mixed up with mill-stone powder.

The other kinds require caustics ; the two first, that pre-

pared from wine-lees ; and the myrmecia, that made of alum

and sandarach in preference. But the neighbouring parts

are to be protected from exulceration, by leaves laid over

them : and afterwards, lentils should be applied. Also a

fig boiled in water has the power of removing a thymium.

15 Pustules break out in spring chiefly. There are

many kinds of them. For sometimes there is a particular

rouehness general or local, consisting of pustules like those

which are occasioned by nettles, or by the matter of perspi-

ration
• the Greeks call them elaydi'ifiura (exanthemata).

Their colour is sometimes red, and at others not deeper than

that of the skin. Numerous pustules arise, sometimes re-

sembling vari, sometimes larger : they are livid, or pale, or

black or of some other preternatural colour ;
they contain a

fluid
•' when broken, the contained flesh appears as though

ulcerated: to these the Greeks assigned the term <pXv>^Tan'at

(phluctainai.) They are brought on l^Y excessive cold, or

heat or by medicaments. The pustule called ^\.ia«or

rnhluzakion) is somewhat harder, whitish, and acute
;
and

Kt is squeezed from it is moist. Pustules sometimes give
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rise to ulcers either of a dry or humid nature, at one time at-

tended with itching, at another with inflammation and pain
also ; and the discharge is either purulent or sanious or par-
taking of both these qualities. It happens chiefly in infan-
cy; rarely on the trunk of the body; often in the extremi-
ties. The worst kind of pustule is that called enuvKTh (ppi-
nuktis.) It is usually of a colour either somewhat livid, or
blackish, or white ; it is surrounded by high inflammation,
and when opened, a raucous ulceration is detected within
it, of the same colour with that of its discharge. The pain
is greater than what should seem proportionate to its

size, for it is no larger than a bean. And tliis too occurs in
the extremities, and generally during the niglit, whence the
term imposed upon it by the Greeks. Now, uniformly in
the treatment of pustules, the first point is to walk much,
and to be well exercised

; or, if any thing prevent that, to
use gestation : the next, to diminish the quantum of food

;

to abstain from every thing that is acrid and extenuating;
and nurses ought to do the same, if an infant so aflected be
suckled by them.

Moreover, he who is of a robust habit, provided the pus-
tules be minute, ought to sweat in the bath ; and when
under that operation, to sprinkle nitre upon them, and to be
anointed with a mixture of oil and wine; then to descend
into the solium. If no benefit accrue from this, or if he be
attacked with fuller sized pustules, lentils should be ap-
plied

; and having thus removed the outer pellicle, we may
proceed to the use of mild applications. The bloodherb, or
the green coriander, is a suitable remedy for epinyctis, after
the use of lentils. But the ulcers caused by the pustules
may be cured by litharge and fenugreek-seed, provided rose-
od and endive-juice be alternately employed as an inter-
mede, in a quantity sufficient to give them the consistence
of honey. A suitable mixture for pustules common to in-
fants is formed of p. K . VIII. of the stone they call pyrites,
with fifty bitter almonds, and three cyaths of oil. But prior
to the ulcers being smeared with it, they should be rubbed
with ceruse.

16. Scabies is a certain degree of hardness of the skin,
having a reddish appearance, with pustules, some humid and
some dry. Some discharge a sanies, and occasion a conti-
nued prurient ulceration, which in certain cases rapidly
spreads. With some persons it disappears for a permanency
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in others it returns at definite periods. The rougher and the

more prurient the affection, the greater the difficulty of cu-

ring it. Hence the Greeks call this kind of case aypiav

(agrian,) that is to say, wild. In this also the same regi-

men is required, as above delineated, A proper application

for an incipient case is one formed from spodium, saffron,

verdigrease, of each p. X. of white pepper, omphacium,

of each p. X • i- of cadmia p. K . viii. But when ulcerated,

that formed of sulphur p. K . I. wax p. K . iv. with a hemi-

na of liquid pitch and two sextarii of oil. There is also one

which is assigned to the author Protarchus. It contains one

sextarius of lupine-meal, four cyaths of nitre, a hemina of

liquid pitch, half a pound of liquid resin, and three cyaths

of vinegar. A proper application is formed also from an

admixture of equal quantities of saftVon, lycium, verdigrease,

myrrh, and ashes, all boiled together in passu ra ; and this

last has a decided effect in restraining humours of all kinds.

And if nothing else be in readiness, oil-lees boiled down to

one-third, or sulphur mixed with liquid pitch, as I stated in

my treatise on cattle, afford relief to the human species like-

wise, when labouring under scabies.

17. Of IMPETIGO there are four species. The mildest

resembles the scabies ; for it is red, hardish, ulcerated, and

corrosive. This is a very different species from the pvecedmg,

inasmuch as it is attended with more extensive ulceration,

and with pustules similar to the vari : it presents an appear-

ance of small bubbles, from which after a time scales

are detached ; and it is regularly periodic. The second

kind is worse, generally like a papula, but rougher and ot a

redder colour, of various figures : scales fall off trom the

outer skin ; the erosion is greater, and advances both more

rapidly and more extensively, observing periodical returns

of a character still more regular than the former species. It

is called the red. The third is still worse, for it is thicker

harder, and more swollen ; it causes fissure of the skin, and

corrodes more actively: this also is squamous, but ot a

black colour, extends itself widely and with rapidity, and

is still less erratic as to its coming and going, never being

entirely removed. This is called the black. There is a

fourth sort altogether incurable, differing in its colour : tor

it is whitish, and resembles a fresh cicatrix : it has small

pale squamee, some whitish, others like »fntils; and on re-

moving these, blood sometimes issues forth. Otherwise its

\
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humour is white, the skin hard and chapjied, and the affec-

tion of wider extent. Now all these kinds chiefly occur in

the feet and iiands ; and also infest the nails. There is no
medicinal application more efficacious than that I mentioned
for scabies upon the authority of Protarchus : although Se-
rapion used nitre p. K . ii, sulphur K . iv. mixed up with
plenty of resin.

18. Of Papula the species are two. One, in which an
asperity of the skin is produced by small pustules, with red-
ness and slight erosion : this kind is smoother towards its

centre, spreads slowly, is usually circular at the commence-
ment, and retains the same form as it advances. But the
other is that which the Greeks call aypiav (agrian) ; at-
tended with a like roughness of skin, but in a greater de-
gree, and not only is there more active erosion, and a more
intense redness, but the patient sometimes loses the hair of
the part. That which is less perfectly round heals with
more difficulty

; and, unless removed, is converted into im-
petigo. A slight papula may be cured by anointing it daily
with fasting spittle : a severer case is best got rid of by an
application formed from the bruised wall-herb : but, if we
must mention complex medicaments, that of Protarchus
has more efficacy in the most simple cases. Myro's is ano-
ther for the same affection : red nitre, olibanum, of each p.
K. I. cantharides cleansed from impurities, p. X. ii. of
crude sulphur the like quantity, of liquid turpentine-resin p.
K. XX. of darnel-meal, sext. iii. git three cyaths, crude
pitch a sextarius.

19. Leprosy also, although in itself not dangerous, is
nevertheless a loathsome disease, and arises from a bad habit
of body. There are three species of it. That called diW
(alphos) IS of a white colour, usually roughish, and not con-
fluent looking as though scattered in drops : sometimes
spreading more widely, and with interspaces. The u^as
(melas) IS black, and shadowy, but in other respects like the
last. Ihe XevKi, (leuke) is in some respects similar to the
alphos, but whiter, and penetrates more deeply; and it has
white downy hairs on it. All these spread, but in some
cases more rapidly than in others. The alphos and melas
both come and go at various periods. The leuce does not
easily quit him whom it has once attacked. The two former
are cured without very great difficulty : the last is all but
incurable

;
and though the affection be in some degree les-
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senecl, yet the natural colour is never restored. Whether

any of these be or be not curable, may easily be gathered

from experiment; for if blood flow on cutting the skin, or

prickino- it with a needle, (which it usually does in the two

former
°

jDCcies,) the case will admit of remedy ;
if a white

humour be emitted, the cure is impracticable. Beiice, then,

in the last case we are to refrain from treatment. But in the

curable species, lentils bruised with yinegar, and mixed with

sulphur and olibanum, constitute a suitable application.

There is another possessing the same virtues, referred to Ire-

naius Equal quantities of bastard sponge, nitre, cumin,

and dry fig-leaves, are bruised, and to these vinegar is added.

With this the leprous surface is anointed in the sun ;
and it

is soon afterwards washed ofi^, lest the part be too much

corroded. Some, on the authority of Myro, anoint the al-

phoid lepers only, with the following; of sulphur p.

scissile alum p. K - =• nitre p. K. =: =. with an acetabu-

lum of dry myrtle powdered : and alter that, while the pa-

tient is in the bath, they sprinkle bean-flour over the leprous

spots, again applying the composition just mentioned J3ut

the melanoid are cured by a combination of the following

ineredients, reduced to a powder; bastard sponge, oliba-

num barley and beans : these, without being mixed with

oil prior to sweating, are sprinkled on while the patient is

in the bath ; ' and afterwards in this species the scales are de-

tached by friction.



BOOK VI.

I. I HAVE discoursed (in the preceding book) upon those

affections which, occurring over the entire body, require the

aid of medicinal applications : I shall now proceed to such

as are merely local, beginning with the head.

The most effectual remedy for a falling-off of the hair, is

frequent shaving : although a mixture of ladanum and oil,

in some degree conduces to its preservation. I am now
speaking of loss of hair after illness, since for that baldness

which in some persons is the effect of age, we have no

remedy.

II. In PORRIGO, scales forming between the hairs, be-

come detached from the skin ; and are sometimes moist,

much oftener dry. This affection exists now without and

now with ulceration ; is sometimes preceded by a fetid

odour, and sometimes not so. It generally occurs in the

hair of the head, more rarely in the beard, now and then

in the eyebrows. And neither does it take place except

there be some disorder in the system, nor is it altogether

without its beneficial effects, for it never appears during

a perfectly healthy condition of the head; and when dis-

ease is existing there, it is advantageous; for it is better

that the surface be occasionally corrupted, than that tiie

nocent matter be translated to another part more essential to

life.

The better plan therefore is to clear it away by repeated

combing, and not to suppress it entirely. Should this, how-
ever, be noisome, (and a humid discharge, especially if fetid,

may be so,) the head should be frequently shaved, and treated

with any of the mildly repressing applications; such as nitre

with vinegar, or ladanum with myrtle-oil and wine, or my-
robalanum with wine. If these be not efficacious, those of

a stronger nature may be employed, bearing in mind, that

in a recent affection they are decidedly injurious.

III. There is also an ulcer, which, from its resemblance
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to a fig, is tlenoniinated by the Greeks crvKwais (sukosis). It
may be generally described as a fleshy excrescence. But it

embraces two species. The one is a hard and circular
ulcer ; the other is moist and irregular. In that which is

hard, the discharge is scanty and glutinous; in the humid it

is copious and fetid. Both occur in parts covered with hair

;

but the callous and round ulcer principally in the beard; the
moist one chiefly in the hair of the head. Both require an
application, consisting of elaterium, or linseed powdered,
and worked up with water, or a fig boiled in water, or the

tetrapharraacum plaster beat up with vinegar. Eretrian
earth dissolved in vinegar is also suitable, rubbed over the

part.

IV. There are two kinds of arEjE. Both agree in this

particular, that from, the decay of the scarf skin the hair is

first thinned and then falls off" altogether ; and if the part be
struck, blood flows, thin and of a disagreeable odour : in

either species the progress is rapid in some persons, and slow
in others. That is the more unfavourable kind which has

rendered the skin dense, fatty, and perfectly smooth. The
species denominated dXwTre/cia (alopekia) spreads in all sorts

of forms. It occurs both in the hair and in the beard. But
that which, from its resemblance to a serpent, bears the

name otplaan (ophiasis), begins at the back of the head, does

not exceed the breadth of two digits, and extends itself by
two points of prolongation towards the ears ; and in some
cases as far as to the forehead, where they unite. The for-

mer affection is common to every period of life, the latter

usually occurs in infants : so again the former scarcely ever

terminates without medicine, the latter frequently undergoes

a spontaneous cure. Some scrape these kinds of areaj with

a scalpel ; some anoint them with caustics mixed up in oil

;

and, chief of all, with burnt paper : others apply turpentine-

resin with thapsia. But there is nothing better than daily

shaving the part with a razor ; because, when the cuticle

has thus been gradually cut away, the roots of the hairs are

laid bare, nor ought one to desist, until a thick growth of

hair shall have made its appearance ; when frequent shaving

is had recourse to, it is sufficient to smear the part with

common writing ink.

V. It is almost folly to adopt any method of cure for

vari, lentils, and ephelidae ; but the fair sex are not to be

divested of their natural anxiety for the preservation of their
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•personal charms. Now with regard to these various species

of which I have made mention above, the vari and lenticiilfe

are commonly known, although that species is rare which

the Greeks denominate semion ; it is redder and more un-

equal than the lenticula. But the ephelis is known only to

few ; and is neither more nor less than a particular asperity

and hardness, of a bad colour. The other species only oc-

cur in the face, and although the lenticula is, strictly speak-

ing, a aeneral affection, yet I did not think it worth while

to^raake'' it a separate subject. Vari are best removed by

an application of resin, with an equal portion of scissile

alum, and a little honey. I'he lenticula may be got rid of

by equal portions of galbanum and nitre, triturated with

vinegar until they have acquired the consistence of honey.

With these the surface is to be rubbed over, and after the

lapse of several hours is to be washed in the morning, and

slightly anointed with oil. Resin, with a third part of fossil

saft, and a little honey, removes the ephelis. But that com-

position, which is referred to Trypho the father, is eflSca-

cious not in these cases only, but also for giving a proper

colour to cicatrices. It is made of equal parts of the magma
of myrobalanus, of light blue Cimolian chalk, bitter al-

monds, barley-meal, meal of vetches, white struthiura, seed

of melilot, all triturated together, and mixed up with the

bitterest honey : this is rubbed on at night, and regularly

washed off next morning.

VI. 1. These affections are of minor importance. But

our eyes are liable to several severe diseases ; and since these

organs are mainly instrumental to the conveniences and en-

joyments of life, they demand our utmost care.

Even on the first appearance of a lippitude, there are

certain characteristic marks which enable us to form a pro-

gnosis with regard to its duration. For if illachrymation,

intumescence, and a thick pituita have commenced simulta-

neously ; if that same pituita be mixed with the tears, and

these be not scalding ; if the pituita be white and bland,

and the tumour not hard, we have no reason to apprehend a

long continuance of the disease. But, if the tears be co-

pious and scalding— the pituita scanty—the tumescence in-

considerable, and the affection confined to one eye, the case

will prove tedious, although not of a dangerous character.

This last kind of lippitude is the least painful, but is scarcely

ever removed before the twentieth day, sometimes lasts for
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two months. Towards the termination, the pituita benins
to get white, and blended with the tears. If the symptoms
have attacked both eyes, the case may be of shorter dura-
tion, but there is danger of ulceration. That pituita which
is dry and arid certainly excites more pain, but it is of
shorter duration unless it have produced ulceration. Great
swelling, if without pain, and not accompanied with dis-
charge, is free from danger : if unattended with discharge,
and at the same time painful, it most commonly exulcerates,
and in this case an agglutination of the eyelid to tlie eye is

the occasional consequence. We have reason to dread ulce-
ration in the eyelids or pupils, when salt and scalding tears

follow intense pain ; as also when, after the subsidence of
the swelling, the tears and pituita flow for a length of time.
The case is still worse when the pituita is pale or livid, the
tears hot and copious, the head hot, the pain darting from
the temples towards the eyes, and the patient harassed with
night-watchings : for under such an assemblage ofsymptoms,
the eye is generally burst, so that it is to be greatly desired

that the mischief may be confined to ulceration. A slight

fever is of service, when the eye bursts inwardly ; if, after

bursting externally, it protrude, there is no remedy. If a
portion of the dark part of the eye become white, it remains
so a long time. But if it be rough and thick, some vestiges

remain even after the best treatment. Now, that most an-

cient of all authors, Hippocrates, teaches us in his writings,

that the eyes are to be treated by blood-letting, medica-

ments, the bath, and wine. But he has given no explanation

of the proper times, or of the occasions which warrant their

employment; which, in medicine, constitute the two most
essential points. In many cases abstinence and alviduction

are equally beneficial.

The eyes are sometimes attacked with inflammation ; they

are swollen and painful ; a flux of humour ensues, sometimes

more copious or possessing more acridity, sometimes more

moderate in both these respects. In such a case the chief

remedies are rest and abstinence. Hence, on the first day,

the patient should lie in a dark room, and refrain from

speaking : he should take no food, not even water if he can

do without it ; at all events as little as possible. But if the

pains be severe, it is better that he should be blooded on the

second day : although in an urgent case it may even be

done on the first, especially if the frontal vessels be tumid,
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or if in a strong subject there be a redundancy of the fluids.

But in milder attacks, requiring a milder treatment, tlie

bowels are to be opened by clyster, but only on the second

or third day. But in a slight attack of inflammation neither

of these means are necessary ; rest and abstinence a,re all

that is required. Not, however, that long fasting is ex-

pedient for such patients, lest it render the pituita thinner

and more acrid ; but on the second day the lightest of the

incrassant articles of diet ought to be allowed, such as soft

boiled eggs ; and in a less violent attack, panada or bread

and milk. On tlie following days, in proportion as the in-

flammation abates, food is to be augmented, but this should

still be of the same nature ; every thing salt, acrid, and at-

tenuant is to be most decidedly excluded ; and water is to be

the only drink. Such is the regimen most usually applicable.

But even on the very first day it is requisite to inviscate

p. K.I. of saffron, and p. X. ii. of the finest white flour

in a sutEciency of white of egg to produce the consistence

of honey, and to spread this upon a piece of linen rag,

plastering it on the forehead, so that, by compressing the

veins, it may restrain the impetus of the pituita. In the

absence of saflfron, olibanum answers the same purpose ; nor

does it matter whether it be spread on a pledget of linen, or

on wool. The eyes ought to be anointed with a mixture
containing as much saflrron as can be grasped by three fingers,

as much myrrh as equals the magnitude of a bean, and a
piece of opium of the size of a lentil : these are to be rubbed
up with passum, and applied to the surface of the eyes by
means of a probe. There is another for the same purpose:
myrrh p. X. I- mandrake-juice p. X. I. opium p. X- H.
rose-leaves, and hemlock-seed, of each p. k. hi. acacia p.

X. IV. gum p. >£. vni. These are used in the day-time :

but at night, to favour repose, it is not irrelative to use an
application made of crumb of white bread mixed up with
wine; for it not oidy represses the pituita, but absorbs any
discharge of tears, and prevents the agglutination of the eye.
If the patient find this uneasy and hard, on account of the
severity of the pain, the white and yolk of an egg is to be
poured into a cup, and blended with a little mulse by stirring

them with the finger; when thoroughly incorporated, soft

well combed wool having been therein steeped, so as to
take it up, should afterwards be laid over the eyes. This is

light, and, by its refrigerant quality, restrains the course of
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the pituita ; and, as it does not get dry, prevents agglutina-

tion. Barley-meal boiled and mixed with a boiled quince

is also a useful application. Nor is it irrational practice to

prefer the use of a pledget, squeezed out of water, if the at-

tack be slight ; if severe, out of posca. The former appli-

cations are to be bound on with a roller, that they may not

fall off during sleep ; but it will suflSce to place this last over

the eyes, both because it can be replaced at the patient's

own convenience, and when dry it requires to be re-

peatedly moistened. If the malady be considerable enough

to prevent sleep for some considerable time, some one of the

remedies which the Greeks call avwhwa (anoduna), ought to

be administered, apportioning the size of a vetch for a boy,

and for a man that of a bean. Injections into the eye itself on

the first day, unless the inflammation be slight, are inadmis-

sible, for the pituita is rather increased than diminished by

such means. On the second, after bleeding or clystering,

or when it is evident that neither of these is required, even

a severe lippitude is correctly treated by injected medicines.

2. Now, multifarious as the authors from whom they

emanate, are the various collyria adapted to cases of lippi-

tude, and even now their compositions still admit of greater

variety : for the mild and lenient repriments may be easily

and variously mingled.

I shall describe those in greatest repute.

3 There is Philo's, containing of washed ceruse, spodmm,

gum, of each p. K . l. burnt opium p. X .
n- It is impor-

tant to know, that in this process all the mgredients ought

first to be powdered singly, and then triturated tog-elher

gradually adding either water or some other fluid : althougli

o um possesses other properties, its chief excellence is that ot

fts agglutinating and counteracting the friability of coUjTia

after they have become dry by long keeping.

4. There is the coUyrium of Dionysius : opium burnt till

it becomes soft p. X . i. burnt olibanum, gum, of each p. K •

II. spodiura p. X. IV.
j • -v/ r Af

5 Cleon's is very famous: of torrified opium p. X •
i- ot

safFi'on p. X. =. of gum p. X- i. to ^^hi^^ during tritura^^

tion rose-juice is added. Another of his is stdl more

powerful : of verdigrease, which they call cTT6^u,fia (stomomaj

p. X . I. saff-ron p. X • n. spodium p. X .
iv. lead washed and

calcined p. X • vi. with a like quantity of gum. There is also

the Attaliaa for the same complaint, and particularly m
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cases attended with an excessive discharge of pituita ; of

castor p. K.— . aloes p. K. =. saffron p. X. I. myrrh p.

K. II. lyciura p. K- m. prepared cadmia p. K. viii. with

a like quantity of antimony, and p. X. XII. of acacia-juice.

That which does not contain gum is kept moist in a small box.

Theodotus added to this composition of toasted poppy tears

p, X. I. copper calcined and washed p. X • H- twenty toasted

date-kernels and p. X . xil. of gum.

6. But the proper collyrium of Theodotus, which by some

is named nxapurrov (achariston), is thus composed : of castor,

Indian nard, of each p. X - i. of lycium p. X- = • opium in

the same proportion, of myrrh p. X. n. saffron, washed ce-

ruse, aloes, of each p. X • m. cadmia botryitis washed, cal-

cined copper, of each p. X. vni. gum p, X. xviii. acacia-

juice p. X. XX. and of antimony a like quantity; to these

rain-water is added.

7. In addition to these, there is a very common colly-

rium which some call kvQiov (kuthion), some, from its

cineritious colour, Te<ppiov (tephrion). It contains of starch,

tragacanth, acacia-juice, gum, of each p. X- i. opium p. X.
II. washed ceruse p. X • iv. washed litharge p. X • viil. rain-

water being employed as the intermede of incorporation in

this case as it was in the last.

8. Euelpides, who was the greatest oculist of our age, was
in the habit of using a remedy of his own composing : he
called it -pvywhes (trugodes). It contains of castor p. X . =

.

lycium, nard, opium, of each p. X. i. saffron, myrrh, of each

p. X . IV. burnt copper p. X • viii. cadmia and antimony, of

each p. X. xii. acacia-juice p. X. xxvi. with a like quan-
tity of gum.
The more violent any inflammation happens to be, the

milder should be the application, adding to it either white
of egg, or woman's milk. But either of these last, if neither

a physician nor medicine can be procured, poured into the

eyes by means of a penicillum, mitigates the disorder. When
relief has been obtained, and the flux of humour has ceased,
perhaps the slighter relics of the disorder will be got rid of
by the use of the bath and of wine. Therefore the patient

ought to bathe, having first been gently rubbed over with
oil ; which last operation ought to be continued for a longer
period in the legs and thighs : he should foment his eyes
with hot water, and then be sluiced from the head down-
wards, first with hot, and afterwards with tepid water : after
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bathing- he must take every precaution against cold or
draughts: subsequently, he should use a somewhat fuller

diet than usual, avoiding every thing that is calculated to

attenuate the pituita : he should drink a liglit wine, subaus-
tere, moderately old, neither profusely nor too sparingly

;

so that without giving rise to indigestion, it may neverthe-

less produce sleep, and assuage the acrid humours that are

lurking within. But if a patient, while in the bath, have
experienced greater perturbation of the eyes than he had
before he went into it, (which i)ot unusually happens with
those who have prematurely employed this remedy, before

the cessation of the pituitous flux,) he ought immediately to

quit it, to take no wine that day, and even less food than he

eat the day before : afterwards, as soon as the flux has sufli-

ciently stopped, he may again return to the use of the bath.

Nevertheless, it now and then happens, either from some
fault in the weather, or in the constitution, that for several

days neither the pain nor the inflammation, and least of all

the discharge, ceases. When this occurs, and the case has

been rendered mature by time, we are to derive our relief

from the remedies above mentioned, that is to say, from the

bath and from wine. For these, although improper in re-

cent afl'ections, which may be aggravated, and even excited

by them, in old cases, which have yielded to no other reme-

dies, are usually eflicacious ; in fact, it is in this case as in

others ; when the most proper remedies have proved useless,

some of a nature diametrically opposite have aff'orded relief.

It is proper that the patient's hair be clipped close to the

skin ; next to foment his head and eyes in the bath with

plenty of hot water : then to wipe these parts with a penicil-

]um, and anoint the head with orris-ointment; to keep quiet

in bed, until the heat acquired by bathing shall have sub-

sided, and the sweat which necessarily accumulates about

the head shall have ceased : he is then to proceed to the

use of the food and wine above mentioned, drinking the lat-

ter undiluted ; and he is to repose with his head covered up.

For after these it often happens that a sound sleep, or a

sweat, or a diarrhoea stops the course of the pituita. If the

malady have abated, (and this is more usually the result,) it

will be requisite to pursue the same plan for several days,

until recovery be complete. If in the mean time he have no

stool, a clyster should be administered, in order to insure

the relief of the superior parts. But sometimes high mflam-
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I raation breaks out so violently, that it propels the eyes from

I their sockets ; this the Greeks call TrpoTrrwdtr (proptosin), be-

. cause the eyes fall forwards. These cases, if the strength per-

I mit, most decidedly demand blood-letting; if that be iraprac-

iticable, the bowels ought to be purged by clyster, and long

1 fasting should be enjoined. The applications ought to be

'Very mild : hence some useCleon's coUyrium, which, as has

Ibeen mentioned before, is composed of two articles. But that

I the best is that of Nileus, is a point than which none is more

I universally conceded among authors.

9. It contains of Indian nard, opium, of each p. X. —

.

(of gum p. X.I. saffron p. K. ii. fresh rose-leaves p. K- iv.

Ibeat up with rain-water or Ught subaustere wine. Nor is

lit a bad plan to boil pomegranate bark, or melilot in wine,

;and then to bruise it; or to mix black myrrh with rose-

I leaves ; or leaves of henbane with the yolk of a boiled egg

;

or meal with acacia-juice, passum, or mulse; and the addi-

I tion of poppy-leaves serves to render this composition more

1 efficacious. Having prepared one or other of the above, it

: should be applied to the eyes previously fomented with a

ipenicillum squeezed out of a hot decoction of myrtle or rose-

I leaves. Furthermore, an incision should be made in the

Iback of the head, and a cupping-glass applied there. If by

•these means the eye be not restored to its natural position,

Ibut remain prolapsed as before, we may rest assured the

• sight is lost ; and that the necessary consequence will be,

I that the eye will grow hard, or be converted into pus. If

I the suppuration shew itself in the temporal angle, the eye

I ought to be incised, that by letting out the pus, the inflara-

1 mation and pain may cease, and the internal tunics retreat;

•so that the face may'afterwards be less disfigured : coUyria

: are to be afterwards employed ; either those above men-

tioned mixed with milk or with egg, or saffron with white of

I egg. But if it has grown hard, and has become mortified

•without turning to pus, so much of it as constitutes an un-

: seemly prominence must be cut away ; this may be done by
taking hold of the external tunic with a hook, and by
making an incision below this by means of a knife : then the

I same medicines are to be injected till the pain be entirely

gone. The same applications are suitable in protrusion of

the eye, followed in several places by a bursting of that

' organ.

10. Carbuncles are not unusually the result of inflam-
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mation, sometimes in the eyeballs, sometimes in the lids

;

and when in the latter, sometimes on their inner, and some-
times on their outer surface. In this affection clystering is

useful : the diet must be lowered : the drink must be milk,

in order that the offending acrimony may be lenified. With t

regard to poultices and other applications, those must be

used which have been suggested for inffammations: and here

again the collyrium of Nileus is to be preferred. But
should the carbuncle be situated in the external part of the

eyelid, linseed boiled in mulse makes the best cataplasm,

or if one cannot obtain that, flour boiled with the same
liquor.

11. Pustules are also the occasional result of inflam-

mation. When they occur at the earliest stage, the precepts

I have laid down concerning blood-letting and repose, are

to be still more scrupulously attended to : but if at a later

period than is compatible with the employment of the lan-

cet, the bowels are to be purged by clyster; should any cir-

cumstance preclude the use of this last remedy likewise, yet,

at all events, strict regimen ought to be observed. In this

case also bland applications are required, such as that of

Nileus, or Cleon's.

12. That which is called Philalethes is also well adapted

to this disorder. Of myrrh, opium, of each p. K - i. of

washed lead, of the Saraian earth called a.an)p (aster), of

ti-agacanth, of each p. . iv. baked antimony, starch, of

each p. X . vi. washed spodium, washed ceruse, ofeach p. X

.

VIII. mixed up with rain-water. This collyrium is used

with an egg, or with milk.

13. Pustules sometimes produce ulcers, and these when

recent are in like manner to be dressed with mild applica-

tions, for the most part such as I have proposed above for

the pustules themselves. That called hia \il5arov (dia liba-

nou) is prepared for this case exclusively. It contains of

copper calcined and washed, fried opium, of each p. K. I.

washed spodium, thus, antimony calcined and washed,

myrrh, and gum, of each p. K • n.

14. It sometimes happens that one or both eyes become

smaller than natural, and this may be the efl'ect of an acrid

flux of pituita, or of constant weeping, or of a blow impro-

perly treated. In such cases also the same mild applica-

tions are to be employed, mixed up with woman's mdk

:

and, as to food, such as has been found by experience to be
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imost nutritious and fattening : all circumstances calculated

tto excite tears are to be avoided, as also are domestic cares:

I therefore occurrences having- such a tendency must be con-

ecealed from the patient's knowledge. Medicines and food

.of an acrid quality prove hurtful in no way more than by

I the tears they excite.

lo. There is a species of malady in which lice are gene-

irated in the eyelashes: the Greeks name it (jidetpiaaiv

(phtheiriasin). As this arises from a bad habit of body, the

I mischief seldom stops here, but after some time a very severe

(discharge of pituita ensues, and the eyes being excessively

I ulcerated, it even destroys the sight. For persons thus sufFer-

1 ing, purging by clyster must be employed ; the hair of the head

: should be clipped close to the scalp, and the bead itself well

i rubbed daily while they are fasting: they should diligently

practise walking and other exercises; use gargarisms con-

sisting of a decoction of catmint and mellow figs in mulse ;

foment the head frequently in the bath with plenty of hot

water; avoid acrid nutriments; use milk and wine of a rich

quality ; and drink more freely than they eat. Medicines

are to be exhibited internally likewise ; but these should be

of a mild nature, lest they aggravate the acridity of the pi-

tuita : and other applications are to be used to destroy the

lice and prevent their further production. For this last

purpose aphronitre p. K • I- sandarach p. i. stavesacre

p. X. I. are rubbed together, and oil and vinegar added in

equal proportions, until the whole acquire the consistence of

honey.

16. Thus far we have spoken of those ophthalmic diseases

which are treated by mild applications. Now we come to

other kinds, requiring a different method of cure ; these

being usually the result of inflammation, but going on even

after that has ended, independently of the original cause.

And, firstly, in some cases a thin pituita continues to flow.

For these the bowels are to be purged by clyster, and the

diet lowered : nor will it be inappropriate to anoint the fore-

head with the composition of Andreas: this contains of gum

p. K. I. ceruse, antimony, of each p. K- H- litharge baked

and washed p. X . iv. Now the litharge must be boiled in

rain-water, and the dry ingredients rubbed with myrtle-juice.

The forehead having been smeared with these, a poultice of

meal made into a paste with cold water, with the addition

of juice of acacia, or cypress, is also to be laid over it.
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Cupping- at the top of the head, with previous incisions, or

bleeding- from the temporal artery, is a suitable remedy.
But the mixture for inunction ought to contain of copper-
scales, opium, of each p. X. i. hartshorn calcined and
washed, washed lead, gum, of each p. >£ . iv. thus p. x • xii.

Because this collyrium contains horn they call it but Keparos

(dia keratos). Whenever I omit to express what kind
of fluid is to be added, I would be understood to mean
water.

17. For the same purpose there is that of Euelpides which
he called fiefuiy/ueyoy (memigmenon). It contains, of opium,
and white pepper, of each an ounce, of gum and calcined

copper p. X . I. s. In the course of the treatment, bathing

and wine employed at intervals are productive of advantage;

and as an attenuating diet must be avoided by all who are

suffering under lippitude, so more especially by those who
have a thin flux of long continuance. But when tired of

those aliments which incrassate the phlegm, which is not at

all an unusual occurrence in this kind of diet, recourse must
be had to those which, because they brace the bowels, pro-

duce the like eff'ect on the whole system also.

18. When the ulcers do not disappear with the inflam-

mation, they are apt to grow fungous or foul, or they become
excavated and always inveterate. Now such as are fungous

are best repressed by the collyrium called fie/jnyfiei'ov (me-

migmenon). The foul ones are cleansed not only by the

same, but by that named ofiiKiov (smilion).

19. This last contains of verdigrease p. K . iv, of gum a

like quantity, of ammoniacum, Sinopian minium, of each

p. X. XVI. Some rub these ingredients with water, and

some, to make them stronger, with vinegar.

20. That also of Euelpides which he. called Phynon is

well adapted to this case : of safl'ron p. X- I. opium, gum,

of each p. X- n. copper calcined and washed, myrrh, of

each p. X. iv. white pepper p. X. vi. But this is to be

properly tempered, before it is applied.

21. Another, invented by the same author, and called by

him Sph<Brion, has the same virtues. Of blood-stone washed

p. X. I- =• pepper six grains, washed cadmia, myrrh,

opium, of each p. X- n. saff'ron p. X - iv. gum p. X. viii.

all triturated together with Amina^an wine.

22. He used to make a liquid application for the same

purpose, in which were the following ingredients : of verdi-
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fgrease p. K- = • calcined misy, green copperas, cinnamon,

^of each p. X. i. saftVon, nard, opium, of each p. x. i, =.
imvrrh p. K.n. calcined copper p. K. III. of ashes prepared

t from aromatic herbs p. K. iv. of pepper gr. xv. These are

tto be triturated with a rough wine, then to be boiled with

tthree heniinse of passum until the incorporation be complete.

This medicine becomes more efficacious by keeping.

23. For filling concave ulcers of the eyes, the best of all

I those above recounted are the Spha;rion, and that called

Philalethes. This same Spharion is likewise the best ap-

I

plication for chronic ulcers, and for those which can scarcely

Lgo through the process of cicatrization.

24. There is also a collyrium, which, though efficacious

in several affections, is, however, chiefly so in the ulcers just

. alluded to. Hermon is said to have been the inventor of it.

lit contains of long pepper p. K. i. =• of white pepper

]p. K. of cinnamon, costum, of each, p. K- l. green cop-

iperas, nard, cassia, castor, of each p. X- ii. of galls p. X«
v. myrrh, saffron, olibanum, lycium, ceruse, of each p. X.
viii. opium p. X. XII. aloes, calcined copper, cadmia, of

each p. X. xvi. acacia, antimony, gum, of each p. x.xxv.
25. The cicatrices consequent upon ulcers are liable to

two defects; they may be concave, or too prominent. Con-
icave cicatrices may be filled up by that application which I

I have stated to be called sphserion, or by that called ascle-

I

pios. In contains of opium p. X. n. of sagapenum, opo-

j

panax, of each p. X- m. of verdigrease p. X. iv. of gum
I
p. X . VIII. of pepper p. X. xii. washed cadmia, ceruse, of

I each p. X. xvi. But for lowering such cicatrices as are
protuberant, there is the smilion, or the cauopite collyrium :

this consists of cinnamon, acacia, of each p. X. l- washed
cadmia, saffron, myrrh, opium, gum, of each p. X. ii. of
white pepper, olibanum, of each p. X. m. calcined copper
p. X • IX. Or the pyxinum of Euelpides, which consists of
the following : of fossile salt p. X . iv. of ammoniacum thy-
miama p. X. viii. of opium p. X. xil. of ceruse p. X. XV,
of white pepper, Sicilian saffron, of each p. X. xxxil. of
gum p. X. XIII. washed cadmia p. X. ix. Nevertheless
the most active remedy for the removal of a cicatrix appears
to be that containing of gum p. X. =. verdigrease p. X.I.
crocomagma p. X. iv.

20. There is also a species of inflammation in which, pro-
vided the eyes swell and become distended from pain, it be-
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comes necessary to bleed in the forehead ; to freely foment

the head and eyes with warm water ; to gargle with lentils,

or the cream of figs ; to anoint with the acrid medicaments

mentioned above, and especially with that called sphajrion,

which contains blood-stone. Some benefit may accrue also

from the use of those other applications expressly prepared

for removins; the roughness which I shall make the next

topic of my discourse.

27. Now this is usually the consequence of inflammation

of the eyes, and is sometimes considerable, at others slight.

Sometimes it excites lippitude whereby the roughness itself

is augmented ; in some it is of short, and in others of long

duration, so as to be almost permanent. In this aff'ection

some rasp the thick and hardened palpebrje, both with a

fig-leaf, and with the asperated speciilura, sometimes with

the scalpel also ; and everting them, they daily rub their

under surface with medicaments. These means are excep-

. tionable, except in a roughness that is both considerable

and inveterate, and even then their frequent repetition is not

desirable ; for the same end is better attained by regimen

and proper medicines. Hence exercise and the more fre-

quent use of the bath must be had recourse to ; the eyes

must be fomented with plenty of warm water : what food is

taken should be acrid and extenuating ; and as an external

application, that called the Caesarian is to be preferred. It

contains of green copperas p. >E . i. misy p. K • = • white pep-

per p. K. = =. opium, gum, of each p. n. washed

cadmia p. K. ui. antimony p. 5^' . vi. And this collyrium

is pretty generally admitted to be good against all kinds of

diseases of the eyes, except such as require lenient appli-

cations.

28. That called Hierax is also efficacious for removing a

roughness. Its components are myrrh p. X .
i. ammonia-

cum thymiama p. X . n. rasile verdigrease p. X • iv. For

producing a like effect there are also those called canopite,

smilion, pyxinum and sphaerion. In the absence of com-

pound applications, a roughness may be conveniently enough

treated with goat- gall or the finest honey.
, • , ,

29. There is also a kind of dry lippitude which the

Greeks denominate ^r,po<pdaXniav (xerophthalmian). Ihe

eyes neither swell nor discharge, but are only red and un-

easy with some degree of pain, becoming glued up at night

by a very troublesome pituita ; and the less violent any
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jittack of this species, the slower is its termination. In this

malady it is necessary to walk much, to use considerable

isxercise, to bathe frequently, to sweat in the bath, and

Ir'reely to employ friction. The diet should neither be im-

pjletins;, nor too acrid, but such as is of an intermediate

iKiature. In the morning when it is plain that concoction

iss perfect, it is no bad plan to gargle with mustard, and
infterwards to rub the head and face for some considerable

liiime.

30. But here the best collyrium is that bearing the name
lof Rhinion. It contains of myrrh p. K - — . opium, acacia-

jiuice, pepper, gum, of each p. K. i. of blood-stone, Phry-
ty'ian stone, lycium, scissile stone, of each p. K . n. calcined

jopper p. K. IV. And pyxinum is also an appropriate ap-

pplication in the same affection.

31. But if the eyes be scabrous, (which mostly happens
II n their angles,) the Rhinion above spoken of may be of

sdervice ; so likewise may be that which contains of rasile

vrerdigrease, long pepper, opium, of each p. >£ . it, white
psepper, gum, of each p. K- iv. washed cadmia, ceruse, of
isach p. X. VI. But there is none superior to that of Euel-
ppides which he used to call (3amXiK6v (basilikon). Its ingre-

diients are opium, ceruse, Assian stone, of each p. X. ii. gum
pp. X . III. white pepper p. K. iv. saffron p. >£. vi. psoricum

pp. >c. xni. Now psoricum is not a simple substance, but a
certain portion of chalcitis, and half as much again of cad-
iimia are triturated together with vinegar, and this being put
iiinto an earthenware vessel and covered over with fig-leaves,

iss buried under ground for twenty days, and when taken up
again it is powdered, and called by the name just employed.
IThe basilicum collyrium is also universally acknowledged to
l>be a proper application for all those disorders of the eyes,
"which do not require mild medicaments. But when com-
ppound medicines are not to be had, both honey and wine
smooth the corners of the eyes when scabrous : bread soft-
eened with wine and laid over the eyes not only affords relief
im this disorder, but in a dry lippitude also. For, since there
ias generally a humour either exasperating the eye itself, or
iits angles, or its palpebral, by this application any matter
aalready discharged is extracted, and that which is in the
veicinity of it is repelled.

32. Caligo of the eyes is sometimes the result of lippitude,
^oometimes occurs independently of that affection, and is
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sometimes the consequence of old age, or of weakness other-

wise contracted. If the aflection occur as the sequel of lip-

pitude, the collyriura which is called Asclepios will be of

service, as also will that prepared with crocomagnia.

33. That they call ^la Kpui:ov (dia krokou) is also prepared

purposely for this disorder. It contains of pepper p. X . I.

Cilician saftVon, opium, ceruse, of each p. X. n. psoricum,

gum, of each p. >£ . iv.

34. But if it be the natural result of advanced age or debili-

ty, inunction with the best honey ,
cypress-oil, and old oil, will

be a suitable remedy for it. However, the best plan is to

mix together one part of balsam, two of old oil or oil of

cypress, and three of the strongest honey. Some benefit

may be derived also from the medicines for caligo just now
comprised, and from those which have been cited above for

thinning cicatrices. But every person affected with caligo

should practise walking and other exercises to a considerable

extent, use the bath frequently, and while there rub the en-

tire body, but chiefly the head, with orris-oil until a sweat

break out : he should then be wrapped up, nor should he be

uncovered until, at his own home, the sweating and heat

shall have subsided. He should use acrid and attenuant

aliments ; and after an interval of some days gargle with

mustard.

35. Cataract, which the Greeks call vTtoxvri-v (hupochu-

sin), sometimes opposes itself to the power of the eye, just at

the axis of vision. This, if inveterate, requires an operation :

at its commencement it is now and then got rid of by a nice

pbservance of certain remedial measures. It is expedient to

bleed from the forehead or from the nose ; to cauterize the

temporal veins ; to evocate the pituita by the use of garga-

risms ; and to anoint the eyes with acrid medicaments. The

best diet is that which attenuates the pituita.

36. A resolution of the eyes or rapaXuffis (paralusis), as

the Greeks term it, requires the same regimen and the like

applications. It will suffice, therefore, merely to explain

the nature of this malady. It sometimes occurs in one, and

sometimes in both eyes, either from a blow, or from epi-

lepsy, or from convulsions, by any of which the eye may

have received such a shock, that its motions can neither be

directed, nor itself be kept altogether fixed; but is rolled

to and fro involuntarily, and therefore fails to represent any

object distinctly.
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37. That which the Greeks call yivhpiaaiv (mmlriasin) is

mot much unlike this last atfection. The pupil is relaxed

sand dilated, and its sio;ht grows dim : and this kind ot weak-

iiness is exceedingly difficult of cure. In either case, that is

Ito say, whether in a paralysis or a mydriasis, with some

sslight variation, we are to use the same remedies as those

pprescribed for caligo of the eyes ; for to the orris- oil used for

ithe head it will be necessary sometimes to add vinegar, and

aat others nitre ; for the inunction honey will suffice. In the

Hatter of the two affections some have obtained relief by the

uuse of hot waters: some without any apparent cause have

^suddenly become stone blind. Now of such patients some,

after having seen nothing for some considerable time, have

rrecovered their sight upon the occurrence of a sudden diar-

irhcea. Hence, both in a recent case and in one of some

sstanding, it would appear plausible to produce a purging by

tthe use of medicines, in order to drive all the noxious matter

linto the lower parts.

38. Besides these there is a weakness of the eyes, during

tthe existence of which, some persons have a tolerably dis-

ttinct vision by day, but can see nothing by night ; which

unalady never occurs to females whose menstrual purgations

sare regular. Now such persons ought to be anointed with

tthe sanies which flows from a roasted liver, and in preference

with that of a he-goat; or otherwise of a she- goat: and

tthey should eat the liver likewise. One may also employ

\with some benefit those same preparations which are used

ffor attenuating cicatrices, or roughness. Some having added

Ihoney to powdered purslane-seed, so as to prevent it from

(dropping from the point of a probe, anoint the eyes with this

imixture. Exercises, bathing, frictions, and the gargarisms

salready mentioned are also to be used by such patients.

39. The disorders above mentioned arise from some inter-

inal cause. But the eye may be so much injured externally

Ibyablow, as to occasion extravasation of blood. In this

(case one can do nothing better than anoint it with the blood
• of a pigeon or a ring-dove, or a swallow. Nor is that prac-

itice altogether devoid of rational foundation ; for when the

! sight of these birds has received external injury, after an
interval of some time it returns to its original condition, and

1 that of the swallovv most rapidly. Hence originated the

1 fabulous account of these birds healing the wounded eyes of

their young by means of some herb ; while in truth the cure
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is spontaneous. Therefore their blood is a very appropriate
remedy for local injuries of our own eyes; but of the three
kinds just mentioned, that of the swallow ranks first in the
order of efficacy, that of the ring-dove next, and last of all
that of the pigeon, whether considered as a remedy for the
laird itself, or for us. In order to lessen the inflammation,
it is of some service to apply cataplasms over the wounded
eye. The ammoniacal, or some other salt ought to be very
finely powdered, and oil gradually added thereto till it ac-
quire the consistence of strigment ; and then this is to be
mixed with barley-meai boiled in raulse. After reviewing
all that physicians have written on the subject, any person
may easily satisfy himself that there is scarcely a single
malady among the ophthalmic diseases above comprised,
but what may be removed by simple and easily-procured
remedies,

VII, 1. Thus far we have investigated such disorders of
the eyes as are principally benefited by medicaments : it is

now fit that we advance to the consideration of the organ of
hearing, which next to the sight is the most useful faculty
bestowed upon us by nature. Now ophthalmic disorders

are limited to the eyes themselves ; but inflammations and
pains of the ears are much more dangerous, for instances

occur in which they rapidly induce delirium and death. This
makes it incumbent on us not to lose a moment in affording

relief, that we may prevent the possibility of greater danger.

Compatibly with this object, immediately any one has ear-

ache, he ought to abstain, and practise regimen. On the

following day, if the affection have gained ground, he should

have his head shorn, anoint it with hot orris-oil, and keep it

covered. Severe pain with fever and watchfulness demands
venesection also ; but if there be any circumstances counter-

indicating that remedy, purging by clyster is to be instituted.

Benefit is to be derived from the use of hot cataplasms of

fenugreek or linseed, or other meal boiled in mulse. Sponges
are also employed with advantage, frequently squeezed out

of hot water. After some mitigation of the pain, a cerate

prepared with orris or cypress oil should be kept bound on

the part ; although in some cases that made with rose-oil

answers better. Should the intensity of the inflammation

altogether prevent sleep, poppy-heads fried and powdered

ought to be added to the poultice, so as to constitute one

half of it : and the mixed passura should be the liquid se-
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lected to boil them in. Some preparation also ought to be

poured into the ear, and this should invariably be tepid : it

is most conveniently instilled by means of a strigil. Having
filled the cavity of the ear, soft wool is to be laid over it, in

order that it may keep in the fluid. Now these are every-

day remedies. But rose-oil, and the juice of reed-roots, and

oil in which worms have been boiled, and the juice expressed

from bitter almonds, or from the pippin of the Persian apple,

are all used as local applications. The following are the

compounds most usually employed for mitigating inflamma-

tion and pain of the ears : ecpial parts of castor and opium
are rubbed together, and passum afterwards added to them

;

or equal portions of opium, saff'ron, and myrrh, alternately

adding rose-oil and passum during the process of trituration :

or the bitter part of the Egyptian bean is rubbed up with
rose-oil ; besides which some mix a little myrrh, or opium,
or olibanum with breast-milk, or the juice of bitter almonds
with rose-oil ; or equal parts of castor, myrrh, and opium
with passum ; or saffron p. K. =. myrrh, scissile alum, of

each p. X. to which are gradually added, during tritu-

ration, three cyaths of passum and two of honey ; and this

is one of the best remedies employed ; or opium dissolved in

vinegar. We may also have recourse toThemison's compo-
sition, which contains of castor, opopanax, opium, of each

p. K. II- spume of lycium p. K . iv. : these are rubbed to-

gether and incorporated with passum until they acquire the

consistence of a cerate, and are preserved in this state.

When required for use, this medicine is again rubbed down
with a specillum, passum being added to it. It is an inva-
riable rule that, as often as any medicament becomes too
thick to be dropped into the ear, it will be expedient to add
more of the same fluid with which it was originally com-
pounded, until it become sufiiciently liquid.

2. But if the ears contain pus also, it is serviceable to
pour into them lycium unmixed, or orris-unguent; or leek-
juice with honey; or juice of centaury with passum; or
juice of a sweet pomegranate warmed with its rind, with the
addition of a little myrrh. A suitable mixture may also be
prepared from p. X • i. of the myrrh called (TTaKrrjr (stakten),
a like quantity of saffron, twenty-five bitter almonds, and a
cyath and a half of honey : these are to be rubbed together,
and when required for use to be warmed in the shell of a
pomegranate. Those medicaments also which are com-
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pounded for ulcers of the mouth, are equally sanative for

ulcers of the ears. When the latter are inveterate and dis-

charge much sanies, tliat is a suitable composition which is

said to have been invented by Erasistratus : it consists of

pepper p. X. saffron p. myrrh, baked misy, of

each p. K.I. calcined copper p. x. n. These are rubbed
up with wine, and afterwards, when they have grown dry,

three hemince of passum are added, and all are boiled together

:

honey and wine are mixed with them just as required for

use. There is also the medicinal application invented by
the surgeon Ptolemy ; its ingredients are niastich p. X.
galls p. X . —. omphacium p. X. i. with the juice of pome-

granate. That ol Menophilus is a very powerful applica-

tion, and consists of the following : of long pepper p. X. I.

ceistor p. X. n. myrrh, saffron, opium, Syrian nard, oliba-

num, pomegranate rind, pulp of the Egyptian bean, bitter

almonds, purest honey, of each p. X. iv. to which the

strongest vinegar is added during trituration, until the con-

sistence be that of passum. Crato's contains of cinnamon,

cassia, of each p. X . lycium, nard, myrrh, of each p. X •

I. aloes p. X. n. honey three cyaths, and of wine one sex-

tarins : the lycium is boiled with the wine, and the remain-

ing ingredients mixed in afterwards. But if the pus be co-

pious, and accompanied with fetor, rasile verdigrease and oli-

banum each in the proportion of p. X. H- two cyaths of

honey, and four of vinegar are to be boiled together, and

with these sweet wine is to be mixed when required for use.

Or a mixture may be formed of equal parts by weight of

scissile alum, opium, and acacia-juice, to which henbane-

juice may be added, but in the proportion of one half the

weight of either of the other ingredients ; these when pow-

dered are to be diluted witli wine. Henbane-juice is also

used alone with considerable advantage.

3. But a general remedy against all diseases incident to

the ear, and one confirmed by experience, is that composed

by Asclepiades. It contains of cinnamon, cassia, of each

p. X- I- of flowers of round cyperns, of castor, of white

pepper, long pepper, araomum, myrobalanus, of each p. X-

II. male thus, Syrian nard, fat niyrrh, saffron, aphionitre,

of each p X - ill- first powdered separately, then mixed,

and rubbed up with vinegar : preserved in this state, they

are diluted with more vinegar, just as required for use. So

also the sphragis of Polybus dissolved in sweet wine is 9.
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common remedy for affections of the ears : the receipt for

preparing it is in a former book. But if there be a sanious
discharge with tumour, it will be of some service to syringe
the ears with dihjted wine; and then to infuse austere wine
mixed with rose-oil, adding a small quantity of spodium ; or
lycium with milk, or juice of blood-herb with rose-oil, or
pomegranate-juice with a very small quantity of myrrh.

4. If the ulcers be also foul, it is better to wash them
with mulse, and afterwards to pour in either of the above-
mentioned compositions containing honey. If the discharge
of pus be more considerable, the head should be well shorn,
and sluiced with plenty of hot water ; and the patient should
gargle, walk till he finds himself fatiguecj, and take food in
moderation. If blood be seen to flow from the ulcers, ly-
cium ought to be poured in, dissolved in milk : or a decoc-
tion of roses with the juice of blood-herb or acacia. But if
fungus grows on the ulcers, and if that pours out a fetid sanies,
it requires to be washed with tepid water ; and then should
be infused that composition which is made of olibanum, ver-
digrise, vinegar, and honey ; or honey boiled with verdi-
grise. Also copper scalos powdered with sandarach may
be dropped in by means of a canula.

5. When worms are generated in the ears, if within reach
they are to be extracted by the ear- probe : if too far for
this, they must be extracted by medicines, and their further
formation prevented. White hellebore triturated with vine-
gar answers both intentions. The ear may likewise be washed
with a decoction of horehound in wine. Dead worms slide
down towards the external meatus, from whence they are
easily removed.

6. But if the orifice of the ear becomes narrowed, and a
thick sanies forms within it, the best honey ought to be in-
troduced. If that be inefl-ective, p. K. n. of°rasile verdi-
grise, added to a cyath and a half of honey, must be boiled
and simdarly used. Orris with honey is also serviceable
Also galbanum p. x. H. myrrh and ox-gall, of each p. x.'

with enough wine to dissolve the myrrh.
7. When deafness begins to be experienced, (and this is

a common consequence of long-continued head-aches,) we
ought in the first place to inspect the ear: for we shall
either see an incrustation, like that which accretes on ul-
cers, or else an accumulation of sordes. If an incrustation
we must pour in either hot oil, or verdigrise with honey, or

C EL* _
±4
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juice of leek, or a little nitre with niulse ; as soon as the

incrustation begins to detach itself from the surface, the ear

is to be syringed with warm water, to facilitate extraction

by the ear-probe. If there be a collection of soft sordes, it

must be removed by the same instrument : but if hard, vine-

gar with a little nitre is to be injected, and, when softened,

the ear must be syringed and cleansed in the same manner.

But if a sense of uneasiness still remain in the head, it must

be shorn of its hair and rubbed over gently, but for some

considerable time, adding to the unguent used for that pur-

pose orris or laurel oil, and mixing a little vinegar with

either of these : the patient should then walk for some con-

siderable time, after inunction foment his head moderately

with hot water, and use food of the weakest and middle

class; his drink should be weaker than usual, and garga-

risms must be occasionally employed. Furthermore, castor

with vinegar and laurel-oil, and juice of radish-rind is to be

poured into the ear ; or the juice of wild cucumber, with

powdered rose-leaves. The juice of the unripe grape in-

stilled with rose-oil is also a good remedy for deafness.

8. Internal ringing of the ears is a different kind of dis-

ease from the foregoing; although this also impairs their

power of receiving the impressions of sound. That is the

slightest species which arises from gravedo : that is worse

which ensues upon disease or upon chronic head-aches : but

the most dangerous is that which is the forerunner of violent

diseases, and particularly of epilepsy. If the affection anse

from gravedo, one ought to clear out the ear, and hold in

the breath until some frothy fluid proceed from it. If it

owes its origin to disease, or to head-ache, so far as regards

exercise, frictions, affusion, and the use of gargarisms, the

same remedial measures apply as in the last-mentioned dis-

ease • all the food should be of an extenuating quality :

radish-juice with rose-oil ought to be poured into the ear,

or iuice of wild cucumber with the radish-juice ; or castor

with vinegar and laurel-oil. Hellebore is also rubbed with

vinegar, then incorporated with boiled honey, and after-

wards introduced into the ear in the form of a collyriuni.

If it has begun independently of the causes just expressed,

and on that account inspires us with a dread of something

worse, one ought to introduce into the ear castor with vine-

gar, or orris-oil, or laurel-oil, or, together with this last,

castor with the juice of bitter almouds, or myrrh and nitre
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with rose-oil and vinegar. Nevertheless in this malady
more benefit is derivable from a strict regimen ; and the

same plan is to be pursued as above comprised, but with

still greater exactitude : in addition to these, wine is to be

excluded till the sound in the ears be cured. But if both a

sounding and inflammation exist simultaneously, all that is

requisite is to inject laurel-oil, or the expressed oil of bitter

almonds, to which some add castor, or myrrh.

9. It sometimes happens too that something falls into the

ear, a stone, for example, or some insect. If a flea have
got into it, a little wool should be pushed in, into which it

may creep, and with which it may be drawn out. If it do
not thus come away, or if it be some other kind of insect, a
probe wrapped in wool must be dipped into the most gluti-

nous resin, and especially that of turpentine, and this should
be introduced into the ear, and rotated there : for it will

certainly inviscate and remove it. But if it be some inani-

mate substance, it must be extracted by the ear-probe, or by
a blunt hook slightly curved : but should these fail, resin

may be used, as just explained. Sternutatories are also
very suitable remedies for forcing it out, or water forcibly
squirted in with a syringe. Also a board is laid down,
fixed at its centre with both ends overhanging the prop :

on this the patient is tied, towards the side of the aftected
ear, in such a way that he may not reach over the board :

then the end of the board where his feet are, must be struck
with a hammer, and so by the shock given to the ear, the
foreign body falls out.

VIII. 1. Ulcerated nares require to be fomented
with the steam of hot water. This may be either managed
by squeezing a sponge therefrom, and applying it to the
part, or by holding a vessel full of hot water directly under
the nose. After the fomentation, the idcers are to be
anointed either with dross of lead, or with ceruse, or with
litharge; and in the act of powdering either of these sub-
stances, wine and oil are to be by turns added thereto until
the consistence be that of honey. But if the ulcers occupy
the nasal bone, and are attended with several incrustations
and a foul odour, which species the Greeks denominate
oeaipay (ozainan), one ought to know, that the affection is

almost incurable : yet, however, the following measures are to
be instituted by way of trial : the hair of the head is to be
close clipped ; the head itself is to be diligently and stron^^ly
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rubbed, and copiously sluiced with hot water ; the patient

should use much walking exercise, and food moderate in

quantity, such as is neither acrid nor very nutritive. In

the next place, honey may be introduced up the nose itself,

along with a little resin or turpentine, which may be done

by means of a probe rolled in wool ; and the moisture is to

be drawn in with the breath, until it be tasted in the mouth :

for by adopting this method the crusts become detached,

and are afterwards forced out in the act of sneezing. The
steam of hot water is to be held under the ulcers when pure

;

and the next application should either be lycium dissolved

in wine, or amurca, or omphacium, or the juice of mint or

horehound ; or green copperas heated to whiteness and then

powdered, or the powdered pulp of squills, honey being uni-

formly added to either of these substances ; that is to say,

to the green copperas sufficient to form a liquid mixture, to

the squills in the proportion of the greater half, and to the

other substances a small quantity only. A probe is to be

enveloped with wool, to be smeared with the composition,

and thus the ulcers are to be incarned : a piece of lint, of an

oblong form, rolled up and dipped into the same medicine,

is to be insinuated into the nostril, and moderately secured

by a bandage at the lower part. This should be renewed

twice a-day in winter and spring, thrice in summer and

autumn.

2. Sometimes there is a formation in the nares of carun-

cular substances resembling the female breast, and these are

most fleshy at their base or point of attachment. They re-

quire caustics, by the use of which they may be entirely

destroyed. But a polypus is a species of caruncle, some-

times white, sometimes reddish, adhering to the nasal bones;

and at one time taking a direction towards the lips, it fills

up the nostril ; at another it falls back through the aperture

by which the air descends from the nostrils to the fauces,

increasing so extensively as to be seen behind the uvula : it

greatly impedes the breathing, and that especially during

the prevalence of the southerly or easterly winds : it is most

frequently soft, though sometimes hard ; and the latter kind

produces more difficulty of respiration, with dilatation of

the nostrils, and is usually carcinoid ; hence it ought not to

be meddled with. The other species is usually treated by

the knife, though sometimes it dries away by the intro-

duction of the following composition into the nostril by
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means of a piece of lint or a penicillum : Sinopian minium,
chalcitis, lime, sandarach, of each p. X. I. green copperas
p. K. II.

IX. In TOOTH-ACHE, which may be justly ranked among
the most excruciating affections, wine is most decidedly
to be interdicted : even food, at first, ought to be denied,
and afterwards employed sparingly, choosing such as is

- tender, that it may not irritate the teeth during mastication
;

externally the steam of hot water must be applied by means
ot a sponge, and a cerate prepared with cypress or orris oil,
spread on wool, is to be laid over the part, while the head
Itself ought to be covered. Should the pain become more
severe, benefit may accrue from opening the bowels by
clyster, laying hot poultices upon the jaw, and retaining in
the mouth warm water impregnated with any proper medi-
cines, and repeatedly renewing the liquid. For this purpose
cinquefoil root is boiled in diluted wine, and henbane root
either m posca or mixed wine, adding to both these liquors
a small portion of salt; so also poppy- heads, not too dry,
and the root of raandragore. But especial care must be
taken lest either of these three be swallowed. A decoction
of the bark of the root of the white poplar is also a proper
medicme for the same purpose ; so also hartshorn shavings in
vinegar

;
and catmint with a fat teda, or with a ripe fig

either in mulse or vinegar and honey
; after boiling the fig

the fluid must be strained ; also a probe enveloped in wool is
to be immersed in hot oil, and with this the tooth itself is to
betomented There are certain applications acting upon the
tooth itsell like a cataplasm : such is the pulp of the rind
taken trom a sour and dry pomegranate, rubbed up witha bke portion of galls and pine-bark, with which minium ismixed; these, after trituration, are beat up with rain-
water; or equal portions of panaces, opium, peucedanumand stavesacre without the seeds, are rubbed together;
oi three parts of galbanum to one of opium. Be the loca
application to the teeth what it may, one should be equally£xac in the use of the cerate for the jaw, covering it? as Isaid before, with wool. Some also mix together of myr hcardamom, of each p. k. I. saffron, peIlito?y, fi^s, peppero each p K. iv. mustard p. x. viii': having ruUedCtogether, they smear them on a piece of linen rag, and applythem on the shoulder of that side where the toofh aches^- ifm the upper jaw on the scapula, if in the lower on the breas
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and that alleviates the pain ; and after it has produced the

proper effect, it is to be immediately removed. Even if the

tooth be carious, unless there be urgent occasion, there is no

need to be in a hurry to extract it ; but to each fomentation

above mentioned other stronger compositions are to be

added, of a nature calculated to allay pain, such as is that of

Hera. It contains of opium p. K . i. pepper p. X • H- sory

p. X.X.; these when powdered are formed into a mass

with galb'anura, and that is applied round the affected tooth.

Or that of Menemachus, principally adapted for the mo-

lares: the ingredients are, of saffron p. X.i. cardamom,

soot of frankincense, figs, pepper, pellitory, of each p. >C

.

IV. mustard p. K • vill. But there are some who mix toge-

ther of pellitory, pepper, elaterium, of each p. K . I. scissile

alum, opium, stavesacre, crude sulphur, bitumen, laurel-

berries, mustard, of each p. X. n. If the pain render the

removal imperatively necessary, either a pepper-corn or an

ivy-berry freed from its bark, if introduced into the teeth,

splits it, and thus it falls out in shelly portions ;
so also the

prickle of the flat-fish which our countrymen call pastinaca

but the Greeks rpvyiiva (trugona), is torrified, powdered and

incorporated with resin, and this applied round the tooth has

the power of loosening it ; scissile alum put into the tooth has

also the power of detaching it. But a better mode ot using

it is to envelop it in wool, for in this manner it relieves the

pain without injuring the tooth. These are the remedies in

repute among physicians. But the experience of the pea-

santry has taught them, that in tooth-ache it is a good plan

to pull up the herb wild thyme, root and all, throw it into a

basin, and pour water on it, and let the patient sit near .t

covered all over with clothes ; then flints heated to white-

ness are to be thrown into the basin, so as to be covered

with the water, and the person is to receive the
^^^o^^Zfl

his month open, close wrapt up, as
ipJn of

very copious sweat ensues, and a continued stream ot

humour flows from the mouth : this remedy always insures a

grd state of health for a year afterwards, and not unfre-

''TX'Tti^ StoSs become enlakoed ftom inflam-

nia^;.! without being ulcerated, the l--^/-^^b~d,
and externally the part is to be ""^^^

walking must be extensively employed ;
the head ept li, l

in bed r and the patient should gargle with refieshmg gai
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garisius. Also, the root called liquorice bruised and boiled

in passum or mulse is serviceable in this case. It is not a

bad plan to gently anoint the tonsils with certain medical

applications; these are thus prepared. The juice of a pome-
granate is expressed, and a sextarius of it is boiled over a

gentle fire until its consistence be that of honej^ : then p. K .

II. of salfron, myrrh, and scissile alum are separately pow-
dered ; and to these are gradually added two cyaths of mild

wine, and one of honey ; afterwards these are mixed with

the former juice, and again simmered, or a sextarius of the

same juice is boiled in a similar way, and the following

ingredients after being powdered are added in like manner :

of nard p. H. — • omphacium p. X. I. cinnamon, myrrh,

cassia, of each p. X- i. Now these are adapted both for

purulent affections of the ears and nostrils. The food in this

species of illness ought to be mild, that it may produce no
irritation. But should the inflammation be considerable

enough to impede respiration, the patient should remain
quiet in bed and abstain from food, taking nothing but warm
water ; his bowels also ought to be opened by clyster,

gargles should be used consisting of figs and mulse; the
parts should be anointed with honey and omphacium

;

steam should be applied to the external fauces, for a con-
siderable time, until the tonsils suppurate and open spon-
taneously. If these tumours contain pus, and yet do not
come to a head, incisions are to be made into them, and
then the patient should gargle with hot mulse. But if the

tumour, though moderate, be attended with ulceration, a little

honey is to be added to the cream of bran, to form the
gargle, and the ulcers should be touched with the following :

three hemina; of the sweetest passum are boiled down to

one; and to this is added of olibanum p. X . I. saff'ron,

myrrh, of each p. K .
~

. and the whole are again simmered.
After the ulcers become clean, they should be gargled with
the cream of bran just mentioned, or with milk. And in
this affection also the food ought to be of a mild quality,
allowing in addition a little mild wine.

XI. Ulcers of the mouth, if attended with inflamma-
tion, and if foul and red, are best treated by the applications
prepared from pomegranates, as above mentioned : and a re-

pressing cream, with the addition of a little honey, is to be
retained in the mouth. Walking and bland food are to be
resorted to. But as soon as the ulcers begin to be clean.
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some bland fluid, and now and then the purest water, is to

be held in the mouth : now also the taking of sound wine
and a more generous diet, (acrid aliments excluded,) become
serviceable ; and the ulcers ought to be sprinkled with scis-

sile alum added to one half its quantity of unripe galls. If

clothed with crusts like eschars from a burn, we are to use

those compositions which the Greeks call avdripas (antheras).

Of juncus quadratus, myrrh, sandarach, alum, of each equal

parts : or of saffron, myrrh, of each p. K . ii. of orris, scissile

alum, sandarach, of each p. K. iv. juncus quadratus p. X-
VIII. or of galls, myrrh, of each p. >£ . i. scissile alum p. x .

II. rose-leaves p. X . iv. Some mix of saffron p. X •
~. scis-

sile alum, myrrh, of each p. K. I. sandarach p. K. ii. jun-

cus quadratus p. K . iv. The former are sprinkled on dry
;

the last used as an unction with honey, not only for these

leers but for the tonsillar affections also.

But by far the most dangerous ulcers of the mouth are

those which the Greeks denominate u(pdas (apthas), although

chiefly so in children, for with them this disease often proves

destructive. In adults of either sex it is not of so fatal a

character. These ulcers first form in the gums, and after-

wards occupy the palate and entire mouth : they then pro-

ceed backwards to the uvula and fauces, which, when once

attacked, render the infant's convalescence no easy matter.

The case is still more lamentable if the infant be still at the

breast, for this is a great impediment to the employment of

any remedy. However, in the first place the nurse should

be compelled to exercise herself not only by walking, but

by such employment as will bring into action the superior

parts of the frame : she must be sent to the bath, and en-

joined while there to sluice the breasts with hot water : she

should then be nourished with gentle food, and such as is

not easy of putrefaction : if the infant be feverish, the nurse

should drink water in preference ; if free from fever, wine

diluted : and if her bowels be constipated, these should be

opened by clyster. If she have a collection of phlegm in

her mouth, she ought to vomit. In the next place the ul-

cers themselves are to be anointed with honey, to which has

been added Syrian rhus or bitter almonds : or with a mixture

of dry rose-leaves, pine-nuts, mint-stalks, and honey : or

with that composition which is prepared from mulberries

;

the juice of which, like that of pomegranates, is boiled down

to the consistence of honey, and afterwards receives the ad-
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dition of saffron, myrrh, alum, wine and honey. Nor should

any thing- be given by which the discharge of humour may
be elicited. If the child be stronger in years, such gargles

for the most part ought to be used as have been before com-

prised. And, should mild applications prove inefficient,

those are to be resorted to, which, by their caustic quality,

induce an eschar upon the ulcers ; such as scissile alum, or

chalcitis, or copperas. Hunger also and the greatest possi-

ble abstinence may be of some service. The food should be

bland ; and sometimes, to promote the cleaning of the ulcers,

cheese and honey may be given with good effect.

XII. Also ULCERS of the tongue require the same ap-

plications set forth in the beginning of the last chapter. Those

on its margins last the longest. We should observe whether

there be a sharp tooth opposite, for frequently this prevents

the healing process; and therefore requires filing.

XIII. Sometimes also in the vicinity of the teeth certain

painful tubercles occur : these the Greeks call wctpovXtbas (pa-

roulidas). At first it is proper to rub them gently with pow-
dered salt ; or with a mixture of calcined fossile salt, cypress,

and cat-mint: then the patient should wash his mouth with the

cream of lentils, and keep it open so as to allow of the escape
of a sufficient quantity of pituita. But as the inflammation

increases, recourse is to be had to the same applications which
have been above proposed for ulcers of the mouth : further-

more, either of the compositions I said were called di'0;;joat

(antherai), is to be rolled up in a little lint, and this is to be
insinuated between the tooth and the gum. But should the tu-

mour be so hard as to render this impracticable, the steam of
hot water is to be employed externally with a sponge, and ce-
rate afterwards used as a local application. If suppuration ma-
nifest itself, the steam must be employed for a longer period,
and a hot decoction of figs in mulse should be retained in the
mouth. The tumour should be opened before it is thoroughly
maturated, lest the pus by remaining confined for a longer
period produce lesion of the mouth. But if the tumour be
considerable, it is better to extirpate it entirely, so as to
liberate the tooth on both sides. The pus being discharged,
provided the wound be small, all that is requisite is to hold
hot water in the mouth, and to use its vapour externally as
a fomentation ; but if it be of a larger size, the cream of len-
tils should be used, together with the same local applica-
tions as are employed for the cure of other ulcers of the
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mouth : it is liighly requisite, however, to chew the herb
privet, and to retain its juice in the mouth. There are other

ulcers commonly occurring in the gums requiring the same
mode of relief as is employed in ulcers of other parts of the

mouth. Occasionally it happens, that pus continues to be

discharged from the gums for a considerable time whether the

tumour was a irapovXls (paroulis) or not : this is commonly
the effect of a decayed or broken tooth, or of bone otherwise

diseased, and that generally through a fistulous opening. In

this case the afl'ected gum should be lanced, the tooth ex-

tracted, and the splinter, if any be detached, is to be removed

;

while, if there be any unsound bone remaining, it ought

to be rasped. What else is necessary to be done, has been

comprehended above, when treating of the cure of other

ulcers. But if the gums recede from the teeth, the antherous

preparations already mentioned are capable of affording

relief. It is of some utility also to chew pears or apples

not too ripe, and to retain their juice in the mouth. Mild

vinegar answers as well, used in the same way.

XIV. Active INFLAMJMATION of the UVULA is an alarm-

ing affection. Hence in this case likewise abstinence is indis-

pensably requisite, and bleeding is a proper remedy ; or, if

there be any thing to prevent that, clystering will be found

serviceable : furthermore, the head should be kept covered

and erect, and a decoction of bramble and lentils should be

used as a gargle. The uvula itself ought to be anointed

either with omphacium, or with galls or scissile alum, add-

ing to either of these medicines a little honey. There is a

local application suited to this purpose, bearing the name

Andronium. It consists of the following : scissile alum,

red copper scales, green copperas, galls, myrrh, and misy

;

these, separately powdered, are mixed and rubbed up again,

austere wine being gradually added until they acquire the

consistence of honey. To smear the uvula with juice of che-

lidony by means of a spoon is also of great service. After

anointing the uvula with either of these preparations, a co-

pious flow of pituita generally ensues ; and when that has

stopped, it is necessary to gargle with hot wine. If the in-

flammation be in a slighter degree, it will suffice to rub assa-

fetida and to add a sufficient quantity of cold water to it,

holding this water under the uvula by means of a spoon.

When the tumefeiction is inconsiderable, cold water itself,

used in the same way, has the power of repressing it. But
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it will be requisite to gargle with the same water, whether

used with or without the assafetida, in the manner just de-

scribed.

XV. Should ulcers of the mouth become gangrenous, our

first duty is to consider whether the habit of body be de-

praved, and to rectify it, and next to cure the ulcers them-

selves. But if the affection be superficial, either of the an-

therous preparations sprinkled in the dry form upon the humid

ulcer will answer well enoiigh ; or for one that is less humid

these same should be smeared on, mixed with a little honey :

if somewhat more deeply rooted, two parts of burnt paper to

one of orpiment: if the malady have penetrated to a con-

siderable depth, three parts of burnt paper to one of orpi-

ment ; or equal parts of fried salt and fried orris ; or chal-

citis, lime and orpiment, also in equal proportions. But it

will be necessary to soak a piece of lint in rose-oil, and to

lay it over the caustic applications, to protect the contigu-

ous sound parts. Some also cast fried salt into a hemina of

strong vinegar until it ceases to be dissolved ; they then boil

the vinegar to dryness, and sprinkle the residuary salt in a

state of powder. As often as the local application is re-

newed, both before and afterwards, the mouth is to be rinsed

with cream of lentils, or with a decoction of vetches, or

olives, or vervains, a little honey being added in either case.

Also vinegar of squill held in the mouth is an efficacious

remedy against such ulcers : and so again the salt boiled

down from vinegar, as just directed, a second time dissolved

in the same menstruum. But both these liquids must be
retained for a considerable time, and used twice or thrice

a day, according to the severity of the symptoms. If the
case be that of a child, a probe rolled in wool must be
dipped into the medicine, and held in contact with the ulcer,

lest the caustic be incautiously swallowed. If the gums be
painful, and the teeth loose, these should be extracted, for

they are no small impediment to the cure. If all applica-
tions prove unavailing, the ulcers are to be cauterized ; a
measure, however, which is not necessary when they are
situated in the lips, because their excision is more conveni-
ent. Whether the part have been cauterized, or extirpated
by the knife, it cannot be incarned without surgical treat-

ment. Now the bones of the gums being possessed but of
a low degree of vitality, always remain bare after the cau-
terization, nor does the flesh ever grow there again. How-
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ever, lentils should be applied over the cauterized parts,

until they recover their soundness to the fullest possible ex-
tent.

XVI. Such are the diseases of the head usually requiring

local applications. But just below the ears parotid tumours
not unusually make their appearance ; sometimes when the

general health is good, as the consequence of local intlam-

mation, and sometimes after protracted fevers, in conse-

quence of the impetus of the disease being thrown on this

part. It is in fact a kind of abscess, and needs no peculiar

method of treatment. One caution only would appear re-

quisite : if the tumour occur without previous disease we
must first try repellents ; if it occur as the sequel of some
other sickness, to resolve it is improper ; the better plan is

to maturate and open it as soon as possible.

XVII. For a prominence of the navel, in order to avoid a
surgical operation with the knife, we must first make trial of

abstinence ; the bowels too in this case may be opened by
clyster, and the following composition applied over the um-
bilicus; of hemlock, and soot, of each p. X. i. washed
ceruse p. K- iv. washed lead p. X. viii. together with two
eggs; and to these juice of nightshade is added. This ap-

plication must be kept on for some considerable time, and
in the interim the patient should remain quiet, use food in

moderation, and refrain from every thing of a flatulent qua-

lity.

XVIII. 1. The next affections are those which belong

to the privities; the terms expressive of which, are among
the Greeks tolerable enough, and now in general use ; for

they are met with almost in all medical works and treatises :

our vernacular terms are coarser, and not borne out by being

in use among those who have a due regard to modesty in

their discourse ; so that to one who is desirous of at once ex-

pressing himself with delicacy, and at the same time of

plainly delivering the precepts of the art, to afford a descrip-

tion of such diseases is no easy matter. Not that this should

deter me from writing an account of them : first, because I

would omit nothing that may prove conducive to the reco-

very of health ;
and, secondly, because there are no diseases

whose cure ought to be more generally known than those

which one man has the greatest reluctance to submit to the

inspection of another.

2. If the penis be swollen from inflammation, so that the
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foreskin can neither be retracted nor brought forward, the

parts must be freely fomented with hot water : but should

the glans penis be concealed, hot water must be introduced

between it and the foreskin by means of a syringe. If the

skin thus softened and extenuated yield so as to allow ofex-

tension, the rest of the cure will be less difficult: if the swell-

ing prevail over our best efforts, we should apply lentils, or

horehound, or olive-leaves boiled in wine, adding in either

case, while we are triturating these articles, a small portion

of honey. The penis should be supported by being tied up-

wards to the belly, a measure uniformly expedient in the

treatment of all affections of this part : and the patient

should observe a strict regimen, abstain from food, and re-

lieve urgent thirst by drinking plain water. On the following

day fomentations of water are again to be employed in the

manner aforesaid, and we are to try with some degree of

force to retract the foreskin : if it will not yield, a slight in-

cision should be made at its upper part ; for after the sanies

has escaped, the part will become less bulky, and the skin

may be more easily drawn over. However, whether the

affection have been subdued by this last method, or have not
resisted the first, ulcers will be detected either in the back
part of the foreskin, or in the glans, or beyond this on the

body of the penis itself: these will necessarily be either

clean and dry, or humid and purulent. If dry, they are
first to be fomented with hot water; and afterwards lycium
should be applied in wine, or amurca boiled with the same,
or butter with rose-oil. If there be a slight humour in them,
they should be washed with wine ; we are then to mix a
little honey of roses, and one-fourth of turpentine resin with
butter, and employ that as a dressing. But if the discharge
be purulent, the sores ought in the first place to be well
washed with warm mulse ; then we should employ a mix-
ture consisting of pepper p. X • i. myrrh p. K .

~
. saffron,

baked misy, of each p. K, ii. boiled down with austere
wine to the consistence of honey. Furthermore, the same
composition suits affections of the tonsils, moist uvula, and
ulcers of the mouth and nose. There is another of like effi-

cacy : of pepper p. X .
~

. myrrh p. X .
"

. saffron p. K

.

baked misy p. K - i. calcined copper p. K-H-: these are
first triturated with austere wine, and when they have be-
come dry, are again rubbed up with three cyaths of passura,
and boiled down to the consistence of viscus. Also rerdi-
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grise with boiled honey, and those medicines which have

been above comprised for ulcers in the mouth : or the com-

position of Erasistratus, or that of Crato, is a proper applica-

tion for purulent genitals. Also olive-leaves are boiled in

nine cyaths of wine ; to these is added scissile alum p. K

.

IV. lycium p. X- viil. with a cyath and a half of honey ;

and this application is thinned by adding more honey, if the

purulent discharge be copious ; and wine if it be scanty.

One may take it as a general rule, that, after curing the

phymosis, so long as inflammation remains, one ouglit to

apply the cataplasm above mentioned, and to dress the ulcers

in the same manner. But if the pus have begun to flow

abundantly, and its odour be offensive, it ought to be washed

away with the cream of lentils, to which a little honey has

been added : or olive or mastich leaves, or horehound, should

be boiled down, and the juice used in a similar manner with

honey. One should use the dressings as in the last case, or

omphacium with honey; or that made for the ears, consist-

ing of verdigrise and honey; or the composition of Andro,

or an anthera incorporated with a little honey. Some treat

all the ulcers which we have mentioned with lycium in wine.

But if the ulcer spread wide and deep, it should be washed

in a similar manner, and verdigrise, or omphacium with ho-

ney ought to be applied thereto ; or Andro's composition ; or

of horehound, myrrh, saff'ron, baked scissile alum, dry rose-

leaves, galls, of each p. X . i. Sinopian minium p. K .
il.

These are first rubbed separately, and then together, honey

being added until the consistence be that of liquid cerate

;

they" are then simmered in a copper, taking care lest they

boil over; and when drops of it harden, the vessel isremoved

from the fire; this medicine is dissolved in honey or wine,

iust as required for use. The same composition is usefully

employed by itself against fistulas. Sometimes the ulcer

descends to the nerves, and there is a copious discharge of

fetid thin sanies, of no consistence, but resembling water, in

which flesh has been recently washed ; and the part is pain-

ful and has a prickling sensation in it. Now, although this

species is of the purulent kind, yet it requires bland apph-

cations, such as the tetrapharmacum plaster dissolved in

rose-oil, with the addition of a little olibanum : or that pre-

pared from butter, rose-oil, resin, and honey, as above de-

scribed. This sort of ulcer particularly should »e freely

foinented with hot water, and covered so as to be defended
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from the cold. Sometimes, from the effect of the ulcers, the

penis becomes so much consumed under the foreskin that the

glans falls off. In this case the prepuce itself must be cir-

cumcised. And uniformly whenever the glans or anj' part

of the penis has either sloughed, or has been cut away, the

investing portion of prepuce is not to be preserved, lest it

come in contact with the ulcer, and be agglutinated there-

with, so that subsequently its retraction becoming irapracti>

cable, it may possibly close up the urethra.

Tubercles, called by the Greeks ^u^am (phumata),

also form about the glans ; these are burnt away either by
caustics, or the actual cautery ; and when the eschars have

sloughed, copper scales are sprinkled on the part, to prevent

a second morbid growth.

3. These affections fall short of gangrene, to which all

parts of the body are liable, but ulcers of the genitals espe-

cially. The malady begins with a blackness, and, if this

have attacked the skin, the probe is to be put under it, and
an incision made there : the cut edges are then to be grasped

with the forceps, and all the gangrenous portion removed,
together with a little of the sound, and the part must be

cauterized. As often as cauterization is practised, lentils

must be applied of course ; and subsequently when the

crusts have fallen off, the ulcers are to be treated like any
other sores. But if the gangrene have attacked the body of
the penis, some of the caustics are to be sprinkled on the

part, and particularly that consisting of lime, chalcitis, and
orpinient. If the medicines be not powerful enough, in this

case also all the diseased parts are to be cut away, including
some portion of the sound. After excision in gangrene,
cauterization must uniformly be had recourse to. But if the
incrustations produced by the applications or by the actual
cautery become callous, there is a great danger of haemor-
rhage taking place after they slough away. Therefore there
is need of long-continued repose ; so absolute, as scarcely to
move, until the crusts become gently detached along with
the pus itself. But if the patient have designedly or inad-
vertently separated the crusts by walking too soon, and
hajmorriiage be the result, cold water must be applied :

should this be inefficient, we must have recourse to styptics

;

and if even these fail, the part must be cauterized carefully',

and not boldly ; nor should the same untoward accident be
risked afterwards by any motion whatsoever.
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4. Sometimes, in the same place, that species of gangrene

occurs, which the Greeks denominate (payebaiva (phage-

daina). As this admits of no delay, we should forthwith

employ the medicines Just mentioned; and if they be not

sufficiently efficacious, the part must be cauterized. There

is also a species of blackness (nigrities), not attended with

pain, but which spreads, and, if not checked, readies to the

bladder, and becomes incurable. If it be at the end of the

glans close by the orifice of the urethra, into this last a

probe should be introduced, lest it be closed ; and it is then

to be cauterized : if it have penetrated deeply, the part af-

fected must be removed by the knife. The remainder of

the treatment is similar to that pursued in other kinds of

gangrene.

5. Sometimes also a hard and almost insensible excres-

cence forms on the penis, which also requires excision. On
the first appearance of a carbuncle in this part it should be

washed with a syringe : afterwards it should be treated with

caustic applications, and especially with chalcitis mixed

with honey, or verdigrise with boiled honey, or with sheep-

dung fried and rubbed up with honey. After it has sloughed

we must employ the liquid applications which are composed

for ulcers of the mouth.

6. If inflammation have arisen in the testicles indepen-

dently of the eff'ect of a blow, blood must be drawn from

the ankle : abstinence is to be observed, and poultices ap-

plied, consisting of bean-meal boiled in mulse, and powdered

cumin boiled with honey ; or powdered cumin with cerate

prepared with rose-oil ; or fried linseed powdered and boiled

in mulse ; or wheat-flour boiled in mulse with cypress ; or

bruised lily-root. But if the testicles have become indu-

rated, one ought to apply linseed or fenugreek seed boiled

in mulse, or the cerate prepared with cypress oil ; or similar

medicines triturated with wine, and a little saftron as an

adjunct. When the induration is of a more chronic cha-

racter, the most serviceable application is the root of wild

cucumber boiled in mulse, and afterwards bruised. When

the swelling has been produced by a blow, blood-letting is

necessary ;
especially if the testicles be livid. But our local

application may be either of those compounded with cumin,

and just now mentioned; or that composition which con-

tains of baked nitre p. K. I. pine resin, cumin, of each p.

K . II. staves-acre, without the seeds, p. K . iv. honey, as
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much as is requisite for the incorporation. But when, in

consequence of a blow, there is a loss of substance in the

testicles, there is usually an accumulation of pus; nor can

relief be afforded in any other way than by making an in-

cision into the scrotum, letting out the pus, and extirpating

the testicle itself.

7. The anus also is liable to be affected with sundry most

tedious maladies, not requiring any great variety in the modes

of treatment. First, then, not unfrequently the skin falls

into cracks, and that in several places : the G reeks call this

affection payahm (ragadia). If it be recent, the patient

ought to remain quiet, and sit down in hot water. Pigeons'

eggs are to be hard boiled, and their shells removed : then,

alternately, one should be allowed to remain in hot water,

while the part is fomented with the other. Then the tetra-

pharmacum, or the rhypodes, is to be diluted with rose-oil;

or fresh cesypum should be mixed with the liquid cerate

prepared from rose-oil ; or to the same cerate, while liquid,

washed lead is to be added ; or myrrh to turpentine resin

;

or old oil to litharge ; and with either of these the part is to

be anointed. If there be lesion in a part that is external

and not concealed, lint soaked in the same preparation is to

be applied thereon, and whatever we have previously ap-

plied is to be covered with cerate. But in this case we
should neither use acrid nor rough aliments, nor such as

bind the bowels; all dry nutriments are improper, except in

very small quantities. Liquid, mild, fat, glutinous articles

are those which are to be preferred. There is nothing to

prevent one using mild wine.

8. A CONDYLOMA is a tubercle usually arising from some
degree of inflammation. When it appears, the same direc-

tions must be followed with regard to rest, food, and drink,

as have been before laid down. The eggs before spoken of
form a proper means of fomenting this kind of tubercle

likewise; but the patient should previously sit in a decoc-
tion of repressing vervains. After that, lentils, with a small
portion of honey, form a proper application ; so also melilot

boiled in wine ; bramble-leaves triturated with cerate pre-

pared from rose-oil ; quince rubbed up with the same cerate,

or the inner part of pomegranate bark boiled in wine

;

chalcitis boiled and triturated, and afterwards incorporated
with cesypum and rose-oil ; or some of that composition
which contains of olibanum p. X. i. scissile alum p. x. ii.
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ceruse p. K. ill. litharge p. K. v. to which during tritura-

tion rose-oil and wine are added alternately. The bandage
suited to this part is a square piece of linen or woollen
cloth, with two loops at two of its corners, and two fillets

at the other two ; and when it has been put under the
patient, the loops being turned towards the belly, the two
bandages being brought forward, are passed through them,
and when they have been tightened, the right one takes a
direction to the left, the left one to the right, and being
thus made to embrace the abdomen, they are at last joined
together. But if an old standing condyloma have become
indurated, and should not subside under this method of

treatment, it ought to be destroyed by the following caustic:

of verdigrise p. X- n. myrrh p. X. iv. gum p. X. vill.

olibanum p. >f . xii. antimony, opium, acacia, of each p.

XVI. by which same applications a new surface is pro-

duced on the ulcers recently described. Should this not be

sufficiently active for- a condyloma, stronger caustics must be

employed. After destroying the tumour, we must proceed

to the use of mild dressings.

9. The third affection of the anus consists of a turgescence

of the veins, which rising as though in small heads, often

pour out blood : the Greeks denominate them ai}inppoihas

.

And these not unusually form in females in the mouth of

the womb. In persons who are not debilitated by the

hjeraorrhage, it is not safe to suppress it ; for with them

it occurs more as a drain than a disease. Hence some,

after being cured, inasmuch as the blood had no outlet, and

the matter was thrown upon the praecordia and viscera, have

been attacked with sudden and very formidable diseases. If

the complaint be really injurious, the patient should sit in a

decoction of vervains, and use pomegranate bark in prefer-

ence as a local application, rubbed up with dry rose-leaves

;

or he may apply any of. the styptic medicines. Inflamma-

tion is wont sometimes to occur, and particularly when

constipation has injured this part. In this case he should

sit down in pure water, and foment by means of the eggs

;

the yolks are to be applied with rose-leaves beat up with

passura : if the malady be internal, this last remedy is to be

introduced by the finger ; if external, it is to be spread on

cloth. Those medicines too, which have been quoted for

recent fissures, are here suitable. The diet required in this

case is similar to that recommended in the former. When
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these means fail, caustic applications usually destroy these

small heads. When of considerable duration, Dionysms

recommends sprinkling- sandarach on them, and afterwards

applyino- the following: of copper scales, orpiment, of each

p! K . v! limestone p. K- vni. On the next day they are

to be punctured with a needle. By cauterizing these heads

a cicatrix is formed, which impedes further hfemorrhage.

But whenever piles are suppressed, to obviate danger, the

fluids of the body are to be dispersed by free exercise ;
and

for men, and also for women who do not menstruate, blood is

occasionally to be drawn from the arm.

10. In prolapse either of the anus or uterus (for this also

sometimes occurs), we are to take notice whether the pro-

truded part be pure, or covered with a mucus. If it be

pure, the patient ought to sit down either in salt-water,

or in a decoction of vervains, or pomegranate bark : if

covered with a moisture, it must be washed with austere

wine, and anointed with burnt wine-lees. In whichever

way treated, it must be replaced ; and we must apply

bruised plaintain, or willow leaves boiled in vinegar; theft

linen, and over that wool; and these are to be secured by

bandage, the legs being tied together.

11. The same part is liable to an ulcer similar to a mush-

room. This, if in winter, is to be fomented with tepid water,

and at other times with cold : the copper scales are to be

sprinkled over the part, and over that a cerate prepared with

myrtle-oil, with the addition of a little copper scales, soot,

and lime. If not removed by this method, it must be burnt

by strong caustics, or by the actual cautery.

XlXr Old ulcers of the fingers are best treated by lycium

or boiled wine-lees, wine being added in either case. A
caruncle sometimes recedes from the nails, and is very pain-

ful ; Trrepuyiov the Greeks call it. It is expedient to dissolve

round Melinian alum in water until it have the consistence

of honey, then to pour in as much honey as is equal to the

quantity of the alum, and mix it with a rod until it be of a

saffron colour ; and with this the parts are to be anointed.

Some, for this same purpose, prefer mixing and boiling

together equal parts of dry alum and honey. If the nails do

not fall off under this treatment, they must be excised : after

that, the fingers are to be fomented with a decoction of ver-

vains, and the following medicine applied : chalcitis, pome-

granate bark, and copper scales are inviscated with a
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mellow fig boiled in honey; or an equal quantity of burnt
paper, orpiment and crude sulphur are mixed together with
the cerate prepared from myrtle-oil; or rasile verdigrise
p. K.I. copper scales p. X . U. are incorporated with a
cyath of honey : or a mixture is formed of equal portions of
limestone, chalcitis, and orpiment. Whichever of these
applications is used, it requires to be covered with linen
dipped in water. On the third day the dressings are to be
removed from the finger, any dry part is again to be excised,
and the same method of cure repeated. If still obstinate, it

must be cleansed with a knife, and cauterized with small
irons, subsequently dressing it like any other burn.
But when the nails are scabrous, they ought to be opened

around their margin, where they touch the flesh ; and the
following composition should be applied equally over their

surface: of sandarach, sulphur, of each p. X. il. nitre,

orpiment, of each p. X. iv. liquid resin p. X- viii, and this

is to be removed on the third day. Under the use of this

application, the diseased nails fall off, and are replaced by a
new growth of a better set.
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BOOK VII.

I HAVE already stated, and all the world knows, there

iis a third department of medicine, or that which is chirurgi-

(cal. Now this, although not excluding medicine and diet,

1 nevertheless employs the hand as its chief curative agent

;

•and is, of the three divisions of the healing art, the one
'whose beneficial effects are most evident: for since in the
I treatment of diseases much depends upon mere chance, and
I the self-same remedial agents are at one time beneficial, and
: at another useless, it may be doubted whether the reco-
' very ought to be ascribed to the agency of the medicine,
I or to the efforts of the constitution. Even in those cases in

which our dependence is chiefly placed on medicines, al-
I though here the effect is more evident, yet it is clear a re-
1 covery is often unsuccessfully attempted by their instrumen-
ttality, and often takes place without their employment; as
I may be evidenced by selecting the eyes, for example, which,
; after being pestered by oculists a long time to no purpose,
I do sometimes undergo a spontaneous cure. But in operative
'surgery, it is evident that all the benefit is mainly owing to
I the hand

;
although this may be assisted in some degree by

I other agents. Now, notwithstanding this department is
I the most ancient, yet its cultivation was advanced more by
Hippocrates, the father of all medicine, than by any of his

I

predecessors. Subsequently to his time, when, after being
! separated from the other branches, it began to have its dis-
I tinct professors, it made some progress in Egypt also

; prin-
( cipally from the labours of Philoxenus, who wrote a very
(Complete treatise on surgery, in several volumes. Also
' Gorgias, Sostratus, Heron, the two Apollonii, and Ammo-
inius Alexandrinus, with many other celebrated worthies,
' each made some new discoveries. So likewise at Rome,
i

professors of distinguished talent contributed, by the refor-
1 mation they effected in various particulars, to render sur-
Igery much more methodical ; and foremost in celebrity, just
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before our own time, was Tryphon the father, and Euelpis-

tus, and Meges, who was, as his writings testify, the most

learned man of the three.

Now a surgeon ought to be young, or at all events not

much advanced in years; possessed of a hand that is firm,

steady, uniformly devoid of tremor ; he should be able to

use both hands with equal dexterity : his sight should be

penetrating and clear : with a mind undaunted, he should

retain so much compassion as may lead him to wish for his

patient's recovery, without being so far moved by his

shrieks as to induce him to make unnecessary haste, or to

cut less than is absolutely expedient ; but he ought to com-

plete his operation, in all respects, as though the cries of the

sufferer gave rise to no emotion. It maybe asked, what

properly belongs to this department ; for surgeons arrogate

to themselves the treatment of wounds also, and of many ul-

cers elsewhere described. For my own part, I conceive

THAT THE SAME PERSON MAY BE CAPABLE OF PRAC-

TISING ALL THE THREE BRANCHES ; BUT SINCE A DI-

VISION HAS BEEN EFFECTED, I LAUD THAT MAN WHOSE

RANGE OF INFORMATION IS THE MOST EXTENSIVE.

But I have reserved for the last department the cure of

those wounds which are inflicted by the chirurgical physi-

cian, and not such as he finds already existing; also such

wounds and ulcers as I consider to be more benefited by

manual operation than by local dressings ;
and, lastly,

every thing appertaining to the bones. These then are the

next subjects which I shall attempt to investigate : defer-

ring the bones to my other book, I shall explain the rest in

this ; and commencing with such as happen promiscuously

all over the body, I shall proceed to those that are proper

to certain parts.

1. Sprains, in whatever part of the body occurring, re-

quire to be immediately treated by several incisions of the

skin of the painful part ; and as the blood exudes, it should

be wiped away with the back of the knife. But if relief

comes at a later period, and there is also redness or swell-

ing the best remedy is in like manner to incise the red or

swollen part. Then repriments should be laid on, and par-

ticularly snccid wool steeped in vinegar and oil. 1 he applica-

tion of these last medicines may, in slighter cases, altogether

supersede the use of the knife; and, if nought else be at

hand, one may even employ ashes, and especially those ot
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vine-twigs, or, in default of these, any other kind made into

a paste with vinegar, or even with water.

II. In these last cases relief is readily afforded. But in

spontaneous tumours arising from some internal disease, and

having a tendency to suppuration, there is more difficulty.

I have stated elsewhere, that each of these affections is a

kind of abscess ; and I have traced the proper remedies for

them : it now remains that I mention the surgical part of

the treatment. Before the induration commences, it is ex-

pedient to incise the skin, and apply a cupping cucurbital

to draw out any unwholesome and corrupt matter that may
have collected there ; and the operation ought to be re-

peated a second and a third time, until all appearance of

inflammation shall have been removed. Not that the em-
ployment of the cucurbital is uniformly beneficial ; for some-
times, although rarely, it happens that the matter of the

abscess is included in a proper covering. The ancients

called it a tunic. Meges said, inasmuch as the structure

of every tunic is nervous, nerve could not be generated
during the existence of a disease by which the flesh is de-
stroyed ; but that after the pus has been deposited for some
considerable time, it becomes surrounded with a callosity.

This has no relation to the cure ; for the same treatment is

required whether it be a tunic or a callosity. And even if

it be a callus, inasmuch as it invests, there is no reason why
it should not be called a tunic. Again, this callus some-
times forms earlier than the pus, and on that account the
fluid below it cannot be extracted by the cucurbital : but
that is easily known by the cupping having produced no
beneficial change. Hence, if that has happened, or if in-
duration already exists, nothing is to be gained by this
remedy : but, as I have elsewhere inculcated, the collect-
ing fluid must be diverted, or dispersed, or brought to a
perfect maturation. If the two first be the result, nothing
more is required. If suppuration have taken place, the
abscess should rarely be lanced in the armpits and groins

;

rarely in any part, if small, or as often as it is only skin
deep, or even when it is in the flesh, unless the weakness of
the patient compel us to lose no time ; and it will sufiBce to
promote the elaboration of the pus by means of cataplasms

;

for more usually that part which has not been lanced will
remain free from scar. But, if the mischief is more deeply
seated, one ought to consider whether the part be nervous.
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or otherwise. For, if it be devoid of nerves, it should be

opened by means of the actual cautery ; the advantage of

which is that a small and more permanent opening is ob-

tained for the evacuation of the pus, and a small cicatrix

afterwards. When, on the other hand, there are nerves

contiguous to it, the case does not admit of cauterization,

lest convulsions, or debility of the limb should ensue : but

an operation with the knife becomes necessary. Although

other abscesses may be opened while but partly mature, in

those situated among nerves we must wait till maturation be

complete, that the skin may be rendered thin, and that after

the pus has come in contact with it, it may be the more

readily found. Some abscesses require to be opened in a

right line. In that called panis, because it produces an

extreme tenuity of the skin, all that part immediately above

the pus requires to be excised. In the employment of the

knife we are to make it our aim in all instances to make the

wounds as small and as few as possible, consistently with

the extent and number absolutely expedient : for large cavi-

ties require broader incisions ; and these occasionally in two

or three directions. It should be our care that the deepest

part of the sinus may have vent, lest any fluid remaining

stagnant there, may produce sinuses by corroding the con-

tiguous and as yet healthy parts. There are circumstances

also in the order of events which require a more extensive

excision of the skin ; for when after protracted disorders

universal cachexy ensues and the sinus burrows extensively,

and the skin over it becomes pallid, we may infer that it is

mortified and of no further use : and therefore it is better to

cut it away, more especially when it is in the vicinity of the

larger joints, and a diarrhoea has exhausted the patient,

while he is gaining no flesh from the aliments he is taking.

But the excision should be made so that the wound may be

in the form of a myrtle-leaf, to facilitate the healing pro-

cess ; and this method is perpetually to be observed in all

excisions wherever and on whatever account performed.

Having let out the pus, if in the armpits or groins, lint will

not be required, but a sponge must be laid on squeezed out

of wine In other parts, should lint be equally unnecessarj;,

a little honey must be infused as a detergent :
then aggluti-

nauts are to be laid on : if it be requisite to use lint, the

sponge out of wine should be applied as just mentioned.

Under what circumstances lint is requisite, and when it is
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irrequisite, has been elsewhere determined. After the ab-
scess has been lanced, the same means must be pursued as I
have stated to be expedient in those cases in which it has
been broken by local applications,

III. There are certain signs by which one may soon know
to what extent treatment is likely to be serviceable, and
what we have to hope or to dread ; and these are commonly
the same as have been inculcated with regard to wounds.
To have sleep, to breathe easily, not to be harassed with
thirst, not to loath food, to be free from fever, if any have
existed, and to have a white smooth pus not fetid, are
all favourable signs. The untoward symptoms are watch-
fulness, difficult respiration, thirst, anorexy, fever, dark pus,
or that which is feculent and fetid ; so also hjemorrhaoe
occurring in the process of the cure ; or if before the cavity
be filled up with granulations the edges become fleshy,
while that same flesh is lax, and destitute of firmness. But
the worst symptom is fainting, whether occurring during the
dressing, or after it. Moreover, if the disease disappear all
at once, and it be followed by a suppuration, or if it remain
after the pus is discharged, there is reasonable ground for
apprehension

; and among other alarming symptoms is an
insensibility in the wound to the action of corrosive applica
tions. But, however chance may determine these matters.
It is the duty of the physician to use his best exertions
for the patient s recovery. To this intent, as often as heremoves the dressings from an ulcer, he ought, if the humour

1

require to be repressed, to wash it with a mixture of wine
:aiid rain-water; or with mulse if it need cleansing; and
:
afterwards to renew the dressings. When at length thehumour shall appear to be repressed, and the ulcer hasbecome clean, it will be proper to promote granulation, and
to foment the ulcer with equal parts of wine and honev

1
aying thereon a sponge steeped in wine and rose-oil, Al-
thougii these medicines facilitate incarnation, yet, as I haveelsewhere stated, regimen is still more efficacious : for exam!
pie, the occasional use of the bath after the conclusion of theffever and the restoration of the appetite; daily, but easv
cgestation

; and such food and driilll as are of^^ fatten^

I

Th^^^P'-'^f all apply to abscesses that have^been broken by local applications also : but they have beenrreserved for this paragraph, because in the cure of an exten"

M
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sive suppuration it is scarcely possible to dispense with the

IV. 1. In fistulas also, when they penetrate so deeply

that the tent cannot be introduced to the bottom, when

tortuous, and when several in number, an operation is more

beneficial than dressings ; and those which take a transverse

direction below the skin are less troublesome than those

which are perpendicular.' Therefore, if the fistula be transverse

iust below the skin, a speciUum should be introduced, and

the incision made above it. If sinuosities be discovered

their direction must be followed by the speciUum and knife at

the same time ; and if any small branch-like sinuses come into

view, these must be dealt with in like manner. W hen we

have reached to the end of the fistula, all the callosity

must be excised from it, and fibula together with agglu i-

nant dressings must be applied But, if ^t pomt directly

inwards havino- ascertained its direction by the probe, the

inust:>st be cut out: then, a fibula is to be P"t on the

edges of the skin, and the agglutinants applied as before

or, if the ulcer be foul, (which occasional y happens when a

bone is diseased,) when that symptom also has been duly

treated, suppuratives may be usecU

2 Sometimes fistulae extend beneath the ribs. Intbis

case the portion of rib must be cut through on either side of

Z\^:il and removed, so as to leave nothing vitiated

internallY. Sometimes, proceeding beyond the ribs, they
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chievous in this last part, but because it paves the way to

secondary disease. Some authors have experienced the
truth of this fact, without comprehending the reason of it.

For the abdomen itself is often perforated with a weapon,
and the prolapsed intestines are replaced, and the edges of
the wound embraced by sutures ; the method of doing which
I shall presently point out: in like manner then, even if a
small fistula have penetrated the abdomen, it is possible to
excise it, and to unite the lips of the wound by suture. If
the fistula be wide internally, excision will necessarily leave
a wider aperture, which cannot be sewed up without using
great violence, especially at its interior part, where the ab-
domen is bounded by a membrane, which the Greeks call
irepiTovatov (peritonaion). Hence, when the patient begins
to walk, or to be moved about, the suture is broken down,
the intestines are protruded, and death is the result. But as
such cases are not entirely desperate, we should, in smaller
fistulas, endeavour to effect a cure.

4. Again, fistulas in the anus demand a separate con-
sideration. Having therein introduced a probe, just over
the point of it the skin must be incised : then the probe,
ready threaded, and for that purpose provided with an eye,
should be drawn through this new aperture. The ends of
the thread are to be taken hold of and tied together, so as
to loosely grasp that portion of integument which lies over
the fistula

; and the thread itself ouglit to be crude, double
or treble, and twisted so as to form one string. In the mean
time, the patient may transact his business, walk about,
bathe, and take his usual meals, as if in perfect health. All
that IS required is to draw the string without loosening the
knot, so that that portion of it which was above the fistula
may be made to enter it. Not that we are to leave the
thread m till it rot, but to untie it every third day, and
annex a fresh thread to one end, the old portion beine
drawn out, and the new left within the fistula, and secured
by a knot as before; for in this manner it gradually cuts theskm above the fistula

; and while the part left by the thread
gradually heals up, that part which is corroded by it is
divided. This method of cure is tedious, but not painful.
I hose who prefer a quicker method ouaht to tie the skin
tight with the string, that they may the sooner divide it, and
at bed-time to introduce some strips of a peniciUum, so as toput the integuments on the stretch, and thus to render them
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thinner : but this excites pain. Tlie cure is accelerated, as

it is also rendered more painful, by anointing the thread and

strips of penicillum with either of those medicines which I

have mentioned as corrosives. It may happen that we may

be compelled to resort to the knife in our cure of a fistula of

this part likewise, if it point directly inwards, or if it consist

of several sinuses. In these cases, having introduced the

specillum two incisions must be made into the skin, so as to

cut out a 'very fine slip of it, to prevent the premature June

tion of the edges of the wound, and to favour the application

of lint pledgets, of which no more should be used than

absolutely requisite : the rest of the cure will be the same as

laid down for abscesses. If there be several sinuses pro-

ceeding from one orifice, the straight fistula must be divided

with the knife, and the others having been thus brought into

view, are to be treated by the thread. If a fistula penetrate

so deeply that a knife cannot be safely employed, a medi-

cated tent must be introduced to the bottom of it. In all

cases of this nature, whether treated by manual operation

or by local remedies, the food should be moist, and. the drink

copious, and for a long time restricted to water When

granulation has commenced, then at length both the occa-

sional use of the bath and an impletmg diet are employed

with advantag.^
weapons driven into the body and lodging

there, are often extracted with great difficulty. This is

some imes owing to the nature of the instrument and some-

times to the situation of the part it has penetrated. Every

weapon is extracted either at the part where -tered or a

that towards which it points: in ^.^'^ f«7^^;;
^^^J^; J,*^ ,"1

bv the course it has itself made ; in the latter, it is indebted

to^he knife for its exit : for the plan is to cut down upon its

point through the flesh. If the weapon has not lodged deep,

but is in the%uperficial flesh, or at all events has not ti^ns-

fixed aro-e ve sels and nervous parts, the best plan ,s to

mnove it°by the way it entered. But if the space through

wS the weapon has to return, exceeds that through which

k has vet to make its way, and if it has already passed

vessels Ind nerves, it is better to lay open what remains

Ce forate and to extract it that way. For not only is itr» the surface, and drawn o«t-^^^^^^^^^^^

the point of the weapon has pierced below Urem^^^^^^^

of the larger limbs, the healing process is facilitated
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wound being- pervious ; for it admits of being dressed at both
orifices. If tiie weapon must be withdrawn backwards,
the wound should be dilated with a scalpel, to facilitate its

removal, and to prevent inflammation, which will run much
higher, if in the act of returning the weapon we lacerate the
flesh. On the same principle, when a counter-opening is

made, it should be so wide as not to be enlarged by the
subsequent exit of the weapon. In both cases, the greatest
care must be taken to avoid wounding either of the larger
veins, or an artery : should any one of these be exposed, it

must be taken up with the blunt hook, and drawn out of the
reach of the knife. Having made the incision sufficiently

large, the weapon must be extracted ; and this too must
be done with the like circumspection, lest any of those parts
be wounded, which, as I have stated, require to be pre-
served from injury.

2. The foregoing remarks are general. But there are
certain particulars relating to each kind of weapons, and
these I shall forthwith subjoin. Nothing so easily pene-
trates, and so deeply lodges itself in the body, as an arrow.
This happens from the force with which it is darted, and
from its long and slender form. Hence, it more frequently
requires extraction from the opposite part, than from that
where it entered ; and that chiefly, because it is generally
barbed, and therefore mangles the flesh more when drawn
backwards, than when brought out in the opposite direction.
Having made an outlet, the flesh should be drawn apart by
means of an instrument shaped like the Greek letter v : then,
when the point of the arrow comes into view, if the shaft
be attached to it, it must be pushed onwards until it can be
laid hold of, and extracted from the opposite side : if it have

I been broken ofl", and nothing remain but the head, its point
I must be grasped by the fingers or by the forceps, and so ex-
t tracted. When extraction is preferred by the same aperture
at which It entered, the method is much the same. For after
ddating the wound, we have to withdraw either the shaft
or, if that be wanting, the weapon itself. But if barbs ap.

1

pear, and these be short and thin, they should be broken
ott with a pair of forceps, and the weapon must be with-

i drawn, after being freed from them: if larger, and too
^strong to admit of this plan, they must be protected by
•split writing reeds, and removed in that way, to prevent
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laceration. Such are the rules to be observed in extracting

arrows.
i a u

3. But when a broad weapon has been lodged in the flesh,

to withdraw it by a counter-opening is inexpedient : for we

thus have two large wounds instead of one. The extraction

must be effected by an instrument which the Greeks denomi-

nate ^^oKXe-io^' Kvadhicov, (dioldeion kuathiskon) because Dio-

des was the inventor of it, whom I enumerated among the

greatest physicians of antiquity. An iron or copper plate is

provided with two hooks turned downwards on either side :

at one end its sides are inverted, and its extremity slightly in -

clined towards the grooved surface; and, moreover, it is

perforated at that part. This instrument is introduced trans-

versely near the weapon, and when it has reached the point

of it, it is slightly turned so as to receive the weapon within

the foramen just mentioned. When the point is in the hole,

by laying hold of the hooks with two fingers, the operator at

once draws out both the instrument and the weapon.

4 A third kind of weapon occasionally requiring extrac-

tion, is a leaden bullet, or a stone, or some such body, which

forcing its way through the skin, becomes completely imbed-

ded there. In all such cases the wound must be dilated,

and the foreign body extracted by the forceps. ^ he dith-

culty is augmented in every wound, if the weapon be fixed

in the bone! or if it have sunk in a joint between two boiies

When fast in the substance of a bone, it must be moved to

and fro till it be loosened at the point where it was griped

and then it should be extracted either by the hand or by the

?orceps, just as in drawing a tooth. The weapon seldoni^ ^f

ever fails to come away by this method ; but if it still re-

main it may be dislodged by striking it with somejonve-

Tei t' instrument. The last resource when we have foiled to

withdraw it, is to perforate the bone -ith a wimble
^^^^^^^^^^^^

cut out a portion of it in the form of the letter Y
,
so that t e

l"nes may diverge opposite to the foreign body :
after doing

hTs it must of necessity give way, and may be readily with-

drawn But if it have made its way between two bones

iween the ZL, so that the weapon may be removed with-
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out difficulty. We must be on our guard, as I have stated

before in several paragraphs, lest a nerve, or a vein, or an

artery be wounded by the weapon, in the act of its being

extracted, adopting the same plan as has been above ex-

plained.

5. But when a person has been wounded with a poisoned

weapon, the same means must be had recourse to in all re-

spects (and with greater despatch if possible) as though

poison had been drunk, or as if stung by a serpent. As to

the wound itself, after the extraction of the weapon, it only

requires the same dressings as those employed in a simple

wound ; and on that subject I have said enough already.

VI. The foregoing cases may occur in any part of the

body : those remaining to be discussed are proper to parti-

cular parts only. I shall proceed to treat of these, begin-

ning with the head. This part is subject to the formation

of many different kinds of tubercles, such as they denomi-
nate yoyyAta (ganglia), fxeXiK^pibas (melikeridas), and a9e-

piofxara (atheromata) : and there are certain others to which
writers assign different names, and to which I will subjoin

arenrto/iara (steatomata). Although these often arise in the
neck, armpits, and sides, I have not made them the subject
of separate consideration, because they differ but slightly,

are not dangerous, and require no variety in the method of
treatment. All these tumours are at first very small, of slow
growth, and included in a proper tunic. Some are hard and
renitent, others soft and yielding; some are partially bald,
others remain covered with hair, and free from pain. Their
contents may be conjectured, but cannot be ascertained till

after removal. However, generally in those which are re-
nitent is found a matter like gravel, or a collection of matted
hair

; in the soft sort, a matter resembling honey, or thin
panada, or shavings of cartilage, or insensible and cruentate
flesh, and these of various colours. Ganglia are generally
elastic : the atheroma contains a substance like thin panada;
the meliceris a fluid of a thinner quality, and this, therefore,
fluctuates on pressure; the steatoma is filled Avith a fat sub-
stance, and arrives at the largest size, relaxing the whole of
the skin lying over it, so as to render it flaccid, while in the
other species it remains tense. After removing any hair
with which they may be covered, in each kind an incision
must be made across the middle of the tumour. But in the
steatoma the cyst also must be divided, so that its contents
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may be evacuated ; for it is difficult to separate it from the

integuraent and subjaceut flesh : in the other kinds the cyst

is to be preserved entire. It is soon distinguished by its

being white, and looking distended. It is then to be de-

tached from the integuraent and flesh by means of the handle

of the scalpel, and to be removed along with its contents.

If adhesion have taken place between the sac and a muscle,

to avoid wounding the latter, the upper part must be cut

away, and the lower allowed to remain. When the tumour

has been taken out entire, the edges of the wound are to be

approximated, fibulated, and dressed with agglutinant ap-

plications. When either the whole or a part of tire tunic is

left in, suppuratives must be applied.

Yll. 1. The diseases last mentioned do not much diflfer

either as regards their nature or their treatment; but in sur-

gical diseases of the eyes, it is necessary to vary our treat-

ment considerably. In the upper eyelids fat and heavy

vesicles sometimes arise : these render the elevation of the

eye almost impracticable, and excite a slight but constant

discharge of pituita. They most frequently happen in chil-

dren. The operation here requisite consists in compressing

the eye with two fingers, so as to render its integument

tense, and in then making an incision in a transverse line,

poising the hand with great delicacy, in order to avoid

wounding the vesicle itself: thus, as soon as an outlet is

made for it, it protrudes. It must then be taken hold of

with the fingers, and extracted. It readily comes away.

Afterwards the part should be anointed with any of the

coUyria usually employed for lippitude ; and in a very few

days a small cicatrix forms there. When the vesicle hap-

pens to be divided, the operation is more troublesome : for

it pours out its fluid, and cannot afterwards be taken up in

consequence of its extreme tenuity. In this case, we must

apply any of the suppurative dressings.

2. The eyelids are likewise subject to the formation of a

minute tubercle on their tarsi, called by the Greeks Kpid>),

(krithe), from its resemblance to a barleycorn. Its contents

maturate with difficulty. It should be fomented with hot

bread, or with wax repeatedly heated to such a temperature

as the part can bear with facility ; for in this way it is often

discussed, sometimes maturated. W'hen the pus becomes

evident, the tubercle is to be divided, and whatever fluid

it may contain must be expressed : it should then be to-
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.mented as before, and anointed, until it have perfectly

healed. .

3. There are moreover certain -other tubercles dittermg

but little from this last kind, but not precisely of the sam^

figure, and moveable under the impression of the finger; and

hence the Greeks denominate them x"^«^'" (chalazia).

These are to be incised externally if situated just below the

skin ;
internally, if they lie below the cartilage : then with

the handle of the knife they must be detached from the

sound parts. And if the wound be internal, it must be

anointed first with emollient, and afterwards with more

acrid medicines : if external, an agglutinant plaster must be

put over it.

- 4. The unguis, which the Greeks call Trrepvyiov (pteru-

gion), is a small nervous membrane arising at the corner oi

the eye, and sometimes reaching to the pupil so as to ob-

istruct the sight. More frequently it takes its origin from

,the nasal angle; sometimes from the temporal also. When
of recent formation, it is easily dispersed by the applications

employed for extenuating cicatrices. If it be of long stand-

ing, and have become thickened, it ought to be cut away.

After one day's abstinence, the patient is to be fixed on a

chair, either directly opposite to the physician, or with his

back towards him, in such a position that he may recline his

head on the operator's breast. Some, if the disease be in

the left eye, prefer the former position, if in the right, the

latter. Furthermore, it is essential that the assistant draw
qne eyelid apart, and the operator the other : but the latter

of these two persons must open the lower eyelid, if the pa-

tient face him ; the upper, if he recline in his lap. The
pliysician is then to put a small sharp hook, with its point a

little turned inward, under the extremity of the unguis, and
to fix it there ; and then to give that eyelid also in charge

to his assistant, while he himself taking hold of the hook,
should elevate the unguis, and pass a needle through it

armed with a thread : he is next to lay aside the needle,

to take hold of both ends of the thread, and having thus

elevated the unguis, any connexion it may have with the

surface of the eye must be broken down by means of the

handle of the scalpel, until he arrive at the angle ; at this

stage he is alternately to let go and to draw the unguis, so

as both to trace its origin and the extremity of the angle.

The danger is two-fold ; either lest a portion of the unguis
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be left, which when ulcerated is seldom, if ever, cured ; or,
lest the caruncle of the angle be cut away. This, if the un-
guis be drawn with too much force, follows it and deceives
the operator ; and if it is cut away, a foramen remains,
through which ever after a humour descends : the Greeks call

it pvaba (ruada). Hence the real extremity of the angle must
be precisely ascertained : when this is no longer doubtful,
the knife is to be employed without putting the unguis too
much on the stretch ; and then the membranula may be cut
out without wounding any part of the angle. The subse-

quent dressing must be lint out of honey, and over that linen

rag, and either sponge or succid wool : on the following

days the eye must be opened daily, lest the lids become ag-

glutinated by a cicatrix, (for this is a third untoward acci-

dent to which such cases are liable) ; and the lint dressing

must be resumed as before : lastly, it should be anointed

with a coUyrium to promote the cicatrization of the wound.
Now this method of treatment must be adopted in spring,

or certainly before the approach of winter : a distinction

which, appertaining as it does to a variety of cases, needs

only to be mentioned once. For there are two kinds of

cures : one, in which it is not at our option to select the

time, but in which we must take advantage of the present

juncture, as in wounds and fistulae ; another in which there

is no emergency, and in which it is completely safe and

easy to wait awhile, as is the case with affections whose

progress is slow, and which are not excruciatingly painful.

In these it is proper to wait for spring, or, if there be a

more pressing necessity, autumn is preferable either to win-

ter or summer; selecting the middle of it, at which period

the hot weather has gone by, and the cold not decidedly set

in. The more important the organ under treatment, the

more danger is it exposed to: and generally, this distinction

with regard to the proper season for cure requires a rigid

observance commensurately with the size of the wound.

5. After the treatment of an unguis, as I have stated,

affections arise which sometimes proceed from other causes

also. Occasionally, in consequence of the unguis not having

been completely excised, or from some other cause, a tu-

bercle forms so as to impede the opening of the eyelids ; in

the Greek this is called ejKavdis (enkanthis).

It should be taken up with a hook, and incised circularly :

in performing this likewise, a careful hand is required, to
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uvoid cutting away any portion of the angle itself. Then,

the eyelids being drawn apart, lint sprinkled with cadmia or

green copperas is to be insinnated into the angle, and se-

cured in the manner mentioned before ; and during the ensu-

ing days it must be similarly dressed, with the exception that

at first it must be bathed with tepid, or even with cold

water.

6. Sometimes the palpebrie coalesce, and the eye cannot

fee opened : which is occasionally followed by another mis-

fortune, adhesion of the lids to the white of the eye : that is,

when in either case an ulcer has been negligently treated

:

for then in the healing process, parts which might and ought

to have been kept separate, will be agglutinated : to persons

labouring under either of these affections the Greeks give the

name ayKvXoflXefapovs, (ankuloblepharous). When the ad-

hesion is of the palpebra; only, their separation is not diffi-

cult; although sometimes it is done to no purpose, for they
again become agglutinated. Nevertheless, one ought to at-

tempt an operation ; for the case more frequently turns out
successful. Therefore, the broad end of the specillum must
be introduced, so as to separate the lids, small penicilla be-
ing introduced until the ulceration of the part be cured. But
when adhesion exists between the cornea and the palpebra,
Heraclides the Tarentine advises us to effect a separation
with the sharp edge of the scalpel, cutting very gently lest

any part of the eye or eyelid be excised ; but, if it be abso-
lutely necessary, of the two it is preferable to remove a part
of the palpebra. Subsequently the eye should be anointed
with the medicaments commonly used for asperity ; and the
eyelid everted every day, not only to apply the medicine
oyer the ulcer, but also to prevent adhesion : the patient also
himself should be directed to raise it frequently with two fin-
gers. I DO NOT RECOLLECT A SINGLE INSTANCE OF A
CURE BY THIS METHOD. Meges hasrecorded that he also
tried various expedients to no purpose ; because invariably
secondary adhesion took place between the palpebra and the
surface of the eye.

7. Again, in the nasal angle, in consequence of some dis-
order, a fistulous opening is effected, through which a humour
constantly distils

: the Greeks call it a(>/\(07ro, (aigilopa.)
This produces constant uneasiness in the eye : sometimes
also, corroding the bone, it penetrates to the nose. Now
and then it is of a cancerous nature : when it is so, the vessels
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are tense and serpentine, the colour of the part pale, the

skin hard and irritated by a slight touch, producing inflam-

raation in the contiguous parts. It is dangerous to tamper

with the cancerous species, for it even accelerates the pa-

tient's death ; useless to treat those cases which penetrate to

the nose, for neither do they heal. But in those in which

the mischief is limited to the angle, treatment is admissible,

with this qualification, that we be not ignorant of the diffi-

culties attending it ; drfficulties which are enhanced in pro-

portion as the aperture is nearer to the angle; because there

is less room aftbrded for the movement of the hand. In a

recent affection relief is more easily afforded. The summit

of the opening is to be taken up with a hook ;
then the en-

tire sinus should be excised as far as the bone, just as I have

directed in fistula : the eye and other contiguous parts bemg

well protected, the bone is to be burnt with a cautery, and

that more deeply, if the bone be carious, in order that a

thicker scale may be detached. Some apply caustics : such

as copperas, or chalcitis, or rasile verdignse ;
which is not

only a slower, but an inefficient method. After cauterizing

the bone, the subsequent treatment is the same as m com-

mon burns.
. . . r

8 The hairs of the eyelids are apt to irritate the eye trom

two* causes. For sometimes the integument of the lid is re-

laxed and falls down : whence it happens that the hairs are

turned towards the eye itself, because there is no simulta-

neous relaxation of the cartilage; at other times below the

natural line of hairs there is a growth of a second series tend-

ing inwards directly to the eye.
.

The following are the methods of cure When there is a

superfluous growth of hairs, an iron needle, thin and broad,

like a spatha, is to be put into the fire : when at a white heat,

the eyelid being lifted up in order that the pernicious hairs

may be brought into the operator's view, it must be passed

close to the roots of the hairs, commencing at the ang e and

proceeding as far as across one third of the lid : it is then to

be apSa second and a third time, till it reach the oppo-

site angle : in this way the radicles of the hairs being caute-

r zed d e away. Then some medicine must be laid on the

part to preveift inflammation : and when the eschars have

fallen ofl^ it must be cicatrized. This species heals very readi-

y Some say that the external part of the Palpe^ree "ear

the lash should be pierced with a needle armed with a wo-
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man's hair doubled ; and when the needle has passed through,

that the inverted portion of lash should be put into the loop

of this hair thread, and by it drawn to the upper part of the

eyelid, gluing it down there, and applying a medicament to

close up the orifice. Now in the first place, this is not prac-

ticable, except where the offending hairs are long; while in

fact they are generally short. And in the next, when there

are several of them, the torture is protracted by so frequently

passing the needle, and gives rise to inflammation. Lastly,

when any humour settles there, the eye being irritated both

before by the hair, and afterwards by the foramina made in

the lid, the necessary consequence is that the gluten by which

the hair has been secured becomes dissolved ; and then it

returns to the position from which it had been forcibly re-

moved. There is a method of treating a relaxed eyelid,

which is universally pursued and sufficiently certain. The
eye being closed, the operator must with his fingers take hold

of the middle of the integument of the eyelid, whether it be
the upper or the lower, and elevate it; he is then to consider

how much requires to be removed to reduce it to its natural

condition : for here again is a two-fold danger
;

lest, if one

excise too much, the eye remain uncovered ; or if too lit-

tle, nothing may be done effectually, and the patient be

hacked to no purpose. Two ink lines are to be drawn, to

point out where the incision ought to be made, in such a
manner that between the margin bearing the eyelash, and
the line nearest to it, there may be some space for the nee-

dle to lay hold of afterwards. These preliminaries having
been arranged, the knife is to be used ; and, if it be the up-
per palpebra, the incision nearest to the eyelash is to be
made first ; if the lower, it must be made last ; commencing,
if the affection be in the left eye, from the temporal, and if

in the right, from the nasal angle ; and excising all between
the two lines. The edges of the wound are next to be united
by a simple suture, and the eye closed : and if the palpebree
do not descend low enough, the suture must be relaxed ; if

too much, it must be tightened, or a second thin slip should
be removed from the cut edge: after the excision, other
stitches are to be added, not exceeding three. Further-
more, in the upper eyelid a linear incision must be made im-
mediately below the lash, in order that the hairs being drawn
from the lower part may point upwards : and this of itself,

when the lash is but slightly turned in, suffices for the cure.
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The lower eyelid does not need this process. These things
being done, a sponge expressed from cold water is to be
bound over the eye; an agglutinant plaster should be applied
on the day following, the sutures removed on the fourth, and
the part anointed with an antiphlogistic collyrium.

0. Sometimes, in consequence of cutting away too much
of the integument in this method of treatment, and occa-
sionally from some other cause, the eye remains uncovered.
The Greeks call such patients XaywfpdaXjMws (lagophthal-
mous), or hare-eyed. In this case, when the deficiency of
the palpebra is considerable, no treatment can restore it;

when but trivial, it may be remedied. A lunated incision

should be made in the skin a little below the eyebrow,
so that its cornua may have a direction downwards. The
wound should go to the depth of the cartilage, which should

not itself be injured : for, if that be incised, the eyelid falls

down, and cannot afterwards be raised. The skin, there-

fore, should be merely divided, so far as to allow it to

descend a little upon the lower part of the eye, as the con-

sequence of the gap in the wound above, into which lint is

to be introduced to prevent the reunion of the divided tegu-

ment, and to promote granulation in the centre; for after

Xhe part has in this way become filled up, the eye is covered

as it ought to be.

10. As the upper eyelid is liable to a disorder in which it

does not descend far enough, and therefore fails to cover the

eye, so there is an affection of the lower, in which it is not

sufficiently elevated, but hangs down, and cannot be joined

with the upper. This also is sometimes caused by the same

bungling in the operation, and is sometimes the effect of old

age. The Greeks call it e^rpuTriop (ektropion). When it

originates from bad treatment, it requires the same remedial

process as has been above expounded, only that the cornua

are to be turned towards the cheeks, and not towards the eye.

When the result of old age, it should be entirely cauterized

externally with a small iron, and afterwards anointed with

honey : after the fourth day it should be fomented with the

vapour of hot water, and anointed with such medicaments as

have a cicatrizing quality.

11. Such are the affections most commonly occurring

about the eye in the angles and palpebral. But in the eye

itself sometimes the outer tunic is raised, (from the rup-

ture or relaxation of one or other of the internal membranes,)
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in the form of a grape-stone : hence, the Greek term arafv-

Xwfxa (staphuloma). There are two methods of treating

this : one consists in passing a needle through it with a

double thread just at its root ; then tying the two ends of

one thread above, and those of the other below, and bring-

ing it away by gradually cutting it through : the other,

in excising from its surface a portion of the size of a lentil,

and then rubbing in spodiura or cadmia. Whichever of

these plans may be pursued, we must cover the eyeball with

lint soaked in the white of an egg; and it should be after-

wards fomented with the 'steam of hot water, and anointed

with mild liniments.

12. Callous tubercles in the white of the eye are called

clavi ; a name given to them from the resemblance in

their tigure. The best plan is to pierce down to the root

with a needle, and excise below it, anointing them sub-
sequently with bland applications.

13. I have elsewhere already mentioned cataract,
because when recent, it is often discussed by medicines also:

but when of long standing, it requires a manual operation,

which may be ranked among the most delicate in surgery.

Before I treat on this aftection, it is requisite to give a brief

description of the nature of the eye ; a knowledge of which,
although appertaining to several diseases, has an especial
relation to this. It is provided then with two coats, of
which the exterior is called by the Greeks KepaToeibijs (kera-
toeides). This, where it forms the white of the eye, is pretty
thick, but attenuated in the part before the pupil. The
internal coat is connected to this in the middle v^here the
pupil exists, and is concave, with a small aperture; thin
round the pupil, and, like the cornea, thicker at a greater
distance from it: this tunic is called by the Greeks ^op'o-
eibi)s (chorioeides). These two coats, after investing the
internal part of the eye, again join behind it, and becoming
extenuated and uniting together, pass through a foramen
which is between the bones, as far as to the membrane of
the brain, and to this they adhere. Immediately below
these, opposite to the pupil, there is an empty space : then
below that again a very fine tunic, which Herophilus called
apaxt'oeibfi (arachnoeide.) That retreats in the middle, and in
its cavity contains a matter which, from its resemblance to
glass, the Greeks call vuXoeibes (hualoeides). It is neither li-

quid nor solid, but a kind of concrete fluid, the colour of which
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determines that of the pupil, whether black or blue, although

the outer tunic is white. It is inclosed by a small membrane

proceeding from within. Immediately in juxtaposition with

these, there is a drop of humour resembling white of egg,

from which proceeds the faculty of vision : it is termed by

the Greeks KpynraWoeibiis (krustalloeides).

14. Either from disease then, or from a blow, this last

mentioned humour lying immediately behind the coats at

the part where I said there was some interspace, becomes

concreted ; and gradually hardening, opposes itself to the

axis of vision. Various are the species of this malady, some

curable, some beyond all remedy. For if the cataract be

small, immoveable, of the colour of sea-water, or burnished

iron, and if it admit of some sense of light at its side, there

is yet hope. If it be large, if the black part of the eye be

altered from its natural configuration, if of a ceerulean or

golden colour, if it slide and move about, it is scarcely ever

cured. Generally the more severe the disease, or head-ache,

or blow, from which it has arisen, the worse the case turns

out. Nor is the age of senescence a proper time of life for

a cure : for this, independent of any additional malady, is

usually accompanied by a dimness of sight :
neither is in-

fancy, but the period of life mediate between these. So also

neither a small nor a concave eye is favourable to it. Pur-

thermore, the cataract itself has its period of maturity.

Hence, we should wait till it cease to fluctuate, and till it

appear to have become solidified. Prior to attempting the

cure, the patient ought to use but a moderate quantity ot

food, and drink water for three days; on the next, he

should fast altogether.

After these precursory measures, he is to be seated in a

li<rht place with his face turned towards the light, in such a

manner that the physician may sit opposite to him, but on a

seat that is a little higher: an assistant should hold the

patient's head behind, so as to keep it fixed : for by a slight

motion the sight may be lost for ever. Besides the eye to

be operated upon, must be kept more steady by applying

wool on the other eye and tying it on. The left eye riiust

be couched with the right hand, and the right with the left.

Then either a needle with a cutting edge, or at all events

one not too fine, is to be pushed directly through the two

outer coats, at the part which is mediate between the bkck

of the eye and the temporal angle, opposite to the middle ot
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the cataract, so as not to wound a vein. Nor should it be

introduced with timidity ; for it enters a space that is void,

and even one moderately skilful cannot well be deceived, in-

asmuch as on enterino- the cavity, there is no longer any

resistance to the needle. When it has arrived there, the

needle is to be directed towards the cataract, and gently

rotated there ; and the operator ought to lower it gradually

below the region of the pupil ; then when it has passed the

pupil, he should press it somewhat more strongly, in order

that it may settle at the bottom. If it remain there, the cure

is complete : if it repeatedly return to its former position, it

must be broken up and cut into pieces with the same

needles : for these are more easily lodged out of the axis of

vision, and offer less obstruction to it. Then the needle is

to be drawn out in a straight direction, and white of egg

smeared on lint should be applied as before mentioned,

to repress inflammation, and so the part is to be bound up.

The patient after this requires absolute repose, abstinence,

inunctions with mild liniments; and as to his food, (which

it will be soon enough to give on the next day,) it should at

first be liquid, that it may not bring the jaws into action;

and after the subsidence of the inflammation, such as has

been stated to be proper in wounds. Add to this, that

water should be his only beverage for some considerable

time.

15. Upon the subject of ophthalmic flux I have already

given every information so far as regards the employ-

ment of medicines. I have now to proceed to such matters

as appertain to a cure by manual operation. We perceive

that the eyes of some are never dry, but always humid with

a thin moisture : this occasions a constant roughness and

predisposes to inflammations and lippitudes from slight

causes ; in a word, annoys a man all his life. In some the

affection is beyond all remedy ; in others it is curable.

Now, it is of paramount importance to be able to make this

distinction, in order that we may relieve the one sort, and

not meddle with the other. In the first place then, it is

useless to attempt to cure those who have had the aff'ection

from their infancy, for with such it will remain to their dying

day. Next, it is superfluous in those cases in which the

discharge is acrid but not copious ; for these too are nothing

benefited by an operation, while by the use of medicaments

and a diet calculated to incrassate the pituita they are eft'ec-
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tually cured. Persons whose heads are broad are with dif-

ficulty relieved. It makes a difference too whether the ves-
sels which pour out pituita lie between the calvarium and
the skin, or between the membrane of the brain and the cal-
varium. The superficial, in order to be distributed on the

eye, pass round the temples; the deep-seated take their

course by the membranes which proceed from the eyes to

the brain. When the flux proceeds from the vessels above
the bone, relief may be aflxjrded ; but not when it emanates
from those below the bone. Neither is it possible to effect

a cure for those patients in whom the pituita is discharged

from both sides at once ; for, when one part is relieved, it

still continues to infest the other. The following is the way
to ascertain of which kind the disease is. Having shaved
the head, the same medicaments as are effectual in sup-

pressing the pituita in a lippitude must be smeared over

from the eyebrows to the vertex : should the eyes begin to

grow dry, it will be evident that they are irrigated by the

subcutaneous vessels : if they still continue humid, it will be

manifest that the pituita descends from vessels under the

bone : when the discharge continues, but flows in a dimi-

nished quantity, the malady proceeds from both sets of ves-

sels. In the majority of instances the fault is in the super-

ficial vessels : and therefore the greater number admit of

cure. This is a fact very well known not only in Greece,

but among other nations also ; so that in no country has any

part of medicine been more clearly explained. There are

practitioners in Greece who make nine linear incisions in

the integument of the head ; that is to say, two straight

ones in the occiput, and another decussating these : two

above the ears and one decussating these also, and three

straight ones between the vertex and forehead. Others

drew the lines direct from the vertex to the temples; and,

having ascertained the origin of the muscles by the mo-

tion of the jaws, they slightly incised the integument

above these; then separating the edges of the wound by

means of blunt hooks, they inserted pieces of lint, to prevent

the edges of the skin from uniting, and to promote an inter-

mediate granulation, which might bind the veins from which

the humour was passing to the eyes. The plan pursued by

some, was to draw two ink lines from the middle of one ear

to that of the other, and from the nose to the vertex : just

at the junction of the lines they made an incision with the
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scalpel; and after allowing the part to bleed, they caute-

rized the bone there. Not content with this, they applied

the cautery also to the prominent veins in the temples, and

to those between the forehead and vertex. To cauterize

the temporal veins is a method of cure not at all uncommon

:

these are generally puffed in this malady; but to inflate

and render them more evident, a ligature is to be tied mode-

rately tight round the neck, and the veins are to be caute-

rized by small but blunt irons, until the pituitous discharge

altogether cease: for this is the sign that the conduits

through which the humour was conveyed, are in a manner

choke°d up. However, when the vessels are small and deep-

seated, and therefore cannot be separated, the more effica-

cious practice is to tie a ligature round the neck, as before

mentioned, and, while the patient holds in his breath to ren-

der the vessels more prominent, to mark their course with

ink on the temples and between the vertex and forehead :

then after slackening the ligature on the neck, to incise the

veins where the marks are, and let them bleed : when the

hajmorrhage has been sufficient, to cauterize them with the

small irons ; in the temples indeed with much caution, lest

it injure the subjacent muscles which secure the jaws : but

deeply between the forehead and vertex, so as to detach a

bony scale. The cure adopted by the Africans is still more

active : they cauterize the vertex down to the bone, so as

to produce exfoliation. But there is no plan better than

that pursued in Gallia Comata, where they take up the veins

in the temples and upper part of the head. How cauterized

surfaces ought to be dressed, I have explained elsewhere.

I have here only to add that, after burning veins, we must

not be in haste either to detach the eschar, or to effect incar-

nation, lest haemorrhage ensue, or the discharge of pus be

too suddenly suppressed : for while the latter discharge is

essential to promote the desiccation of the part, the former

only exhausts it. However, should hsemorrhage ensue, we
must sprinkle in such medicines as stop the bleeding with-

out acting as caustics. With regard to taking up veins, and

their subsequent treatment, I shall have more to say, when
I come to treat of varices of the less.

VIII. While the eyes require a variety of operations,

there are very few in the ears which remain to be treated

of in this department of medicine. Either from the first

day of birth, or at some subsequent period, when there has
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been an ulceration, and the ear has been filled up by a cica-
trix, it happens that there is no opening in it, and that it is,

therefore, destitute of the power of hearing. In this case it

must be probed, to ascertain whether it be filled up to a
considerable depth, or whether it be only agglutinated su-
perficially. For if deeply, it will not yield to the pressure

;

if superficial, it will readily receive the probe. The former
case must not be meddled with, lest, without any hope of
success, convulsion and death be the result : the latter is

easily cured. For an opening should be made in the natural
situation of the meatus, either by means of some one of the
caustics, or by the cautery, or by incision with the scalpel.
When it has been opened, and there is now a clean ulcer, a
quill must be introduced, smeared with a cicatrizing medi-
cine, and the same dressing applied, that the skin may heal
round the quill : by this method, on the removal of the
quill, the patient afterwards enjoys the faculty of hearing.
But when the ears, those of a man for example, have been
pierced, and are offensive to the sight, it is sufficient to pass
a hot needle quickly through the hole, so as to slightly ulce-
rate its edges ; or to produce ulceration in the same part by
means of a caustic ; afterwards to apply a detergent dress-

ing, and, lastly, to incarn the part and induce a cicatrix.

When the hole is large, as it is wont to be in persons who
have worn heavy ear-rings, one must cut completely through
to the tip, then scarify the edges with a scalpel ; afterwards
sew it, and apply thereon an agglutinating dressing. The
third operation consists in supplying any deficiency of the

part : but as this may happen in the lips and nose also, and
admits of the same explanation, it is as well to include the

three under one head.

IX. Defect in these three parts, or in any other that may
be equally small, admit of cure : in parts of greater magni-
tude the cure is either altogether impracticable, or leads to

so much deformity, that of the two the previous state was
the least unsightly. Indeed, in the ears and nose deformity

is all we have to fear: but when the lips are too much con-

tracted, there is embarrassment of function : for the first in-

gestion of the food, and also articulation is performed with

difficulty. The cure does not consist in generating flesh

there, but in bringing it from a neighbouring part ;
this,

when the change is inconsiderable, may lead to no loss of

structure, and thus escape notice ; when considerable, it
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cannot fail to be observed. An old person is not a proper

subject for this operation : nor one who is cachectic, nor one

in whom ulcers heal with difficulty : for there is no part

which gangrene more rapidly attacks, or from which it is

with greater difficulty removed. The following is the me-

thod of cure : first to reduce the mutilated part to a square

;

from its inner angles to make two transverse incisions so as

completely to divide the part which lies within these lines

from that beyond them ; and afterwards, to approximate

the part we have thus opened. If they do not completely

meet, then, beyond the lines already made, we must make
two lunar incisions turned towards the wound, so as to se-

parate the integument only : for in this way its approxima-

tion will be facilitated : not that we are to use violence, but

to gently draw it so that it may easily yield, and not retract

considerably when let go. Sometimes, however, the skin,

not being altogether brought from one side, renders the part

which it has left deformed. Of such a place one part is to

be incised, and the other left untouched. Hence, we are

not to attempt to draw any thing either from the lower part

of the ears, or from the middle of the nose, or inferior parts

of the nostrils, or from the angles of the lips. We may de-

rive our supply from both sides when there is any defect at

the summit or lower parts of the ears, the middle of the

nose or nostrils, or in the centre of the lips. These parts

are sometimes mutilated in two different places, but even
then the cure is the same. If there be a projection of car-

tilage at the part which has been incised, it must be cut
away; for it does not admit of agglutination, nor can it be
safely pierced with the needle. Not that its excision ought
to be extensive, lest between the edges of the loose skin on
both sides there should chance to be a collection of matter.

Then, the approximated edges are to be sewed together, in-

cluding the skin on both sides, and extending the suture to

the lines above mentioned. As an application in dry places,

such as the nostrils, litharge answers tolerably well. But
into the more extensive and lunated incisions lint must be
introduced, to the intent that a growth of flesh may fill up
the wound. That the part thus sewed will be required to

be protected with the utmost care, may appear manifest
from what I have above stated relative to gangrene. There-
fore, every third day, it must also be fomented with the
steam of hot water, and the dressings resumed as before

:
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and most commonly it becomes agglutinated on the seventh

day. We are then to remove the sutures, and to complete
the healing of the ulcers.

J X. I have already elsewhere stated that the knife is the

principal agent in the cure of polypus. It must be de-

tached from the bone with a sharp instrument made after

the fashion of a spatha, due caution being taken not to in-

jure the cartilage beneath, which is diflScult of cure. After

it has been cut off, it should be extracted with an iron hook.

Then a roll of lint, or a strip of penicillum is to be sprinkled

with some styptic, and the nostril to be filled with it. After

the haemorrhage has ceased, the ulcer is to be deterged with

lint. When clean, a quill smeared with some cicatrizing

liniment is to be introduced, as has been above directed for

the ear, until the healing process be completed.

XI. What operation is to be performed for the affection

called by the Greeks viaiva (ozaina), when it does not yield

to medicaments, I no where find recorded in the works of

the great surgeons ; I suppose, because manual treatment is

excruciatingly painful, and seldom productive of a cure.

Some direct that a small pipe, or a writing-reed with a

knot in it be put up the nostril so as to reach the bone

;

then, that through this a small heated cautery be applied to

the bone itself; and that the cauterized place be deterged

with verdigrise and honey, healing it when pure with ly-

cium : or that the nostril be cut right up from its lower ex-

tremity to the nasal bone, to bring the part into view, and

to apply the cautery with greater facility. Next, that the

nostril be sewed, and the ulcer treated in the same way,

anointing the suture itself with litharge or any other ag-

glutinant.

XII. 1. There are also certain affections of the mouth

requiring a manual operation. In the first place, the teeth

are liable to become loose, sometimes from weakness at

their roots, and sometimes from decay of the gums. In

both cases it is requisite to apply a hot iron to the gums,

so as to slightly touch their surface, without making too

deep an impression. The cauterized gums are to be anoint-

ed with honey, and gargled with mulse. When the ulcers

are becoming clean, some of the repressing medicaments

are to be sprinkled over them. But if a tooth occasion

pain, and the person be willing to submit to its extraction,

because he has experienced no relief from local appHca-
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tions, it should be scraped all round to detach the gum : it

is then to be shaken repeatedly until it be thoroughly loos-

ened ; for the extraction of a tooth tightly fixed is attended

with danger, and sometimes with luxation of the jaw. In

the upper teeth the operation is still more dangerous, for it

may give a shock to the temples, or to the eyes. The tooth

is then to be removed, if possible, by the hand, or otherwise

with a forceps : when hollow from caries, it should be pre-

viously stuffed with lint, or with lead well fitted in, to pre-

vent it splitting into pieces under the grasp of the instru-

ment. The forceps must be drawn perpendicularly, to avoid

fracturing the thin bone in which the tooth is implanted with

its roots curving inwards. And even when this precaution

is observed, there is still some danger; especially in stumpy

teeth whose fangs are generally longer than usual ; for fre-

quently when the forceps fails to grasp the tooth, or has not

got a proper hold of it, it seizes the bone of the gum, and
causes a fracture there. Immediately that an unusual hae-

morrhage takes place, we may infer that a portion of the

bone is fractured. The detached splinter must therefore be
searched for and removed with a vulsella : if it do not come
away, the gum must be lanced till the splinter be disco-

vered. When this is delayed, the jaw becomes indurated

externally, so that the patient cannot open his mouth. In
this case a hot poultice of meal and figs should be applied

until pus be excited, and the incision must be made into the

gums afterwards. A copious flow of pus is another sign of

a fracture in the bone. This is also a proper case for ex-

traction of the splinter. Sometimes also when it is injured,

a fistula forms, which requires erasion with the knife. A
scabrous tooth must be scraped where it is black, and
rubbed with powdered rose-petals, to which has been added
one fourth part of galls, and another of myrrh ; and pure
wine should frequently be held in the mouth.

In this case, too, the head must be covered, and the pa-
tient should have recourse to much walking, to friction of

the head, and a bland diet. But if any of the teeth fall out
from a blow, or from any other accident, they are to be tied

with gold wire to those that are firm, and repriments are to

be retained in the mouth ; such as a decoction of pomegra-
nate bark in wine, or wine into which heated galls have
been thrown. In children, should a second tooth appear
before the first fall out, that which ought to be shed is to be
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detached from the gum and extracted ; and the new one
should be daily pushed towards its place by means of the

finger, until it acquire a proper size. Whenever a stump is

left after the extraction of a tooth, that also must be drawn
without delay by that kind of forceps which the Greeks call

pi^aypav, (rizagran).

2. Indurated tonsils accruing upon inflammations and

called by the Greeks di-ndSes, (antiades,) when covered by

a slight coat, must be detached by the lingers, and after-

wards removed : when it is impossible thus to effect their

removal, one must take them up with a hook, and excise

them with the scalpel : the ulcer must then be washed with

vinegar, and the wound anointed with a styptic application.

3. In relaxation of the uvula, attended with inflamma-

tion, pain, and redness, excision cannot be practised with

safety, for the htemorrhage is wont to be profuse : therefore

it is better to employ the means which have been elsewhere

proposed. But if there be no inflammation, and it neverthe-

less be greatly elongated by the pituita with which it is

gorged ; and if it be thin, sharp, and white, in that case ex-

cision is expedient : so also if the extremity be livid and

thick, while the upper part is slender. There is no more

convenient method than to take hold of it with a vulsella,

and excise just below the instrument to the extent required.

Neither is there any danger of cutting away too much or too

little, as it is competent for us to leave below the vulsella

just so much as manifestly appears to be superfluous, and

only to excise sufficient to reduce the part to its natural

length. After the operation, the same means are to be

adopted as those recently proposed for the tonsils.

4. The tongue with some is joined with the subjacent

part from the birth : hence they have not the faculty of

speech. Its extremity must be taken hold of with the

vulsella, and an incision is to be made into the mem-

brane below it, great care being taken not to injure the con-

tio-uous veins, lest we produce a mischievous hemorrhage.

The after treatment of the wound has been explained in the

former cases. In the majority of instances indeed, such

persons acquire the power of speech by the time the wound

heals. But I have known an instance where, after the ope-

ration, although the individual could put out his tongue

freely beyond his teeth, he nevertheless did not recover the

power of speech. So true is it that in medicine, even
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WHERE THERE ARE FIXED RULES OF PRACTICE, WE
CANNOT ANTICIPATE CONSEQUENCES WITH ANY CER-
TAINTY.

5, Abscess occasionally forms under the tongue also,

being most commonly encysted and extremely painful. If

small, one incision suffices for the cure : if of larger size,

the integuments are to be opened, so as to expose the cyst

;

then the edges of the wound are to be laid hold of with
small hooks, and the investing tunic to be completely de-

tached, great caution being used throughout the operation, to

avoid wounding any large vessel.

6, The lips are frequently chapped ; and this affection,

besides the pain it occasions, is accompanied with this in-

convenience, that it hinders one from speaking ; since that

effort, by opening the fissures, provokes them to bleed.

When superficial, it is a better plan to treat them with the
applications which are prepared for ulcers of the mouth

;

but when they have penetrated deeply, it is necessary to
burn them with the small cautery, which being of the shape
of a spatha, should be made to glide over their surface with-
out being pressed on them. Afterwards, the same method
is to be pursued as that recommended for cauterized ears.

XIII. In the neck, between the integument and the
trachea, a tumour forms, which the Greeks call iSpoy^okj/-
Xtji' (bronchokelen), sometimes containing insensible flesh,

sometimes matter like honey, and occasionally hairs mingled
with small bones : but in each instance, the matter is con-
tained in a cyst. Now this malady may be cured by caus-
tics, by which, both the common integument and the cyst
below it are completely destroyed. After this, when the
contents are fluid, they run out, or when of a more solid
nature, they require to be turned out by the fingers: then,
by applying lint, the ulcer heals. But the knife effects the
most expeditious cure. In the middle of the tumour an in-
cision is made in one line down to the cyst : next, the dis-
eased cavity is separated from the sound flesh by the finger,
and completely removed together with its cyst : then^the
wound is bathed with vinegar, to which one has added salt
or nitre, and its edges are united by suture : the same dress-
ings are to be laid on as in other sutures, and afterwards the
part must be bandaged loosely, lest the fauces be constricted.
In the event of its being impracticable to remove the cystj

CEL,
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caustics are to be sprinkled over its internal surface, and the

wound to be dressed with lint and other suppuratives.

XIV. There are several diseases occurring about the um-

bilicus, concerning which, on account of their rarity, au-

thors give discrepant statements. But it is very proba-

ble THAT EACH OMITTED WHAT HE HAD NOT MET WITH

IN HIS OWN EXPERIENCE, AND THAT NONE TRUMPED

UP ACCOUNTS OF WHAT HE HAD NOT SEEN. An unsight-

ly prominence of the navel is common to all these cases.

Now for the causes. Meges has mentioned three : intestinal,

omental, and humoral hernia at that part. Sostratus has

said nothing about the omental, but to the other two kinds

he has added, that flesh sometimes grows there, and that it

is sometimes sound flesh, sometimes of a cancerous nature.

Gorgias, too, has omitted the omentum ; but after mention-

ing the other three, he has stated that air also sometimes

forces its way to this place.

Heron not only notices these four kinds, but also men-

tions the omental, and that which contains both omentum

and intestine. The following are the characteristics by which

each species is known. When the hernia is intestinal, the

tumour is neither hard nor soft; it is lessened by cold
;
en-

larged not only by heat, but by stopping the breath ;
sorae-

tinies there is a gurgling sound in it ; and when the patient

lies down, as the intestine glides back, the tumour retreats.

But when it is omentum, besides the other characteristics

which are similar to those of the last species the tumour is

softer, broad at its base, and tapering towards its s»mrait

;

and if one take hold of it, it slips from one s grasp. ^^ hen

both are present, the signs are of a ""^"1,^^'^'. '/ .n^
deo-ree of softness is intermediate. But flesh is harder, and

caSses a continued swelling even when the patient lies on

iTback ; nor does it yield to pressure, as ,n the former kinds

When the flesh is diseased, rt has the same e^arac ei^ as I

have described in cancer. Furthermore, a fluid is known

W its fluctuating under pressure. When the tumour con-

tains air it yields when piUsed, but soon returns to its former

bulk again f nor is its figure altered even when the body is

Tn a supine posture. Of these species, that which proceeds

from air "s incurable. It is dangerous also to meddle with

rfleshv cancer-like tumour ; and therefore this also must

be let abn When the flesh is sound, it ought to be ex-
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tiised, and the wound dressed with lint. Some treat the
humoral species by incising the top of the tumour, so as to
let out the tluid, and dressing the wound as before with lint.

With regard to the rest, there is much discrepancy of opi-
nion. That the body should be laid in a supine posture to

favour the return of the hernia, whether intestinal or omen-
tal, is self-evident. The cavity of the navel then being
empty, is embraced by two ligatures, and their ends being
tied tight, it dies off at that part; others pierce its base
through the middle with a needle carrying two threads, and
then include a segment of the tumour on either side, by
tightly tying both ends of each ligature, which is the method
adopted for staphyloma; for in this way, all above the ii-s

gature is destroyed. Some have added, that before tying
the ligature, their practice was to make an incision athwart
the tumour, so that by introducing the finger they might
more easily reduce the hernial contents : so they tied it af-
terwards. But it is quite sufficient to enjoin the patient to
hold in his breath, that the tumour may attain its full mag-
nitude; then to mark its base with ink, and laying the pa-
tient on his back, to press down the tumour with the fino-ers,
so that if any fail to return, it may be forced in by the hand :'

afterwards to draw up the navel, and include it in a tight
ligature just at the place where the ink-mark is : then to cau-
terize the part beyond the ligature, either with caustics or
the actual cautery, till it be completely destroyed, and to
dress the ulcer like other wounds. This plan is completely
successful not only where the tumour contains intestine or
omentum, or both, but also when it contains a fluid. But
certain preliminary considerations are requisite before pro-
ceeding to the operation : for neither an infant, nor an
adult, nor an aged person, are eligible subjects for it, but
generally such as are from seven to fourteen years old

'

In
the next place, a person of a good habit of body is elia-ible •

one who IS cachectic
; and one having papulee or impetigo!

or the like disorders, is ineligible.
i

=>
'

The operation is easy too, when the tumours are but
small, whde it is dangerous in those which are of a large
size. A or should it be performed in autumn or winter-
sprmg IS the most favourable, and summer not an objection-
able season for it. Moreover, the patient ought to be ab
etemious on the previous day. Nor is this sufficient • he
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must be purged by clyster, that all the protruded parts may

the more easily subside within the abdominal cavity.

XV. That it is requisite to tap dropsical patients I have

elsewhere stated. It now remains for me to describe the

method of doing it. Some perform it below the navel at

the distance of about four digits to the left ;
some perforate

the navel itself ; some cauterize the integument, and then

make their opening into the abdomen by incision ;
because

a burnt wound is slower in healing. The instrument must

be introduced with great care, lest a vessel be divided. Its

breadth should be about the third of a digit, and it is to be

inserted in such a manner that it may also pass through the

membrane by which the flesh is separated from the abdomi-

nal cavity.
. , . ,. ^ 4. a„

A leaden or copper canula, with its lips curved outwards,

or one that has a circular rim at its middle, to prevent ite

slipping into the cavity, is then to be introduced through

the aperture. When the latter is used, that part of the in-

strument which is introduced should be longer than that

which remains external to the aperture, in order that it may

proceed beyond the peritonaeum. Thus, the fluid is to be

eftused; and when the greater part of ,t has been drawn,

the canula must be stopped with a piece of linen rag, and,

where cauterization has not been employed it should be

left in the wound. For some days afterwards, about three

heminffi are to be discharged, until no vestige of the water

be remaining. Some, however, when the integument has

not been cauterized, immediately witWraw the canula, and

tie a wet sponge over the wound: then, on the next day,

Ihev a^ain introduce the canula, (which is easily done by

stiSchfng the wound a little.) so that the residuary humour

mav escape • and they rest satisfied with doing this twice.

IvL^Sometimes the belly is perforated by a blow, and

evolution of intestine is the consequence. In tins case he

S consideration is whether or not it be -«"d
;

-d^t^

next whether it retain its natural colour. It the smaller

intestine be wounded, as I have already s-d the case >s

irremediable. The large intestine may be sewed .
not that

r cS; confidently expect a cure ^ but because a do
^^^^^

linnP is nieferable to certain despair; tor now ana men d_,

be livid, or pale, or black, and consequently devoid ot sen
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sation, all treatment will be unavailing. When the part

retains its natural appearance, the treatment must not be

delayed an instant; for it soon becomes changed by being

in contact with the external air, to which it is unaccustomed.

Now, the patient should be laid on his back, with his hips

somewhat elevated ; and if the wound be too small to allow

of the ready return of the intestine, an incision must be made

to widen it sufficiently; and, if the part have already be-

come somewhat dry, it should be washed with water, to

which a very small quantity of oil has been added. Then
it is the assistant's business to gently draw apart the lips of

the wound with his hands, or with two hooks attached to

the inner membrane ; while the physician reduces the in-

testine, tirst returning that part which came out last, so as

to preserve the order of the convolutions. The entire re-

duction being effected, the patient must be shook gently,

that the intestines may be brought to their natural position,

and may settle there. This done, the omentum must also

be examined ; and if any part of it appear black or morti-

fied, it should be cut off with the scissors : if sound, it ought

to be returned after the intestines.

But it is not sufficient that the suture include the integu-

ment, or the peritonaeum separately, but both together; and
it must consist of two threads, the stitches being set in closer

than in other cases; because they are liable to be more
easily broken by the motion of the abdomen, while this is a
part less liable to severe inflammation. Therefore, two
needles are to be threaded and held in both hands ; and we
are first to sew the peritonaeum, beginning at the end of the

wound, and, passing the needles from within outwards, that

is to say, that held in the left hand through the right edge,

and that in the right through the left; by which method
the point of the needle is constantly kept farthest from the

intestines, and the blunt end next to them. After making-
one stitch, the needles are to be interchanged, that of the
left being now laid hold of by the right hand, and that of
the right by the left; and they are again to be passed
through the lips, and the interchange repeated till the
wound be closed.

After sewing the peritonaeum, the needles and threads are

to be transferred to the integument, and this part must be
sewed likewise in a similar manner, uniformly passing the
needles from within outwards, and observing the same in^
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terchange with regard to the hands; afterwards glutinants

are to be applied ; and, that to these a sponge or uncleansed

wool squeezed out of vinegar, is a necessary addition, is so

evident that it need not be repeated. These being applied,

the abdomen is to be moderately bandaged.

XVII. 1, The peritonaeum is liable to be ruptured from

a blow, from holding in the breath too long, or from carry-

ing a great weight, and that without injury of the integu-

ment itself. This often happens to pregnant women, and iti

no part more frequently than about the ilia. Now, inas-

much as the superficial flesh does not olfer suiEcient resist-

ance to the intestines, an unsightly prominence appears in

the integument distended by them. This aifection also is

variously treated by different persons. For some there are

who pass a needle with two threads through the base of the

tumour, and tie it on both sides, just as was directed for the

.navel and for staphyloma, to the intent that all included in

the ligature may mortify. Others excise the middle of it in

the form of a myrtle leaf, (a method which I have elsewhere

;said ought uniformly to be adopted,) and then approximate

the edges of the wound by a suture. However, the most

convenient method is to lay the patient on his back, and

ascertain by the pressure of the hand at what part the tu^

mour yields the most ; for, most assuredly, that is the part

where the membrane is ruptured ; since there will be greater

resistance where it is sound. Then, at the place which ap-

pears to be ruptured, two linear incisions are to be made

with a scalpel, so that on excising the part between, the

peritontEum may likewise have a recent wound on both

sides; because an old aperture does not unite by suture.

The place being exposed, if at any part of the peritoneal

aperture the membrane do not appear to have received a

fresh wound, a fine slip is to be excised from its edge to

produce a sore surface there. Whatever else relates to the

suture and the dressing has been comprised above.

2. Besides these affections, some persons are liable to

varices of the abdomen, which require the same treatment

as those of the legs ; and, as I shall have to explain this

malady in a future paragraph, I reserve my observations for

that occasion.
, ^, . ...

' XVIII I now approach to those affections which occur

in the genitals, near the testicles : and, to facilitate their

explanation, I will premise a few observations touching the
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nature of the parts themselves. The testicles then have

something of the property of marrow ; for they do not emit

blood, and are altogether insensible; although their invest-

ing tunics become painful after a blow, or during inflamma-

tions. They are suspended from the groins by single cords,

which the Greeks call Kpenaarfipas (kreraasteras), arnd which

are accompanied by a vein and an artery on either side. Fur-

thermore, these are invested by a fine tunic that is nervous,

bloodless, and white, and called by the Greeks eXvipoetb^s

(elutroeides). Over that is a stronger coat closely adhering

to the inner at its lowest part: the Greeks call it haprov

(darton). Besides, numerous membranulae enclose the

veins, arteries, and cords; and there are also some slight

and very small ones between the two coats at the upper

parts. Tims far the coats and appendages are proper to

each testicle. But there is a sinus common to both, and

to all the internal parts, which is also evident to us : the

Greeks call it duxeoi' (oscheon) ; our countrymen " scro-

tum." This, at its fundus, slightly adheres to the middle

tunics; at the upper is only enveloped by them. Below
this, then, several affections are liable to occur, sometimes

proceeding from a rupture of the tunics, which I have stated

to take their origin from the groins, and sometimes happen-

ing while these remain entire. For, sometimes, first in-

flammation takes place from disease, and then a rupture,

from the weight of the parts ; or the tunic, whose office it is

to separate the intestines from the genitals, is ruptured at

once by a blow; then, either the intestine alone, or that

and the omentum together gravitate downwards; and, having

found a passage, by keeping up a steady pressure from the

groins to the parts below, they gradually divide the coats ;

and these being of a nervous structure, readily admit of

their so doing. The Greeks call the two aft'ections kvrepo-

KriXrjv (enterokelen) and e7r(7rXoo/\»;v (epiplokelen) : we use

the word hernia, an inelegant, but common term for the two.
In the next place, when a portion of omentum has descended,
the tumour of the scrotum does not disappear, either when
the patient is fasting, or under any altered position of the

body whatever: and again, no considerable enlargement
takes place while holding in the breath, but the tumour
feels unequal to the touch, soft, and smooth.

But when the intestine also has descended, the tumour,
independently of the ^fleets of inflammation, is at one time
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diminished, and at another enlarged ; and it is generally

without pain ; and when the patient remains quiet, or is in a
recumbent position, it sometimes entirely disapjjears; some-
times is so far diminished, that there are but iimall remains

of it in the scrotum : on the other hand, it becomes enlarged

by shouting, by eating a hearty meal, and under any eftort

the patient may make when bearing a burden ; any cold

contracts it, while by heat it is diffused ; and the scrotum is

then both round and smooth to the touch, while its contents

easily slip from one's grasp : when pressed, it is returned

into the groin ; but on being let go, it is again prolapsed

with a sort of murmuring noise. These are the symptoms
incidental to less severe cases. Occasionally, however, from

the reception of excrements, the tumour swells more exten-

sively, and is irreducible : in this state, it occasions pain

both in the scrotum, groins, and abdomen : sometimes the

stomach also becoming affected, first gives off a tawny-

coloured bile by the mouth, then some that is green, and in

certain instances even black bile. Sometimes, while the

membranes remain entire, a fluid distends the scrotum.

There are two species of this disorder also. For sometimes

the enlargement takes place between the tunics, or in the

membranes, which at the same place envelop the veins and

arteries, after becoming thickened from the effect of pres-

sure. Nor indeed has the humour which collects between

the coats always one certain seat, for it sometimes lodges

between the outer and middle, at others between the middle

and inner. The Greeks call both species vbpoKt)\riv (hudro-

kelen) : our countrymen having as yet no perfect knowledge

of any distinctions, have the same terms for these as for the

former maladies.

Now in these there are some symptoms of a general, and

some of a peculiar character : general, by which we detect

the fluid itself; peculiar, by which we find out the situation

pf that fluid. We learn the presence of a fluid from a

swelling which never entirely disappears, although becoming

occasionally smaller, either from hunger, or a slight febrile

action, and that especially in children ; and such a tumour

is soft, if the fluid be not considerable, renitent like a full

bladder tightly tied, if the accumulation be extensive :
the

veins of the scrotum also become enlarged, and on pressing

with one's finger, the fluid yields under it, while the circum-

fluent portion which is not pressed, is raised, and seen
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through the scrotum, as if contained in glass or horn ; and

there is no pain in the tumour itself. The seat of the fluid is

thus detected. If it be between the outer and middle coat,

by pressing it with two fingers it gradually returns between

them. The scrotum itself is whiter than natural: when
xlrawn, it stretches little or nothing; and the testicle at that

part is neither evident to the sight, nor to the touch. But if

under the middle tunic, the scrotum is more tense and ele-

vated, so that the penis above is concealed under it.

Besides these, the coats being equally entire, a ramex
grows there : the Greeks call it Kjpo-ocijXjjv (kirsokelen).

The veins swell, and becoming tortuous and conglomerated

at the upper part, either till the scrotum, or the middle coat,

or the inner ; sometimes also they enlarge below the inner,

about the testicle and its nerve. Now of these species, such

as are in the scrotum are visible ; but those which are

situated on the middle and inner coat, being more deep
seated, are proportionably less evident, although these also

may be seen : and besides, there is some swelling, according

to the size and capacity of the veins ; and this is more reni-

tent and irregular on account of the knotty swellings of the

veins themselves ; and on the side where the tumour is, the

testicle hangs lower than natural.

But when this affection has grown upon the testicle and
the nerve also, the testicle descends mucli lower, and be-
comes less than the other, from a privation of nutriment*
Rarely, but now and then, there is a growth of flesh be-
tween the tunics ; the Greeks call it aapKOK>]\r]i' (sarkokelen).
Again, sometimes the testicle itself swells with inflammation,
and induces fever also; and unless that inflammatory action
soon subside, the pain reaches to the groins and ilia, pro-
ducing tumefaction there ; while the cord by which the
testicle hangs, becomes enlarged and indurated. Besides
these affections, ramices sometimes occupy the groins :

they call them fiovftwvoKfjXriy (boubonokelen).
XIX. These matters having been duly investigated, we

have next to treat on the method of cure, which is either
general, or particular. I shall first treat of the general.
But I shall speak of such species only as require the scalpel

:

for concerning those which are incurable, or which require
quite another plan of treatment, it will be my duty to dis-
course when 1 come to the species individually. Now, the
incision is sometimes made in the groin, sometimes in the
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scrotum. In either plan of cure, tlie patient ought to drink

water the three previous days : on the preceding day, he

should also abstain from food : on the day of the operation,

he should be kept on his back; then, if the groin is to

be incised, and it is covered with hair, this should be pre-

viously shaved off; then extending the scrotum so as to put

the skin of the groin on the stretch, an incision should be

made at the inferior part of the belly, vphere the inferior

tunics are connected with the abdomen. But our opening

should be made boldly, until we cut the uppermost tunic,

which is that of the scrotum itself, and thus arrive at the

middle. By this wound, we come to an opening toward the

inferior parts. Into this we must introduce the forefinger

of the left hand, so that by drawing apart the intervening

membranes, we may disengage the hernial sac. Further-

more, the assistant, grasping the scrotum with his left hand,

should extend it upwards, drawing it away as much as pos-

sible from the groins ; first, along with the testicle, while

the physician cuts away with the scalpel, if he cannot sepa-

rate with his finger all the membraneous bands above the

middle tunic; and then, without it, that it may slip down,

and be in apposition with the wound itself, so as to be

drawn out from thence, and placed upon the belly along

with its coats. Then, any vitiated parts are to be cut away

;

and as numerous vessels take their course here, the smaller

ones may be cut off at once, and the larger tied with a

thread of a pretty good length, to prevent a dangerous

hemorrhage. But should the middle coat be injured, or if

the disease lie below it, it must be excised, in such a way

that the incision may be made high up in the groin. How-
ever, it is not to be entirely removed below : for that which

is closely connected with the innermost tunic at the base of

the testicle cannot be excised without imminent danger.

The same method is to be pursued with regard to the inner-

most tunic likewise, when that is injured. But this last is

not to be cut away from the upper part of the wound, but a

little below, lest by wounding the peritonaeum, inflammation

be excited. Again, we are not, on the other hand, to leave

too much of the tunic, lest it afterwards form a sac, and

thus afford a receptacle for the same malady. The testicle

thus detached must be gently lowered through the wound,

along with its veins, arteries, and cord ; and care must be

taken lest the blood fall into the scrotum, or lest a coagulum
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remain in any part; an event which maybe obviated, if the

physician have taken the precaution to tie the vessels. The
threads by which the vessels are secured ought to hang out

of the wound : these, in the suppurative process, will fall

off, without occasioning pain. Moreover, two fibulje are to

be put upon the wound itself, and over them an agglu-

tinant. It is sometimes necessary to excise a portion of

integument from one edge of the wound, to render the

cicatrix larger and wider. In this case, the lint pledgets

are not to be crammed into the wound, but just lightly

placed on ; and over them, such medicines as repel inflam-

mation, such as succid wool, or a sponge dipped in vinegar :

the remainder of the cure will be the same as when we have
to excite suppuration.

But when it is requisite to make the incision beneath, the

patient being laid upon his back, the left hand is to be put
below the scrotum so as to grasp it firmly while the incision

is made ; and this, if the malady be limited to a small com-
pass, should be of moderate extent, so that one-third

beneath may be left entire for the support of the testicle : if

more extensive, the incision must be so also, leaving at the

bottom barely sufficient for the testicle to rest upon. Now
at the first, the knife should be held in a straight direction,

with a very light hand, until it divide the scrotum itself : its

point is then to be slightly inclined, so as to cut the trans-

verse membranes situated between the external and middle
coats. But this last ought not be touched, if the disease lie

immediately over it : if below, that also must be incised,

and even the third, if it afford a covering to the disease.

Whatever part be found to be the seat of the malady, it is

the assistant's business to moderately squeeze the scrotum at
the lower part, while the physician draws forth the detached
tunic with the finger, or with the handle of a scalpel : an
incision is then to be made in it by the instrument called,
from its resemblance, CORVUS, large enough to admit the
index and middle fingers : after we have introduced these,
the rest of the tunic is to be detached, and the knife passed
between the fingers, all the noxious contents of the sac being
taken out, or effused. Furthermore, whatever coat has been
injured during the operation, ought also to be cut away;
the middle one, as I said before, as high up the gToin as
possible, the innermost a little below. But before excision,
these at their extremities ought to be tied with a thread, its ends
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being left out of the wound, like as in other veins requiring

ligature. This done, the testicle is to be replaced, and the

cut edges of the scrotum sewed together, not being too

sparing of our stitches, lest the agglutination be not per-

fected, and so the cure prove tedious ; nor, on the other

hand, putting in too many, lest they augment the inflamma-

tion. We must take care also, lest we leave any blood in

the scrotum, before we apply our agglutinants. If, how-

ever, blood or coagulated blood have fallen down into it,

an incision must be made below it, and, after clearing it

away, a sponge wet with strong vinegar should be applied

round about it. Any wound made on these occasions, unless

it be painful, should not be opened for the first five days,

but the wool or sponge should be sprinkled twice a day only

with vinegar: if painful, the dressings should be removed

on the third day ; and if fibulas have been attached, they

must be cut ; if lint have been applied, it must be changed,

and the fresh pledget moistened with rose-oil and vinegar

before being applied. If the inflammation increase, we

must also apply a poultice of lentils and honey, or one con-

sisting of pomegranate bark boiled in rough wine, or a mix-

ture of the two. Should the inflammation not subside under

the use of these applications, the wound must be freely

fomented after the fifth day with hot water, until the

scrotum itself be extenuated, and become more wrinkled:

then a flour poultice is to be applied, with the addition of

pine resin, boiled in vinegar, if the patient be robust; with

honey, if of a more delicate habit. No matter what may

have been the nature of the disorder, if the inflammation be

considerable, doubtless suppuratives are necessary applica-

tions. But when pus forms within the scrotum, a small

incision must be made to give it exit, and sufficient lint

applied there to cover the aperture. After the subsidence of

the inflammation, we are to use the last-mentioned cata-

plasm, and then cerate. So much for the particular treat-

ment of this kind of wounds ; the remainder of the cure,

both remedial and dietetic, should be the same as in any

other kind.
, , . ,

XX These matters having been explained, we come to

the species individually. If a young child have a descent

of intestine, before using the knite we should try the effect

of a truss. To this intent a roller is prepared, provided at

one end with a cushion made of rags, which is placed under
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the intestine, to repel it ; and then the rest of the bandage is

tightly bound on. By this, the intestine is frequently re-

duced, and the coats agglutinated.

Again, if at a more advanced age, and it be manifest from

the size of the tumour that much of the intestine has fallen

down, the case being, at the same time, accompanied with

pain and vomiting, symptoms which are usually occurring

when fjeces are incarcerated in the tumour from crudity, it is

evident that the knife cannot be employed without a fatal

result,—that the case admits of alleviation only,—and that

the intestine must be emptied by other means. Blood should

be drawn from the arm: then, if the strength permit, absti-

nence must be enjoined for three days ; or otherwise, for as

long a period as his strength will allow. Meantime, a lin-

seed poultice is to be applied, previously boiled in mulse;

afterwards, barley meal with resin should be laid over it^ and

the patient immersed in a solium of hot water, to which oil

also has been added ; and some food of a light, warm nature

must be administered. Some also open the bowels by clys-

ter. Now, that may determine more faeces towards the scro-

tum, while it cannot possibly exonerate it of any. The dis-

ease being mitigated by the means above described, if the

pain return at any time, the same means are to be repeated.

So also if a great portion of the intestine have become
prolapsed without being painful, there is no need of cutting

;

not but that it may be removed from the scrotum, unless,

however, an inflammation prevent ; but because when re-

pelled from thence, it stops at the groin, and there forms a

tumour; and so we have merely a change and not a termina-

tion of the malady. But in a case demanding the use of the

knife, as soon as the wound made in the groin shall have
reached to the middle coat, this must be laid hold of near its

edges by means of two hooks, while the physician detaches

it from all the surrounding membranules. Nor can there be
any danger from the wounds made by these hooks ; for the

membrane must itself be excised, inasmuch as the intestine

must necessarily lie under it. After it has been detached an
incision ought to be made from the groin to the testicle,

(care being taken lest this itself be wounded,) and it is then
to be excised. Generally speaking, however, this method
of cure holds good in infancy, and in cases where the disease

is limited.

If the patient be robust, and the malady more extensive,
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the testicle ought not to be withdrawn from its natural situ-

ation. Tlie following method is to be adopted :—An open-

ing is to be similarly made into the groin with the scalpel as

far as to the middle tunic ; and that tunic similarly embraced

with two hooks, while the testicle should be secured by an

assistant, to prevent it escaping by the wound : an incision

is to be made into the same tunic in a direction downwards,

by means of the scalpel ; and below it the index finger of

the left liand is to be introduced to the bottom of the testi-

cle, so as to bring it up to the wound : then, with the thumb

and forefinger of the right hand, we are to separate the

vein, artery, and cord, together with their tunic, from the

tunic which is above them. But if any membranules pre-

vent this, they are to be detached with a scalpel until the

entire tunic be brought into view. Having excised all that

is required to be excised, and returned the testicle to its na-

tural situation, a broadish slip of integument must be re-

moved from the edge of the wound in the groin, in order to

enlarge the wound, and that it may thus generate more flesh.

• XXI. 1. But in omental hernia an opening must be

made into the groin, and a separation of the coats effected,

in the same manner as directed above ;
duly considering

whether it consists of a large or a small portion of it. For if

small, it must be pushed back over the groin into the abdo-

men, either by the finger, or the broad end of a specillum ;

if more considerable, the portion prolapsed from the abdo-

men must be allowed to remain depending; and must be

afterwards anointed with caustic applications till it mortify

and slough away. Some, in this case also, pass a needle

throuo^h the tumour, armed with two threads, and tie the

opposite ends of each contrary ways, by which method it

dies away just as in the other, but the process is much slow-

er The effect of the ligature, however, is accelerated by

smearing the omentum above it with such medicaments as

have the power of eating away, without corroding the part

:

the Greeks call them awra (septa). There have been

Bractitionevs who have cut away the omentum with the

scissors - a method which, where the portion is inconsider-

able is superfluous, and where of considerable magnitude,

may' be productive of haemorrhage, because the omentutn is

connected to certain veins, and these too of the arger order.

In fact, although in wounds of the abdomen, the prolapsed

omentum is cut off with the scissors, because it is mortified,
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and not to be got rid of in any other way, still we are not to

imitate that practice in epiplocele. Moreover, if the omen-
tum have been returned, the wound must be sewed : if the

portion have been too considerable for reduction, and if it

have mortified, the edges of the wound must be excised, as

above proposed.

2. In internal humoral collections occurring in children,

an incision must be made in the groin, unless the large

quantity of the fluid renders this method ineligible for them
also: but in men, and in every instance where the fluid is

considerable, an opening must be made into the scrotum.

Then, if it is the groin that has been incised, the coats must
be drawn out at that part, and the humour evacuated : if the

scrotum, and the malady is immediately below it, all that is

required is to let it out, and to cut away any membranes
which may have contained it ; and it must then be washed
with a solution of salt, or of nitre in vpater : if situated below
the middle, or inferior tunic, these are to be entirely removed
out of the scrotum, and then cut off".

XXII. A ramex, if situated on the scrotum, must be
cauterized with the small sharp irons, which should be
thrust into the veins themselves, but so as not to burn
any other part ; and the application of the cautery is parti-

cularly necessary where the vessels are twisted and conglo-
merated ; then meal mixed up with water is to be laid over
the part, and such a bandage applied as I have stated to be
proper for the anus : on the third day it will be requisite to

apply lentils with honey ; afterwards, when the crusts have
been thrown oft', the ulcers must be purged with honey, in-

carned with rose-oil, and cicatrized with dry lint. When the

swollen vessels are situated upon the middle tunic, an inci-

sion is to be made in the groin, and the tunic drawn out,
the vessels being separated from it by the finger, or by the
handle of the knife. A ligature is to be fixed both above
and below that part where they adhere ; then they are to be
divided close up to these ligatures, and the testicle replaced;
But when the ramex is fixed above the thhd coat, it is ne-
cessary to cut it through the middle. Then, if the tumes-
cence be limited to two or three veins, and the greater part
be free from the disease, we must pursue the same method
as has been described above, dividing the veins previously
tied at the groin and at the testicle, and replacing this last as
before. But should the ramex occupy the whole groin, the
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index finger is to be introduced through the wound, and

passed below the veins, so as gradually to draw them out

until that testicle be equal to the other, then fibulae are to

be put in the edges of the wound, so as to include the veins

also. It is done in this manner. The external edge of the

wound is pierced by the needle; it is then passed, not

through the vein itself, but through its membrane, and

by that it is pushed through the opposite edge. The

veins ought not to be wounded, lest haemorrhage ensue. The

membrane is uniformly situated between these veins, but

does not create danger, and, when included in the suture,

effectually secures them ; and therefore two fibulae are suf-

ficient. Then, whatever veins have been drawn forth, must

be pushed into the groin with the back of the specillum.

The proper time for removing the fibulae is when the inflam-

mation has subsided, and the wound has become clean ; so

that the edges of the sore and the veins may be simulta-

neously closed in the process of cicatrization. But when a

ramex has formed between the inner tunic and the testicle

itself and its nerve, the only cure for it is excision of the en-

tire testicle. For not only is it of no further use for the

purposes of generation, but it is an unseemly, and, in some

cases, a painful appendage. Now, in this operation also,

the incision must be made in the groin, and the middle tunic

drawn out and removed : the same must be done with the in-

nermost tunic, and the cord which suspends the testicle is to

be divided : then the veins and arteries are to be secured by

ligature close up at the groin, and to be cut off below it.

XXIII. When a growth of flesh has taken place be-

tween the tunics, doubtless it also should be removed : but

this is more conveniently done by making an incision into

the scrotum itself. But when the cord has become indu-

rated, the case neither admits of being cured by the hand,

nor by medicines ; for the patient is distressed \yith ardent

fever, and either green or black vomiting ;
besides these,

there is intense thirst, and a cracky state of tongue ;
and

generally after the third day, a frothy bile is discharged,

producing excoriation : and the food can neither be ingest-

ed nor retained, except with difficulty : soon afterwards the

extremities become cold ; tremor comes on ;
the hands are

outstretched involuntarily, and then follow cold sweats m
the forehead, and death. '

-c \ *

XXIV. When a ramex is situate in the gToin, it the ta-
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mour be moderate, one incision is sufficient ; if considerable,

two will be required, in order that what lies between may
be excised : afterwards, without drawing out the testicle,

in the method I have shown to be sometimes adopted in in-

testinal hernia also, the veins are to be taken up and se-

cured where they adhere to the coats, and divided below

the ligature. The wound itself requires no peculiar method

of treatment.

XXV. 1. From these last affections we advance to such

as occur in the penis. If the glans be bare, and a person, for

the sake of improving its appearance, is desirous to have it

covered, the thing is practicable, although more so in a boy
than in an adult; less difficult where the defect is congenital

than where, as is the custom of some nations, it is the result

of circumcision : and so also less where the glans is small,

the skin about it loose, and the penis itself short, than in a
case where these circumstances are directly contrary. Where
the defect is congenital, the following is the method of cure.

The skin about the glans is laid hold of, and extended until

it completely covers the glans, and is tied there : then, near

the pubes a circular incision is made in the integument un-
til the penis is denuded, being particularly careful not to

wound the urethra or the veins in that part. This done,
the skin is brought forward towards the ligature, which
leaves a denuded circle about the pubes ; to this lint is ap-
plied, to promote the process of granulation and incarnation,

so that the breadth of the wound may afford sufficient co-
vering for the glans. The ligature must be left on until

cicatrization be complete, an aperture being left in the mid-
dle large enough to allow the escape of the urine. But, in

cases resulting from circumcision, an incision must be made
immediately around the glans, detaching the skin from the
body, of the penis beneath. This is not very painful, be-
cause, after thus separating it at its extremity, it may be
easily stripped up to the pubes by means of the hand, with-
out causing hasmorrhage. Moreover, the detached integu-
ment is again extended beyond the glans ; then it is freely
fomented with cold water, and encircled with a plaster par-
ticularly efficacious as a repellent of inflammation : and on
the ensuing days rigid fasting is observed, lest perchance a
hearty meal should cause an erection. When free from in-^

flammation, the part must be bandaged from the pubes t6
the circle of the glans, and, after putting on a plaster, the
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skin must be drawn over it; for in this way the lower part

becomes agglutinated, and the upper heals without produ-

cing adhesion.

2. On the contrary, if the glans be so concealed, that the

prepuce cannot be retracted (which affection the Creeks
call (jilfjLwtTtv (phiniosin), it requires to be opened after the

following method. An incision is to be made at the under

and extreme part of the prepuce. The prepuce is to be di-

vided at the inferior part of its extremity, in a direct line

towards the frenum ; and in this way the dorsum becoming

relaxed, admits of retraction. But if the cure be incom-

plete, either on account of the narrowness or indurated state

of the foreskin, a portion of integument must be immediate-

Jy cut out from the lower part, of a triangular form, with

jts vertex towards the frenum, and its base at the extremity

.of the prepuce. Then lint dressings are to be applied, and

such other applications as are of a healing quality. Fur-

thermore, absolute rest is necessary until cicatrization be

completed : for walking, by the friction it produces, ren-

ders the ulcer foul.

. 3. It is a practice with some to infibulate boys, in some

instances to improve their voice, and in others on account of

their health : it is done as follows. The skin which covers

the glans is extended, and marked on both sides with ink at

the part which is to be perforated : it is then relaxed. If

the marks recede over the glans, it is a proof that they are

too far back, and we must place them lower down : if the

glans remain clear of them, the fibula may be with propriety

fixed there. Then, where the marks are, the skin is pierced

with a threaded needle, and the ends of the thread tied to-

gether; and the ligature is moved daily, until the cicatrices

of the holes be completed. Afterwards they remove the

thread and' insert a fibula ; and the lighter this is, the

better. Now this operation is oftener superfluous than ne-

cessary.

XXVI. 1. Circumstances sometimes rendefit necessary

to draAv off the urine by an operation ; as in retention, or

when the urethra has become collapsed from old age, or

when a calculus, or grumous blood has produced internal

obstruction : so, also, even a moderate degree of inflamma-

tion often prevents natural micturition. Now this operation

is necessary not only in males, but sometimes in females

&lso, Hence copper catheters are made for this purpose ;
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and that they may serve for all sorts of cases, the practi-

tioner should keep by him three for men, and two for females;

the largest of tiie male catheters being fifteen digits, those

of middle size twelve, and the smallest nine ; while of the

female, the larger should be nine, and the smaller six. They

ought to be somewhat curved, but the male more especially,

very smooth, and of a moderate diameter. The patient is to be

placed on his back, as described for operations at the anus,

upon a stool or a couch. The physician standing at his

right side, should, in the male subject, lay hold of the penis

with his left hand, while with his right he passes the cathe-

ter into the urethra : when he has reached the neck of the

bladder, he is to give the instrument, together with the

penis, a slight inclination downwards, and to push it on into

the bladder itself, and to withdraw it after the urine has

been evacuated. In females, the urethra is shorter and

straighter than the male, its nipple-like orifice being situ-

ated between the labia and above the vagina; and they also

as frecpjently require this kind of aid, although with them

it is attended with less difiiculty. Sometimes also a calcu-

lus sliding into the urethra, inasmuch as this gradually nar-

rows in its course, is apt to stick a little way from its ori-

fice. If possible, it must be extracted either with the ori-

cularium specillum, or with the instrument with which they

extract the stone in lithotomy. If that be found impractica-

ble, the end of the prepuce is to be drawn out as much as

possible, so as to cover the glans, and tied beyond it with a

ligature : afterwards, a lateral incision is to be made into

the body of the penis, and the calculus withdrawn ; this

done, the skin may be allowed to retract : for by this me-
thod the sound integument will retract so as to cover the

incision, and the urine will be discharged by the natural

passage.

2. Now, since mention has been made of the bladder,

and of the calculus, this would appear to be the proper

place for subjoining the treatment of calculous patients,

whose cases admit of no cure except lithotomy. Inasmuch
as this is a dangerous operation, to proceed to it at once
without deliberation is highly improper. Neither is it to be
attempted at all seasons, nor at all periods of life, nor in

every form of the disease; but in spring only, in a subject

who has reached the age of nine years, and not as yet ex-

ceeded fourteen ; and when the malady is so urgent that it
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is neither to be cured by medicines, nor longer to be en*

dured without shortly destroying life. Not but that a rash

treatment occasionally succeeds, but because it more fre-

quently fails, attended as it is with several kinds and sea-

sons of danger, which I shall mention along with the opera-

tion itself.

When, therefore, one has determined to resort to ex-

tremities, the body should previously be prepared for some
days by regimen ; so that the patient may take proper food

in moderation, avoiding that which is glutinous, and drink-

ing water. At the same time, he should use the exercise of

walking, to favour the descent of the calculus towards the

neck of the bladder. That it has fallen into this position

may be known by introducing the fingers, in the manner to

be explained in describing the operation. When this has

been satisfactorily ascertained, the boy must be kept in a

fasting state for one day ; and then the operation is to be

performed in a warm room, and in the following manner,

A strong and intelligent person having taken his seat on a

high stool, and fixed the patient in a supine posture, with

bis back turned towards him, lays hold of him and draws

up his legs, enjoining the patient also to grasp his hams with

his hands, and to pull with all his might, while he himself

secures them in that position. But if the person to be ope-

rated on be unusually strong, two powerful men are to be

seated close to each other, both their seats and their inner

legs being tied together to prevent their being drawn apart :

the patient is then to be similarly placed on both their

knees, and one, according as he sits, lays hold of his left leg,

while the other secures the right, and he himself draws up

his hams. But whether held by one or by two, they are to

recline forward, with their breasts on his shoulders. In this

way the depression between the ilia and above the pubes is

kept tense and free from wrinkles, and the bladder being

brought into a small compass, the calculus may be more

easily extracted. As an additional precaution, two stout

fellows are stationed, one on either side, whose business it is

to support the assistants who have hold of the patient. Then

the physician, having first carefully pared his nails, gently

introduces one after the other the index and middle fingers

of the left hand into the anus, while he as gently places the

fingers of the right upon the lower part of the abdomen, lest

if the fingers on both sides press too strongly on the parts
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immediately about the calculus, they should injure the

bladder. In doing this, we are not to proceed hastily, as m
many other cases, but it should be our aim to adopt the

safest mode ; for a wounded bladder produces convulsions,

and endangers life. We are first to search for the calculus

near the neck of the bladder, which is the position most

favourable to its extraction ; and therefore it was that 1

stated that it ought to be ascertained to be in this position

before proceeding to the operation. If it be not so situated,

or if it have fallen back, the fingers must be applied to the

fundus of the bladder, and those of the right hand above it,

and gradually be brought down over its tract. On disco-

verino- the calculus, (for it cannot fail to be encountered by

the fingers,) we must carefully guide it towards the neck of

the bladder, exerting the utmost caution when it is small

and smooth, for fear it should slip away, and so it be neces-

sary again to disturb the bladder by repeating this part ot the

operation. For this reason, the right hand must always be

placed beyond the calculus to oppose its return, while the fin-

gers of the left are employed in pushing it forwards till it ar-

rive at the neck of the bladder, into which, if oblong, it must

be pushed, so that it may escape with its end foremost ;
if flat,

it must be placed so as to be transverse ; if square, so as to

rest on two angles ; if larger at one end, in such a position that

the narrower may pass out first. In the round calculus it can

evidently make no difference in what position it is placed ;

but should it be smoother in one part than another, that part

should come out foremost. When it has been brought into

the proper position, a lunated incision must be made through

the integuments near the anus, immediately over the neck of

the bladder so as to reach that part, with the horns slightly

pointing towards the hips : another transverse incision is

then to be made below the integument at the convex margin

of the former wound, so as to open the neck of the bladder

so freely that the urethra may be exposed, and that the

wound may be something larger than the calculus. Those

who make the opening too small, from a dread of a fistula,

(which, at that part, the Greeks call Kopvuha (koruada), are

brought into the same dilemma, and even with more danger;

because as the calculus is forcibly extracted, it makes a

passage, if one be not ready provided for it ; and the mis-

chief may be rendered more extensive, either by the confi-

guration of the stone, or by the roughness of its surface,
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trom whence both hajmonhage and convulsions may accrue
;

and even if the patient have escaped these evils, he will yet
have a wider fistula, as the result of the cervix being lacera-
ted, than he would have had if it had been cut. The cervix
being opened, the calculus comes into view, the colour of
which is a matter of no importance. If small, it may be
pushed forwards with the fingers at one side, while it is

withdi awn at the other : if of larger size, a crotchet made
expressly for that purpose must be put over its upper part.
This instrument is thin at its extremity, and beat out into
the form of a semicircle; smooth at its external surface
where it comes in contact with the flesh ; rough internally,
where it touches the stone ; and it ought to be of a pretty
good length ; for when short, it is deficient in power. When
fixed, it should be moved from side to side, to ascertain
w hether the calculus is within its grasp ; for when it is, it

moves simultaneously with it. And this is requisite, lest in

the act of drawing out the crotchet, the calculus slip away
from its grasp, and the instrument come in contact with the
edge of the wound, and lacerate it; an event which, as I
have already stated, would be pregnant with danger. When
satisfied that the calculus is held sufficiently fast, a triple

motion is to be performed almost at the same time, two
motions from side to side, and one forwards ; but this must
be done slowly, first drawing the stone a little forwards :

after which, the end of the crotchet must be elevated, that it

may be more internal, and to the rear of the stone, and may
draw it out with more facility. When the calculus cannot
be conveniently taken hold of at its upper part, it must be
grasped laterally. This then is the most simple mode of
performing the operation : although there are various contin-

gencies which yet remain to be considered : for there are

some calculi not merely rough but also spinous
;
which, pro-

vided they fall spontaneously into the neck, are extracted

without danger ; but which when in the bladder, are neither

searched for nor extracted with safety, since by lacerating

the bladder, they rapidly induce fatal convulsions; and
especially, if either of the spinous projections become
entangled with the bladder, and throw it into folds in the act

of extraction. That the calculus is situated at the neck of

the bladder may be inferred from a difficulty of micturition ;

and that it has a spinous surface is evidenced by the urine

,being bloody : it is highly expedient to ascertain its presence
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by means of the fingers, before proceeding to the operationi

Even then we must make only a moderate pressure with the

fingers, lest by pressing on too forcibly we wound the

bladder : then we must proceed to make the incision. Many
use the scalpel in these cases also. Now because this in-

strument is weak, and liable to encounter some prominent

part of the stone, so as to cut the flesh above it without

incising that which is in the hollow, (an incident which

would call for a second incision,) Meges invented a straight

instrument, rounded at its upper, and semicircular and sharp

at its lovper extremity. Holding this between his index and

middle finger with the thumb pressed on it, he thrust it in^

so that with one push he might cut not only the flesh, but

any prominent portion of the calculus : the advantage of

which was that he made a sufficient opening at once. In

whatever mode the neck of the bladder is laid open, a rough

calculus must be extracted gently, not using violence for the

sake of hastening the operation.

3. A sandy calculus may be discovered both before the

operation, by the urine being sabulous, and during our ope-

rative measures, by its not feeling so hard between the fin-

gers, and by its also being apt to slide away. Urine that

brings away with it a scaly matter indicates that the calculi

are soft, and that they are made up of many small ones

loosely packed together. By gently and alternately chan-

ging the position of one's fingers, we must manage to bring

all these away without wounding the bladder; leaving no

residuary fragments to impede the subsequent cure. Should

any such come into view, they must be extracted either

with the fingers, or with the crotchet. But if there be seve-

ral calculi, they must all be drawn out one by one, with this

exception, however, that if any minute stone remain, it will

be preferable to leave it; for its detection is difficult, and
when discovered, it easily gets away. Thus, by a protracted

search for it the bladder is injured, and fatal inflammation
excited : hence some, without being cut, have died from this

tedious and fruitless champooing of the bladder. Add to

this, that a small calculus is subsequently moved forwards
along with the urine, and so falls out. Should the stone ap-
pear too large to admit of extraction without rupturing the

neck of the bladder, it must be split : for this invention we are

indebted to Amnionius, who was therefore surnamed XiOoro-

fjos (lithotomos). The operation is thus performed :—

A
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crotchet is passed over it, in order that even while it is struck
there may be no difficulty in keeping it fixed : then an in-

strument is used of a moderate thickness, its forepart being
thin but blunt ; and this when applied to the stone, and for-

cibly struck at its other end, splits it in twain ; due caution

being observed lest the instrument reach the bladder itself,

or lest the fractured calculus lacerate it.

4. The operations just described apply to females like-

wise; although a few peculiarities require to be noticed ; for

in them, when the calculus is small, the knife may be dis-

pensed with, because it is driven into the neck of the blad-

der by the impulse of the urine : now this part is shorter and
more capacious than in males. Hence, the calculus fre-

quently comes away spontaneously; and though it stick at

the first and narrower part of the urethra, it nevertheless

may be safely drawn out with the crotchet already men-
tioned. In calculi of a larger size, women require the same
operation as men : although in virgins the fingers are to be

applied as in males ; while for her who has lost her virginity,

they ought to be introduced by the vagina. Again, in the

former subject the incision must be made below the left labi-

um pudendi; in the latter, between the urethra and os pubis,

making the wound transverse in both cases. Neither is

there the same ground for alarm from a considerable hjemor-

rhage, where it occurs in females.

6. After the removal of the stone, if the patient be of a

robust habit, and his sufferings have not been excessive, it

is proper to allow the wound to bleed, to diminish the in-

flammation ; and it is no bad plan to allow him to walk

about a little, to favour the escape of any grumous blood

that may chance to remain within. But if the bleeding do

not stop spontaneously, it must be suppressed, lest the

strength be entirely exhausted ; and this, in weak subjects,

should be done immediately after the operation : for as the

patient incurs the risk of convulsions if his bladder be roughly

handled, so another danger awaits him—lest, after the ope-

ration, a fatal haemorrhage ensue. To obviate this, he

should sit down in sharp vinegar, to which a little salt has

been added; under the use of which most commonly not

only does the bleeding subside, but the bladder is con-

Btringed, and therefore less inflamed. Should these means

be ineffectual, a cucurbital is to be fixed on the groins, the

hips, and the pubes. When a sufficiency of blood has been
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drawn away, or when the hjemorrhage has been checked, he
is to be placed on his back with his head depressed and his
hips somewhat elevated ; and a piece of linen rag folded
double or treble, and wet with vinegar, must be applied
over the wound. Then, after a lapse of two hours, he is to
be immersed in a solium of hot water, while lying on his
back, so that it may cover him from his knees to his navel,
while clothes are to be thrown over the other parts of his
body (his hands and feet only excepted), that he may be
less exhausted, and may remain in for a longer period. This
usually induces copious perspiration, which is to be wiped
from the face with a sponge as it accumulates ; and he is to
remain in the bath till he have an unpleasant feeling of
faintness.

He is then to be freely anointed all over with oil, and a
handful of soft wool saturated with warm oil, is to be laid
on, so as to coyer the pubes, the hips, the groins, and the
wounded part itself, which was previously covered with the
pledget of linen : this wool is frequently to be moistened
with fresh warm oil, so as to keep out the cold from the
bladder, and to gently mollify the parts. Some employ
calefacient poultices. These, by the pressure they make
on the bladder, irritate the wound, and thus do more
harm than is counterbalanced by the benefit resulting
from their heat. For this reason, too, not even a bandage
IS admissible. On the day following, if the breathing be
dilhcult, if no urine be voided, if the parts about the
pubes have become prematurely swollen, we may infer that
coagulated blood still remains in the bladder. Therefore
using the fingers in the manner above explained, the bladder
must be gently pressed, and the coagulum dispersed

; after
which It will escape through the wound. It is not improper
also, by means of a syringe, to inject into the bladder a
solution ot nitre in vinegar through the wound : for, by this
also, the coagula are discussed ; and where we have our
tears that there is an internal collection, it is expedient to
put this into practice on the first day : especially, if debility
prevent the patient from eliciting its discharge by walkin-
The other measures, that is to say, immersion in the soli-

um, and the application of the linen pledget and the wool
are to be pursued as before. But a child ought not to bekept so long m the hot water as an adult; the infirm subject
not so long as a robust one; one affected with slight, for a

CEL.
^
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shorter period than one aflfected with severe inflammation ;

and the lax not so long as the rigid frame. Meanwhile, if

the patient have sleep with equal respiration, moist tongue,

moderate thirst, and no swelling of the hypogastrium, and,

if neither the fever nor the pain be considerable, we may

take it for granted that the cure is proceeding favourably.

In that case, the inflammation is ended about the fifth or

seventh day ; as it diminishes, the solium becomes super-

fluous : all that is required is to foment the wound with hot

water, while he is lying on his back, to wash away any acri-

dity that may have been left by the urine. Suppuratives are

the dressings proper in this case, and should the wound re-

quire deterging, it must be anointed with honey. It that

prove corrosive, it must be mixed with rose-oil. Ihe eunea-

pharmacum plaster appears to be best suited to curing this

kind of wound : for it both contains suet lor exciting suppu-

ration, and honey for cleansing the wound : it contains

marrow also, mostly that from veal, which is singularly e&-
.

cacious in preventing a fistula,
ui u :<.

. It is superfluous to put lint next the sore, although it

may be used with propriety as a medium for applying the

salve. But after the ulcer has been cleansed, a simple lint

dressing must be employed to cicatrize it At this stage ot

the cure, if it be not going on favourably, various are the

dangers which may arise. These may be at once presaged

,

if preceded by constant watchfulness, by difficult respira-

tion, dry state of tongue, vehement thirst ; if there is tume-

faction of the hypogastrium, retraction of the lips ot the

woui", and theYrin'e flows through it without producing a

sensation of smarting ;
and

.^ent
third day a livid matter escapes from it ;

or if the patient

either aiiswers not at all, or in a draw ing -anner
;
by Ire

severity of the pains, by the fever being urgent after the

fifth day by the continuance of anorexia, and by a predi-

lection for lying on the belly. There is, however, no symp-

om so dangerous as convulsions and bilious vomiting occur-

S before the ninth day. Now, when inflammation is ap-

Sended, it must be^elieved by abstiiience food b^^^^^

used only in moderation and at seasonable times mean

"hile we must have recourse to the fomentations and reme-

dies alreajly ckscrib^^^^^^

OANGKEKE. This is known

to^x'LZ iMln-rthe'wound and by the penis itself there
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be a fetid discharge mixed with a matter not unlike coagu-
lated blood, together with small caruncles like the flock of

wool ; and if, besides these signs, the lips of the wound be
arid, if the groins be painful, the fever incessant, and aggra-
vated at night; and, lastly, if irregular shiverings come on.

Furthermore, we are to observe what direction the gangrene
is taking. If towards the penis, that becomes hard, red,

and painful to the touch, and the testicles begin to swell

:

if, in the direction of the bladder, then follows pain of the
anus, induration of the hips, and the legs cannot be ex-
tended but with difliculty : but if it tend laterally to the
wound, it is visible, and has the same characteristic marks,
only in a minor degree. It is of the utmost importance
that the patient be placed in a proper position, so that
the vitiated part may always remain superior. Thus, if it

spread toward the penis, the patient should be laid on his
back ; if towards the bladder, on his belly ; if laterally, on
the side which is the least diseased. In the next place, in

proceeding to the cure of gangrene the patient must be im-
mersed in a decoction of horehound, or of cypress, or of
myrtle; and the same fluid must be injected with a syringe:
then lentils mixed with pomegranate bark are to be applied,
both having been previously boiled in wine ; or we may use
the bramble, or olive leaves boiled in the same manner : or
any other medicaments which we have proposed for check-
ing and deterging gangrene. These, if used dry, are to be
blown in through a quill. When the gangrene is arrested,
the wound must be bathed with mulse : and cerate, at this
juncture, must be avoided, lest, by softening the flesh, it

predispose it to receive this disease : the parts had better be
anointed with washed lead mixed with wine : and the same
may be laid on, smeared over with lint. By pursuing these
measures, it is possible the patient may recover : let us bear
in mind, however, that gangrene often aftects the stomach,
between wiiich organ and the bladder there is a kind of
sympathy

; and in that case no food is retained, or if re-
tained, it is not digested, nor is the body nourished : hence,
the wound can neither be deterged, nor impleted, under
which circumstances death is inevitable. Now, inasmuch
as when the case has proceeded thus far no relief can be
afforded, so we must pursue a method of cure from the first
day. In this, some observation is requisite with reo-ard to
the food and drink. For at first no food\should be° given
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except such as is moist : when the ulcer is clean, some from

the middle class may be allowed, but greens and salsaments

are uniformly hurtful. Drink is necessary, but it must be

moderate : for, by drinking too little, the wound is inflamed,

the patient troubled with watchfulness, and his energy ex-

hausted ; while, by drinking too much, the bladder is re-

peatedly distended, which is another cause of irritation. It

i3 so self-evident that the drink should be water only, that

it is needless to reiterate the precept. Costiveness is a com-

mon consequence of a regimen of this nature. This m-ust be

obviated by clysters consisting of a decoction of fenugreek

pr mallows. The same decoction mixed with rose-oil is to

be injected into the wound by a syringe, if the urine fret it,

and prevent the healing process. This, at the first, usually

flows through the wound ; then, as that heals up, it is partly

discharged by the urethra, until at length the wound is en-

tirely closed, an event which sometimes occurs m the third

montii, sometimes not before the sixth, and, in a few in-

stances, not till after the lapse of a year. Nor are we to

despair of completely agglutinating the wound, unless where

the neck of the bladder has been considerably ruptured, or

many large portions of flesh, together with some of the ner-

vous structure, have sloughed, from the eftect of the gan-

It is incumbent upon us to use every precaution, that there

may be no fistula, or at least only a very small one. tor

this reason, when the wound begins to cicatrize, the patient

ouaht to lie with his thighs and legs extended ;
unless how-

ever the calculi be soft or sandy ; for in these last cases, the

bladder is not so soon cleansed, and therefore it is neces-

sary that the wound should remain open for a longer period,

postponing the cicatrization until there be no longer any sa-

bulous matter discharged. Should the lips of the wound be-

come agglutinated before the bladder be cleansed, and should

there be a return of the pain and inflammation, the wound

must be separated by means of the fingers, or by the broad

end of a speciUum, to afford an exit to the irritatmg matter :

and that being discharged, when for some time the urine

has remained clear, we are then at l^st to apply our cica-

trizing medicines, extending the legs as I have above di-

rected, as closely in contact with each other as possible.

But if, from the causes above mentioned it should appea

that there is good reason to dread a fistula, m order that it
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may be more easily closed, or at all events narrowed, a

leaden pipe is to be introduced into the anus; and the legs

being extended, the thighs and ankles are to be tied toge-

ther, until a cicatrix, such as it may be, shall have become

complete.

XXVIII. The foregoing disease may happen alike both to

males and females. But some cases exclusively belong to wo-

men : the first of which is that in which the vagina does not

allow of sexual intercourse, in consequence of its edges being

agglutinated. This affection is sometimes congenital ; some-

times the result of ulceration in this part, the edges becoming

united during the healing process through bad management.

When congenital, a membrane is opposed to the mouth of

the womb : when it proceeds from an ulcer, it is filled up

with flesh. It is expedient to divide the membrane in two

lines, decussating each other like the letter X, being parti-

cularly careful not to wound the urethra ; and then to dis-

sect out the membranous portions. But if flesh have grown

there, it is necessary to lay it open in a straight line : then

having seized its edge with a vulsella or a hook, to cut away
a slip of it, and afterwards to introduce a roll of lint steeped

in vinegar (the Greeks call it \r]}.iviaKov (lemniskon), bind-

ing over it succid wool moistened with the same fluid : on

the third day, to remove the dressings, and adopt the same
treatment as in other ulcers. When it has begun to heal, a

leaden pipe is to be smeared with a cicatrizing liniment, and to

be introduced into the vagina: and the same medicament ought
also to be injected until the wound be perfectly cicatrized.

XXIX. In pregnancy, if the foetus, when nearly full

grown, die within the womb, and its spontaneous evolution do
not take place, we must have recourse to an operation which
may be ranked among the most difficult : for it is one which
requires the utmost prudence, and the nicest management,
and is attended with the greatest danger. In this instance,

as well as in many others, the pre-eminently wonderful na-

ture of the womb is readily discovered. In the first place,

it is requisite to place the woman on her back across the

bed, in such a posture that her ilia may be compressed by her

thighs ; in order that the inferior part of the belly may be in

the view of the operator, and that the foetus may be impelled

towards the os uteri, which, in these cases, is closed, but di-

lates at intervals. The physician embracing this opportu-
nity, having greased his hand, ought first to insert the index
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finger, and to keep it there, until the os uteri be further

openetl ; and then he should again introduce another finger,

inserting the remainder in the same way, till his whole hand
be within the womb. The practicability of performing this

depends very much upon the size of the womb ; the strength

of its nervous structure ; the general habit of the body ; and
the firmness of the mind : nay, it is sometimes requisite to

introduce both hands. It is of importance that the inferior

belly and the extremities be kept as warm as possible, and
that our remedial measures be instituted while the case is re-

cent, and before the setting in of inflammation. Hence, if

the body have begun to swell, neither the introduction of the

hands, nor the eduction of the foetus can be effected but with

the greatest difficulty; and even then, the frequent conse-

quences are vomiting, tremor, and fatal convulsions. On
introducing the hand upon the dead foetus, we readily dis-

cover its position : for it is either turned upon its head, or its

feet, or it lies transversely ; so that most commonly either

its hand or foot is near the os uteri. Now, the physician's aim

should be to turn it with his hand either upon its head or upon

its feet, if previously in any other posture. When no other

part presents itself, by taking hold of the foot or the hand, the

body is brought into a straighter direction ; for by the first we
turn it upon its head, and by the second, upon its feet.

Then, if the head present, a crotchet with a short beak must

be introduced, smooth throughout its entire surface ; and the

parts where it is proper to fix it, are the eyes, ears, mouth,

and sometimes the forehead: and by drawing this in a direc-

tion forwards, the foetus is extracted. Not that it is to be

drawn out indiscriminately at any time ; for if an attempt be

made while the mouth of the womb is contracted, this part

cannot aftord a passage for it, and so the foetus is lacerated,

and the beak of the crotchet slips into the os uteri itself; the

consequences of which are convulsion, and, very probably,

death. Therefore, during the contraction of the uterus, we

must wait, and pull gently when it becomes dilated ;
thus

extracting the foetus by degrees, as opportunity may permit.

The crotchet should be drawn with the right hand, the left

being introduced so as to act as a director both to the fcetus

and to the instrument. The infant is sometimes distended

with a fluid, and a fetid sanies flows from it : in this case, it

must be perforated by means of one's forefinger, that by

letting out the humour its bulk may be lessened : and it is
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then to be gently withdrawn by the hand For a crotche

thrust into flaccid flesh is easily detached he danger ot

which event has already been mentioned When the foetus

is turned upon its feet also, it is not dilhcult of extraction ;

for these being taken hold of, it is readily brought away by

the hands merely. When situated transversely, and one

cannot direct it by the hand, a crotchet must be fixed in the

armpit, and its extraction gradually eflected: when in this

position, its neck is generally doubled, and its head turned

backwards. This difficulty must be remedied by cutting the

neck completely through, so as to remove both parts sepa-

rately. This is accomplished with a crotchet like the toimer,

only that its entire inner edge is sharp. Then, it should be

our aim first to remove the head, and afterwards the rest ot

the body : because it generally happens that where the

bulkier part is removed first, the head slips back into the

cavity of the womb, and cannot be extracted without extreme

danger. Should this happen, a double cloth having been

laid over the woman's abdomen, a strong and intelligent per-

son ought to stand at her left side, place both his hands upon

the lower part of her belly, and press with one hand laid

upon the other, by which means the head is impelled towards

the OS uteri ; and it remains to be extracted with the

crotchet, in the manner above mentioned. But if one foot

present, while the other lies backward along with the trunk,

the protruded part must be gradually cut away : and, if the

buttocks have begun to press against the mouth of the womb,

they must be forced back again, and the other foot sought

for, and brought forward. There are yet other difficulties

which render it necessary to remove the child piecemeal,

where it cannot be extracted entire. When the foetus has

been extracted, it must be delivered to an assistant, who is

to hold it with its back lying on his hands, while the physi-

cian ought gently to pull the navel-string with his left hand,

so as not to break it ;
tracing it as far as to the secundines

which envelop the foetus within the womb : and, taking

hold of the extremities of these, he is to detach with his

hand all its small vessels and membranes from the surface of

the womb, and to take it out whole, together with any

coagulated blood that may remain there. Then, having

closed the thighs, the female is to be placed in a moderately

warm apartment, not exposed to any draught of wind. Un-

cleansed wool, steeped in vinegar, should be laid upon the in-
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ferior part of the belly. The remainder of the treatment
ought to be the same as that adopted for inflammation and
wounds of the nervous parts.

XXX. 1. Affections of the anus also, when not subdued
by local applications, require the aid of a manual operation.
Therefore, when fissures at that part have become indurated
and callous with age, the best plan is first to give a clyster,
then to apply a warm sponge in order to relax them, and to
bring them out : when in view, to excise them one by one
with a scalpel, and thus to obtain a new surface ; next, to
apply soft lint, and over that a linen pledget spread with
honey, filling up the part with soft wool, and securing it by
a bandage : on the next and following days, to use emol-
lient dressings, such as I have directed for the same disor-

ders when recent : and for the few first days to keep the
patient wholly on slops, gradually making some addition to
his diet, but of that kind only which has been already
ordered. If suppurative inflammation arise in them, an in-

cision must be made as soon as it is observed, lest the anus
itself should suppurate. Still, however, we are not to do
this too hastily, for if the part be cut before it is mature, it

aggravates the inflammation, and increases the quantity of
pus. These wounds also require a bland diet, and mild
dressings.

2. But the tubercles denominated KovSuXw/i/ara, (condul5-

mata,) when in a state of induration, are treated in the man-
ner following : in the first place, the bowels are emptied by
clyster, then the tubercles are taken hold of by means of the

vulsella, and excised near their roots. After accomplishing

thus much, the subsequent treatment is the same as I have
directed above, with the exception that if there be any ex-

crescence, its growth must be restrained by copper scales.

3. The following is the method of removing bleeding piles.

When there is a sanies mixed with the blood that is dis-

charged, the bowels are to be clystered with acrid remedies,

in order that the mouths of the veins may be made to be

more prominent : and in this way all the heads of the veins

may be brought into view. Then if the head be small, and

if it have a small base, it must be tied with a thread a little

above the point where it is joined with the anus : a sponge

squeezed out of hot water is to be laid over it, till it grow

livid ; and then we must make an ulcer above the knot either

with one's nail, or by the scalpel. Unless this be done, se-
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vore pains ensue ; and sometimes clysuria also. If the pile

be ot a larger size, and have a broader base, it must be taken

hold of by one or two small hooks ; an incision is then to be

made round the tumour, a little above the base, and we must

neither leave any part of the pile, nor take any thmg off the

anus : this may be managed, provided one neither draw the

hooks too much nor too little. When the incision has been

made, a needle ought to be inserted, and below it the pile

must be tied with a thread. If there be two or three, the

lowermost must be cured first : and if still more numerous,

they are not to be tied all at once, lest there be sore cica-

trices entirely surrounding the anus at one and the same

time. If blood flow freely, it must be taken up with a

sponge: after that, lint must be applied, the thigh, groins,

and other parts contiguous to the ulcer, must be anointed,

and cerate laid over it, the part being subsequently filled

with warm barley meal, and so bandaged. On the day fol-

lowing, he ought to sit in hot water, and be fomented with

the barley-meal poultice ; and twice daily, both before the

operation and after it, the hips and thighs must be anointed

with liquid cerate, and the patient kept in a warm apart-

ment. After the lapse of five or six days, the lint is to be

removed by the auricular specillum : if the piles have not

come away along with the lint, they are to be detached by

the finger : then the ulcers must be healed by mild dress-

ings, such as I have elsewhere mentioned. I have also

stated in another part of the work what precautions are

proper to be taken after the affection shall have been re-

moved.
XXXI. Our next transition from these last affections is to

the legs. Varices occurring in these, are easily removed. I

reserved the operations required for varicose veins of the head

,

as well as those which form over the abdomen, that I might

treat of them also in this paragraph ; since they all require

the same method of cure. The diseased vein then is either

obliterated by cauterization, or excised by the knifo. If

such veins be straight, or even if situated transversely, pro-

vided they be single and of a moderate size, the cautery is

preferable. If tortuous, and diposed in orbs, with a number

of them interlacing each other, the better plan is to remove

them. The method of cauterizing them is as follows. An
incision is made through the integument by which they are

covered ;
then, having exposed the vein, a moderate pressure
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is made upon it with a small blunt heated cautery, care being
taken not to burn the edges of the wound, which may easily
be retracted by hooks. The cauterization must be repeated
throughout the whole course of the varix, at interspaces of
about four digits ; afterwards dressing the wound with either
of the remedies proper for burns. But the excision is thus
performed. The skin over the vein having been incised as
before, its edges are retracted with the small hook ; and the
vein is completely detached on all sides from the surrounding
flesh, taking care at the same time not to wound the vein
itself: under that, a blunt hook is passed ; and usually, at
the same distance as above mentioned, a second under the
same vein ; and so on throughout the entire course of the

varicose vessel, whose course is easily detected by extending
the hook. This done, the vein being drawn at one point by
the hook, is divided ; then, where the next hook is fixed, it

is drawn up, and the excision repeated. In this way, the
legs being entirely freed from the varices, the edges of the
wound are approximated, and an agglutinant plaster laid

over them.

XXXII. If the fingers either congenitally, or from ul-

ceration of their lateral contiguous surfaces, should subse-

quently adhere together, their separation is effected by the

knife : then each is enveloped with some non-unctuous pre-

paration, and thus heals separately.

But if ulceration of the finger have occurred, and it be-

come curvated in consequence of the cicatrization not having
been properly managed, we must first try a malagma : then,

if that prove useless, (which is no uncommon result in an old

cicatrix, and where the tendons have received injury,) it is

necessary to observe whether the fault be in the nerve or the

integument. If of the tendon, it must not be meddled with,

for it is incurable : if of the skin, the old cicatrix must be

excised ; for, as it is generally callous, so it impedes the ex-

tension of the finger ;
then, being kept perfectly straight, a

new cicatrix must be induced,

XXXIII. I have elsewhere stated that gangrene arises

between the nails, armpits, or groins ; and that where the

malady gets the better ofour medicines, the limb must be am-
putated. But this is attended with great danger, for often

during the operation itself the patients die from the hjemor-

rhage, or from deliquium. But in cases like this, where
WE HAVE BUT ONE REMEDY, EXPEDIENCY, AND NOT
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SAFETY, IS THE PARAMOUNT CONSIDERATION. We are

therefore to make an incision with a knife between the sound

and morbid parts down to the bone; with this precaution that

we are never to cut opposite a joint, and always to include

some of the sound part, rather than leave any of that which

is diseased. When we come to the bone, the sound flesh must

be retracted, so as in some measure to denude it
:
then, it

must be divided with the saw close up to the sound flesh
:

the

end of the bone is next to be smoothed where the saw has

left any roughness ; and the integument which in this opera-

tion ought to be left loose enough to cover the entire stump as

far as possible, should be brought over it. Where the stump

happens not to be covered with integument, it must be dressed

with lint, and over that a sponge dipped m vmegar is to be

secured by bandage. The remainder of the treatment is the

same as has been directed for wounds in which it is requisite

to promote the suppurative process.



BOOK VIII.

I. The rest of our work relates to the bones
; and, to

make the matter more intelligible, I shall first point out
their relative situations and their forms. In the first place,
then, the skull is internally concave, externally convex, and
smooth on each side, both on that where it covers the mem-
brane of the brain, and on that where it is covered by the
hairy scalp :—and at the occipitium and temples it is simple,
but double from the forehead to the vertex. Its bones on
their external part are hard; internally, where they are con-
nected together, they are softer ; and between them, veins
take their course, which are probably destined to supply
them with nourishment. Now, the skull rarely consists of
one bony piece without sutures; yet, however, such crania
are sometimes found in hot climates ; and these, during life,

are the strongest, and most free from pain. So, with re-

gard to other crania, the fewer the sutures, the less is the

liability to cephalic complaints ; for both their number
and their situation is uncertain. However, more ge-
nerally, two above the ears, separate the temples from
the superior part of the head : a third, tending across

the vertex to the ears, divides the occiput from the top
of the head : a fourth proceeds from the vertex over the

middle of the head to the forehead ; and that sometimes
terniinates at the margin of the hairy scalp, and is sometimes
continued as far as to the junction of the eyebrows, inter-

secting the forehead itself. The other sutures are exactly

fitted together on a level ; but the transverse sutures above the

ears become gradually thinner throughout their entire mar-
gins, and thus the inferior bones slightly overlap the supe-

rior. The thickest bone in the head is that behind the ear,

which is the reason, perhaps, why hair does not grow there.

Just below the temporal muscles also, is situated the os me-
dium, wiiich has an inclination outwards. But the face has

the largest suture : this beginning at the temple, runs trans-
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versely through the middle of the orbits as far as to the

other temple. From this suture two short ones point down-

wards, just below the inner angles. The cheeks also have

each a transverse suture at their upper part : and from the

middle of the nose, or from the sockets of the upper teeth,

one proceeds through the middle of the palate, another also

dividing the palate transversely. These sutures are found in

most crania. But of the foramina of the head, the largest

are those of the eyes, next those of the nostrils, and then

those we have in our ears. Of these, those of the eyes are

straight and undivided throughout their course to the brain.

The two foramina of the nose are divided by a septum ;

which is osseous at its origin near the eyebrows and internal

angles to one-third of its extent, becoming cartilaginous and

more fleshy as it descends towards the mouth. Now these

foramina, which, from the external as far as to the internal

nares, are simple, are there again divided into two other pas-

sages : those opening into the fauces, both emit and receive

the air; the others, proceeding to the brain, terminate by

numerous small foramina, through which the sense of smelling

is supplied to us. So also in the ear, the passage at first, is

straight and simple, but more internally it proceeds in a ser*

pentine direction, and near the brain it is divided into many
small foramina, by which we have the faculty of hearing.

Near these are two small sinus-like cavities ; and over them

is the termination of that bone, which, stretching in a trans-

verse direction over the cheeks, is propped up by the bones

below. It may be called jugale, from the same resem-

blance which caused the Greeks to call it ^vywbes (zugodes).

The maxilla is a bone of a soft structure, and all in a piece,

the middle and inferior part of which constitutes the chin
;

from whence it proceeds to the temples ; and the motion is

confined to it alone. For the cheeks, together with the entire

bone which gives origin to the upper teeth, are immoveable.

The extremities of the lower jaw itself consist, as it were,

of two horns. One process is broader below, thinner above,

and passing forwards under the os jugale, it is secured above

it by the temporal muscles. The other is shorter and roun-

der, and situated in that depression which is near the fora-

mina of the ear, in the manner of a hinge ; and as it inclines

itself in different directions, it enables the jaw to execute its

complicated movements. The teeth are harder than bone,

part of them being fixed in the lower, and part in the upper
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jaw. The four first of these are called by the Greeks rofiiKol

(tomikoi), because they have a cutting edge. Then, on either

side of these are the canine. Beyond these, on both sides,

there are most commonly five molar teeth, except in persons

in whom the last teeth (which are usually cut at a late pe-

riod) have not yet come out. Of these, the first mentioned

are fixed in by a single fang; the maxillary always by two,

and some even by three or four. Most commonly, also, the

longer the fang, the shorter the head ; and the fang is straight

or crooked according as the tooth itself may or may not be

so. In children, the new tooth springs from this root, and
in a great majority of instances, pushes out the first : occa-

sionally, however, it shows itself above or below it.

The head is fixed on the spine. This is made up of

twenty-four vertebraj ; seven cervical, twelve costal, and five

subcostal. These are round and short, and give oft' two

processes from either side : in the middle they are perforated

for^the descent of the spinal marrow, which is connected with

the brain : there are, moreover, two small foramina in the

transverse processes, one on each side, through which, from

the membrane of the brain, similar membranulae are trans-

mitted. In all the vertebrse, the three uppermost excepted,

the processes have superficial sinuses superiorly, and infe-

riorly they send out others which are directed downwards

towards the processes. The uppermost vertebra sustains the

head, the small condyles of the latter being received by its
^

two depressions. For this reason, the base of the skull is

rendered unequal by two prominences ; the second articu-

lates with the inferior surface of the first. Its circumfe-

rence is narrower at its superior surface : hence, the atlas

surrounding the dentiform process allows of the lateral mo-

tion of the head. The third vertebra is articulated in like

manner with the second. Thus is the motion of the neck

facilitated. And, in fact, its power would not be adequate

to sustaining the head, were it not secured on both sides by

straight, powerful tendons, which the Greeks call rerovTas

(tenontas) : for whichever way the head is bent, one is always

on the stretch, so as not to allow the head to slip beyond the

vertebra. The tubercular eminences of the third vertebra

are articulated with that below. So, also, the rest are

inter-articulated by means of their inferior oblique processes,

which, being directed downwards, are inserted into corre-

sponding depressions, each into the vertebra below ;
and they
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are secured by numerous cords, and an abundance of carti-

laginous matter. Thus, by a slight and easy flexion, so as

to make a curve in the required direction and in no other,

the person stands erect, and bends for his necessary avoca-

tions. Below the neck, in a line with the shoulder, the first

rib is situated. Then come the eleven inferior, reaching

down to the lower margin of the chest ; and these being

round at their origin, so as to constitute something like small

heads, are articulated with the transverse processes of the

vertebrte, at the part where these also have superficial de-

pressions: they then grow broader, and bending outwards,

gradually degenerate into cartilage, again turning somewhat

inwards to be connected to the sternum. This last bone, at

its origin in the fauces, is strong, hard, and lunated at both

sides; and where it is bounded by the praecordia, it is itself

also softened into the nature of a cartilage. Below the

upper ribs there are five short and smaller ones, which the

Greeks denominate spurious; these also degenerate insen-

sibly into cartilage, and adhere to the extreme parts of the

abdomen, the lowest being almost entirely cartilaginous.

Moreover, from the neck, two broad bones, one on either

side, proceed to the shoulders; we call them " scutula

OPERTA," the Greeks w/i07r\drns (omoplatas). These, at

their upper part, are hollowed out ; from their vertices down-

wards they form a triangle, which becomes gradually wider

as it approaches the spine, and the bone is the least firm

' at its widest part. These, too, are cartilaginous at their ex-

tremity, and, at the back part, may be said to be floating,

since they have no connexion to any bone except at their

summit, where, however, they are firmly braced by strong

muscles and nerves. A little to the inner side of the mid-

dle of the first rib a bone grows out, slender indeed

at its origin, but becoming thicker and broader, as it pro-

ceeds to the shoulder-blade: this, slightly bending out-

wards, is enlarged a little at its other superior extremity, and
supports the clavicle. This last bone is itself crooked, and

not to be classed with the hardest, one end of it being con-

nected with the bone last described, the other fixed in a

small depression of the sternum ; and it is slightly moved in

the motion of the arm, and connected with the blade-bone

just below its head, by means of ligaments and cartilage.

Here the humerus begins; which, at both its extremities,

has tuberosities of a softer structure, marrowless and cartila-
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gilious : in the middle it is round, hard, and full of marrow :

forwards and outwards it is slightly convex. Now, its fore

part is that which is next the chest ; the posterior is that

turned towards the scapulee ; the interior, that which is next

the side ; the exterior, that which recedes from it ; which

distinction applies to all joints, as will hereafter be manifest.

Now, the superior head of the humerus iU rounder than that

of the other bones which I have hitherto mentioned ; and
while by a slight prominence it articulates with the vertex

of the broad bone of the shoulders, the larger portion re-

maining exterior to the cavity of the joint is tied down by
ligaments. At its inferior extremity this bone has two pro-

cesses with an intermediate depression. This fossa receives

the fore-arm, which consists of two bones. The radius,

which the Greeks call icepKiba (kerkida), is the uppermost,

being both the shorter, and, at its origin, the smaller of the

two ; and its round head being slightly concave, receives the

small tubercle of the humerus, to which it is connected by

ligaments and by cartilage. The ulna, being the longer, is

placed inferiorly, and is, at its origin, larger than the radius,

its two vertical projections being received in a depression of

the humerus, situated, as I have already stated, between the

two condyles of that bone. At first, the bones of the fore-

arm are in contact, but they gradually diverge somewhat,

and then again unite near the hand, at which part the rela^

tive thickness of the two bones is reversed, for the radius

now becomes the larger, while the ulna is extremely small.

Then the radius forms itself into a cartilaginous head, with a

depression at its vertex ; the ulna is rounded at one extre-

mity, and has a small projection at the other. To save

needless repetition, it is expedient to bear in mind that most

bones terminate in cartilage, and that all joints are sur-

rounded with the same structure : for their motion would be

impossible did they not rest on something smooth ; nor

could they be connected with flesh and ligaments, unless by

the intervention of some material of an intermediate nature.

With regard to the hand, the first part of the palm consists

of many small bones, of which the number is uncertain.

These are all oblong, triangular, and connected together by

a particular structure, being so arranged that the superior

angle of each bone forms the plane of the next ; hence, they

present the appearance as of one entire bone, with a slight

concavity on its internal surface. But two small processes
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proceeding from the hand, are lodged in a depression of the

radius. Then, anteriorly to the carpal bones, five straight

ones going to the fingers, complete the palm ; and from

these the fingers themselves take their origin, each consist-

ing of three bones of a similar configuration. Each internal

bone has a depression at its extremity, where it receives the

small tubercle of that vphich is external to it ; and there are

ligaments which strengthen the articulation. From these

the nails are derived, becoming hard as they advance, and

thus adhering by their roots, not to bone, but rather to flesh.

Such is the nature of the inter-articulation of the •'superior

parts of the body. But the lower part of the spine sinks

in the hip-bone, which is very strong, situated transversely,

and which serves as a defence for the womb, bladder, and

rectum. This bone is externally convex ; next to the spine

it has an inclination backwards ; laterally, that is to say at

the hips themselves, it has round cavities. From these last

arises the bone which they call " pecten," situated above

the intestines transversely, just below the pubis. It is

straighter in males, while in females it has a greater inclina-

tion outwards, in order that it may not be an obstacle to

parturition. Next come the thigh-bones, the heads of which

are rounder than those of the humeri, although the latter are

the roundest of all the other bones. Below these heads are

two processes ; one situated anteriorly, and the other poste-

riorly. These bones then become hard, full of marrow,

convex externally, and are again enlarged at their inferior

heads. Their superior extremities are lodged in the aceta-

bulum of the pelvis, just as the humeri are received in the

sockets of the scapular bones : then, lower down, they have

a slight inclination inwards, that they may the more equally

sustain the superior part of the body. Between their infe-

rior condyles also there are depressions, to facilitate their

articulation with the bones of the leg. This joint is covered

by a small, soft, cartilaginous bone, called the patella.

This, floating above, is not attached to any other bone, but

tied down by flesh and tendons ; and, having a slight incli-

nation towards the thigh, it serves as a defence to the joint

in all the flexions of the leg. Now tlie leg is itself formed

by two bones ; for in every particular the thigh resembles

the arm, and the leg the fore-arm ; so that the symmetry
and elegance of the one may be known by examining the

other ; and the same similitude holds good as regards the
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muscles; also, one of tViese bones is placed to the outer side

of the calf of the leg, and therefore is aptly named sura.
This, at its upper extremity, is shorter and thinner, but is

enlarged at the ankles. The other, which is situated at the

fore part of the leg, and has the name of tibia, is longer and
larger at its upper extremity, and connected to the inferior

extremity of the thigh-bone, just as the ulna is connected to

the humerus. These bones are united at their extremities,

and separated at their middle, like those of the fore-arm.

The leg is articulated below with the transverse bone of the

ankle, which is situated above the os calcis: this at one part

has a depression, and at another certain processes, and it

both gives a lodgement to processes from the ankle bone, and
is inserted into its cavity. It is hard and marrowless; and
projecting more posteriorly, its figure is rounded there. The
other bones of the foot are articulated like those of the hand.

The sole, toes, and nails of the one, correspond with the

palms, fingers, and nails of the other.

II. All injury of bone resolves itself into caries, fissure,

fracture, perforation, contusion, and dislocation. When a

bone is diseased, it first becomes oily, then black or carious

:

these cases happen from the worst sort of ulcers or fistulas,

which have become chronic, or which have been attacked

by gangrene. In the first place, it is requisite to excise the

ulcer and lay the bone bare ; and if the disease have spread

more extensively than the ulcer, the flesh below must be

plared away, until the sound part of the bone appear all

around : then it will suffice to cauterize the greasy part with

the actual cautery, so as to detach a scale from it ; or to

scrape it till some blood appear, which is the mark of sound

bone ; for that which is vitiated is necessarily dry. The

same method must be pursued in diseased cartilage, paring

that also with a knife till all that is left be sound. In the

next place, whether it be bone or cartilage that has been

scraped, it must be sprinkled with well-powdered nitre. Nor

need any other plan be pursued in superficial caries or

blackness of a bone ; for these cases merely require the same

cauterization or scraping to be continued a little longer. The

operator must press the instrument boldly on the part, that

he may scrape it effectually, and thus the sooner have done.

The operation is completed when one comes to white or to

compact bone. It is evident that when the disease is

" blackness," it ends in the white structure, and that the
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caries ends where the bone possesses due sohdity. We have

already stated that sound bone bleeds. When, however, it

is a matter of doubt how deep either of these diseases may

have penetrated, in caries there is an easy method of ascer-

taining the extent of the mischief. A small probe is intro-

duced into the holes, and this, according as it penetrates

more or less deeply, shows us the extent of the caries. So

in nigrities, when the pain and fever are not considerable, it

may be inferred that the aft'ection is only superficial.

its extent however is ascertained with greater certainty

by boring the bone with a wimble : for when the bony dust

ceases to be black, we may rest satisfied that we have ar-

rived at the termination of the disease. If therefore the

caries have penetrated deeply, several perforations must be

made in it with the wimble, to the depth of the disease, then

hot irons must be plunged into these holes, until the bone

become entirely dry. For thus the diseased portion will be

detached from the sound bone below, and the sinus will be

filled up with flesh, while little or no humour will be after-

wards discharged. But when there is a nigrities, or a caries

which extends to the opposite part of the bone, it ought to

be cut out ; the same may be done also in a caries which pe-

netrates to the other side of the bone. Where the whole

bone is diseased, it must be entirely removed : if its lower

part be sound, the excision must be limited to the morbid

part only. So also in caries of the cranium, or of the ster-

num, or of a rib, cauterization is injurious, and excision ab-

solutely necessary. Nor are we to pursue the method of

those surgeons, who first denude the bone, and then wait

three days before they excise it ; for all operations are per-

formed with greater safety prior to the setting in of inflam-

mation. For this reason, one ought to ihcise the skin, de-

nude the bone, and completely detach the vitiated portion

of it, as nearly as possible at the same time. This disease,

when seated in the sternum, is by far the most pernicious

;

because, even if the operation have been favourable, it is

seldom followed by a complete cure.

III. Excision of bone is performed in two modes ; by

the trepan, which the Greeks call ^^on iiciba, if the vitiated

part be very limited, and by the wimbles, if it be more ex-

tensive. I shall explain the method of each. The trepan

is a round hollow instrument with a serrated edge, furnished

at its centre with a pin, which is also surrounded by an in-
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terior circle. Of the terebra or wimble there are two sorts ;

one is like that used by carpenters ; the other having a
larger blade, which begins with a sharp point, then suddenly
becomes broader, and above that part again, insensibly nar-

rows all the way up. If the disease be confined to a space
which may be covered by the trepan, that instrument is to

be preferred ; and if it be caries, the centre pin of the instru-

ment must be pushed into the opening : if blackness, a small

depression must be made with the angle of a chisel, to re-

ceive the piu ; so that the trepan may not slip while we are

turning it round ; and it is to be rotated like a wimble by
means of a strap. The pressure must be so regulated, that

the instrument may perforate and yet be turned round ; for

if too lightly pressed on, it does not produce the desired

effect ; if too heavily, it becomes fixed. It is a good plan

to drop in a little rose-oil, or milk, to facilitate the rotatory

movement : although when in too large a quantity, it blunts

the edge of the instrument. When the trepan has made for

itself a channel, the centre pin must be removed, and the in-

strument worked by itself : then, when by the appearance of

the dust we recognise sound bone, the trepan must be with-

drawn. But if the disease be more extensive, so that it

cannot be covered by the trepan, the operation is to be per-

formed by the wimble. With this a hole is to be made at

the line which separates the vitiated from the sound bone,

then not far from that a second, and a third, until the entire

part which is to be excised is surrounded with these foramina

;

and here too the dust indicates to us how far the wimble

ought to penetrate. Then, a chisel driven with a mallet

from hole to hole, detaches the intermediate bone ; and in

this way a circular depression is formed, like that produced

by the modiolus, only larger. In whichever way the circle

has been made, with the same chisel laid flat on the cor-

rupted bone, each superior lamina must be shaved off, till

nothing but sound bone be left. A blackness scarcely ever

passes through a bone ; a caries occasionally does so, and

more especially in a diseased calvariura. This also may be

ascertained by the probe ; for when introduced into a sinus

which has a solid bottom, it meets with resistance and comes

out moist : if the caries proves pervious, the probe descends

deeper between the bone and dura mater, without expe-

riencing opposition, and comes out dry, not because there is

no morbid sanies there, but because, as the cavity is wider.
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this is more diffused. But if a blackness detected by the

wimble, or if a caries manifested by the probe have com-

pletely passed through the bone, the trepaii will generally

be useless; for where disease has penetrated thus deeply, it

must necessarily have spread more extensively also.

In this case we must use the second kind of terebra be-

fore described; and that it may not grow too hot during

the motion, it must be repeatedly plunged into cold water.

But in operating, we are to be still more cautious when we

have bored half through a simple bone, or entirely through

the outer table of a double one. We judge of the first by

the depth we have already pierced, and of the second by the

appearance of blood. At this crisis of the operation the

strap must be drawn slower, and less pressure must be made

with the left hand, which must frequently be taken off,

while we examine the depth of the hole : thus we may ob-

serve whether the instrument has yet passed through, and

not run the risk of wounding the membrane of the brain

with the point of the wimble, a catastrophe which occasions

severe inflammation, and endangers the patient's life. Having

made the foramina, the intermediate septa are to be excised

in the manner above described, until an entrance be made

laro-e enough to admit a guard for the membrane, an instru-

ment called by the Greeks jufjvtyyo^uXaKa (meningophulaka),

proceeding with much more circumspection, to avoid wound-

ing the same. This is a strong copper plate, slightly curved

backwards, and polished on its outer surface : with this sur-

face next the brain, it is from time to time put under that

part which is to be removed by the chisel ; and if it en-

counter its edge, it arrests its further progress ; and in this

way the operator repeats his blows with the mallet and

chisel with greater boldness and less risk, until the bone,

having been detached at all quarters, may be elevated by

this plate, and removed without injury to the brain. When
all the diseased bone has been removed, the edges are to be

pared around and smoothed off ; and if any dust have fallen

on the dura mater, it must be gathered up. When the outer

table has been removed and the inner left, not only are the

edges to be smoothed, but the whole of the exposed portion of

the second table likewise ; so that the skin may be after-

wards generated there without interruption ; for when it

grows over rough bone, this immediately acts as an obstacle

to the healing process, and gives rise to a renewal of the
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disease. 1 shall describe the method of treatment proper to
be pursued in cases where the brain has been exposed, when
I come to treat of fractures. Where the second table is pre-
served, our applications should be of a non-unctuous nature,
and such as are suited to green wounds, laying thereupon
raw wool steeped in oil and vinegar. In process of time
flesh grows from the bone itself, and fills up the cavity left

after the operation. So also after a portion of bone has been
cauterized, it is detached from the sound part ; for the gra-
nulation takes place between the sound and the dead struc-
ture, so as to throw off the separated portion, which, because
it is thin and narrow, is usually called by the Greeks Xenh
(lepis), that is to say, a scale. It is a possible occurrence
that the bone may neither be split nor broken from the effects

of a blow ; but may nevertheless be bruised superficially,

and rendered rough. In this case it will suffice to shave
and smooth it. Although the methods just recited are pur-
sued in the head, they nevertheless apply to the other bones
also, so that in similar cases, in whatever part occurring, the
same remedial measure must be employed. But fractures,

fissures, perforations, and contusions, all require a treatment
peculiar to each, although comprehending some measures
which are common to all. I shall proceed to speak of these,

beginning at the head.

IV. After a blow on the head, the immediate inquiry

should be whether the person have vomited bile ; whether he

have lost his sight or his speech; whether blood have been

discharged by his nostrils, or by his ears ; whether he fell

down from the blow ; whether he lay insensible and coma-
tose. These are symptoms which do not happen except in

a fracture of the skull ; and when they occur, we may con-

clude that an operation is indispensable, although dangerous.

But if a torpor have also come on,-- if there be delirium,

—

if paralysis or convulsion have ensued,—the probabilitj' is

that the dura mater is injured, and the case is still more
desperate. When, on the other hand, neither of these

symptoms accrue, the existence of fracture may be fairly

doubted ; and our next consideration should be the nature

of the weapon with which the blow has been inflicted ;

whether it be of stone, wood, iron, or some other ma-
terial ;—so again, whether it be smooth or rough, whe-

ther of a moderate or of a larger magnitude, whether the

blow have been violent or slight ; for the less violent the
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blow, the greater is the probability that the skull may have

resisted it The best plan, however, is to ascertain the tact

bv a surer sion. To this end, we must search the wound

with a probe neither too small nor sharp, lest by entering

into some of the natural sinuses, it should mis ead us into an

opinion of the existence of a fracture ; nor should it be too

thick, lest small tissures escape it. When the probe has

come in contact with the bone, if it meet with a surface en-

tirely smooth and slippery, such surface may be considered

sound : if it meet with asperity, and especially it at a part

where there are no sutures, it is a proof of fracture. Hip-

pocrates HAS RECORDED THAT EVEN HE WAS DE-

CEIVED BY THE SUTURES : THUS IS IT EVER WITH THE

TRULY GREAT, WHOSE SELF-CONFIDENCE IS BASED ON

SUPERIOR ACQUIREMENT : FOR LITTLE MINDS DARE

NOT DETRACT AUGHT FROM THEIR OWN MERIT, BE-

CAUSE THEY HAVE NONE TO SPARE; WHILE THE IN-

GENUOUS AVOWAL OF REAL ERROR IS SUITED ONLY TO

A TRANSCENDENT GENIUS, WHOSE SPLENDOUR IS CON-

SI DERABLE ENOU G H TO SURVIVE THE SACRIFICE; ES-

PECIALLY IN THE PERFORMANCE OF A TASK, WHICH

IS TO BE HANDED DOWN FOR THE BENEFIT OF POSTE-

RITY AS A BEACON-LIGHT OF TRUTH TO WARN THEM

AGAINST SIMILAR ERRORS.

1 have been led into this digression by my desire to com-

memorate an illustrious professor. Now a suture may de-

ceive us by being equally rough ; so that even where there

is a tissure, one may take it for a suture, from its being in a

part where we have a right to expect one. Hence, that we

may not be deceived, the safest plan is to expose the bone ;

for, as I have stated above, there is no certainty even in the

relative situations of the sutures, and the same part may at

once both be naturally joined by suture, and fissured by a

blow ; or it may have a fissure close by it. Nay, sometimes

when the blow has been violent, although nothing have been

detected by the probe, it is nevertheless better to expose the

part. If no fissure be made evident even by these means,

ink is to be applied to the bone, and to be afterwards scraped

otf with a chisel ; for if there be any fissure, it will retain

the die. It occasionally happens that the blow is received

on one side, and the fracture takes place at the other.

Therefore, if a person have been struck violently, and dan-

gerous symptoms have ensued, and no fissure can be disco-
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yered at the part where the integument has been divided,
it is proper to examine the opposite side, whether any part
be puffed and swollen, and to make an opening there; for
that will be found to be the seat of the fracture. Nor will
there be much trouble in healing the skin, even though our
opening prove unnecessary. Cranial fracture, if not season-
ably relieved, produces severe inflammation, and is after-
wards treated with greater difficulty. Earely, but yet oc-
casionally, it happens, that the bone remains entire, while
internal rupture of some one of the veins of the cerebral mem-
brane occasions hseraorrhage, and the blood coagulating, ex-
cites severe pains, and in some cases blindness. Now more
usually the pain is referred externally to the part which
corresponds with the extravasation, and on laying open the
integument there, the bone is discovered to be pale ; there-
fore that too must be removed. Whatever may be the cau-
ses which may render this operation necessary, provided the
integument have not been sufficiently exposed, the opening
must be widened until all the injured part be brought into

view. In doing this, we should be cautious not to leave on
the bone any portion of its periosteum ; for this, when lace-

rated by the chisel, or by the wimble, excites high fe-

ver, together with inflammation. It is therefore the better

plan to detach it completely from the bone. When the

wound is the result of a blow, we must necessarily take it

as we find it : if we have to make it ourselves, it is most
conveniently formed by two decussating incisions in the

form of the letter X, the tongue-like processes thus de-

scribed bein^ afterwards retracted by dissection. Should
haemorrhage occur, while we are doing this, it must be re-

strained by the application of a sponge repeatedly dipped in

vinegar, and the effused blood must be absorbed by dossils

of lint, while the head should be elevated. Nor is the ope-

ration at all dangerous, except when performed at the tem-

poral muscles ; and even here we can pursue no safer me-
thod. In all fissures and fractures of the bone, it was cus-

tomary with the older practitioners to proceed at once to

the use of the instruments for excision. But it is far better

first to make trial of such plasters as are composed for the

calvaria, and to apply any one of them softened with

vinegar, on the fissured or fractured bone ; then over that, to

lay on a piece of linen rag, somewhat wider than the wound
itself, spread with the same medicine ; and in addition to
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these, undressed wool steeped in vinegar: then, to bandage

the wound and open it daily, that it may be dressed in the

same way for five days running : on the sixth day to foment it

with a sponge and iiot water, continuing the other measures.

If granulation commence, and the fever have either altoge-

ther subsided, or it be but slight, if the appetite for food re-

turn and the patient sleep, we are to persevere in the use of

the same local application. Afterwards, in process of time,

the plaster must be softened by the addition of the cerate

made from rose-oil, to facilitate granulation, for, used by it-

self, it has a repressing quality. In this way, fissures are

frequently filled up by a sort of callus, which serves as a ci-

catrix to the bone ; and even more extensive fractures are

agglutinated by the same callus, where they do not come in

contact ; and this constitutes a much better defence to the

brain, than the flesh which grows over it after partial ex-

cision of the bone. If, however, after this our first treatment,

the fever be increased, the sleep short, and interrupted by
tumultuous dreams, the ulcer moist, and not nourished, the

glands of the neck enlarged, and the pains violent, while

after all these symptoms the loathing of food increases, then,

at last, there is a necessity for proceeding to a manual opera-

tion with the chisel. Now two dangers result from a blow
on the skull, fissure and depression. When there is fissure,

the edges of the bone may remain in a state of close adap-
tation, either because one overlaps the other, or because they

become tightly wedged in again. Whence it happens, that

although there may be extravasation upon the dura mater,

yet the fluid cannot escape, and therefore irritates that mem-
brane and excites severe inflammation. But, when there is

depression of a portion of bone in the middle of a frac-

ture, it presses on the same membrane, which is also some-
times pricked by several spicular splinters. In affording re-

lief in these cases, we must take away as little bone as pos-
sible. If, therefore, there be an overlapping of the edges,
it will suffice to cut away the prominence with a flat chisel

;

after the removal of which, the hiatus in the fissure will be
wide enough for the cure. But if the edges be compressed
together, at the distance of a digit, a foramen must be made
with a wimble, and from that the chisel must be driven in

two lines corresponding in form to the letter V, diverging
from the foramen towards the fissure. If the fissure be of
greater extent, a, similar aperture must be made from another

CEL. P
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foiameii, and in this way nothing is left lurking under the
concave surface of the bone, but a free exit is afforded for

any offensive matter within. Even where there is a portion
of fractured bone depressed, its entire excision is not neces-
sary : but whether it be completely broken off", and have re-

ceded from the surrounding calvary, or whether it adhere
only by a partial connexion, it must be detached from the
sound bone by means of the chisel.

Then, near the part where we have made the fissure, holes

are to be bored in the depressed bone ; two if the injury be
limited, three if it be more extensive ; and the intermediate

septa must be excised : in the next place we are to drive the

chisel on both sides as far as the fissure, so as to form a semi-

circular cavity, with its base towards the fracture, and its

horns facing the sound bone. Then, if there be any loose

pieces, and they can be removed without difficulty, they are

to be taken up with a forceps made for that purpose, and
especially such spicultc as irritate the membrane : if this

prove difficult, the metal plate or meningo-phylax already

mentioned, must be introduced beneath the fractured bone,

and any spicuUie that may protrude inwards are to be excised

upon this instrument; if there be any depressed portion, it

must be elevated by the same means. The effect of such

treatment is the consolidation of such portions of bone as re-

main partially connected ; and those which are entirely

broken off may, by the use of dressings, be separated in

time without any pain, while sufficient interspace may be

left for the evacuation of the sanies : for the bone constitutes

a better defence for the brain than it could possibly have af-

ter that had been excised. These measures having been pur-

sued, the membrane must be sprinkled with strong vinegar;

so that if there have been any ha-morrhage, it may be re-

strained : or if there be an internal coagulum, it may be dis-

cussed : then the medicament before mentioned, softened as

has been already directed, must be applied in contact with the

membrane, and the other measures repeated, as regards the

smeared lint and the undressed wool : he should be put into

a warm apartment, and his wound dressed daily ; in summer,

even twice a day. But, if the membrane swell from inflam-

mation, tepid rose-oil must be poured into the wound. If

the swelling be so considerable as to rise above the bones, it

may be restrained by the application of well-pounded lentils,

or by powdered vine-leaves mixed with fresh butter or recent
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goose fat : and the neck will require to be mollified by means

Zf liquid cerate made with oriis oil. But in the event of the

membrane appearing somewhat foul, a mixture must be made

of equal quantities of the plaster proper to it, and of honey,

and that must be poured over it; and to keep it on, one or

two lint pledgets must be laid over the part ; and over that,

linen rag spread with the same plaster. When the mera-

braue has l)ecome sufficiently deterged, the addition of cerate

to the plaster aforesaid is requisite for encouraging incarna-

tion. But as regards abstinence and the plan of diet and

drink to be pursued in the first and last stages, the same pre-

cepts are to be observed as have already been laid down for

wounds, and the more rigidly in proportion to the extent of

the danger. Nay, when it is requisite not barely to sustain,

but to nourish such patients ; even then all articles are to be

avoided which require mauducation : so also smoke, and

whatever excites sneezing. Furthermore, provided the mem-
brane be moveable and of a uniform colour, the granulations

ruddy, and the motion of the jaw and neck free from pain,

our hopes of recovery are grounded upon a solid foundation.

The unfavourable symptoms are immobility of the mem-
brane, or that being black, livid, or of any other morbid

colour; delirium, acrid vomiting, paralysis or convulsion,

livid flesh, rigor of the jaws and neck. The other symptoms
which relate to sleep, appetite, fever, and the colour of the

pus, are favourable or unfavourable, just as in other wounds.

When the case is going on prosperously, granulation com-
mences from the membrane ; or when the fractured bone
consists of two tables, it sprouts from the diploe likewise,

and thus the interspace between the bones is filled up i occa-

sionally it sprouts above the level of the cranium. In this

last case copper scales must be sprinkled thereon, to repress

and arrest its growth ; and over the flesh cicatricing medi-

cines are to be applied. A cicatrix is induced without dif-

ficulty over all parts except that which is a little above the

space between the superciliary ridges : for there, no matter

what may be the age of the patient, ulceration is unavoid-

able : this part must be covered with a medicated pledget of

linen. Lastly, in fracture of the skull, until the cicatrix

have acquired due firmness, it is to be rigidly observed that
insolation, wind, frequent bathing, and excess in wine, are

all to bo avoided,

V. Both the bone and the cartilage of the nose are liable
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to fracture, and that sometimes at the fore part, sometimes
at the sides. If both or one of them be fractured anteriorly,

the nostrils fall in, and to breathe through tliem becomes
difficult. If it be the bone that is fractured at the side, that

part becomes hollow : if cai tilage, the nares are twisted to-

M'ard the opposite side. In whatever direction the cartilage

may have been fractured, it must be gently raised either by
putting a probe under it, or by compressing it on either side

vrith one's two fingers : then a cylindrical roll of lint, sewed
up in a covering of soft leather, is to be introduced ; or any
tent prepared after the same manner from a dry penicillum ;

or a quill, large enough to prevent the bridge of the nose

from sinking, dipped in gum, smeared with carpenter's glue,

and surrounded with soft leather. Now if the fracture be

in front, both nostrils require to be equally filled ; if at the

side, we should introduce a fuller tent into the depressed

nostril than into that opposite. Externally a soft strap must

be applied, smeared in the middle with a mixture of simila,

and soot of olibanum, bringing it round beyond the ears, and
agglutinating its two ends to the forehead ; for it sticks to

the skin like glue, and after it has grown hard, it eftectually

retains the nostrils in their natural position. But if the tent

produce pain, as is commonly the case when the interior

part of the cartilage is completely fractured, after elevating

the nostrils, we are to retain them in situ by the strap

alone : then, after the lapse of fourteen days, that also must

be removed. It must be detached by soaking it with warm
water, and after its removal, the part itself should also be

fomented with the same. But, if the bone have been frac-

tured anteriorly, that also must be adjusted by the fingers,

and when the fracture is in the fore part, both nostrils must

be filled : if at the side, that only which is compressed by

the fractured bone : and after applying our cerate, we should

bind the part firmly, for in this part, not only is there a suffi-

cient growth of callus to repair the injury, but it also en-

larges so as to form a tumour : after the third day it should

be fomented with hot water ; and more especially as it ad-

vances to a sound state. Should the fracture consist of

several small pieces, each is to be replaced in its natural

position by one's fingers, and the same strap ought to be

applied externally, and over that a cerate without further

bandage. Where one fragment of bone is perfectly detached

from, the rest, and we infer from the copiousness of the dis-
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charge that its ag-gluti nation is impracticable, it should be

extracted with the vulsella ;
and, after the subsidence of the

inflammation, either of the gently repriment medicaments

may be suitably applied. The case is worse when the frac-

tured bone or cartilage is complijated with a wound in the

integument. This occurrence is exceedingly rare. If it

should so happen, the parts should nevertheless be adjusted

by raising them in the manner just explained ;
and upon

the integument it will be expedient to apply auy of the plas-

ters prepared for green wounds, without, however, employ-

ing any bandage.

VI. Rupture of a cartilage may occur in the ear also.

In such a case, an agglutinant is to be applied before sup-

puration arises, for it will often prevent that process, and

cure the ear. We are to bear in mind that both in this

part and in the nose, it is not the cartilage itself which

unites, but that flesh grows around it, and that so the part

becomes consolidated. Therefore, when the cartilage is

ruptured along with the skin, the integument is sewed on

both sides. But I here confine myself to simple fracture,

unattended by a wound of the skin. Now, if pus have al-

ready formed, an opening must be made in the integument

at one side, and a semi-circular portion of the cartilage

below excised: then a gentle styptic must be used, such as

lycium diluted with water, until the bleeding be restrained :

our next application should be a linen pledget with a plaster

not containing any thing greasy; and soft wool should be

put behind the ear, so as to fill up the interspace between

that part and the head : it is then to be moderately ban-

daged, and after the fourth day it is to be fomented with

the steam of warm water, as I proposed for the nose. In

these accidents also, abstinence is necessary on the first

days until inflammation be repressed.

VII. Now that I am about to advance from these parts

to fractures of the lower jaw, I deem it proper to point out

certain facts appertaining to bones in general, in order to

avoid useless repetition. Each of the bones then is some-

times cleft longitudinally like a chump of wood, sometimes

fractured transversely, now and then obliquely ; so again in

this last case, sometimes the fractured ends are obtuse, and

sometimes sharp ; which last is the worst case, because

when they have no resting point, they are not easily united

;

besides, they wound the flesh, and sometimes a nerve or
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muscle also. Furthermore, sometimes the bone is broken
into several pieces. In other bones it sometimes happens
that no part of the broken ends remains in contact ; but in

fracture of the lower jaw they are always in a state of par-

tial apposition, even when splintered. Therefore, in the

first place, the bones are to be adjusted by pressing with one's

two fingers on either side, that is to say, both within the

mouth, and externally on the surface. Then, if the jaw be

fractured transversely, in which case one tooth usually pro-

jects above that next to it, the two contiguous teeth, or if

these be loose, the two next, are to be tied with a hair.

When the fracture takes a different direction, this is unne-

cessary ; the other measures to be adopted are precisely the

same : for a double linen cloth steeped in wine and oil

must be laid upon it, together with the fine flour and the

soot of olibanum before mentioned : we are next to apply

either a bandage, or a soft strap with a longitudinal slit in

its middle, large enough to completely take in the chin

;

and carrying its ends upwards to the head, these must be

secured there. It may be received as a general remark

applicable to all bones, that at first fasting is indispensably

requisite ;
then, after the third day, that the food should be

humid : that after the removal of inflammation the diet

should be somewhat fuller, and of a nutritious quality ; that

wine is hurtful throughout. In the next place, that, on the

third day, fractures are to be unbound : that they are to be

fomented with the steam of hot water by means of a sponge,

and again dressed with the same applications : that the same

is to be repeated on the fifth day, and daily, until the in-

flammation shall have subsided, which usually happens on

the ninth or seventh. After the removal of inflammation,

that the bones are again to be examined, so that any frag-

ment out of place may be adjusted ; and after this, that the

bandages are not again to be removed till after the lapse of

two-thirds of that period which the bones severally take in

uniting. In the common order of events, between the four-

teenth and twenty-first day union is completed in the lower

jaw bone, the malje, the clavicle, the sternum, the broad

bone of the shoulders, the ribs, the spine, the hip bones, the

ankle bones, the os calcis, and the bones of the hand and

feet : the bones of the fore-arm and leg between the twen-

tieth and thirtieth ; those of the arm and thigh between the

twenty-seventh and fortieth. Now, with regard to the
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lower jaw, I must add that spoon-meat should be used for

a leno th of time : and, after the lapse of some considerable

period, the patient must continue to eat pancakes and si-

milar food, until the callus have completely restored the

strength of the jaw. Kigid silence also must be observed,

especially on the first days.

VIII. 1. When the clavicle is fractured transversely, it

sometimes unites very well of itself, and, unless disturbed, it

may be cured without bandaging : sometimes, however
,
and

more especially when it has been moved about, its ends slip

away, and generally the sternal portion being

INCLINED BACKW^ARDS, OVERLAPS THE HUMERAL. The

reason of this is, that the bone has no independent motion,

but is moved with the humerus, therefore the sternal portion

remaining fixed, the humeral gets under it. The humeral

end is very rarely the uppermost, so that renowned pro-

fessors have recorded that they never experienced such

a case; although Hippocrates mentions several of this kind.

Now as these two cases are altogether dissimilar, so they

require to be differently treated. When the clavicle tends

towards the shoulders, the humerus must be pushed back-

wards with our right hand at the same time that we are

drawing the clavick forwards with our left. When turned to

the breast, this must be forced back, while the humerus is

brought forward : and if the humerus be inferior, the sternal

portion must not be depressed, for it is in fact immoveable,

but the humerus itself is to be raised : if jjerchance it be

superior, the part next the sternum must be filled with wool,

and the humerus must be bound down to the chest. Should

there be splinters, the skin above must be incised, the spi-

cular portions removed, and the blunted bones brought into

a state of adaptation: should there be any projection, a

pledget of lint thrice folded is to be opposed to it, steeped

in wine and oil. Where the fragments are numerous they

must be covered with a splint made of ferula wood, lined

with wax to prevent the roller from slipping ; and it is

better to make the circumvolutions of the bandage more fre-

quent than tight, a rule which is general in all fractures.

A\'hen the right clavicle is fractured, it is better to apply the

bandage from the right to the left axilla : if the injury be in

the left, from that to the right, passing it alternately under

each: afterwards, if the clavicle tend towards the shoulders,

the arm should be tied down to the side ; if forwards, it
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should be bandaged in the direction of the neck, and the
patient should be kept in a supine posture. The other means
are the same as those above comprised.

2. There are several, both of the hard and cartilaginous
bones, which have very little motion, and which are liable
to be either fractured, or perforated, or bruised, or fissured;
for example, the malje, sternum, the broad bone of the
shoulders, the ribs, the spine, the hip bones, and those of
the ankle, heel, and palmar portion of the hands and feet,
all require the same treatment. Should there be an external
wound, it must be dressed with suitable applications, and
during the healing process the callus fills up the fissures of
the bones, as well as any foramina that may be in it. If
the integument remain entire, and,from the pain, we are led
to infer that the bone is injured, rest is all that is wanted ;

and, having applied our cerate, we must gently bandage the
part till the pain be removed by the bone becoming sound.
IX. 1. Fracture of the ribs, however, requires a few

special observations, on account of their juxtaposition with
the viscera, and the greater dangers accruing therefrom.
Now a rib may also be sometimes fissured in such a manner
that while its outer surface remains sound, the injury is con-
fined to its inner, at the part where it is thin ; and some-
times it is broken completely through. If the fracture be
partial, the accident is not followed by spitting of blood,
nor by fever, nor by suppuration, unless in a very few in-

stances, nor by pain ; but yet slight pain is felt in the part

upon being touched. Here it abundantly suffices to pursue
the measures above described, and, in applying the bandage,
to begin at its middle, that it may not incline the inte-

guments either to the one side or to the other : after the

twenty-first day, by which time the bone ought certainly to

be united, we must endeavour, by good living, to make the

body as plump as we can, that there may be more flesh to

invest the rib, which, being as yet weak, is exposed to in-

jury if covered merely by a thin integument. Moreover,

throughout the entire cure vociferation must be avoided, as

also talking, hurry, anger, violent motion of the body,

smoke, dust, and every thing calculated to excite cough or

sneezing : the patient should not even hold in his breath long

together. But when the rib is broken completely through,

the case does not proceed so favourably, for the consequences

are severe inflammation, fever, and suppuration, and the case
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is often dangerous, and attended with Iwnioptysis. Therefore,

if the strength permit, blood should be drawn from the arm

of the same side : if debility prevent this, the bowels are to be

moved by an emollient clyster, and abstinence must be per-

sisted in for a considerable time. Bread must not be eaten

before the seventh day; the only proper food is gruel
;
and,

upon the part itself a cerate must be applied, made of lint,

with the addition of boiled resin ; or the malagma of Poly-

archus, or cloths squeezed out of wine, rose-oil, and common

oil; and over these soft undressed wool, and two double-

headed rollers passed round so as not to be too tight : the pre-

cautions above mentioned relative to certain things to be

avoided are in this case to be still more rigidly attended to,

so that one should not even breathe oftener than absolutely

necessary. If the cough be troublesome, a potion must be

taken for it, consisting of trixago, or of rue, or of the herb

stcechas, or of cummin and pepper. Should the pain be

distressing, a cataplasm ought to be applied, consisting of

darnel, or barley, with the addition of one-third of mellow

figs. Now the poultice will remain on by day, but by night

we must either apply the cerate, or the malagma, or the

cloths as above mentioned, because the poultice may possi-

bly fall off. On this account it must be opened daily till

we can rest content with the cerate and malagma. During

the first ten days the body must be reduced by fasting ; but

on the eleventh we must begin to nourish it, and at this

period, therefore, the bandage must be applied even slacker

than at first. In most cases this plan is to be persisted in

until the fortieth day. Meantime, when there is reason to

fear suppuration, malagmas are of more service than cerate

in discussing it. If, nevertheless, suppuration should take

place, and it be not discussed by the means already de-

scribed, there is no time to be lost, for fear the subjacent

bone should be vitiated ; but through the part most swollen

a heated cautery must be thrust, until it reach the pus, which

is then to be evacuated. If the matter should not come to

a head, we may discover its situation in this way : the part

is to be smeared all over with Cimolian chalk, and to be

allowed to grow dry : wherever it remains the longest

moist, there the pus is the most superficial, and that is the

place for cauterization. When the abscess is of greater

extent it must be perforated in two or three places, and
tents of lint, or pieces of penicillum, should be introduced.
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tied by a thread at the top, to facilitate their eduction. The
after treatment corresponds with that proper for other burns.
After the ulcer has become clean, the body must be nou-
rished, to prevent a tabes, an event which would prove
fatal. Occasionally, too, where the bone is but slightly
affected and neglected at the first, instead of pus there is an
internal collection of a fluid like mucus, and the skin over
it grows softer : in this case, as in the other, cauterization
becomes requisite.

2. Fracture of the spine also demands some particular

observations ; for if either of the vertebral processes be frac-

tured in any way, the part becomes hollow, and pricking

pains are felt there ; for the fragments must necessarily be
spicular : hence, the patient frequently leans forward. Such
are the diagnostics in this case. As to the treatment, it is

similar to that which has been mentioned in the former part

of the present chapter.

X. 1. There is a strong analogy again between the acci-

dents and the treatment of the humerus and thigh-bone : so

also there are certain matters common to the bones of the

arm, fore-arms, thighs, legs, and phalanges. Thus a frac-

ture in the middle of all these is the least dangerous ; the

nearer it is to either extremity, whether to the upper or to

the lower, so much the worse is the case ; for it is more
painful and more difficult of cure. A simple transverse frac-

ture is the most favourable : that is worst which is oblique,

and consists of many fragments; the worst is where these

fragments are splintered. Now sometimes the fractured

ends of these bones remain in their natural situation ; but

much more frequently they are displaced, and overlap each

other : this is a circumstance which requires our first con-

sideration : and there are certain marks which characterize

it. When the ends are displaced, the limb is crooked, there

is a sensation of pricking in it, and its surface feels unequal

when the hand is passed over it. But when the fractured

ends do not meet directly, but obliquely, which happens

where they are displaced, the limb is shorter than that of

the opposite side, and its muscles become tumefied. When,
therefore, we have assured ourselves that it is a case of this

nature, the limb must immediately be extended, for the

tendons and muscles, which in the natural state are kept on

the stretch by the bones, are now contracted ; nor do they

''recover their proper position, unless forcible extensions be
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made. Furthermore, if that be neglected on the first days,

inflammation arises, and while it continues it is both dif-

ficult and dangerous to stretch the tendons violently : for

the consequence may be convulsions, or gangrene, or at all

events suppuration, even if the case turn out most favour-

ably. Therefore, where bones have not been set before, they

should not be replaced till after the iufiaramation. Now
even one person may succeed in extending a finger, or any

other limb, provided it have not grown rigid, by making ex-

tension with his right hand, and counter-extension with his

left. But where the limb is unusually powerful, the op-

posed strength of two persons becomes necessary. Where
the tendons are remarkably strong, as happens in robust

men, in their thighs and legs especially, both ends of the

joint are to be secured by straps or linen swathes, and then

the counter-extension must be made by several persons at

the same time. When the force has elongated the limb a

little more than natural, the fractured ends are to be ad-

justed by the hands, and we may know that the setting is

perfected by the removal of the pain, and by the limb being

made equal to the other. The limb is then to be enveloped

with cloths two or three times doubled, and dipped in wine

and oil, and those made of linen are preferable. Now
generally six bandages are required. That put on first should

be the shortest : it should make three spiral turns round

the fracture from below upwards. The next should be half

as long again, and should commence from any prominent

part of the bone, if such there be ; or if all be alike even, it

should commence indifi'erently from any part above the

fracture, in an opposite direction to the former, that is to

say, from above downwards, and then returning again to

the fracture, it should end in the upper part beyond the

bandage beneath. Over these cerate must be laid with a

broader piece of linen to keep them on ; and if there be any
projection, a cloth folded treble and dipped in wine and oil

must be opposed to that also. These are to be embraced by
a third and by a fourth, in such a manner that the direction

of each be successively opposed to that of the bandage
lying immediately under it, the third ending in the lower
part, and the other three at the upper ; because it is better

to repeat the turns, than to bind the limb tight, since by
constriction a part becomes alienated, and liable to gan-
grene. The less we bandage a joint the better, although if
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there be a, fracture near it, necessity compels us to do so.

The limb must be kept bound up for three days ; and the

bandage ought to be so applied, that on the lirst day it may
not be painfully tight, nor appear too slack ; on the second,

it should be somewhat laxer ; on the third, almost loose.

Therefore, the limb must then be bound up again, and a fifth

bandage superadded to the former ; on the fifth day it is to

be again opened, and now rolled with six bandages, in such

a manner that the third and the fifth bandages may end be-

low, and the rest above. Now as often as the bandages are

removed the limb should be fomented with hot water. But
should there be a fracture near the joint, wine should be

dropped upon it for some considerable time, with the addi-

tion of a small quantity of oil : and all the measures aforesaid

are to be pursued, until the inflammation be so far dimi-

nished, that the size of the limb becomes considerably less

than usual ; an event which will happen on the ninth, if not

on the seventh day ; at which time the bones are felt without

difficulty. If they have not been properly set, now is the

time for their re-adjustment: fragments, if any such there be,

must now be replaced : afterwards, the limb is to be bound

up again in the same way, and splints are to be adapted to

retain the bones in their proper places ; and the broadest and

strongest splint should be applied on that side towards which

the fracture inclines. These splints should all turn outwards

near the joint, that they may not hurt it, and should only

be bound sufficiently tight to keep the bones fixed, tighten-

ing them a little however by means of their straps, every

third day, according as they grow loose by time : so that if

there be no itching and no pain, they may remain on until

the completion of one half the period which each bone takes

in uniting : subsequently it should be fomented moderately

with hot water, for the matter must first be discussed, and

afterwards drawn out. For this reason the surface of the

skin must be gently anointed with liquid cerate also, and

well rubbed ; and now the limb should be bound up more

loosely, and the bandage removed every third day, repeating

all the applications except that of the hot water : but each

time the rollers are removed one of them must be withdrawn

altogether.

2. The foregoing rules relate to fractin-es in general ; the

following to particular cases only. In fracture of the hume-

rus the limb is not to be extended like any other, but the
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patient must be fixed on a high stool while the physician sitri

opposite to him on one that is lower. A sling is put on the

patient's neck to support his fore-arm ; a second is passed

round one end of the bone, and tied into a knot above its

head ; a third, after embracing the lower end ot the bone, is

brought downwards, and its ends are also joined together.

Then" an assistant standing at tlie patient's back, and passing

his arm through the loop of the second bandage, that is to

say, the right arm, if tlie right be to be extended, the left, if

it be the opposite, takes hold of a staff which is put between

the patient's thighs : the physician, in like manner, puts liis

foot into a loop in the third mentioned bandage, the right or

left, as it may be, and while the assistant is raising one

bandage, the physician depresses the other, so that in this

way the humerus is gently extended. When the middle, or

the lower end of the bone is broken, shorter bandages are

required ; if the upper end, they must be longer, that they

may be continued from thence below the opposite axilla,

across the chest and shoulders. Now, in the first place, in

binding it up, the fore-arm must be so inclined, and, there-

fore, put into such a position before the rollers are applied,

that, when subsequently suspended, it may not twist the hu-

merus into a different direction from that in which it was

during the bandaging. After slinging the fore-arm, the hu-

merus itself is to be gently bound to the side, to keep it

fixed : and thus the ends of the bone remain as they were

set. When we come to apply the splints, we must adapt the

longest externally, those placed anteriorly must be shorter,

those below the axilla the shortest: and these must fre-

quently be removed when the humerus is fractured near the

bend of the elbow, lest the tendons there grow rigid, and

the fore-arm thus become useless. As often as they are re-

moved, the fracture must be grasped by the hand ; the elbow

must be fomented with hot water, and rubbed with soft ce-

rate, and upon its processes one should either not apply

splints at all, or, at all events, only shorter ones.

3. In fractures of the fore-arm the first consideration is

whether one or both bones are fractured ; not that either in-

cident would require a different method of cure, but first, that

we may employ more forcible extension where both bones

are implicated in the injury, (because the tendons are neces-

sarily more contracted than where one bone remains whole
to keep them on the stretch,) and in the next pUice, that all
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the measures for retaining the bones in situ may be
adopted with llie greater care where one is not left to act as
a prop to the other: for, when one remains uninjured, it af-

fords more support than bandages and splints. Now the
fore-arm ought to be tied up with the thumb inclined to-

wards the chest, that being the most natural position of the
limb; and, when bandaged, it is best supported by a scarf,

with its broadest part under the fore-arm itself, and its ends
tied round the neck ; and thus it conveniently enough rests

suspended from the latter. It ought to hang somewhat
higher than the opposite elbow.

4. In fracture of the olecranon process it is a bad plan to

eft'ect a union by binding it, for the fore-arm is thus rendered
immoveable ; whilst after the removal of the pain it remains
as useful as ever.

6. In the leg it is equally important that one of the bones
remain uninjured. This limb, like the thigh, after being

bandaged should be put in a frame. This at its lower part

should have foramina for the exit of any humour that may
chance to be evacuated, and at the sole of the foot a prop

should be placed to support and keep it from gliding down,
with holes at the sides, through which thongs should be

passed, to maintain the leg and thigh in the position in which
they have been placed. In a fracture of the leg this ought

to reach from the foot to the ham : in that of the thigh, as

far as to the hip ; in fracture of the head of the thigh-bone

it should include the hip. One should not be ignorant that

fractures of the thigh produce a shortening of the limb; for

it never returns to its original condition, and the person ever

afterwards rests his weight on his toes; although the weak-

ness causes a much more unsightly appearance when aug-

mented by neglect.

6. It suffices after the subsidence of inflammation to bind

a fractured finger to a single splint.

7. These last remarks appertain to particular limbs ; the

following again are of universal application in all fractures :

abstinence on the first days, a liberal diet being allowed di-

rectly the growth of callus has commenced : long continued

abstinence from wine; fomentations with hot water long con-

tinued during the inflammation, and moderate afterwards :

long continued but gentle unction of the extremities of the

fractured limb, with liquid cerate. The limb should not be

exercised all at once, but should be gradually re-accustomed
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to its former uses. The case is considerably more formidable

when the fracture is complicated with a flesh wound, and

particularly if that be in the muscles of the thigh, or of the

humerus, for then there is greater inflammation, and a ten-

dency to gangrene. Where the bones of the thigh have

slipped past each other, amputation is almost always requi-

site. The humerus also is in jeopardy under such circum-

stances, although oftener preserved. The danger is en-

hanced if the injury have occurred near the joints. Hence

in such a case we must act with greater circumspection, and

the muscle must be cut completely through over the middle

of the wound : if there have been but little hemorrhage, the

patient must be blooded, and his body attenuated by fasting.

And though in other cases the limbs may be slowly ex-

tended, and their bones gently reduced into their place, in

these it is neither proper to stretch the tendons, nor to handle

the bones : and the option of placing his limb in that position

which he finds least painful must be left to the patient him-

self. Now upon all such wounds we should first apply

lint steeped in wine, to which a minute portion of rose-oil

has been added : the other remedies are the same as those

already mentioned. They are to be bound up by bandages

considerably wider than the wound itself, that is to say,

broader than if there were no wound, for compound fracture

is much more liable to alienation, and to gangrene : we must

try, by a number of loose bandages, to aflford as much sup-

port as by applying one that is tight. This plan may be

pursued in the thigh and humerus, provided the ends of the

bones be in exact opposition : otherwise the limb must only

be bandaged enough to keep on the dressing. The other

measures to be pursued agree with those already inculcated;

with the exception that we cannot employ splints or boxes,

since these impede the healing of the wound ; but we shall

require a greater number of wider bandages, which must be

kept soaked from time to time with hot oil and wine; at

first the patient must fast to a greater extent; the wound
should be fomented with hot water, and cold avoided by
every possible expedient : then we are to pass on to the use

of suppuratives ; in fact, being more circumspect in the cure

of a fracture with external wound, than in that of a simple

one. Every day, therefore, it should be opened and
dressed : meanwhile, any small projecting fragment of

bone, if obtuse, must be replaced ; if spicular, and with a
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sharp point, it should previously be cut away; if stumpy,
it should be tiled, and, in either case, smoothed oft" with a
chisel, and afterwards le-adjusted : and if we cannot effect

this with the hand, a vulsella, such as smiths use, must be
applied to the end of the bone now in a proper condition

for being replaced, seizing it with the rounded extremities

of the instrument, so that, by its convex part, the pro-

jecting bone may be thrust into its place. If it be of

larger size, and surrounded by small membranes, we
must leave them to be dissolved under the action of our

medicaments, and cut away the bone after it has been

thus denuded, a measure which should certainly be adopted

at an early period : afterwards, the bones may be allowed

to unite, and the wound to heal ; the former at its proper

time, and the latter just as circumstances indicate. Occa-
sionally it happens, too, that where the wound is extensive,

the fragments of bone die away, and do not unite with the

others; this also may be known by the quantity of the dis-

charge. Hence it is the more necessary frequently to un-

bind the ulcer, and to dress it. The result is, that in the

course of a few days, that portion of bone falls oft' spontane-

ously, and, distressing as is the condition of a wound of this

kind at the first, yet this circumstance may both increase its

size, and retard its cure ; for the sound skin is frequently

ruptured by the end of the bone ; and prurigo and pain are

the immediate consequences. To remove these last symp-

toms, if any such happen, it is expedient to foment with

cold water throughout the summer, and with tepid in the

winter; then, to apply myrtle cerate. Sometimes the frac-

ture irritates the flesh by its spicular projections. These

being recognised by prurigo and the presence of pungent

pains, the physician must, of necessity, lay the wound open,

and cut away the spiculse. The remainder of the cure, in

either case, corresponds with that required where the wound

has been made at once by the blow. After the ulcer has

become clean, the diet should be of an incarning quality. If

the limb be still too short, and the bones not yet in their

proper situation, a small wedge, made as smooth as possible,

must be introduced between them, in such a manner that it^

head may protrude somewhat through the wound ; and it

must be driven in further every day, till both limbs are of

equal length. Then the wedge" is to be removed, the \yound

healed, and a cicatrix induced by fomentations consisting of
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a cold decoction of myrtle, ivy, or other similar vervains,

and al'terwards rubbed with a desiccant medicine ; at this

juncture rest is more especially needed, until the strength of

the limb be restored. When the bones fail to unite, in con-

sequence of having been often separated and disturbed, the

treatment to be adopted is obvious; for union may still be

effected. When the case is of long standing, the limb should

be extended, in order to create fresh injury : the bones must

be separated by the hand, that their surfaces may be rendered

uneven by the friction, and that if there be any fatty sub-

stance acting as an interniede, it may be abraded, while the

whole surface is renewed, great care being taken, however,

to avoid wounding the tendons or muscles. The limb is

then to be fomented with a decoction of pomegranate in

wine, and the same medicine mixed with white of eggs

must be applied over it: on the third day it must be opened
and fomented with a decoction of the vervains above re-

counted : on the fifth this is to be repeated, and the splints

are to be adapted : as regards the other measures, whether

relating to the first or to the last stage of the cure, the same
is to be done as has been already described. Sometimes,
however, the bones unite obliquely ; and this occasions a
shortening and an unsightly appearance of the limb

; while,

if the ends are pretty sharp, constant pricking pains are ex-

perienced. Hence the bones must be again fractured, and re-

set. The following is the method adopted. The limb is to be
freely fomented with hot water, rubbed with liquid cerate, and
then extended ; during this part of the operation the physi-

cian, feeling the course of the bones, the callus being as yet

tender, separates them by his hands, and forces the projecting

boue into its proper situation : and if he be not strong

enough to effect this, on that side to which the bone inclines,

he opposes a rule wrapped up in wool ; and thus by binding
it on, he gradually compels it to re- assume its former situa-

tion. Furthermore, sometimes the ends of the bone perfectly

unite ; but there is an excess of the callus, and, therefore, a
swelling at that part. In such a case, the limb is to be
gently rubbed for some considerable time with oil, salt, and
nitre, and freely fomented with hot salt water ; a dispersing

nialagma is to be applied, and the limb bound tight : the
patient should eat herbs and take vomits, by which means
both the callus and the flesh are attenuated. Some good is

done by the application of mustard with a fig upon the op-
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posite corresponding limb, till it slightly erode, and draw
forth matter from that part. After the tumour has been

lessened by these means, the patient is again to return to his

ordinary course of life.

XI. Thus far we have treated on fractures. Now bones

are dislocated in two ways : for sometimes those that are

joined together separate; as for example, when the bone of

the scapula recedes from the humerus, the radius from the

ulna, the tibia from the fibula, and sometimes, from leap-

ing, the OS calcis from the ankle ; which last, however, is

a rare occurrence : while sometimes the articulations are

completely displaced, I shall first speak of the former.

Directly such a partial luxation has occurred, the part be-

comes hollow, and the finger pressed thereon detects a de-

pression : then severe inflammation ensues, especially when

the accident is in the ankles : for here it not unusually ex-

cites even fevers, gangrenes, and either convulsions, or teta-

nus, which draws the head back to the scapula;. The pro-

phylactic measures in this case are the same as those which

have been proposed for injuries of the moveable bones, for

the purpose of removing the pain and swelling ; although

bones thus separated are never again united, an event which

detracts from the appearance of the limb, but does not ren-

der it less useful. Now the lower jaw, the vertebra, and

all such joints as are braced by strong ligaments, are either

luxated by external violence, or in consequence of their li-

gaments being ruptured, or debilitated by some casualty ;

and more readily in children and adolescents than in the

more robust. Joints may be luxated forwards, backwards,

inwards, and outwards ; some in all these different ways, and

others in certain only, and the characteristics are either ge-

neral or particular: for since there is uniformly tumour at

the part towards which a bone is impelled, and depression

in that from which it has receded, these signs may be taken

as general ; while there are other marks characteristic of

particular dislocations, which I shall have to mention in de-

scribing these individually. Although all joints may be dis-

located, all are not reducible. Thus the head is never re-

placed ; so also a spinal vertebra, and even the lower jaw, if

after being luxated on either side, inflammation ensue before

reduction. Again, joints which are prolapsed from disease

of their ligaments, even when reduced, slip out again. Such

as are luxated in infancy and not reduced, do not grow so
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much as the rest ; and the flesh about every permanently

luxated joint sufi^ers emaciation, and that to a greater extent

in the member nearest to it, than in the next beyond : thus

in luxation of the shoulder joint, the arm is wasted more than

the fore-arm, and this more than the hand. In the next

place, there is more or less use left in the limb according to

the site and nature of the accident : and the more perfectly

its use is retained, the less is the emaciation. Every dislo-

cation should be reduced before the setting in of inflamma-

tion. If this have already come on, the limb must not be

meddled with until after its subsidence ; then it must be at-

tempted only in such joints as are reducible. Much depends

on the condition of the body and the state of the ligaments :

if the body be slender and humid, and the ligaments weak,

the bone is more easily replaced, but it is also more liable to

dislocation, and is retained in its position with less certainty.

The contrary circumstances are more favourable to the re-

taining- of a bone in its place, but are unfavourable to its re-

duction when luxated. Furthermore, it is proper to alle-

viate the inflammation by applying undressed wool steeped in

vinegar : if the accident be in one of the larger joints, to ab-

stain from food for three days, and occasionally even for

five ; to drink hot water till the thirst is removed ; and to

observe these precautions more rigidly in luxations of those

bones which are held together by strong and fleshy muscles,

particularly if fever have supervened ; then, after the fifth

day to foment with hot water, and, after removing the wool,

to apply a cerate made of cypress-oil with nitre, until the

inflammation be completely subdued. Then to rub the limb,

to use a generous diet with wine in moderation, and to

bring the parts into action, for motion, pernicious as it is

while there is pain, is at other times exceedingly beneficial

to the body. These are general remarks, now for the par-

ticular.

XII. The jaw is dislocated forwards, but sometimes only

on one side, sometimes on both. If on one side, that and

the chin incline to the side opposite: the upper and lower

teeth do not meet, but the lower canine get under the inci-

sors. If both sides be dislocated, the entire chin is thrust

forwards, and the lower teeth jut out beyond the upper,

while the muscles inserted into the jaw all appear stretched.

The patient without delay must be so seated that an assistant

in his rear may hold his head, or he may be seated against
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a wall with a hard leather cushion between that and his

head ; and his head must be pressed by the assistant against
the cushion, to keep it steady : then the thumbs of the ope-
rator, wrapped in pieces of linen or rollers, to keep them
from slipping, are to be introduced into his mouth, while the
fingers are applied externally. Having taken firm hold of
the jaw, if dislocated on one side, the chin must be shook
and brought towards the throat: then at the same time his

head must be held fast, and the chin being raised, the jaw
must be replaced, and the mouth shut, all this being nearly
the work of the same instant. But, if luxated at both sides,

the same measures must be adopted, but the jaw must be
forced back equally on either. Having replaced the bone,

if the case be accompanied with pain of the eyes and neck,
blood must be drawn from the arm. Useful as is a spoon-
meat diet in all dislocations, it is here especially beneficial

:

for even talking, by inducing frequent motion of the jaws,
may, through the action of the muscles, be productive of
mischief.

XIII. That the head is kept on the neck by means oftwo
processes received in two depressions of the atlas, I have
stated at the commencement. These processes are some-
times luxated backwards : in this case the tendons at the

back of the neck are put on the stretch, the chin is approxi-

mated to the chest, the patient is unable to drink, or to

speak, and in some instances has involuntary seminal emis-

sions: these symptoms are rapidly followed by death. I

have deemed it proper to describe this kind of accident, not

that it admits of remedy, but in order that it may be recog-

nised by its characteristics, and that those who have thus

lost a relative may not imagine he died for want of a medical

attendant.

XIV. Luxation of the vertebree of the spine is attended by

a result equally fatal : for it cannot occur without laceration

of the cord in the middle, of the two membranules which are

continued through the lateral processes, and of the connect-

ing ligaments. These may be luxated both backwards and

forwards, above the diaphragm and below it. According

to the direction of the luxation, there will be either tumour

or depression posteriorly. When the injury occurs above

the diaphragm, the hands are paralysed, then follow vomit-

ing or convulsions; the breathhig becomes embarrassed, the

pain urgent, and the hearing dull. If below it, the thighs
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aj-e paralysed, the urine suppressed, and sometimes discharged

involuntarily. In these cases, although patients do not die

so rapidly as in luxation of the neck, they do not live more

than three days : for, although Hippocrates has said that

in a luxation of a vertebra outwards, the man must be laid

on his face and stretched out, while the operator rests all his

weight upon it by standing thereon poised on his heel, so as

to force the vertebra into its place, this direction must be

understood to apply to partial luxation, and not to those

cases in which the displacement is complete : for sometimes

a weakness of the ligaments causes not a luxation, butapro-

rninence forwards. This is not mortal, although it is not

practicable to force it back from the internal part : and when
reduced from the external side it generally returns, unless

the strength of the ligament be restored, a result which is

exceedingly rare.

XV, The humerus is sometimes luxated into the axilla

and sometimes forwards. If into the axilla, the elbow re-

cedes from the body, and cannot be extended again with the

humerus towards the ear of the same side. If forwards, the

fore-arm is extended, but less than natural, and the elbow
is stretched forward less easily than backwards. When the

humerus has been luxated into the axilla in a young and lax

subject, whose ligaments are sure to be weak, it will suffice

to fix him upon a stool, and to direct one assistant to gently

draw back the head of the broad bone of the scapula, ano-

ther to extend the fore-arm, while the physician himself, sit-

ting in the rear of the patient, forces back the head of the

bone with his knee in the axilla, and at the same time presses

the scapula with one hand, while with the other he brings

the fore-arm to the side.

But in a full-grown subject, whose ligaments are less

yielding, it is requisite to employ a wooden spathula of two
fingers' thickness, long enough to reach from the axilla to

the fingers : at its top there is a small round head slightly

excavated, so as to receive some part of the head of the hu-

merus. In this at three places, and at proper distances,

two holes are pierced, into which soft straps are passed; and
this spatha, with a roller round it to prevent injury, is ap-

plied from the fore-arm to the axilla, so that its head may
rest immediately below the axilla : it is then secured by its

straps down to the fore-arm, a little below the head of the

humerus in one place, at another just above the elbow, and
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at a third above the hand, the holes in it being intended ex-

pressly for this purpose. The arm thus tied up is put over

the step of a hidder, such as is used for poultry, too high to

allow the patient to tread firmly on the ground ; and just as

his body is allowed to sink on one side, the fore-arm is kept

extended on the other : and in this way it happens that the

head of the humerus, forced towards its natural situation by
the ball of wood, is reduced sometimes with and sometimes

without a peculiar noise. That there are many other me-
thods of reduction may be known by reading Hippocrates

only ; but there are none which have better stood the test of

experience. But if the humerus have been luxated forAvards,

the patient must be laid upon his back, and a roller or strap

should be passed round the middle of his arm-pit, the ends

beino; delivered to one assistant placed at the patient's back,

and his fore-arm to another ; and direction should be given

that one pull the strap, while the other extends the fore-

arm : then the physician should force back the patient's

head with his left hand, while with his right he elevates the

elbow along with the humerus, and forces the bone back

into its situation : and it is more easily effected in the latter

case than in the former. Having reduced the humerus, wool

is to be put under the axilla in dislocation inwards, so as to

aflwd resistance to it, and in dislocation forwards, that it may

be more completely bound up. Then the roller being first

passed under the axilla, ought to surround the head of the

humerus; afterwards proceeding across the chest to the op-

posite arm-pit, from that to the scapula, and again to the

head of the humerus, passing it round in the same manner,

until it completely secures the parts. After the humerus

has thus been bound up, it is secured more effectually by

being brought close to tlae side, and tied down there with a

roller.

XVI. That these three bones, that is to say, the humerus,

radius, and ulna, unite at the elbow, may be understood

from what has been stated at the commencement of the pre-

sent book. In dislocation of the ulna from the humerus, the

radius, which is connected with it, is sometimes involved in

the luxation, and sometimes remains fixed. Now in all,

the ulna may be luxated in four directions: if forwards, the

fore-arm is extended, and cannot be bent : if backwards,

the fore-arm is bent, and cannot be extended, while it be-

comes shorter than its fellow : sometimes it brings on fever
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and bilious vomiting. If the luxation be outwards or in-

wards, the fore-arm is stretched, but slightly bent towards

that part from which the bone has receded. Whichever

species it may happen to be, the only method of reduction

(not only in the ulna, but in all cylindrical bones articulated

by a lono- process) is to extend both limbs in different direc-

tions, until there be a sufficient space between the bones ;

then to impel the luxated bone in an opposite direction to

that from which it has been prolapsed. However, the modes

of effecting extension are various, according to the strength

of the ligaments, and the position of the luxated bones.

Sometimes the hands alone suffice : while at others we are

compelled to resort to other means. If, therefore, the ulna

have been luxated forwards, extension with both hands, as-

sisted occasionally by straps, suffices for the reduction : then

some round body must be placed at the inner part of the

bend of the elbow, and the ulna suddenly impelled towards

the humerus. But in the other cases, the best plan is to ex-

tend the fore-arm in the manner directed for fracture of the

humerus, and then to replace the bones. The remainder of

the treatment is the same as in all other luxations. The ban-

dage however should be opened at an earlier period, and
more frequently : the limb should also be oftener fomented

with hot water, and the friction with oil, nitre, and salt

should be continued for a longer period: for in no joint is

callus sooner formed than about the ulna, whether remaining

in a state of luxation, or whether reduced ; and when once
this callus is allowed to form during rest, the flexion of the

limb is impeded ever afterwards.

XVII. The hand may be dislocated in four dir( ctions.

If it be luxated backwards, the fingers cannot be extended :

if forwards, they cannot be bent : if to either side, the hand
is twisted to that opposite, that is to say, either to the thumb
or to the little finger. Reduction is not very difficult. The
hand and fore-arm should be extended in different directions

over something tliat is hartl and renitent ; while in a state of

pronation, if the luxation be backwards; of supination, if

forwards ; and placed on its side, if inwards or outwards

:

when the ligaments have been sufficiently stretched, if the

luxation be lateral, the head of the bone must be pushed to

the opposite side by the hand. But in luxation forwards or

backwards, some hard body is to be fixed, and firmly pressed
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upon the projecting bone ; by which means the pressure
being augmented, the bones are reduced.

XVIII. The bones of the palm of the hand are also oc-
casionally liable to dislocation, sometimes forwards, and
sometimes backwards ; for laterally they cannot be dis-

placed, because supported by the corresponding bones of
the same row. The sole characteristic of this luxation is

common to all ; that is to say, a projection at the side

where the bone has been impelled, and depression at the

part from which it has receded. By merely using firm pres-

sure with one's finger, the bone is replaced without employ-
ing extension.

XIX. The luxations of the fingers nearly correspond with

those of the hands, both as regards their varieties and the

signs by which they are recognised. But less force is need-

ed in the employment of extension, because their joints are

shorter, and their ligaments weak. They ought to be stretched

on a table only, whether luxated forwards or backwards,

and then pressed with the palm of the hand : if luxated

laterally, the reduction nuist be eft'ected by the fingers.

. XX. In speaking of the foregoing, T may appear to have
embraced luxations of the bones of the leg also ; for in this

kind of accidents there is some analogy between the thigh

and the humerus, the tibia and the ulna, the foot and the

hand. There are, however, certain matters requiring parti-

cularization. The thigh maybe luxated, in all, four difterent

ways : inwards most frequently, next outwards, very rarely

forwards, or backwards. If luxated inwards, the leg is

longer than its fellow, and bowed, with the great toe point-

ing outwards. If dislocated outwards, it becomes shorter,

and bowed inwards, with the foot pointing in the same di-

rection ; the heel in walking does not touch the ground, but

the patient rests upon the extremity of the sole : and in this

case the leg more effectually supports the trunk than it does

in the former, and there is less need of a stafi^. If for-
wards, the leg is extended, and cannot be crossed ; mea-

sured towards the heel, it is as long as the other, but the

extremity of the sole of the foot is not so much inclined for-

wards ; and the pain is most violent in this species; and it

is accompanied very frequently with suppression of urine.

When the inflammation and pain have subsided, such pa-

tients walk tolerably well, and the foot is straight. If back-
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WARDS, the extension of the limb is impracticable, and this

is shortened ; in a standing position in this case also the

heel does not touch the ground. Now in luxation of the

thigh the danger is that it may not be reduced without

difficulty, and that when reduced it may slip out of its

socket. Some affirm that it always slips out again ; but

Hippocrates, Diodes, Philotimus, Nileus, and Heraclides

the Tarentine, all authors of high repute, have recorded that

they have perfectly cured such cases. Nor would so many
different kinds of apparatus for extending the thigh have
been invented for this accident by Hippocrates, Andreas,
Nileus, Nymphodorus, Protarchus, Heraclides, and even

by a certain artificer likewise, had all attempts been fruit-

less. But although this is a false opinion, yet it is very true

that, when the ligaments and tendons are remarkably strong,

the reduction is hardly practicable : and that when they have
lost their strength, they are incapable of retaining the bone in

its place, even after reduction. We must, therefore, try what
we can do, and in a young subject it is sufficient to extend the

limb by means of one strap fixed at the groin and another at

the knee : in one more robust, the extension may be better

effected by connecting these straps to strong sticks, and op-
posing their lower ends against a fulcrum, while the upper
are pulled with both hands. The limb may be yet more
forcibly extended by placing it on a bench with pulleys on
both sides, to which the straps are to be tied : these Ijeing

turned, as in a wine-press, the operator may, if he persevere,
not only extend but even rupture the ligaments and muscles.
The patient should be fixed upon the bench, with his face
upwards or downwards, or laterally, so that the part towards
which the bone has been luxated may always be uppermost,
that from which it has receded may be inferior. Having ex-
tended the ligaments, if the bone have been luxated for-

wards, some round body must be put upon the groin, and
the patient's knee must be suddenly drawn up in the same
way, and for the same reason that it is done in luxation of the
arm ; and if the femur yield to the flexion, it is immediately
reduced. In other cases, where the bones have receded a
little from each other, from the effect of external violence,
the practitioner should force back the prominent part, while
an assistant pushes the hip in a contrary direction. After
the reduction of the bone there is nothing new in the treat-
ment, except that the patient should be kept longer in bed,

CEL. Q
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lest, if the femur be moved while the ligaments are yet lax,

it may again slip out.

XXI. Now it is very well known that the knee may be

dislocated outwards, inwards, and backwards. Most authors

have stated that it is never dislocated forwards, and that is

not unlikely, since in that direction it is opposed by the pa-

tella, which also keeps in the head of the tibia. Meges,

however, has recorded that a case of luxation forwards came

under his care. In these cases, the ligaments may be ex-

tended by the same means as those proposed for the femur.

Where the bone is luxated backwards, it is reduced in the

same manner by some round body placed on the ham, while

the leg is drawn upwards. In the other instances, the re-

duction is effected by the hands, while the bones are drawn

in opposite directions.

XXII. The ankle may be dislocated in either of the four

directions. If inwards, the sole of the foot is turned out-

wards. When the case is of an opposite nature, the appear-

ance is also the reverse of this. If dislocated forwards, the

broad tendon behind is hard and tense, and the foot turns

downwards. If backwards, the heel is nearly out of sight,

and the sole of the foot enlarged. Dislocations of this kind are

reduced also by the hands, the foot and leg being simultane-

ously extended in counter directions. So also here a longer

continuance in bed is indispensable, lest the ankle, which

sustains the whole body, yield beneath its load, its ligaments

being as yet weak ; and lest in this way secondary luxation

should occur, low shoes should be used at first, that the

ankle may not be nipped.

XXIII. The bones of the soles of the feet are luxated

similarly to those of the hands, and are reduced by the same

means. The bandage, however, should include the heel

;

lest, inasmuch as it is necessary to bind the middle of the

sole as well as its extremity, the ankle being left free may

allow a redundancy of matter to accumulate there, and give

rise to abscess,
. • j x u

XXIV In the toes there is nothing more required to be

done than "what has already been explained when treating of

the hand. After the reduction of the middle or upper part

of the joint, however, it may be kept in a frame.

XXV Such are the methods to be pursued m disloca-

tions unattended by external wound. When this last is a

concomitant, the peril is extreme ; and it is the more so ac-
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cording to the greater size of the limb, or tlie greater

strength of its ligaments and muscles. Hence, such com-

pound accidents in the shoulder or hip-joint excite our ap-

prehensions of a fatal consequence : indeed, if the bones be

reduced, the case becomes hopeless, while, if not reduced,

still there is danger; and that, too, augmented according as

the wound is nearer to the articulation. Hippocrates has

pronounced it unsafe to reduce any compound dislocations

except those of the phalanges, the feet, and the hands ; and

he enjoins us even in these to be circumspect lest we destroy

the patient. Some have reduced tlie fore-arms and the legs

also, and to prevent gangrene and convulsions, tliey have

drawn blood from the arm. There can be no doubt that

where inflammation has set in, or at a later period when the

case has remained for a long time unreduced, that not even

the bones of the phalanges ought to be reduced, although

here the injury being more limited, the danger is not so con-

siderable. Nay, if after the reduction of a bone convulsions

ensue, it should be immediately put out again.

Furthermore, in every dislocation compounded with ex-

tensive wounds, and not reduced, the limb should lie in the

position which is most easy to the patient, so that it may
neither be moved about, nor hang in a depending position.

In all such cases, much benefit is derived from long fasting,

and subsequently from the treatment recommended in frac-

tures complicated with wounds. Should the naked bone
project, it will always be an impediment; hence, the pro-

jecting portion must be cut away, and the parts must be
dressed with dry lint, together with applications not of a
greasy nature, until the recovery be as complete as such a
case will allow ; for some weakness of the limb is a neces-

sary result, and a thin cicatrix being induced, it lies ex-
posed ever afterwards to receive injuries from causes other-

wise trivial.

THE END.
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